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5.1 Introduction

Once the part has been heated and formed to shape by contact with the cool mold

surface, it must be cooled and rigidified. Then the part and its web must be separated

by trimming. When thermofon'ning a reactive polymer such as thermosetting

polyurethane or a crystallizing one such as nucleated CPET‘, the formed shape is

rigidified by holding it against a heated mold to continue the crosslinking reaction or
crystallization. In most cases. rigidifying implies cooling while in contact with a

colder mold. For automatic thin«gage formers, the molds are usually actively cooled

with water flowing through channels. Free surfaces of medium- and heavy-gage sheet

are frequently cooled with forced air, water mist or water spray. For amorphous

polymers, cooling of the formed part against a near-isothermal mold rarely controls
the overall thermoforming cycle. For crystalline and crystallizing polymers such as

PET, PF and HDPE, the cooling cycle can be long and can govern overall cycle time.

When the sheet has cooled sufficiently to retain its shape and, to a large extent.

its dimension, it is stripped from the mold and transferred to a trimming station.

where the web is separated from the product. Requisite holes. slots and cut-outs are

drilled. milled or burned into the part at this time. Thin-gage roll-fed sheet can be

either trimmed on the mold surface immediately after forming or on an in-line

mechanical trimming press. Heavier-gage formed sheet is usually removed from the

mold and manually or mechanically trimmed on a remote station. Trimming is really

a solid phase mechanical process of crack propagation by brittle or ductile fracture.

Care is taken when trimming brittle polymers such as PS or PMMA to minimize

microcracks. With brittle polymers, the very fine sander, saw or microcrack dust

generated by mechanical fracture can be a serious problem. Other polymers such as

PP and PET are quite tough and require special cutting dies. Dull steel-rule dies

cause fibers or hairs at the cutting edge of thin-gage fiber-forming polymers such as

PET and PP. Slowly crystallizing polymers pose registry problems when in-line

trimming presses are used. The Speed of trim cutting and the nature of the cutting

surface control the rate of crack propagation through the plastic. There are no

exhaustive studies of the unique trimming and cutting characteristics of thermo-

formed polymers and so much information must be inferred from other sources

including extensive studies on the machining of plastics.

5.2 Overall Cooling Heat Balance

As a first approximation, as the sheet touches the mold. it is assumed to be at an

average. equilibrated temperature, Tm“, as described in Section 3.l3. When the

The unique processing conditions for crystallizing polyethylene tcrophthalate (CPET) are de-
scribed in detail in Chapter 9. Advanced Thermoforrning Processes.
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average sheet temperature reaches the set temperature, Tm, as given in Table 2.5,

the sheet is assumed to be sulficiently rigid to be removed from the mold

surface. Typically, the amorphous polymer set temperature is about 20°C or

40°F below its glass transition temperature, T3. The crystalline polymer set temper-
ature is about 20°C or 40°F below its melting temperature, Tm”. During the

cooling time, the mold temperature is assumed to be essentially constant at

Tm“. The amount of heat to be removed by the coolant flowing through the mold
Is given as:

onlyrncr = v‘ - pcp(TI:quil _ Tut}

=v* - pcp'AT=V* - pAH (5.1}

where V“ is the volume of plastic, p is its density and er, is its heat capacity]. Heat
is removed from the free sheet surface by convection to the environmental air. Heat

is removed from the sheet surface against the mold surface by conduction through

the mold to the cuclant. The coolant fluid removes the heat by convection, The heat

load at any point on the mold surfaCe depends on the sheet thickness, 11”., at that

point. Sheet thickness, as noted in Chapter 4, is not uniform across the mold surface.

The heat load at any point is given as:

qlocal = p - cp ' [local I AT {5‘2}

This is the heat to be removed from a given region during the cooling portion of the

total cycle, Beam. The local heat flux then is:

glottal ATv _ = _ , ._ _
Qiocai ——BIW P 0,: tlucal 610ml (5 3)

The units on qi’m. are lthm2 or Btuffi2 - h ' 0F. The total heat load during this time

is given as:

QM... = Iqruul 51‘ (5-4}
The total heat load per unit time on a steady-state process is given as:

Qsleady Ital: = thul ' N {5-5)

where N is the number of parts produced per unit time. The units on Qmm mu, are
kW or Btu/h.

At steady-state conditions, this energy is removed by the coolant system and by

convection to the environmental air. Mold, coolant and air temperatures increase
until the steady state is reached.

' The last equality relates the amount of heal removed to the differential enthalpy, AH. of the
polymer. This expression should be used if the polymer is crystalline and molten during the
forming step and is solidifying during the cooling step.
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5.3 Cooling the Formed Shape

Consider a typical cooling step. The sheet of variable thickness but known tempera-

ture is pressed against a slightly irregular surface of a mold. The properties of the

mold material are known and uniform throughout its volume. Chapter 6. Coolant of

known properties flows through uniformly spaced channels in the mold. The free

surface of the part is also cooled. At any instant, the temperature profile through the
various layers of material is as shown in schematic in Fig. 5.]. The rate at which the

energy is removed from the plastic to ambient air and coolant depends on the sum

of resistances to heat transfer through each of these layers. Heat removal by the

coolant is the primary way of cooling the formed part- Transfer to the environmental
air is a secondary method but it can be quite important when trying to optimize cycle

time. There are two aspects to heat removal from the formed polymer sheet to the
coolant. The first deals with the oVerall heat transfer at steady state conditions. The

second focuses on certain aspects of cyclical transient heat transfer.

Mold

Surface Irregularities
Plastic Shoal

 

 
 

Coolant Filrn fiesislance Air Gan
Content

Free Surtace Film Resistance

To

Ambient Environment

 

Series Thermal Flesistances

Figure 5.1 Schematic of various thermal resistances for sheet cooling against thermoforming mold
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Batlle Mold Insert Flow Channel
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Figure 5.2 Typical serpentine coolant flow channel through thermoforming mold

5.4 Steady State Heat Balance

Consider the limiting case where all the energy is transferred directly to the mold and

thence to the coolant. Typically, coolant lines are drilled or cast on a discrete. regular

basis parallel to the mold surface (Fig. 5.2). Heat removal by coolant depends on

convection heat transfer, or fluid motion'. The total amount of energy removed by
the coolant embedded in the mold is given as:

Q = UA AT (5.6}

where U is the overall heat transfer coefiicient. A is the coolant surface area and AT

is the increase in coolant temperature between inlet and outlet portions of the flow
channel. The overall heat transfer coefficient includes all How resistances between the

sheet and the coolant. It is usually written as:

l

6 ER, (5.7}

where Ri represents the it_h resistance to heat transfer. As seen in Fig. 5.1, for flowing
fluids, there is a convective film resistance at the conduit surface, linDhc, where nD

is the circumference of the conduit. If the coolant fluid is not kept clean. the coolant
channel can become coated with residue, thus increasing thermal resistance. This

' This section deals only wiLh the convection heat transfer coefficient of coolant flowing through
lines in the mold- Section 6.4 considers coolant pressure drop-flow rate relationships for the
specification of coolant line size.
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Table 5.1 Fouling Factors for Coolant Lines'

 

 

 
  

  
  
 

 Condition Fouling factor
(mum - h -"F)—‘
Velocity <3 l'tfs Velocity >3 l'tfs 

Treated make-up
cooling tower water

Treated make-up
cooling tower water

City water
City water
River water
River water
Treated bOiler

feedwater
Trusted boiler

feedwater
Industrial heat

transfer oil

Ethylene glycol
Glycerine-watcr
  Brine Temperature c [25"F

Brine Temperature > 125°F 0.002
Steam 0
 

' Information extracted from [I] by permission of copyright holder

resistance is called a fouling factor, )3". Fouling factors are given in Table 5.l [I].

The resistance through the mold depends on the relative shapes of the mold surface

and the coolant channels, and is usually described as l fSkm, where S is a shape factor

and it... is the thermal conductivity of the mold material. Since polymer sheet does

not press tightly against the mold surface, there is a conductive resistance owing to

trapped air. Uh, Although there may be other thermal resistances, these are the

primary ones. So the overall heat transfer coeflicient. U. is written as:
 

+—+—+fi' (5.8}

lnterfacial Resistance

In most heat transfer processes, intimate or perfect contact between the hot and cold

solids is assumed. Imperfect contact causes resistance to heat flow. Mold surface

waviness and microscopic roughness or asperities reduce physical contact (Fig. 5.3).

Increasing pressure against the sheet increases physical contact and reduces the

resistance to heat transfer. In general. energy is transmitted across the interstices by
a combination of:
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Cold. Rigid or Heavy-Gage sham Trapped Air Hot. Flexible or Thin—Gage Sheet

‘Afl

\ VW \\ E"‘*--—-v *'
Cold Mold Mold Asmrilies Hot Mold

Figure 5.3 Interfacial resistance between sheet and thennoi'on'ning mold surface. Left shows sutr
stantial thermal resistance owing to large air gap. Right shows reduced thermal resistance

- Conduction at the asperities.

Conduction through the interstitial fluid, and
II Radiation.

The resistance is thus a function of:

II The contacting material properties such as
Relative hardness.

Thermal conductivity,

Surface roughness and

Flatness,

I The conductivity and pressure of the interstitial fluid, and

o The pressure applied against the free surface of the sheet.

The interface coefficient. ha, is a measure of thermal resistance across the gap. It is

similar in concept to the confection heat transfer in that resistance to heat flow

decreases with increasing value of ha. For perfect contact. h. 400.

In thermoforrning. the interstitial fluid is air, perhaps at a substantially reduced

pressure. If the interface is a uniform air gap of 5:0.025 cm or 0.010 in and air

thermal conductivity is kg, = 0.029 WXm - “C or 0.016?T Btu/ft - h ' “F. the value for

hll is about 114 WWI-“C or 20 Btu/ftz-h‘W. Contact heat transfer coeflicient
values between flowing polymer melts and mold surfaces of about ha: 568

Wim2*°C or 100 Btuff'tz-h-“F have been reported in injection molding [2—4].

Similar values are expected here. For two surfaces in contact, hll = limp”. where p is

the applied pressure and hm depends on the relative waviness and roughness of the

two surfaces1 Table 5.2 [5]. As seen. n has a value of about 2/3 for both rigid-rigid
and rigid-flexible material contact in vacuum. Values for him are typically 50 times

greater in air than in hard Vacuum.

There are no available data for interfacial resistance during thennof'omting of

softened plastic sheet against various types of mold surfaces. For hot sheet pressed
against a relatively smooth. heated mold surface at a relatively high differential

pressure, it is expected that an appropriate value for h, would be about 568

W/rn2 - ”C or 100 Btufft2 . h - “F. For rapidly cooling and rigidizing plastic sheet

pressing against a highly textured, cold mold surface with a modest differential
pressure, an appropriate value range for h“ of 114 to 284 W/rnz-“C or 20 to
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Table 5.2 Contact Resistance and Conductance [5] he =h1p'

(Units on hc = Wl'm2 ‘ “C or Btug’ft" ' h - °F)
(Units on p are MP3. or lbrfinzl 

Material Contact coefficient. h: n
contact

{Blufftl - h - ”F}

Elastic deformation 2'8
theory

Hard—to-hard 213
Hard-to-hard 1:6
Hard-to—soft 223
 
 

50 Btu/ft2 ' h - “F should be considered for first cooling time estimates. Section 5.6 on

computer simulation of the cooling process explores the relative efl'ect of interfacial

resistance on time-dependent sheet cooling.

Shape Factor

For thin metal molds, heat is conducted very rapidly from the plastic to the coolant.

For relatively thick molds of:

Plaster,

Wood‘

Epoxy.

Glass fiber-reinforced unsaturated polyester resin {FRP},
Pressed fiberboard, or

Any other nonmetallic material,

heat transfer is slowed by low mold material thermal conductivity. If the coolant

system is considered to be coplanar with the mold surface (Fig. 5.4}, the resistance to

heat transfer per unit length (L = 1), across a mold D units thick is given as:
D

5 _. 5.9
R... k ( l

where krrl is the mold material thermal conductivity. Thermal conductivity values for

many mold materials are given in Table 2.7. For round discrete conduits (Fig. 5.5)

[6], a shape factor, S, is used:

'I'l'l

l

Rm=m (5.10)
where S is given by:

S=——2"———— (5.1l)
In 335mb ZEDD P
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Figure 5.4 Schematic of coplanar coolant flow channel and mold surface. cancept frequently called
flooded cooling

/ Hot Sheet

P D Mold
Coolant Channel |-——'|

see
Figure 5.5 Geometric factors for mold shape factor analysis

Figure 5.6 gives this equation in graphic form. It is apparent that the thermal

resistance of the mold decreases with increasing value of S. which is achieved with

many large~diameter coolant lines placed relativer close to the mold Surface. The

typical value range for S is 2 s 533. Example 5.1 illustrates the relative effects of
these parameters on mold thermal resistance.

Example 5.] Shape Factors and Mold Thermal Resistance

Determine the relative thermal resistance: for the following two molds:

Mold i: Thin—walled aluminum maid with k," : i3i muff: It °F, having d = i/2-in

water lines on P = 2 in centers, with the center-line being D = l in from the mold

surface.
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Maid 2: Thick-waited pioster maid with km = LO Stuff! 31 °F, having :1: l/2—in
water fine: on P = 4 in centers. with the center-line being D = 2 in from the maid

surface.

Mold I

Pfd = 4. Did = 2. From Fig. 5.6. S = 2.

l I

Mold 2

Hid—:8. Dfd=4. From Fig. 5.6. S: 1.6.

__L_ ‘
“mi 1.5- 1.0

The plaster mold has more than 160 times the thermal resistance to heat
transfer than the aluminum mold.

R
 

= 0.625

ShapeFactor.S 
o 2 4 a a TD 12 14

Coolant Channel Spacing to Diameter Ratio. Pid

Figure 5.6 Effect of coolant line location on mold shape factor

Convection Heat Transfer Coefficient

The metal molds on automatic. roll-fed thin-gage thermoformers and on many

heavy-gage forming operations are actively cooled. with water being the primary
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coolant. There is a thermal resistance between the cool bulk flowing fluid and the

warmer tube wall (Fig. SJ). The primary dimensionless group used in fluid mechan-

ics is the Reynolds number, Re;

_Dvp
u

where D is the tube diameter. v is the fluid velocity. p is the density of the fluid and
a is its Newtonian viscosity [7]. The Reynolds number is the ratio of inertial to

viscous forces for the fluid. Slowly moving fluids are laminar when Re (2000.

Convection heat transfer to slowly moving fluids is poor. Rapidly flowing fluids are

fully turbulent when Re) l0.[}00 and heat transfer is very rapid. Example 5.2

illustrates the interaction between flow rate and Reynolds number.

Re (5.12}

Example 5.2 Water as Coolant——Flow Rates

Consider 2t°C or 70°F water flowing through 0.5-1}: or 1.27-cm diameter cootont

channels. Determine the Reynolds number and the flow characteristic if the velocity

is a) 0.52ftfs or 0J6m/s and b) 2.6ftz‘s or 0. 7.9mm What are the oot’ametricflow
rates at these velocities?

The water density is 62.4 lbffti. The viscosity is 0.658 x 10‘3 lbmg’ft ' s. The
Reynolds number is:

Dvp 0.5 ft lbm 1 n - s _ _
R. —T-—v—l-2—ft V rs- 62.4? 0_.653X l0‘3E—3951 V

For v = 0.52 ftfs: Re 2 2050 and the water is laminar.

For v = 2.6 ftis: Re = 10.300 and the water is turbulent.

The volumetric flow rate is given as:
2 J

V=Efl-v=0.00136'v E=0.t512-vg—’3.”
4 s mm

For v= 0.52 ftfs. the flow rate is 0.32 GPM.

For v = 2.6 ftfs. the flow rate is L6 (3PM.

As discussed in Section 3.6. energy interchange between solid surfaces and

flowing fluids is by convection. The proportionality between heat flux and thermal

driving force is the convection heat transfer coefficient. The convection heat transfer

coefficient is obtained from standard heat transfer theory and experiments. There are

many methods for calculating values of h,_.. In general, however, the Chilton-Colburn

analogy between resistance to fluid flow and resistance to thermal energy flow yields

adequate results [8]. The analogy states:

5: - Pee = as (5.13)

where St is the Stanton number, P1- is the Prandtl number and f is the coefficient of
friction or friction factor. The Stanton and Prandtl numbers are:
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Table 5.3 Prandtl Number Values For Several Coolants

 

 
 

[9.10]

Coolant Temperature Prandtl no.
(“Fl (“Cl

Air 0.?2
Air 0.72

Steam 0.96
Steam 0.94

Water 13.?
Water 6.82
Water 452
Water 2.74
Water 1.88

SAE 30 Oil “70
SAE 30 Oil 340
SAE 30 Oil [22
SAE 30 Oil 62
SAE 30 Oil 35
SAE 30 Oil 22

Glycerine 31.000
Glycerine 12.500
Glycerine 5.400
Glycerine 2.500
Glycerin: 1.600
Air 0. 72
Air 0.7l
Air 0.685

Light Oil 340
Light Oil 62
Light Oil 35
Light Oil 22

h
St = [5.14)

13ch

p, = E {5.15)at

where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient. p is the fluid density at the

appropriate temperature. cl, is the fluid heat capacity, v is the average fluid velocity.
v = trip. is the kinematic viscosity. and o: = kfpcp, is the fluid thermal diffusivity. In
essence, Pr is the ratio of inertial to thermal properties and St is the ratio of fluid to

thermal resistances. Table 5.3 gives appropriate Prandtl number values for several

coolants [9,10]. As examples, Pr: 7 for room temperature water and Pr 3 300 for
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100”C oil coolant. Examples 5.3 and 5.4 show the relative efl'ectiveness of convection

heat transfer to water and oil, respectively, as coolants'.

Example 5.3 Water as Coolant—Temperature Increase

A 3 ft x 3}? x 0. l25-t'n thick plastic sheet is initially at 375°F and is to be cooled

to 200°F. The sheet specific heat is 0.5 Btullb - ”F and the density is 70 lbw].

Twelve sheets are thermoformed per hour. Determine the increase in coolant
temperature.

Heat load from sheet:

Q (per cycle] = pcPV'AT = 574 Btufcycle

Q = 574 ' I2: 6888 Btulh to be removed by coolant.

Consider 70°F water flowing through a 3t4-in diameter coolant channel at

v=4 ft/s. From Example 6.1, the Rc=50.000. The flow is turbulent and
f: 0.0248. Pr = 102.

St - Prm =f18

(Dc Vlf 2_ —-'—1 . : ' ' OF
hL 817.02)“ 770 Btujft h

Consider a 3 ft x 3 ft aJUminurn mold containing four waterlines spaced

evenly. Consider the water lines to be 1% in from the mold surface. Thus

Pld: [2 and Did = 2. From Fig. 5.6, the shape factor, 8 z 3. The thermal

conductivity of aluminum, from Table 2.12, km=72.5 Btufft - h - “F. Con-

sider ha = oo. As a result, the total thermal resistance, U is given as:

l 12 I

U = 0.75:: - 770 + f 72.5 = "'0' '2

or: U = 89.3 Eltuti‘t2 . h - °F.

Surface area of coolant channels, A: nDLN. where I) is the coolant

diameter (=3f4—in). L is the channel length {=10 ft]. and N is the number

of channels (=4). A = 7.85 ft”.

The increase in coolant temperature is given as:

_ Q _ 6388 M o
A _UA—89.3‘7.BS~ 10 F

This is considered to be a typical temperature increasa for turbulent coolant
flow.

' These examples use fluid flow data of Examples 6.1 and 6.2 discussed in detail in Chapter 6 on
mold design.
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Example 5.4 Oil as Coolant—Temperature Increase

A 3ft x 3 ft x 0.125-in thick plastic sheet is initially at 375°F and is to be cooled

to 200°F. The sheet specific heat is 0.5 Btu!!!) - “F and the density is 70 [tuft].
Twelve sheets are thermoformed per hour. Determine the increase in coolant
temperature. Comment on the results.

Heat load from sheet:

Q {per cycle) = pcPVAT = 574 Btu;’cycle

Q = 5't'4‘ 12 = 6888 Btufh to be removed by coolant.

Consider 150:}: SAE Ill-like oil flowing through a 3f4-in diameter coolant

channel at v = 4 ftts. From Example 5.2, the Reynolds number, Re 2 Dvp =
1925. The flow is laminar and f =0.0333. From Table 5.3, the Prandtl

number, Pr = 290 and Pr“ = 44.

St-P tens

v f

m=$gfig~fi=3s smite-s“?
Consider a 3 ft x 3 ft aluminum mold containing four waterlines spaced

evenly. Consider the water lines to be 1% in from the mold surface. Thus

Pfd = 12 and Did = 2. From Fig. 5.6, the shape factor, S 2 3. The thermal

conductivity of aluminum. from Table 2.12. km: "12.5 Btutf‘t - h ' c'F. Con-

sider ha = so. As a result, the total thermal resistance, U is given as:

l 12 l

u=o.75n-3s+3-72.5

or: U = “3.22 Btnti‘t2 - h - ”F.

Note that this value is less than one tenth that of water flowing at the

same velocity. Surface area of coolant channels. A = nDLN, where D is the

coolant diameter (=3t4—in}, L is the channel length {=10 ft), and N is the

number of channels (=4). A: 7.83 ft}.

The increase in coolant temperature is given as:

_ g_ 6888 ~ 9
AT _ UA * 7.22- 7.85 "122 F

Since the sheet must be cooled to 200°F, this is an unacceptable increase in

oil temperature. One solution is to increase the oil flow rate. Doubling the

flow rate will increase the pressure drop by a factor of just less than four. A

second alternative is to increase the number of coolant lines. Doubling the
number of coolant lines will increase the coolant surface area but the oil

velocity will drop to half its current value, thus driving the flow even deeper

into the laminar region. Since the friction factor is inversely proportional to

the fluid velocity, the friction factor will double. However, since the heat

transfer coefficient is essentially independent of velocity. the heat transfer

coefficient will not be affected. In addition. the decreased spacing will

 
=0.139
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increase the shape factor value, S. As a result, doubling the number of
coolant lines results in a more than double increase in the overall heat

transfer coefficient and a resulting more than halving of the increase in oil
temperature.

More exact calculations require knowledge of the roughness and geometric

characteristics of the flow channel. In general, the Nusselt number, Nu, a dimension-

less convective heat transfer coefficient is a product of the Reynolds number and the
Prandtl number. as:

Nu =h—REZ=C Rem Pr" (5J6)
For fully developed turbulent flow in very smooth tubes, C =0.023, m=0.8 and

n=0.4, and the equation is called the Dittus-Boelter equation. For developing

turbulent flow in smooth tubes. m =03, n =0.33 and C is given as:
aoss

C = 0.036 (%) (5.] 7)
where D is the channel diameter, L is the channel length and ID < L/D {400. This

equation is usually called the Nusselt equation.

For laminar flow in smooth tubes. the Sieder—Taie version is frequently used. It

is much more dependent on entrance length effects and so has or = US. 11 = l/3 and
C as:

In

C: 1.36 (g) (5.18}
where Re'Pr-(d/L)> It}. Example 5.5 illustrates heat transfer coefficient values

obtained from these equations for a relatively simple flow channel design. For

noncircular channels, the diameter is replaced with the hydraulic diameter. D1,, given
as:

-93:
FP

where A is the cross—sectional area of the flow channel and P is the wetted perimeter.

D. (5.19)

Example 5.5 Convective Heat Transfer Coelfieients for Serpentine Mold
Channel

Figure 5.7 shows an example of a serpentine mold channel that has a roughness
value, c = 0.001 D. Two sealants are to be evaluated—water at 70°F and oil at

I50°F. Determine the relative heat transfer eflectiueness of these mutants in this
flow channel.

Water as a coolant

v, kinematic viscosity = 1.06 x [0‘5 {tats

p, density = 62.4 mm3
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mecca-"ea
‘0’0’0.’:’:’¢"‘’.
’ 00¢ -

$22.2o1o2029221, 
Figure 5.7 Coolant flow channel around mold insert

k, thermal conductivity = 0.35 Btufft - h ' "F

v, average velocity = 4 ftfs

Prandtl number = '1'

Reynolds number, Re = 15.700
Flow is turbulent

The friction factor-Reynolds number equation is:

f= 0.0204 1- 4.212 ‘ Rte—'1‘“2 = 0.0289

I Stantong’Colburn analogy:

h =MPr?”
8

h. convective heat transfer coefficient = 886 Btu/ft2 - h - °F
Nu. Nusselt number = thk = 106

:- Dittus—Boelter fully deveIOped flow:
Nu = 0.023 ‘ Re” . Pr“ = 114.

h = 958 Btufft2 - h ° c'F

- Nusselt developing flow (L = 20}:

1 [1.055

Nu: 0.036- ReM - Pr”J - (—) = 12?.40

h = 1061 Btugt‘t2 - h - ”F
- Nusselt develoPing flow (L = 6):

Nu :136, h = I137 13mm2 - h - “F
1- Weighted average:

Nu=131, h =1095 Btufft2 ~ h - °F
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The effect of developing flow is higher convective heat transt‘er.

01‘! as a coolant

v, kinematic viscosity = 1.35 x 10" ftzfs

p, density = 54.5 lb/ft3

k, thermal conductivity = {1.082 Btuffi - h - "F

v, average velocity =4 ftfs

Prandtl number, Pr = 290

Reynolds number. Re = 1235
Flow is laminar

The friction factor-Reynolds number equation is:

f: l6}Re=0.05]3

- StantonfColburn analogy:

h = (Dogwf Pr!”
h. convective heat transfer coefficient = 58 Btuli‘t2 - h . “F
Nu. Nusselt number = thk = 29.5

 

o Sieder-Tate for deveIOping flow (L: 20}:

Nu = 1.86 . [Re ‘ Pr - (D/L)]2"3 = 20.8
h = 4| Btufftz - h -°F

- Sieder-Tate for develOping flow (L = 6):

Nu = 46.4, h = 9] Btu/ft? - h - DF
0 Averaged developing flow:

Nu = 32.1. h = 63 Bturftz- h - “F

Again, convective heat transfer in developing flow is higher than with fully

developed flow.

The arithmetic is considerably simplified for water at 21°C or 70°F. For laminar
flow, the heat transfer coeflicient is obtained from [ll]:

I,u"3

Mamag) (5.2.,
where k is the thermal conductivity of the fluid, and D and L are the diameter and

length of the flow channel, respectively. For turbulent flow in water at 21°C or TIFF,
the heat transfer coefficient is:

{MISS

hm = 0.053 (—11%) Re” (g) (5.21)
The relative values for laminar and turbulent water flow in a typical mold are given

in Example 5.6.
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Example 5.6 Laminar and Turbulent Heat Transfer

Determine the relative effect on heat transfer cogfi‘icient when the flow rate is

increased so that flow moves from laminar to turbulent flow. Consider a

serpentine coii imbedded in an epoxy maid, where Lid = MD. From Equations

5.20 and 5.2!, determine the relative effect on the Bio: number. the reiative

heat transfer coeficient. Then determine the actual heat transfer caeflicients
for water flowing in a 0.500—in or i .27 cm diameter coil. The thermai

conductivity of water is 0.35 Bruit? - h -°F. Then, determine the heat transfer

coefficient in the transition region, 2000< Re < £0,000.

For laminar flow. Re 5 2000. Consider Re: 2000. From Equation 5.20, the

Biot number. Hi = thk is given as:

_ a), D
n:

k = 3.52 - lite”:I - (E) = 3.52 - 2000”2 * (0.0] )“2 = 15.7
Forfuiiy turbulent flow. Reg 10,000. Consider Re: 10,000. From Equation
5.21. the Biol number is:

0.05!

Bi = E = 0.063 ' Re‘l8 - (2) = 0.063 - 10000“t - (0.0l)°'°” = 83.7

Bi

1: L

Note that increasing the flow rate by a factor of five increases the relative

heat transfer coefficient by a factor of 83.7i15.?=5.3. The dimensional

convection heat transfer coefficient for the coolant is given as:
 

 

Btu 12 Btu W

“mm o 15-7 “'35 m m — '32 W: 75° m2 - "C
Btu W

hmmrh = 83.10.35 12 = 700 W= 4000 m2 . °c

Approximate values for heat transfer eoetficients in the transition region,

2000 < Re < “1,000 are obtained by averaging. For example. for Re 2 5000,

the approximate heat transfer coefficient is:

(5000 — 2000) _ Btu _ w
(10000 _ 2000} + 132 _ 345 ———+r2 _ 2000

 

hwatcmrans = (700 _ 132} - t . h . BF m2 . ilc:

Since the heat is conducted perpendicular to the mold plane, the fluid resistance
must be corrected for the flow channel diameter and the number of flow channels in

a given mold area (Fig. 5.1). If there are N flow channels of diameter (1, then the area

ratio is nDNLiLl, and the effective resistance is:

L
R =

" fiDtht

  

(5.22)

or ( linDthm) per unit area. This resistance is small for turbulent water flowing in

many closely-spaced large-diameter flow channels. It is quite significant for laminar

oil flowing in widely-spaced small-diameter flow channels.
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5.5 Cyclic Heat Balance

The total amount of energy to be removed from the plastic sheet by the coolant is

easily determined for any given cycle from Equation 5.1. At steady state. this energy
is usually transferred to:

c The metal mold. and thence to the coolant,

- Cooler metal surfaces such as stripper bars and sheet clamps, and thence to

surrounding air,

0 Surrounding air, andfor

o Sprayed liquids such as water mist that then evaporate.

Consider the limiting case where a plastic sheet of uniform temperature TD and
uniform thickness 1,, is brought in contact with a mold having an initially uniform
temperature Tm and thickness tm. Consider the mold to be made of a high thermal

conductivity metal that is in contact with a coolant having a uniform temperature

Tm. The free surface of the plastic sheet is insulated. The time-dependent temperature

profile through the mold and the plastic sheet are shown in schematic in Fig. 5.8.

Typically, the initial interfacial temperature between the sheet and the mold is much

closer to that for the mold than that for the plastic. As cooling proceeds, the
interfacial temperature falls.

 

 
 

Initial Sheet Temperature

Thickmt Stadium on Free Suflace

Temperature
 

 
 

Mold Surface Temperature

 

  
Sheet Contacting Mold Sufism Thin Section on Free Sui-lace

Time

Figure 5.3 Characteristic time-dependent temperature profiles of theme-formed part cooling against
a metal mold
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Cooling the Free Surface of the Sheet

There are four general methods for cooling the free surface of the sheet;

a No cooling. In this case. the surface is essentially insulated from the environment.

Natural air cooling. That is. no fans or forced air cooling methods are used.

Forced air cooling. This can be as simple as clock-timer actuated shop floor fans

or as complex as special~purpose high-velocity blowers, and

0 Water fog or mist cooling. The mist is usually clock-timer controlled to shut off

some time prior to sheet removal from the mold surface. This allows the fine
water drops to evaporate before the part is removed.

Free surface cooling effectiveness increases as one progresses down this list. The
measure of effectiveness of heat removal is the convective heat transfer coefficient. h-

Table 5.4 summarizes the relative values of convective heat transfer coefficients for

the last three free surface cooling methods. The convective heat transfer coefficient
for an insulated surface is h = 0. Matched metal molds are used if the sheet is foam.

reinforced or highly filled, or if close tolerance is needed in certain regions. In this

case. the effective heat transfer coefficient. be“: cc. These methods are shown in

schematic in Fig. 5.9.

Cooling Thin Sheet in Ambient Air

When a thin sheet of plastic is heated to the forming condition. it must be quickly

transferred to the mold surface to minimize heat loss to the surrounding air. For very

thin sheet. less than 0.005 in or 0.0] cm in thickness, the sheet is usually heated by

Table 5.4 Cooling 2 Part on the Mold—Relative Values of Theme] Resistance  

 

 

 
 

Physical
resistance

Form for
resistance

Typical reciprocal value 

 
  
  
  

  

 
  
 
  

 

  {Wimz - °C} {Btttfft2 - h ‘ °F‘] 

Free surface cooling

 

Ambient air 2.84 to 5.68 0.5 to l
Forced air 28.4 to 56.8 5 to 10

Water spray 284 to 568 50 to 100
Interface gap" 114 to 234 20 to 50
Mold

Aluminum 34.330 6000
Plaster 21 3.1

Coolant

Laminar water {Linthme 454 80
Turbulent water {Linthcw} 4000 700
 

D' is the effective mold thickness and includes shape factor
‘* See Table 5.2 for these values
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h=o.lnsulated Cool AirInitial Sheet

Temperature 7"
notaas'lnq

2 Tune
3
Ed)
O.
E

19 A-
Temperature

Mold Frau Stu-tam Mold Free Surface

Water Spray h= ca. Matched Molds

E
3.
Ed)
D.
E

*9 A A

Mold Free Sudan!) Maid Free Surtace

Figure 5.9 The efl'ect of various free-surface cooling techniques on time-dependent temperature
profiles of thermoforlned part cooling against a metal mold

contact heat transfer. then blowu from the heater directly onto the mold surface.

There is an extensive discussion of transient heat transfer to thin sheet in Chapter 3.

This lumped-parameter analysis is directly applicable to the cooling of thin sheet in

ambient air. The dimensionless temperature. Y1 is given as:

(T '— Tair] _

(TI __ 'I-iliri]I —

where T,- is the initial sheet temperature, TIlir is the air temperature, 0 is time. or is

thermal diflusivity. k is thermal conductivity. h is convection heat transfer coefficient
between the sheet and the ambient air. and L is the sheet thickness. Note that the

cooling time, 0 is proportional to the sheet thickness to the first power. In contrast,

for conduction-controlled heat transfer, the cooling time is preportional to the

square of sheet thickness. The lumped parameter cooling time curves for various film

thicknesses are compared with experimental data in Fig. 5.10. Since nothing is

known about the experimental processing conditions or sheet material parameters,

the curves are fit at L=0.15 cm or 0.060 in by selecting values for the convection

Y = e—‘Bi -'Fn :__ El uB'nlkLi {5.23)
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Figure 5. li] Effect of sheet thickness on cooling time

for con vection-controlled thin sheet. Solid lines are _
calculated. Dashed lines are experimental Sheet Thickness. ‘ll

 
heat transfer coefficient. h. The shapes of these convection-controlled curves agree
better with the data than do the conduction-controlled curves.

Transient Heat Removal From the Sheet

The energy in the sheet is removed by conduction to the mold and free surfaces. The

transient one-dimensional conduction heat transfer equation. Equation 3.4, applies:

 

6T EFT

subject to the following boundary conditions:

"'— k E = hoonuiT _" Tun} (5'25)
fix I = L

nos) = Tim (5.25}

T(B.0} = Tm. (5.27)

Equation 5.25 is the heat flux from the free sheet surface to the ambient air, with

hm“ as the convection heat transfer coefficient. Table 3.2. T; is the initial sheet
temperature at the time of contact with the mold surface. If draw-down onto the

sheet surface is very rapid. Tint) is represented by the equilibration temperature

profile discussed in Section 3.13. As a first approximation, Ti{x)=Ti. an average
sheet temperature. Two limiting conditions bound the solution of this equation and

its attendant boundary conditions.

Quiescent Ambient Air

When heat transfer to air is very small relative to the rate of energy conducted to

the mold. h—rfl, the free surface is approximated by an insulated surface. This is

usually the case for natural convection of heat to quiescent air. Figure 5.1l is used
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FEB Suitace.

Mold. Conant-.1Woman-n
are
E

0.2

0.64DimensionlessTemperature 9

Bio! Number. thk =

 
D 0.2 M M 0.! 1.0 1.1

Dimensionless Time. Fourier Number

Figure 5.” Time-dependent average sheet temperature as a function of the rate of heat loss from
the free surface. Dimensionless temperature. Y={T -—T.,}g‘(Ti—To} where T. is the initial sheet
temperature and T‘I is the mold surface temperature and ambient air temperature. Biot number.
Bi = hLl'k. where h is the convection heat transfer coefficient and k is polymer thermal conductivity.
Fourier number. Fo = ntBtU where at is the thermal difi'usivity. B is time and L is sheet thickness

to obtain the dimensionless time. Fo = ate/L2. with the dimensionless temperature, Y,

given as:

_ (T — Tmml
— (Ti __ Tmnld)

where Ti is the average sheet temperature. Since hmm = 0. Bi = hL/k. the Rim number

is zero. L is the actual thickness of the sheet. This is illustrated in Example 5.7.

Y (5.28)

Example 5.? Cooling Time for Heavy-Gage PS Sheet—4

A polystyrene sheet 0.438 in or Li J cm thick initiaiiy at 375°F or l9i°C is cooled

by pressing it against a maid at 75°F or 24°C. Determine the time required to coat

the sheet to an average temperature of 175°F or 79°C. PS thermal conductivity is

0.073 Btu/ft - h -“F or 0.0003 caifg -s ”'6'. PS density is 65.5 iii/fr“? or t.05
gicrnj. PS specific hear is 0.5 Btuiib ' °F= 0.5 caifg - ”C. The free surface is

exposed only to ambient air. Assume it.” = 0.
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The dimensionless average temperature, Y is given as:

{l75—-75)

Y = (375 — 75}
=D.333

From Fig. 5.]1, the Fourier number at this value of Y for Bi=0 is

Fo= 0.345. The polymer thermal diffusivity is given as:

k em2 ft2
=5.7 X It)“ #:22 x l(}—3 —

p‘cp s h

u:
 

The cycle time is given as:

:16
F =—-—= _ _4-

o L1 51x10 (1.11?

or B = 746 s. This is shown as the top line of Table 5.5.

 

- B[s] = 0.345

Moving Ambient Air

Figure 5.1] is also used to approximate the relative either of air motion-lent on the

cooling time, so long as T”, re Tmum. Now the dimensionless temperature. Y, is given
as:

(T _ Tmold) ~ fr _ Tuir)
Frl _ Tun-11d} ~ (Ti _ Tait)

Note that as Bi increases through increase in the value for the convection heat

transfer coefiicient, the cooling time drops rapidly. When Bi = so, the dimensionless

time to reach the same dimensionless temperature drops to one-fourth that for the

quiescent case (Bi = 0). This directly supports the discussion in Chapter 3 that the
value of L should be half the actual sheet thickness when energy interchange is

symmetric across the sheet. Example 5.8 illustrates the effect of heat transfer
coefficient value on cooling time.

if = {5.29)

Example 5.8 Cooling Time for Heavy-Gage Polystyrene Sheet—II

Using the data from Example 5.7. determine the reduction in cooling time if the
following free surface contents are used:

a) Ambient air with u heat transfer coefi'icient of

h =I Bluff!“ - h * “F or 5.68 meL “C.

b) Forced air with a heat transfer confident of

h = 10 Stufffi - it -°F or 57 Win11 . ”C. and

6) Water mist with a heat transfer mefl‘icienr of

it: I00 Brafftz ‘ h ' “F or 570 Winn?" ”C.
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For each case. the Biot number Bi =hL/k.

a) Bi= l Btu 0.438“ 1 ft-h-“F
t't2 ‘ h - "F 12 0.073 Btu

The value of F0 for Y =0.333 and Bi =0.5 from Fig. 5.11 is Fo=0.256 or

6 = 554 s. This is about 26% reductiOn in cycle time from the insulated

example. Bi=0 of Example 5.7.

b) Bi: 5. The value of F0 from Fig. 5.11 is 0.123 and the cycle time

0: 266 s. This is a 64% reduction in cycle time.

c} Bi = 50. The value of F0 from Fig. 5.1] for Bi = no is 0.086. The best

cycle time possible is 0 = 187 s. This is a 75% reduction in cycle time from

the insulated example.
These values are tabulated in Table 5.5.

= 0.5
 

The effect of altering free surface cooling conditions is seen in Fig. 5.12 [12]. The

nature of the polymer and the details about the processing conditions are unknown.

For L 20.15 cm or 0.060 in sheet. water spray reduces the cooling time by about

60%. For thicker sheet, L = 0.45 cm or 0.180 in. water spray reduces the cooling time

by about 65%. As expected, the cooling time increases with increasing sheet thick-

ness. As expected, the effect is most obvious with ambient air cooling.

On the other hand, if conduction heat transfer through the plastic sheet controls

the cooling time. the effect of sheet thickness is easily determined. At any given

average sheet temperature. the dimensionless time, F0. is a simple function of the
Biot number:

Fo = f(Bi} {Y fixed} (5.30)

 
Figure 5.12 The effect of Various cooling tech-

ams 0010 0015 niques on cooling time as function of sheet thick-
ness. theory from Fig. 5.1]. Experimental data

Sheet Thickness. ft from [12]
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Table 5.5 Calculated Cooling Times for Polystyrene Sheet (Combined ConvectionfCooduction
Heat Transfer}  

Type of Convection heal Thin—gage sheet Heavy-gage sheet
free surface transfer coefficient

cooling L=G.|llc’1‘n=fl.l}438 in L=l.llcm=0.438 in
(wine - °C) (stunt2 . h - “Fl
 

Biot Fourier Cycle Biot Fourier Cycle
no. no. time no. no. time

(5) l8) 

Insulated 0 0.345 746
Ambient air 0.5 0.256 554
Forced air 5.0 0.123 266

Water spray 50 0.086 187
Direct as 0.085 18'?
contact or
matched die

 
 

Initial sheet temperature. T.- = 190.6'C or 375'F
Mold ambient temperature, To: 233°C or 75"F
Final average temperature, TI 2 794°C or 175°F
Thermal conductivity —- 0.0003 cali'g-m - s - “C or 0.0?3 Bturft - h - “F
Thermal difl'usivity = 0.00057 cm‘fs or 0.0022 ft’a‘h

From these values. the following are found:
Y = 0.333
Bi = hLl'k

Pa = :10sz -.= 0.0863[] + 3 exp( - 0.667 Bi""‘")]

As seen in Fig. 5.11, the approximate form For Equation 5.30 is:

Fo = Fo.,_.[l + B exp(-aBi“)] (5.3!)

Fox is the value of Fe when Bi 2 so, the limiting case where both sides of the sheet

contact solid surfaces. When Bi = 0, F0 = 4Fot. Since Fo = aBJLZ. the cooling time

9 is proportional to the square of the sheet thickness for both limiting cases. It is

apparent then, that when conduction from the plastic sheet controls heat transfer,

doubling the sheet thickness always increases the cooling time by a factor of four.

See also Table 5.5 where Equation 5.31 is used to compare cycle times for Various

free surface cooling modes.

As seen in Fig. 5.13. actual cooling times show a relationship that is more linear

with thickness. The observed values are substantially higher than the values obtained

from Fig. 5.12. This indicates that, at least in this case, the experimental sheet is not

being cooled in a conduction-controlled environment. Again, the exact Conditions

used to obtain the experimental data of Fig. 5.13 are unknown.

Cooling on Nonmetallic Molds

For metal molds. the time-dependent conduction resistance through the mold during

the heat removal process from the sheet is usually negligible. Heavy-walled. non—
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Figure 5.13 Measured sheet thickness-dependent

_ cooling times for various cooling techniques. Figure
Sheet Thickness. In adapted from [23]

one DEB 0.10 0.12 0.11. O16 0.13

metallic molds alternately store and liberate heat during each forming cycle. An

estimate of the rate at which heat penetrates the mold is obtained by integrating the
time-dependent heat conduction equation, as discussed below. As with energy input

to plastic sheet, Chapter 3. there are two limiting conditions that are important. If

the energy transfer is constant heat flux and the mold is considered as a semi—infinite

slab of thermal difi‘usivity, at. the depth of penetration of energy, 5, is approximately:

{Constant Heat Flux) 8 = 1a't'nitllil (5.32)

The penetration dimensionless time1 Fo=ctl':i/L2 = [/6 [13]. If the surface is raised
instantaneously to a constant temperature, the depth of penetration of energy, 8, is

approximately;

(Constant Surface Temperature) 5 = 24:19 {5.33}

and the penetration dimensionless time. Pa = ater = 1/24. In thermoforming, the

actual condition is closer to the constant flux approximation. If D is the efi‘ective
thickness of the mold. then the time for the heat to be felt at the coolant interface is:

D2 D2

2411 < El 4. 6a {5.34)

Example 5.9 illustrates how the type of mold material dictates the penetration time

of heat into the mold. For many thermoforming operations where actively cooled

nonmetallic molds are used, the coolant probably would not see all the energy removed
from the sheet until after the sheet had been removed from the mold. The mold, in

effect, is storing the sheet thermal energy during the cooling cycle, then transferring

it to the coolant after the cycle. The heat is also being convected away from the mold

surface during the times when no sheet contacts the mold surface, as shown in Fig.

5. [4. The approximate increase in mold temperature during the cooling cycle and the

approximate time required to return the mold to within 2% of its initial temperature

are illustrated in Example 5.10. For all practical cases where low-conductivity molds

made of wood, plaster. fiberglass and even certain metal-filled epoxies arc usad, the
average mold temperature continues to increase in value during the forming process
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Mold in Contact With Plastic

Figure 5.14 Schematic thermol‘orrning mold temperature
profiles when mold is in contact with hot polymer [top] and
with ambient air [bottom]

 
until the energy added during the cooling portion of the cycle just equals that

extracted during the entire cycle time. From Equation 5.2. the amount ofheat added

per unit area of the mold for a given cycle is:

q” = pr:p - tml'l'I — Tr) (5.35)

Example 5.9 Transient Heat Penetration into Molds

Constder two molds, a prototype plaster mold with a relative thickness D = 2 cm or
5.1 cm. and a production aluminum mold with a relative thickness D = 0.2 to or

0.51 cm. Determine the elapsed time for a heat pulse to travel to the reverse side
of each of these mold materials. The thermal titfttst'uity for aluminum is 0.49

flmsz-T 1.9fl2fh afldfor plaster is 30 x 10 "cmz/s or 11.6x “9—" flth.

From Equation 5.34, the penetration time is bracketed by szc-a, where

c = 24 for constant surface temperature and c = 6 for constant heat flux. For

aluminum, tha = 0.0816 s. For plaster, Dita = 1333 s. Thus the penetration
time for aluminum is:

0.0034 s < 9 4: 0-0136 5

The penetration time for plaster is:

55.5 s<9<222 s

For aluminum, it is apparent that energy transfer is almost immediate,

within milliseconds. For plaster, there is a substantial lag in energy transfer.
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Example 5.10 Approximate Increases in Cycle Time for Prototype Molds

Consider the case where a prototype plaster maid heats during cantaet with the

farmed sheet. If the initial maid temperature is 75°F or 24°C and the finai maid
temperature is 125°F or 52“ C, estimate the average sheet temperature at 746 5 (see

Exampie 5. 7)for an insulatedfree surface. Then estimate the time required to caai
the sheet to an average temperature of l75“F or 79°C. Then determine the

approximate tune required to eaai the maid back to its initial temperature.

The correct approach to this problem is to solve the transient heat conduc-

tion equations for the cooling sheet and the heating mold, as done in Section

5.6. The bounds on the answer are obtained by assuming an initial mold
temperature of 125°F or 52°C. At Fo=0.345 and Bi = 0, Y = 0.333.

_{T—Tn}__ {T—IZS)
Y_(Ti—To)_{3'iS-125)

= 0.333

Tm = 203m = 98°C

In other words, the average sheet temperature is somewhere between 175”]:
or T9°C as determined with an isothermal mold and 208°F or 98°C as

determined by an artificially high mold temperature of 125°F or 52°C. The

time needed to attain an average sheet temperature of 1?S°F or 79°C is
obtained as follows:

_(175—125}
Y _ (375 + 125)

= 0200

For Bi = 0, F0 =0.S3 from Fig. 5.11. Therefore 0 = 1145 s. The actual time

is somewhere between 746 s for 75°F or 52°C mold temperature and 1145 s
for 125°F or 52°C mold temperature. The increase of more than 50% in

cycle time is a strong indication of the importance of maintaining constant

mold surface temperature.

Figure 5.11 is used to determine the cooling rate of the prototype mold-

Consider cooling the mold to within 2% of its initial temperature. That is

Tmolifinal = 76°F 01' 24°C. NOW:

_ (76 — 75)
YTU25—75}

= 0.02

For Bi = 0. Pa = 1.4. The cooling time is given as:

(10

E = 1.4

For plaster, a: 30 x 10“ cmzfs and D = 2 cm. Therefore the cooling time

is given as 0 = IB'iO s. It is apparent that temperatures in prototype molds

increase with the number of parts molded.
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where t“: is the average sheet thickness. for this illustration. 'l'i is the initial sheet
temperature, Tr is the final sheet temperature and T: is the time-average sheet

temperature, such as T: = (11+ Tug/2. This amount of heat is to be removed in the
cooling time, 6:. There are N forming cycles in the total time ST. The total amount

of heat to be removed from the sheet in the time 91- is thus given as:

lea] = N ‘ pcp ' tonsil—rt — TI) (5'36)

The heat convected away by the cooled air in contact with the sheet in the time 6T
IS:

Qeonv = hair-(T: _ Terr) 65:01 (5-37)
The time when no sheet contacts the mold surface is given as (l Fflmu’afl- During
this time, energy is being transferred from the mold surface to the cooling air:

[1 ‘— am!)

ET

 

Qconv = hair(Tmold.nvg _ Tair) {538)

That absorbed by the mold is given as:

Qmold = Qavg _' Qeom- (5'39)

The amount of heat transferred to the coolant during the entire cooling portion of
the cycle is:

Qeool = hmflltTfflOld.an — Teool) (5-40)

The overall heat balance is then given as:

Qcocl = heml(Tmold.avg ‘— Tcool)

Blair!

3 I _ hulr(Tmold,av3 ‘— Tan}T
{l _' Banal)

HT

As is apparent, Tmmm is the only unknown temperature. Example 5.11 illustrates
the relative temperature increase for cyclic cooling on a plaster mold. As expected.
average equilibrium mold temperature values increase with decreaSed time between

forming steps and decrease with higher coolant flow rates, lower coolant tempera-
tures and more efficient convection cooling at the free surface. A more exact analysis

is presented below when all aspects of transient heat removal from plastic sheet are

incorporated in a general computer program in the next section.

 

= N ' pct, . targrri ‘— TI') '“ hairfr: '— Tuir) (5'4]J

Example 5.1] Equilibrium Mold Temperature

Make a steady-state heat balance on a piaster maid to determine its equiiibrium

maid temperature. The maid is cooling 0 0.060 in or i.5 mrn PS part in 20 5. There

is a 20 s deiay for part removal. insertion and draw-down of the next part. The

initial average sheet temperature is 375°F or i90°C. The final average street

temperature is 175°F or 79°C. The initial mold temperature is 75°F or 24°C. The

PS specgfic heat is 0.45 caifg - “C or 0.45 Btur'ib - “F. The PS density is LOngtmj
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or 65.5 ibift’. The connection heat transfer magician: to forced air is -air _'

28.4 Wimz- ”C or 5 Braifi‘i’ - ii ‘ "F. The air temperature is 75°Far 24°C. The heat

transfer coeficiem to the mutant is hm; = 284 Win13 ‘ ”C or 50 Swift: ‘ h - “F. The
coolant temperature is 75°F or 24°C.

All the values for Equation 5.4] are known except the equilibrium mold

temperature. Tmoldmg. The first ten-n on the right is:

N - I'CP - 1mm — Tr) = 90 - 65.5 . 0.45 . w - (375 —175)= 2650 $ch
This is the heat that must be removed from the sheet. The second term on

the right is the amount of heat convected from the sheet to the air. Here

Elm/91 = 0.5. The average sheet temperature is THE = 375 — 175 = 275°F.
Btu

ft2 - h

The average heat loss from the uncovered mold is given as the third part of
the right side of Equation 5.41:

hair(Tmnki.nvg - Tan)“ " 0-5) = S ' 0-5 . (TmuIELEIVB '“ 15}

 

 

hair{T:avg _ Ta“) ' 0.5 = 5'00

And the average heat loss to the coolant is given as the term on the left in
Equation 5.41:

hfluoi ‘ (Tmoldnvg *— Tcool) = 50 ' (TNIDII‘JJIVE '— 75)

The mold temperature is then obtained from:

Btu

ftz- h

 

(50 + 2.5) - {THEM — i5) = 2650 — 500 = 2150

Or mem = 116°F or 46.6°C.

5.6 Transient Heat Transfer During Sheet Cooling

on the Mold Surface—Computer Models

As shown in Fig. 5.1. the convective and conductive elements discussed above

represent resistances to heat removal from the sheet. Time-dependent sheet tempera-

ture is determined by simultaneously solving the transient heat conduction equations
for both the formed plastic sheet and the mold‘:

6T BIT

pp ‘ cP-l'l (a) = kl! (E) (5.42]
BT aZT

”m ‘ (a): "m (a?) (5-43}
' The general transient one—dimensional heat conduction equation was described in detail in

Chapter 3.
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where p, CF, and k are the density, heat capacity and thermal conductivity values and
p and “m" are for polymer and mold, respectively. Thermal diffusivity. at is

defined as kip ' op. The boundary conditions needed to solve these equations are:

 

 

3T

~—k,, 5;“ _ a = arr, — n) (5.44)
6T

*kru 6; a _ Lm = hwfrm ‘— Tw) (5-45)

nn&__. __£ __51 n
q — mp (T Ti.) — dx, (Tu T12)— dxm (Ts m) (5.46)

T1,“: 0} 5 T04:- (5.47}

Tmfl = O} = Tm,“ (5.43)

The first two equations represent convection conditions at the free surface and the

moldfcoolant interface. respectively. The third set of three equations represents the

heat conduction across the interfacial air trapped between the plastic sheet and the
mold surface. The last two equations represent the initial sheet and mold tempera-

tures, respectively. The solution to these equations uses finite difference [14,15]. The
explicit method uses a time step defined as:

At = Fo - Axlftz {5.49}

where Fe is the Fourier number. For mathematical stability. Fo <%‘. Once the time
step is determined, the temperatures at t+ At are obtained from:

Tp‘nfl + At) = Fop[Tp_,, .(t) + TM _ .(t) — (2 — liFoQTFm] (5.50}

Tmmu + At) = Fomnmm- I“) + Tm.rl- In} _ i2 _ ”Fort-irritant] {.551}

Tan4-AU==FOJTEJH4-Bh-T;1-Ui2-Fopvl——BLITQJ0] (552}

Tm.rn(T + At) = Fomrrmmnr Itt) + Biw ‘ Tw + (If: . Fons ‘- 1 __ BinoTw‘mfn] (5'53)

Bi is the Biot number, given as:

A‘s. ~ _ .%
kl, . Biw — l1w km

The proper value of hw, the efl'ective convective heat transfer coefficient for the

coolant, must include the film heat transfer coefficient for the coolant, the shape

factor discussed in Section 5.4 and any fouling factor.

The time—dependent temperature profile depends on relative material and geomet-

ric values of the plastic sheet and the mold. Figure 5.15 gives one example of the

coupled temperature profiles with no interstitial air layer, that is Til = 'l"-l2 E Ti. Table

5.6 is a parametric study of some of the parameters. In this study, it is apparent in

the first block of data that the total cooling time is strongly affected by mold

materials from aluminum to plaster. As expected. the efi‘cct of coolant methods on

sn=m-

' Since there are two Fourier numbers. one for the plastic and one for the mold. stability is
achieved by selecting the smaller time step that satisfies the Fe (1% criterion.
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Coolant

Increasing Mold

Thermal Cumuerwily Plasflc

Temperature
Coolant

Plastic
Imam Cormotlon

Heel Transter

Figure 5.15 Schematic temperature profiles
through coolant, mold and polymer with increas-
ing mold thermal conductivity [top] and increas-
ing coolant convection heat transfer [bottom]

Temperature
cooling time is less important for prototype materials such as plaster than for

production materials such as aluminum. The efl'ect of mold thickness for production

mold materials such as aluminum is essentially nil.

In all conduction heat transfer models, such as that used to produce Fig. 5.12, the
unaccomplished temperature change, Y. is shown to be proportional to the Fourier

number of the polymer, Fe 2 ore/L2. where or is the polymer thermal diffusivity, D is

time and L is the thickness of the polymer sheet. If the average sheet temperature at

removal from the mold surface is fixed, the unaccomplished temperature change, Y,

is fixed and so is the Fourier number. The time required to cool the sheet to that

temperature should then be proportional to the square of the sheet thickness:

Benet = {Fofixedlrruv} ‘ L2 [5-54)

Doubling the sheet thickness should increase the cooling time by a factor of four.

This concept is confounded in practice by the presence of the mold and the attendant

transient heat conduction to the coolant. Figure 5.16 shows that the efl’eetive cooling

time of a polymeric sheet in contact with a mold having finite thermal conductivity
is not in proportion to the square of the sheet thickness, but rather to a powder

somewhat less than 2‘. The heat conduction square law. Equation 5.54, is therefore
conservative.

' For the example shown. B is proportional to L' "'.
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200

175

150

Free Surface Temporal ure.°F

125

ICE

?5FreeSurfaceTemperature.°ForTime.s 
0 I11 (12 ()3 a4

Sheet Thickness. in

Figure 5.16 Calculated sheet thickness-dependent cooling time and free surface temperature—para-
metric study

Interfacial Air

The actual thickness of the interstitial air layer between the polymer sheet and the

mold is unknown. Arithmetically, Equation 5.44 is used with two interracial temper-

atures, Til being the polymer surface temperature at the polymerfair interface and Ti2

being the mold surface temperature at the airfmold interface. With some manipula-

tion. these interracial temperatures are related to the interior plastic and mold

temperatures, TI, and Tm, respectively.

it’p = kpi‘Axpzk; = ltJAxizk'm = kRJAxm (5.55)

tr = 1420:; + kg: k; = k},i(k,’ + is”) (5.56)

k2. = kiufikL. + k5) 1 kiss = kink: + kin) (5-5?)

k" . kl? k”. = _P__.'“— - _+ .

T” (I _ k? ‘ kin) Tm + (1 _ k? _ kfim) T], (5.53)

Ti2 1"“ - '1‘ km ' k" (5.59}:(1 'ki"k§im} “1 +(l—k.‘"kImJ.Tp
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Table 5.? Parametric Study of Cooling of Polystyrene Sheet to an
Average Temperature of 150°F Against an Aluminum Mold Using
Forced Air and Water as Coolants Will: an Air Interstitial Layer

(Plastic sheet thickness = 0.100 in}
[Mold thickness = 1.00 in)

 
  

 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

  
 

 
 
 
   

[nterfacial Surface Plasticfair Time
air layer temperature interracial to cool
thickness temperature
(ill) 03 (“Fl

0
0.000 1 l 9. 5
0.00 l 0 21 .9
0.0020 24.2
0.0030 26.5
0.0050 30.3
0.0080 36.3
0.0100

The numerical solution to the coupled transient heat transfer equations proceeds as

before. using standard finite difference equations. Table 5.? shows the results of one

parametric study. As redone in Fig. 5.1Tl for this specific study, the overall cycle time

CoolingTime.s
15

0 01:02 noon m m 0.010

Air lnnerlayer Thickness. in

Figure 5.1? The effect of trapped air gap thickness on cooling time—parametric study
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increases with interstitial layer thickness in a power—law fashion. Example 5.12 shows
another way in which this arithmetic can be used in thermoforming.

Example 5.12 Finding Air Bubbles

Can infrared scanning detect an air bubble in an opaque plastic sheet while it is in
Contact with the mold seduce?

Consider the database used in the parametric study of Table 5.7. Assume the

gap betWeen the plastic and the mold in the air bubble is 0.005 in, Fig. 5.18.

The bulk of the plastic, in intimate contact with the mold surface, reaches an

average sheet temperature of [50°F in 19.2 5. At that time, the free sheet

surface temperature is l?l°F. From the computer model at 19.2 s, the

average temperature in the plastic over the air bubble is 185°F, the temper-

ature of the polymerlair bubble interface is |28°F and the surface tempera-

ture of the plastic over the air bubble is 191°F. The 20°F temperature

difference in plastic free surface temperature should be easily detected with

a standard infrared scanning device.

5.7 Shrinkage

As With all materials. plastics increase in specific volume or decrease in density with

increasing temperature‘. The specific volume of any polymer changes in slope with
temperature at the glass transition temperature (Fig. 5.19). The specific volume of a

crystalline polymer shows a distinct discontinuity in slope during melting. The

Volumetric change at thermodynamic equilibrium, V" the result of increased molecular motion.
such as rotation and reptation, is related to the coefficient of thermal expansion. COE. in the
following way. Volumetric change is a function of temperature and pressure. according to:

  

 

 

8V ' 6V "
V = —— —— _. (whammy... .560.

Rearranging:

EIVX-——lth—[idP (5.61)
a in V B In V

k — (-73?) P. B = —( 6P )T (5.62) 
where k is the volume expansivity or coefficient of thermal expansion. in E COE. with units of
temperature '. and Bis the isothermal or bulk compressibility. with units of pressure". Thermal
expansion is usually restricted to dimensional changes of the polymer over a temperature range
in which the polymer has no Utennodynamic transitions. Typical values for coefficients of thermal
expansion of many polymers and some mold materials are given in Table 5.8.
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Air Bubble or "Lake"

heat

Mold

Figure 5.13 Schematic of air bubble or lake in molded part

volumetric change in the polymer during cooling from the forming temperature to

room temperature is called “shrinkage“. All polymers shrink when cooled, regardless

of the process. Shrinkage occurs in thermol'orming when the hot polymer sheet is

cooled against a rigid mold. There are two general types of shrinkage:

I Unconstrained shrinkage. sometimes called isotropic shrinkage. The formed part

decreases uniformly in dimension to the densities shown in Fig. 5.19. The final

part is said to be in thermodynamic equilibrium.

- Constrained shrinkage. The formed part is constrained from shrinking in at least

one direction. The final part density may not achieve the thermodynamically

equilibrated value until some time after the part has been removed from the mold
and trimmed from its web.

Unconstrained Shrinkage

Crystalline polymers heated above their melt temperatures typically have greater

unconstrained shrinkage values than amorphous polymer, as seen in Fig. 5.19 and

Table 5.9 [16]. This figure shows the difl'erence in volumetric change between an

amorphous and a crystalline polypropylene. The volumetric change is converted
to isotropic linear dimensional change as follows. Volumetric shrinkage, S‘, is defined
as [17]:

_[vm_vf]_ _
_—V — l —V {5.63lIll5..
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Table 5.8 Coefficients of Thermal Expansion For Plastics

 
[ASTM D 696]

Material Thermal expansion (solid)

(”C1“

ABS 60— 130 35—70

ABSIPVC 50—30 30 — 50
ABSJPC 70 40
20% GE ABS 20 10

POM aoetal oopolymer 60- 85 35—45
Cast PMMA 50-90 30 —50
Extruded PMMA 50—90 30—90

Ethyl cellulose 100—200 55—1 10
Cellulose acetate 80— 180 45400

Cellulose butyrate 110— 1'10 60—95

Cellulose propionate 81% 120 45—65
PCTFE 35—70 20—40

PVDF 7lJ-— 140 40* 80
PTFE 7B— 120 40—65

Polyamide 6 (PA 6) 80 4S
Polyamide of: {PA 66} 80 4S
Polybutylene 125‘ 150 "I'D—BS
Polycarbonate 71} 40

Polybntylene terephthalate 60— 95 3S~55
Polyethylene terephthalate 65 35
PETG 50— 70 3040

Polyetherimide 50—55 30
LDPE lflt} - 220 55‘ 120
HDPE 60—1”) 35—60

Polyimide 45—55 25—30

Polymethyl peutene 65 35
mPPO 40 70 20—40
PPS 25—50 15—30

PP homopolyrner 80-100 45— 55
PP eopolymer 70 95 40— 55
PS -unmodified 50—80 30-45
FR PS—rubberized 45 25
SAN 65— 70 35—40
SMA 80 45

Thermoplastic polyurethane 100-200 55—110
Polysulfone 55 30
Polyether sulfone 55 30
Thermoplastic elastomer 85 191] 50‘105
PVC rigid 70 40
PVC—~flexible 70—250 40 —14(]I
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Figure 5.19 Temperature-dependent specific volume of amorphous and crystalline polypropylene.
PP homopolymer [16]. Figure used with permission of copyright owner

where V,“ and \i'r are the Specific volumes of the polymer at room temperature and

the loaning temperature, respectively. Linear shrinkage, 8., is given as:

_ LI‘ _ Vr "'3- mS. — l Lm_ l (Vm) — 1 (l 5‘) {5.64)
When the cube root is expanded in series form, the linear shrinkage is approximated
as:

5,. ,
S. :s 3 + higher order terms {5.65)

Shrinkage values are usually given as ranges. The actual values depend on the

temperature difference between forming temperature and room temperature. Table 5.9

gives representative shrinkage ranges for thermoformed polymers. The recommended

shrinkage values are used when actual experience with shrinkage of a specific polymer

is unknown. The following processing aspects influence the extent of shrinkage [13]:

0 Part Design. Draft on both female and male surfaces influence the extent of

constraint on the sheet as it cools. This is discussed below and again in the
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Table 5.9 Shrinkage Values for Thermoformahle Polymers

  Polymer Shrinkage range (”11.) Recommended shrinkage ('51:)

ABS-— Mediurn impact 0.6—- 0.9 0.7
ABS-#Heal resistant 0.5 0.8 0.7
ABS — Flame retarded 0.5 —0.8 0.7
Cellulose acetate 0.4—0.9 0. S

Cellulose butyrale 0.3 — 0.9 0.4

Cellulose propionate 0.3 — 0.9 0.5
Ethylene vinyl acetate {20” u} 0.3 —0.8 0.6
FEP fluoropolymer I.5—4.5 3.0
PTFE fluoropolymer 5.0 — 10.0 7.0
Polycarbonate 0.5 — 0.7 0.6

Polyelherimjde 0.6 0.3 0.7
PEEK 0.8 - 1.0 0.3

Polyethersulfone 0.6— 0.8 0. 7
LDPE 1.5 —4.5 3.0
HDPE 2.0 4.5 2.5

PMMA 0.2—0.8 0.6
mPPO 0.5-— 0.7 0.7
PF 1 .0 — 2.5 2.0
HIPS 0.5 -—0.3 0.6
PS 0.5 - 0.7 0.6

Polysulfone 0.7— 0.9 0.8
Thermoplastic urethane 0.5- 1.0 0.8
Flexible PVC 10.0 15.0 12.0

Flexible PVC (filled) 2.0~3.S 3.0
Rigid PVC 0.1 —0.5 0.3

PVDC 0.5~2.S 1.5

Rubberized styrene {Kralon} 0.1 —0.5 0.3
SMA 0.5 - 0.9 0.?
SAN 0.3 - 0.5 0.5
K-Resin 0.4 — 0.8 0'!

PET 0.2— 0.4 0.4

Amorphous PET 0.3 0.6 0.5
Crystallized PET I0.0— 18.0 12.0
KT Polymer 0.4— 0.8 0.7

 
 

chapter on mold design. Male elements such as posts, bosses, partitions and

gussets in female molds also influence shrinkage.

0 Part Wall Thickness Uniformity. Thin sections cool more rapidly than heavy

sections and as a result differential shrinkage will result when part wall thick-

ncsses are not very uniform.

o Mold Temperature. A 10°C or 18°F difi'erenoe in mold Surface temperature may

change shrinkage values by as much as 0.1%.

0 Depth ofDraw. Deeply drawn parts are usually characterized by nonuniform wall

thickness, part regions that are formed at lower temperatures than others, and
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Rapid Coulino FlatsSpecificVolume
low Cooling Rate

Mobile State

Temperature

Figure 5.20 The schematic efl'ect of cooling rate on specific volume of an amorphous polymer

regions that have contacted lower temperature plugs. All these aspects influence

local shrinkage.

I Initial Sheet Forming Temperature. Lower forming temperatures result in lower

shrinkage.

Constrained Shrinkage

Applied stresses inhibit shrinkage. When the plastic sheet is consrrained against the

mold surface by part design. mold temperature or applied force. complete isotropic

shrinkage may be inhibited. Even if mold design and procesSing conditions are ideal,

differential shrinkage may result due to differences in part wall thickness. When the

stresses holding the sheet against the mold surface are removed, shrinkage continues.

As noted, volumetric change is temperature dependent. Rapid cooling of the plastic

sheet forces the polymer into a thermodynamically non-equilibrium state since there
is insufficient time for molecular relaxation before the molecular mobility is inhibited.

Consider the temperature-dependent volumetric change schematic of Fig. 5.20. The

specific volume of the polymer is Written as:

V = VfT;B) (5.66)
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SpecificVolume.cmalg
< 

Time

Figure 5.21 Characteristic time-dependent change in specific volume of an amorphous polymer to a
step change in environmental temperature [19]. Figure used with permission of copyright owner. Vi
is the initial volume. V‘. is the final volume of the polymer

where T is temperature and 9 is time. The differential form for the volume is:
EN EN

“'“(EJE‘HGd
The temperature-dependent volumetric change is given as:

dV 6" EV l

rr:(n)i.*(s)i..(?) “'6“
where r = dTXdG. the rate of cooling. Consider a time-dependent change in specific

volume in response to a step change in environmental temperature for an amorphous

polymer such as polystyrene (Fig. 5.21) [19]. The initial change in specific volume is
given as Vi and the time-dependent change is:

g)
where V: is the equilibrium value of the specific volume and r is the isothermal rate
constant. If the constant pressure temperature-dependent equilibrium volume is

dT {5.67)  

 = 10/: _ V) (5.69)T

written as:

V: = aT + b (5.70)

the rate of change of actual volume with temperature is given as:

dV 1
___= _. _ 5. I(If x+(r)(aT+b V} (7]

Equation 5.?l shows that the maximum amount of shrinkage owing to a step change
in sheet temperature for an amorphous polymer is a function of the isothermal rate

constant. 1. and the degree of quench, r. The isothermal rate constant, I, is related

to material relaxation once applied stresses are removed. Stress relaxation time, 1,
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at the glass transition temperature, Ts. for most polymers is about 1000 s [20]. The
stress relaxation time, it, usually increases exponentially with increasing temperature:

it = A exmeJRT} (5.72}

where A is a pro-exponential constant and AF. is the energy of activation. Values for

of: are predicted for amorphous and some crystalline polymers for temperatures

above TL. [2]]. Extrapolation to most crystalline polymers and to temperatures below

T3 is unwarranted. The isothermal rate constant, 1:, mirrors the stress relaxation time
constant, it:

I=K e‘c” (5.73]

where K has the units of time " and C has the units of temperature. The solution to
Equation 5.71 with Equation 5.73 substituted for 'r is not available in closed form.

For intense quenching, r—o — on. Thus:

dV

(—l-f—px (5.74)

That is, the final specific volume change simply equals the initial instantaneous

volume change. When n+0, V E Va. Figure 5.22 shows the effect of quenching on

the final specific volume of polystyrene. Example 5.13 illustrates the time-dependency

of specific volume as determined through stress relaxation. As a practical example,

the effect of mold temperature on HDPE shrinkage is seen in Table 5.10 [22].

Example 5.13 Temperature-Dependent Stress Relaxation

Consider a polymer with .45 z 40 kcotfg moi ‘ K. Its glass transition temperature

TR: i00"C =2i0°F. Determine the stress reiaxattofl time a! T= 80"C = 176°F
relative to that at the glass transition temperature.

Taking the logarithm of Equation 5.?2 yields:

AH

111 (l):ln Atari:

For the two temperatures:

AF. 1 l 40

In (1100) —' In (1.35} =W (fi - E) = W (2.681 — 2.833) = —3.058
130 = 21.3 times that of am

As noted for most polymers, in: 1000 s. As a result, the approximate
relaxation time for PS at 80°C is 5.9 h.

About 70% to 80% of the dimensional change due to shrinkage occurs as the

sheet cools from the forming temperature to the set temperature or the heat

distortion temperature at 455 kPa or 66 lbrfin’ [23]. Stabilization to final dimension

may take several hours, however. Strain recovery is one of the major causes of' the
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1.0!

SpecificVolume,cmafg 
am can am 420 «an and

Temperature. ° K

Figure 5.22 Temperature-dependent specific volume of amorphous polystyrene, PS. r is the rate of
quenching. Figure used with permission of copyright owner

Table 5.10 Effect of Mold Tempera-
ture on HDPE Shrinkage Drawn
into at Hz!) = l Symmetric Mold [22]

  
Shrinkage
(“/nl

Mold temperature
("Cl

  
long times needed to achieve stable part dimensions. Uneven strain recovery caused
by nonuniform orientation in the trim area. as an example, is the major cause of
long-term part distortion and warping [18]. In difficult cases, 24 h annealing at
temperatures approaching mold temperature or maximum part use temperature prior
to trimming can reduce warping.
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Shrinkage can cause serious part removal problems when fanning onto male
molds. Draft angles are estimated from:

Bdrm = tan‘I (2 x shrinkage fraction) (5.75)

Example 5.14 shows the difference in recommended draft angles for amorphous and

crystalline polymers [24]. For amorphous plastics, draft angles can be as small as %
degree to 1 degree. For crystalline polymers. it should be greater than 2 degree to 3

degrees. Female portions of molds require no draft if smooth and § degree if
textured. Draft angles are also discussed in Chapter 6 on mold design.

Example 5.14 Draft Angles for Amorphous and Crystalline Polymers

A mold designed for PS has recently been used to run PC. Are the draft angles
correct? Can this mold be used to run POM. ocerol? POM has a recommended

shrinkage value of 3.0%.

From Table 5.9, the recommended shrinkage values for both PS and PC are

0.6%. Therefore if the draft angles for PS were initially correct, they are
correct for PC.

To estimate draft angles for POM. consider Equation 5.?5:

E!dmfl = tan' ' (2 x shrinkage fraction)

For PS and PC. the recommended draft angle is:

Elmfl = tan" (2 x 0.006) = 0.? degrees

For POM:

0d,,“ = tan"I (2 x 0.03) = 3.4 degrees

The original draft angles are too small for POM.

5.8 Trimming

There are many acceptable ways of efficiently separating formed parts from the

surrounding plastic. Thin-gage parts are usually trimmed automatically. Very heavy-

gage parts are trimmed manually. Medium-gage and heavy-gage parts are usually

fixtured and trimmed manually or with computer—aided robots. Routers, water—jets

and lasers are used for automatic trimming. As discussed below, the cutting surface

must be fed at a fixed rate in a plane perpendicular to the cutting direction.

Prototype parts are usually trimmed manually with routers and bandsaivs. Very thin

parts can be trimmed with a paper cutter or hand scissors.

Typical trimming devices are shown in schematic in Fig. 5.23. The trimming
devices include:

a Manual knives, including

Bread knives for low-density foams.
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Linoleum knives or knives with recurving blades,

Knives with replaceable blades,
0 Routers, such as

Hand-held, high-speed routers at 20,000 RPM with carbide router tips,

Table-mounted fixed-position routers.

Multi-axis routers,

in Band saws.

- Circular saws, including

Stationary saws,
Hand-held, small diameter saws,

Saws with toothless blades for foams,

- Abrasive wheels.

Toothed 33. or Router

l E]! l w _]—|—— ';

Die Cut. Prototype 53

j;
Nibhle lL'iul 1 .

I Hot Wre
ear u \ \\

Hot Gas Jet

Abrasive Wheel fie

Water Jet

In—Mold Die Cut

Laser fl
Figure 5.23 Schematic examples of various trimming methods
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o Sharp-edged compression blades. including
Steel-rule dies,

Ground forged dies.

Machined dies,

o Guillotines. including
One-sided linear shear,

Two-sided linear shear.

Flames,

Lasers.

Water jets, and
So on.

Trimming Heavy—Gage Parts

Heavy-gage parts are usually removed from the molds with the web attached. then

placed on trimming fixtures and trimmed with manual or computer-aided trimming
devices- For prototype parts and a few hundred parts, hand operated routers, saws

and bandsaws are commonly used. For parts having a planar trim path, simple
compression or diniting presses are used (Fig. 5.24). The press consists of a steel rule

die mounted in a wooden frame and mounted to the movable top platen and a

ductile cutting surface mounted to the stationary bottom platen. The part and web

is registered against stops on the bottom platen cutting surface and the press is closed
pneumatically. mechanically or hydromechanically.

For production runs, steel rule dies are mounted in rigid steel or aluminum

frames (Fig. 5.25). The trim is removed by compression. Specifications for the steel

rule die are given below. For very heavy-gage plastic where the trim surface is

 

   

Upper Piaten

Hold-Down Screw

Shim

Steel Rule Die

Formed Part

Figure 5.24 Schematic of steel rule dic prototype trim or dink station

 

Lower Platen
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Steel Rule Die

Figure 5.25 Characteristic steel rule die mounting assembly

piecewise linear, a standard sheet guillotine is used. Forged and machined dies are
also growing in popularity. For longer production runs. computer—driven multi-axis
routers and saws are used. Figure 5.26 shows a typical five-axis table used to drive
a multiple router head. When using a multi-axis trimmer, the part to be trimmed is
fastened tightly against a fixture using clips or vacuum. The out is initially pro-
grammed by leading the router head manually around the fixture. The computer

 
Figure 5.26 Multiple-axis oomputepdriven router trimmers Figure used with permission of Them-
waod Corporation
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learns the correct path in this manner. Minor changes in the cutting path are usually

incorporated in this first-pass program in order to fine tune the trim path.
For heavy-gage parts, trimming can also involve other post-molding operations

such as:

Drilling,

Slotting,

Grooving,

Ultrasonic Welding,

Solvent welding or other forms of gluing.
Ultrasonic insertion of fasteners.

Grinding or milling local wall thickness to tolerance, and
So on.

Trimming Thin-Gage Parts

Typically, many parts are simultaneously formed on roll-fed presses. Thin-gage,

roll—fed parts are typically trimmed either:

a After forming but while the sheet and web are still on the mold, usually referred

to as "trim in place“, or

0 After the sheet and web are stripped from the mold, in a separate in-line

mechanical or hydromechanical press.

These trimming systems are quite different and represent a major early decision when

choosing a thennol‘orming line. Trim-in-place punch-and-die systems are usually

considered as part of the mold design (Fig. 5.27). It" the parts are completely punched
from the Web, methods must be used to rern0ve the parts from the mold region as

quickly and thoroughly as possible. Common methods are vacuum suction. mechan-
ical part removal and mold rotation [25]. For vacuum suction, a vacuum tube is used

for each cavity. The parts adhering to the tubes are shuttled from the press to a drop

box. The drop box feeds an orienting and stacking device. In mold rotation, the

mold containing the parts drops free of the web plane, then rotates to dump the parts

into the drop box (Fig. 5.28). Frequently, air assist blows the parts free of the cavity.
Frequently, the trim die is tabbed so that a small portion of the part remains

attached to the web. As a result, the parts are not quite separated from the web in

the mold. However, once the tabbed part-web structure is free of the mold, air or

mechanical assists punch the parts from the web. The primary concerns with
on-mold trimming are:

a Incomplete separation of all parts from the web. The parts that are still attached
to the web as it exits the mold area may foul downstream machinery or web

wind-up equipment. In addition, these good parts are not saleable,
0 Parts that remain in some mold cavities after the removal process, due to

undercuts. poor mechanical or vacuum picking1 or static charge between the part

and the mold cavity,
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Die As lsoiator

Steel Flute Die

Plug 
 

 
 

 

  
. . I Steal Flute Die

-\\\\§\f//_///é//lf\\§ mW\lk\ Mud

Figure 5.27 Trim-in—place or in-situ trim die. As shown, trimming is by compression

  
Sheet

l

0 Parts that accidentally drop back into the cavity plane after picking, and
0 Dust and microfibers that remain on the mold surface. This detritus is usually

transferred to its-molded parts.

Punch-and-die design and tabbing are discussed in detail below.

In most thin-gage forming Operations, the web and formed part sheet is
removed from the mold to an in-line trimming press. Usually the sheet is held in

a vertical plane while being trimmed. As a result, the sheet is brought from
the horizontal position to the vertical position by means of a hump-back or
camel—back arch (Fig. 5.29}. The hump-back trimming press allows the punched
out parts to be collected on horizontal tables, thus simplifying the counting and
bagging process. The die used in in-line trimming can be steel rule die, but is
usually machined or forged. Again, punch and die design is discuSsed in detail
below. Technically, punch and die trimming uses the shear mechanism of cutting, as
described below.

5.9 Mechanics of Cutting

There are five genera] mechanisms of cutting (Fig. 5.30) [26]. They are:

c In-plane uniaxial compression or die-cutting,
0 Mode III antiplane pure shear or nibbling and shear cutting,
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A: Forming Step B: Trimming Step

Trim Elia ;Ho! Sheet__i_

m m
- - - - m

Formed Parts ?
Rotating Mo“W

.....-..\ YYY ;
C: Mold and Web Separation I}. Part Removal

Figure 5.28 In-rnoid trimming with part removal by mold rotation

 
Figure 5.29 Camel-back or hump-back in-Iinc roll-fed Former trimming press will: cam-operated
punch-and-die trimmer. Figure redrawn from [27]

o Abrasion or abrasive cutting, grinding, filing, buffing and water jet cutting,

I Brittle tensile fracture or routering, drilling and sawing, and

0 Thermal or hot knife. hot wire and laser cutting.
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Chip or Fracture Cutting

Figure 5.30 Five characteristic cutting mechanisms. Figure redrawn From [26]

Mechanical compression and shear cutting dominate the trimming industry. The
characteristics of some of these mechanisms are detailed below.

The Trim Region

Typically. the trim region is relatively well-defined as the linear edge where the part
ends. In certain cases, the region is demarked in the forming process as a trim

channel (Fig. 5.3!). The accuracy of trimming to tolerance depends on several
elements:

Local polymer shrinkage at the trim line.

Whether the polymer is crystalline or amorphous.

Whether the polymer continues to shrink for some time after forming but before
trimming,

Whether the polymer is tough or brittle at the trim temperature.

The tightness of the fixture to the formed part.

The allowable variation in part temperature at the trim station,

The presence of registry or locating cones,

The trim die temperature and its variation with time.
The thickness and thickness variation of the part at the trim line,

The allowable variation in local part wall thickness.
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Trim Die Trim Die 1

..\ \\
__1 Trim Channel

(1003 to 0.005 in

Figure 5.3] Compression (left) and shear or pinch trimming (right) configurations

o The increase in trim die temperature from the temperature at which the die gaps
were set,

The strength of the die clamping frames, and

The amount of flexure in the die during cutting.

Registering the Trim Site

Trim registers or locators are usually designed into the mold. These are cones or

truncated pyramidal structures. as shown in schematic in Fig. 5.32. For heavy-gage

sheet, risers or indentations are used by the operator to positively position the sheet

against the trim fixture prior to trimming. For thin—gage sheet. the locators catch

indexing lugs ahead of the in-line trim die. For thin-gage sheet, peripheral locators

are located on the four corners of the multicavity mold and interstitial locators are

56> ®
31c 10 Times Local Sheet Thickness

Pyramidal Conical Cubical

Figure 5.32. Various shapes for sheet registry on punch station
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located on at least a few of the web regions between cavities. The indexing lugs on

the trim press are usually adjusted to ensure full engagement of all locators on the
sheet surface prior to start-up and then once or twice a shift as the various elements

of the forming and trimming presses warm to equilibrium. During long production

runs. periodic examination of locators after contact with trimming lugs may indicate

if long-term forming problems are developing.
The actual number of trim locators is not as important as the shape. Typically,

the locator riser should have substantial drait of at least 15 degrees. Truncated cones

are frequently used. Truncated boxes, wedges and pyramids are used, albeit with very

generous vertical side radii. where trimming tolerance is critical and where the

polymer may move locally between the forming and trimming stations.

The Nature of the Cut

The toughness of the polymer at the time of trimming dictates the nature of the
fracture, as discussed below. The polymer toughness is best demonstrated by the

polymer resistance to applied compression stress. as delivered by a toothless trim die
(Fig. 5.33}. As seen, for tough. ductile or hot polymers such as HDPE. PC and

FPVC, the cutting blade forces the polymer to essentially flow away from the blade

tip. The tip of the cut is therefore just ahead of the blade tip. For brittle polymers
such as PS, APET and PMMA, the crack propagates very quickly from the initial

point of blade tip insertion. For rubber-modified polymers such as HIPS and ABS,
the crack propagation is arrested by the rubber particles. Microscopic examination of

I Trim Die
\V/ Fume Soft. Hot Polymer

Plastic

W .......

Force Hard. Cold. Brittle Polymer

Hard. Cold. Tough PolymerForce

Distance
 

Figure 5.33 Characteristic polymer response to trim die penetration
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J:

W W
Meandering Crack Multiple Cracks

Figure 5.34 Characteristic problems in trimming of brittle polymers

the trim surface of rubber—modified polymers shows fragments of rubber and holes
where the rubber particles have been torn from the crack surface. Since the crack

propagates very rapidly during compression cutting of brittle polymers, the crack path

can meander (Fig. 5.34). Multiple cracks can occur as the cutting blade passes through

the cutting zone. These cracks generate discrete particles. which are typically called

trim dust- Microscopic examination of these particles reveals chunky. sharp-edged

particles of l to 50 um in dimension. The high surface area of these high-surface energy

particles implies high static attraction to surrounding ungrounded surfaces, such as

the plastic parts and web structure. Although PS has the most tenacious trim dust,

adhering trim dust is a problem with PMMA, APET, CPET, PC and other brittle and

tough-brittle polymers. In addition to the production of micron-sized particles, edge

microeracks are also formed perpendicular to the cutting plane during trimming of

brittle plastics. These microcracks produce near—serrated edges under 30-power optical

 
Figure 5.35 Optical microphotograph of compression cut of polystyrene. PS
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micrography (Fig. 5.35). In addition to yielding an undesirable rough lip, these

microcracks are sources for crack propagation or splitting into the part.

For certain ductile polymers such as PP, HDPE and CPET under certain cutting

conditions, microfibers are formed. These microfibers are usually called tinge! hair or

fuzz, are typically 50 to 150 pm in cross-sectional dimension and can be 50 mm long.

Although there is no consensus as to the primary cause of microfibers [2128], they
usually occur when trimming fiber-forming or crystalline polymers. Some of the

conditions that are thought to minimize microfibers include:

Reducing the polymer temperature prior to trimming,

Resharpening the cutting blade,

Using a single—sided honed blade with a hardened tip,

Increasing the rate of travel of the blade into the sheet,

Ensuring that the cutter blade fully contacts the cutting anvil for steel rule dies,

Ensuring that the steel rule die does not move out of plane during its travel
through the sheet,

Reducing the gap between the punch and die for in-line trimming,

Ensuring that the blade engages the sheet at all places on the trim line simulta-
neously. and

0 Ensuring that the only mode of cutting is compression cutting.

The dulled cutting tip is probably the most common cause of microfiber generation.

Like cutter dust, microfibers are tenacious, particularly on PP and CPET. Since food

containers are the primary products of these polymers, microfibers are unacceptable

both from an appearance viewpoint. as they resemble human hair, and a health

viewpoint, since these polymers are not approved as “food additives" [29].

Fracture Mechanics

Trimming is semi-controlled fracture mechanics. The purpose of the trimming

process is to separate one piece of plastic into at least two pieces. Mechanical
chipping such as drilling, abrasive sanding, multi-tooth cutting and routering, results

in many granular pieces of plastic, in addition to the desired part and the web.
Ideally, compression and shear cutting with toothless blades should result only in the

desired part and the web. Unfortunately, such is not the case. The toughness of the

polymer at the time of trimming dictates the nature of the fracture, as discussed

above. The mechanics of multi-tooth and toothless cutting are relatively well known.

Kobayashi [30] considers all mechanical cutting as controlled tensile fracture of the

plastic, This section develops the mechanics of fracture as it pertains to trimming.

Mechanical Chipping

As a first step to understanding trimming parameters, examine the interaction of a

single cutting-edge tool with the polymer (Fig. 5.36). A single cutting—edge tool is
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Cutting Tool 
Figure 5.36 Orthogonal single-edge cutting geometry [30]. Figure used with permission of copyrightowner

used in machining, turning and shaping but not in trimming of thermofonned parts.

But the cutting actions of tools having multiple edges, such as saws. drills, routers

and mills represent the sum of cutting actions of many single-edged tools. The

physical factors afl'ecting cutting actions on plastics are summarized in Table 5.1].

Tool geometry factors are more complex for multiple—edged tools. The nature of the

Table 5.11 Factors Mfecfing Cutting Characteristics of Plastics1

X = Major efl'ect
x = Minor effect

 

 
  
  

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

  
Efl'ect

Chip Cut surface Heat Gumming.
formation roughness generated burning

Tool design:
Tool geometry‘:

Rake angle
Relief angle
Point radius 3t

Tool material

Machining conditions:
Depth of cut“ it
Cutting speed a
Feeding speed
Ambient work x

Temperature:
Cooling system

Adapted from [26]. with permission of the author
* For single—edged cutting tools. Tool geometry effects are more complicated for multiple-edged

cutting tools
” Tooth depth of cut
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chip formed in cutting is used as a guide cutting tool selection, and as an indication

of how cutting is proceeding (Table 5.12). For example, PS chips in multiple~edge

saw cutting should be discrete and separate easily, with no evidence of softening,
gumming, or threadlines.

Multiple-Edged Tool or Toothed Saw Performance

Kobayashi [26] presents extensive experimental results for plastics performance when

out with single-edge tools. A cutting force balance is showu in Fig. 5.36. When the

perpendicular cutting-force component F, is zero, the cutting tool obtains the

maximum cut surface accuracy. The cutting tool rake angle at this condition is

known as the critical roles angle. All tools should have cutting angles equal to or

greater than this value. The optimum cutting conditions for nearly all polymers

should produce continuous chips of uniform thickness. If the cutting depth or tooth

depth is too large. discontinuous chips are produced and the cutting surface has

many microcracks. If the cutting depth is too small. the plastic will heat from friction

and may burn or gum the cutting tool.

Multiple—edged tool performance is determined by comparing the tooth depth of

cut and the cutting speeds with single~edged tool performance. For a circular saw

(Fig. 5.37), the tooth depth of cut, g, is:

s v ‘ P sills:
g ' U

where U is the peripheral speed of the blade [mimin]. U =nDN, D is its outside

diameter [to]. D = 2R, N is the blade speed [RPM], v is the cut-off speed or the work
feed rate [mlmin]. and p is the tooth spacing [mm]. The angle (13 is given as:

(h — bfZ)
R

 

{5.76)

:i;.r=cos‘I {5.3’?)

where h is the cut-off height or the distance between the saw centerline and the

bottom of the plastic sheet [In], and b is the sheet thickness [In]. Example 5.15

illustrates these relationships.

Figure 5.3? Toothed saw trimming geometry [30]. Figure
used with permission of copyright owner
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Example 5.15 Cutting with 3 Saw

Consider a D = 15.2 cm or 6 in diameter saw having four teeth per in. The blade
revolves at 1000 RPM. The sheet is 0. 1'00 in or 0.254 cm thick. The cut-ofiheight

is 2 in or ii cm. A minimum tooth depth. 3. is selected to be 0.004;}: or 0.! mm

to minimize gumming or burning. Determine the maximum feed rate.

From Equation 5.76:
 

_ U ‘ 8
v H p sin ‘11

p is the tooth spacing or 1/4 (teethfin) = 0.25 in or 0.637 cm. The peripheral
speed of the blade, U = aDN. For this example:

I
U = n- 15.2 cm - fl = 47,750 cmfminmm

The angle is given from Equation 5‘77 as:

{h —— blZ] _ {5.1 — 0.254,!2)_ —I = . I

4’ ' “'3 no “‘3'“ 152;:
43 = 49 degrees

Therefore:
. 2i '

v =W= 990 cmfmin = 16.5 ernls = 6.5 infs0.637 cm - 0.756

This is the maximum feed rate of this stock into the saw.

Note that the feed rate is proportional to blade speed and diameter and inversely

proportional to tooth spacing. Thermal damage to the plastic is minimized by:

Wide tooth spacing,
Coarse toothed blades,

Small blades.

Low speed blades, and

High feed rates.

I....
However wide tooth spacing causes relatively rough cut edges with many brittle

polymers such as PS, ABS, SAN, PMMA, and RPVC. Hollow-ground blades with
no tooth set and wide-kerf carbide blades yield smooth cut edges. Spring-set and

swag-set teeth also produce quality cut edges (Fig. 5.38).

Abrasive Cut-0H Wheel

Abrasive wheels with 30- to ZOO-grit surfaces produce relatively smooth out surfaces
at high cut-OH rates with about one-half to one—third the heat generated by toothed
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Carbide Hollow

Tip Ground SprinP—Set Swaged
rii

Figure 5.38 Typical saw tooth designs

36 Grit Silicon
Carbide album

I
O I

‘4‘ 35 Grill AluminumI Oxide Abrasive TangentialCuttingForce.Fl.kg,
0 0.2 M 0.8 ml 1.0 13

Feed Rate. v. mmlmin

Figure 5.39 Comparison of abrasive disk and toothed saw trimming forces as functiou of polymer
feed rate [30]. Figure used with permission of copyright owner

saws [26]. Typical abrasives include aluminum oxide or alumina, silicon carbide,
tungsten carbide and diamond. Diamond abrasive wheels are the mOst expensive but
last longest‘ Abrasives are held together with thermosetting binders such as pheno-

lics. ureas and epoxies. Cutting forces are usually higher for abrasive wheels than for
toothed wheels at the same feed rate (Fig. 5.39). Abrasive wheel cut surface

roughness is usually smaller (Table 5.13). Finer grit wheels produce smoother
surfaces but at reduced cut-ofi' rates (Table 5.14).

The machinability of a plastic. 11, is written as [26]:

VIII

" “ v" « HP- sr

where Vm is the volume of polymer cut per unit time [mmilmin], V“, is the amount
of tool wear per unit time [mm3/n1in]. HP is power consumption [kg ~ rn/min], and Sr
is the cut surface roughness [um]. For properly selected cutting wheels, the amount
of tool wear is essentially negligible, and machinability is redefined as:

(5.73}
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Table 5.13 Cutting-017 (Illieratilzull

Peripheral speed 2500 mfmin 

 

Polymer Surface roughess (um)

Abrasive wheel Circular saw

A B C D

SAN 200
ABS 200

PA—filO {a nylon} 36
PC 25 
' After [26]. with permission of author

Key:

A: 36 Grit silicon carbide. resinoid—medium grade
B: 36 Grit aluminum oxide‘ resinoid— medium grade
C: Saw. hollow-ground, zero—set teeth‘ 300m diameter. 2mm

thick. 2.3 teethg'Cm or 5.8 teethfin. 0" rake-angle. 60" relief angle
I): Saw same as C except 0.2 mm set to teeth

Table 5.14 Finishing Operations Sanding Bell Surface Roughnem'

Silicon carbride sanding belt
2000 mfmin‘ 0.5 kgicn't2 applied force, 20 min

 
Polymer Surface roughness tum} Amount removed (g) Removal rate {mats}

60 Gril 240 Grit 50 Grit 240 Grit 60 Grit 240 Grit

PMMA 2 295 246 23.3
RPVC 2 360 300 6.7
PC 2 235 196 7.5 

 v* __ __ I11

'1 ' HP - sr (5'79)

For cutting wheels:

v ' b ' B

lFFI‘U-sr (5'80)

where b is the sheet thickness, B is the wheel thickness and Fl is the tangential

component of the cutting force. The ratio of efficiencies of abrasive and toothed

wheels operating at the same feed rates and peripheral speeds is written as:

n . = ”abrasive = BaFltSI‘t
”no "combed BrFern

  
{5.8”
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Abrasive wheels are typically 2 to 5 times thicker than toothed wheels. Both produce

about the same surface roughness on the cut edge at the same cut-off speeds (Table
5.13}. The cut-off forces for abrasive wheels are about 2 to 5 times those for toothed
wheels. Therefore:

_(2 to 5) __
“ratio _ (2 [U 51"

 

1 (5-82)

Although the cut-off efficiencies of abrasive and toothed wheels are about the same,

the cost of operating abrasive wheels is about 5 to 10% that of toothed wheels. When

loaded, abrasive wheels are redressed with a guru block or a wire brush. Toothed

wheels require resharpening and tooth resetting.

Toothless or Shear and Compression Cutting

Saw cutting depends on brittle tensile fracture of the plastic under the force of the

tooth. In solids, Young’s modulus, E, is the proportionality between pure elastic
tensile stress and strain:

a = E - e {5.33)

When a solid is sheared, the proportionality between pure shear stresa and strain is

the modulus of rigidity or shear modulus. G:

a, = c - a, (5.34)

The bulk modulus, E, is the ratio of hydrostatic pressure to solid volume change per

unit volume. Solid compressibility is the reciprocal of the bulk modulus. These

moduli are related through Poisson’s ratio. v, the ratio of unit width change to unit

length change [31]:

E=2G-{1+v)=BB-(l—2-v} (5.85)

Poisson's ratio, v = 0.5 for a material with constant volume under stress. For most

plastics. 0.3 < v < 0.4. Table 5.15 gives representative values for Poisson’s ratio. A

value of v=0.35 is used if none is available for a given polymer. At this value,

EIG=2.7 and EfB=0.9. Thus the expected resistance to shearing forces is only

about 40% of the resistance to stretching or tensile forces. When this is applied to

traditional thermofon-n trimming operations. shear cutting should require lower

specific energy than. say, saw cutting.

Fracture Mechanics in Trimming

Fracture mechanics is the study of crack propagation in plastics under stress. There

are three general types of fracture, as shown in Fig. 5.40 [32.52]. Mode I is a tensile

mode where fracture surfaces are spread apart by the stress. Mode II is a shear

mode, where stress forces the fracture surfaces to slide perpendicular to the advanc-

ing crack. Mode III is a tearing mode. where the fracture surfaces are forced apart
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Table 5.l5 Poisson‘s Ratio for

Several "Iliermoformahle Poly-
 mers [50]

Polymer Poisson’s ratio

LDPE 0.49
HDPE 0.4?
PP 0.43
P113 0.47
PS 0.38

Rigid PVC 0.42
PCTFE 044
PTFE 0.46
PMMA 0.40

mPPO 0.41

PPS 0.42
PET 0.43
PBT 0.44
PA 66 0.46
PA 6 0.44

PC 042

Polysulfone 0.42
Polyimide 0.42

 
 

by the stress in the direction parallel to the crack [32]. Shear cutting is considered as
Mode III, antiplane shear. This fracture mode is also found in torsion of notched

rods. Mode I fracture, cleavage or tensile-opening, dominates classical fracture

analysis since it is the most common form of material failure and since it is the

easiest to study in the laboratory.

If the plastic is not held tightly. Mode III crack propagation control is difficult to
maintain. The advancing crack tends to meander nncontrollahly, and secondly.

tangent cracks can form. The amount of force required to propagate a crack in any

mode and the rate at which a stable crack is propagated can only be estimated from
the extensive studies of Mode I failures. The amount of energy needed to initiate a

crack in any polymer is substantially less than its theoretical cohesive strength.
Cracks begin at flaws or defects in the polymer. They propagate when the decrease

in elastic strain energy equals or exceeds the energy needed to create a new crack

surface. When a tensile specimen with a small horizontal crack, a in length, is

stressed, it is in plane stress. The stress needed to propagate that crack is:

  ¢

0‘= E G =\/_ (5.86)
where E is Young's modulus and G" is the fracture energy:

0* = 2(P + 1) (5.8?)
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Mode I. Tensile FractUre

Mode ll. ln—Plane Shear or

Sliding Fracture
I.

Mode Ill. Anti-Plane Shear

or Tearing Fracture

Figure 5.40 Characteristic fracture modes [321. Redrawn Figure used with permission of Prentice-
Hall Publications. Inc.

where P is the plastic work done during yielding and y is the surface energy of the

polymer. In Equation 5.86, [CC is the fracture toughness. The stress needed to initiate

a crack is frequently far greater than that needed to sustain crack propagation [33].

For PMMA for example, the ratio of stress levels is about 1000. For vulcanized

natural rubber, it is about 325. The plastic deformation stretching energy is usually

much greater than the surface energy. For ductile plastics such as PTFE, PP, PET

and TPO, P»y. Even for Very brittle plastics such as PS and PMMA, P)2 - y.

Example 5.16 illustrates these relative values. One measure of the fracture toughness

of a polymer is the area under its tensile stress-strain curve. If the area is large, the

polymer is tough. Polymers that show great plastic flow after yielding. such as

HDPE, PP and PET, have high fracture toughness. If the area under the tensile

stress-strain curve is small, as with PS and PMMA, the polymer is brittle. The stress

level that produces fracture is analogous to the crack tip stress intensity level that

produces sustained fracture. As noted in the second part of Equation 5.86, fracture

toughness or stress intensity factor. Kc is written as:

Kc=f(o,a) (5.38)

Characteristically, the stress intensity factor is written as:

Kt=Co-‘/na (5.89)
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Example 5.16 Fracture Energies for Ductile and Brittle Polymers

Consider vulcanized rubber and PMMA as typical of ductile and brittle polymers.

respectively. Determine the relative ratio ofyielding work to surface energy ofeaclr
of these polymers.

The plastic work during yielding of PMMA is P=0.185 ft-lbrfin2=0.21l

kJ/mz. The surface energy for PMMA is about 720.039 kllmz=0.0342
ft-lbffin’- The fracture energy is given as:

0* = 2(1) + y) = 2(0.211 + 0.039) = 0.5 Ilium1 = 0.44 ft-lbr/inz

The ratio of plastic work to surface energy, PM = 0211,0039 = 5.4. This is

a strong indication of a very brittle polymer.

The plastic work for vulcanized rubber, P, is unknown. However, the

fracture energy, G“ =13 idle-12: ll.4 ft-lbrlinz and the surface energy for

vulcanized rubber is about 1! = 0.012 lei/m2 = 0.010 ft-lbr/inz. The calculated

value of plastic Work is:

(3* 13

P =T — T = 3 —- 0.012 = 6.49 [dim2 = 5.6? ft-lbrfin"

Thus the ratio of plastic work to Surface energy, Ply 2649/0012: 56?.

This is a strong indication of a very ductile polymer.

The coeflicient C depends on the geometry of the crack and the surface being

fractured. One example of C is given in Fig. 5.4] [32], for an edge crack of length a

in a sheet of width W under uniaxial tension. For unreinforoed polymers, values for

K.c range from about 0.5 to 10. Typical values for K: for a few polymers are given

in Table 5.16. The fracture stress given in Equation 5.38 is written symbolically as:

_ Material Parameter
Geometric Parameter

0'
(5.90}

 
It}
3u.

2"."
'5c

2
E
or
W

.2

m Figure 5.4] Geometric parameters for stress concrm-
o 0.1 a: u 0.4 0.5 as tration factor for mode I, tensile fracture [32]. Re-

drawn Figure used with permission of Prentice-Hall
Reduced Crack Width. aIW Publications. Inc.
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Table 5.l6 Stress Intensity Factors for Some Plastics and Other Materials'

Values in parentheses obtained from K1: . XE - G" 

 
 

  

 

 
 

 Materials Young‘s modulus. E Fracture energy. (3“

[3 11.4

Stress intensity factor, K

 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 

{1000 lhg’inm)

Vulcanized l 2.05)
rubber

Polyethylene ( 312)
PS 19.8

HIPS (104}
PMMA 19.8

Epoxy 9.0
Rubber-mod- 39.8

ifiod epoxy
FRP 126
Glass I16
Wood 9.0
Aluminum

' Adapted from [33]. with permission of copyright holder
" .l-Contour Integral. See [33: p. 82]

In the tensile Mode 1, an infinite stress is needed to initiate a crack of zero length.

Once the crack is propagating, the stress diminishes rapidly.

The rate of crack propagation is also important. For fatigue failure where the

load is applied in cyclic fashion, the following relationship is used:

da m
d—N _ A, AK (5.91}

where N is the number of cycles, AK is the stress intensity factor range, AK:

Km“ — Km“, and m and Ar are polymer material properties [33]. Some values for Ar
and m are given in Table 5.17. AK is proportional to Kc, the fracture toughness. For

many polymers [33.34], 0.5 < [“0ch <0.6?. Cyclic crack prepagation rate is used

only as a guide to determine crack Speed in Mode I tensile fracture. Cyclic fatigue crack

growth occurs at substantially lower stress levels than those needed to sustain crack

growth in continuous loading. In turn, this guideline can be used only as an estimate

of the shear stress needed to control crack propagation in Mode III antiplane shear

fracture. As noted, Mode III fracture is the apparent mode occurring during shear

cutting of plastics such as guillotining, diagonal brake cutting, nibbling and paper

cutting. An appropriate relationship for the rate of crack propagation, ti = dade} is:

a = —= p- 0'" pm” (5.92)

where or is the shear stress and [3 includes geometric factors and material Constants.

If the crack length ahead of the shear is to remain stable, or a is to be constant, the
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Table 5.17 Crack Propagation Parameters

dade = Ar- AK.“
(121de units are mmxcycle

AK units are Mmem
Ar units are [MNfrn'izrm

Note: For crystalline polymers, the genera] relationship is:

:13de = A" . (AKKE)? where 0.5 < A" < 3
(AKIE) units are rnml

 
   
 

 0.0365
0.164
0.00728
0.0037

rate of shear is approximately proportional to the applied force to the mg power. For
RPVC in Table 5.17. m =2.2 and the shear rate should increase about four times

when the applied load is doubled. On the other hand, for PMMA, m = 10 and the

shear rate should increase about four times with only a 15% increase in applied load.

Compression cutting occurs when the steel rule die is pressed perpendicularly into
plastic sheet that is resting on an unyielding surface. Load compression follows the

true material stress-strain curve. A modification of compression molding that em—

ploys uniaxial plane-strain compression is used to determine stress-strain curves for

polymers that neck or fracture easily [35]. Compression cutting is particularly useful
when the polymer yields in compression but fractures brittlely in tension or shear.

RPVC. PC and PMMA are typical polymers that lend themselves well to compres-

sion cutting. Compression yield stresses are usually higher than tensile or shear yield

stresses (Table 5.18). Thus more force per unit cutting area is required to die cut a

plastic than to shear cut it. Comparison of typical stress-deformation curves. Fig.
5.42 [35], shows that the area under the compression curve continues to increase with

increasing strain. As a result, crack propagation in compression is more stable for
polymers that are brittle or neck badly. Compression cutting is the preferred method

for cutting LDPE and should be considered for trimming PET, PA or nylon, POM

or acetal, low—density foams and thin-gage OPS and PMMA.

For a very brittle polymer being trimmed with a very sharp1 wide die, a

perpendicular crack is created ahead of the blade. The crack can propagate as a
Mode 1 fracture. as shown in schematic in Fig. 5.43. The crack can be uncontrollable

with an irregular reverse side cut surface, microcracking and crazing. The stress

required to cut through the material is given in terms of the stress intensity factor.
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Llnlaxial Compression

Uniasial Tension

Stress
Tension on a Notched Specimen

Figure 5.42 Stress-strain curves for various types
of fracture in a notch-sensitive ductile polymer
[35]. Figure used with pennission of John Wiley El:

Deformation Sons. Inc.

 

Polymer

Figure 5.43 Characteristic mode I fracture with wedge efi'ect of trim die into brittle polymer sheet

Equation 5.89. and is frequently much less than the compression yield strength. One

way of partially controlling crack propagation in very brittle polymers such as PS

and PMMA is to place a very slightly resilient mat between the plastic sheet and the

table. Very hard rubber or heavy-gage UHMWPE works well. If the plastic or

rubber is too soft, the plastic may bind the cutting blade and chipping, splitting and

uncontrolled fracture may be aggravated.

Typically the force required to cut through a polymer sheet is proportional to the

cut length and the sheet thickness to some power a,

Force a (cut length) x (sheet thickness)" (5.93}

Since the crack proceeds the cutting blade tip, the force required to cut through a

brittle polymer may be only weakly dependent on sheet thickness.

For a ductile polymer and a blunt die. the deformation stress is obtained directly

from the stress-strain curve. Since most polymers strain harden to some extent in
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Pmymar

Pinch Gap

 
Figure 5.44 Characteristic combined shear and compression punch— and die-cutting of tough or
ductile polymer

compression, the force required to cut through a tough polymer increases with the

depth of cut [36] and a z 1:

Force or (cut length) x (sheet thickness)I {5.94)

For ductile polymers. a combination shear and compression die cut is used (Fig.

5.44). With this type of cut, the lower force of a shear cut is combined with the stable

crack propagation at increasing stress-strain of a compression cut. Heavy—gage

plasticized PVC or FPVC. I-LDPE and PP are cut in this way. Combination shear

cutting forces for several cutter blade designs are shown in Figs. 5.45 and 5.46 [3?]

for RPVC and PS. respectively. It is apparent that cutter force is proportional to

sheet thickness. or a = l in Equation 5.93. Cutting forces for dull knives at 20°C or

68°F are measurably higher for polymers that yield, such as PVC, as seen in Table

5.!9. These values compare well with blanking force guidelines for thin-gage sheet

(Table 5.20) [38]. Values for effective shear stress or cutting force per unit thickness

and cutter length are about the same as compressive yield stress values in Table 5.18.
Cutting forces at 60°C or 140“F are about 10% lower than those at 20°C or 68°F.

Nibbling

Nibbling is a cyclic trimming process. An estimate of nibbling force is made from

Mode I tensile fracture crack propagation. Example 5.1? illustrates this. As noted
earlier. the force required to initiate a crack is as much as 1000 times greater than

that needed to sustain it. Nibbling is a process requiring crack initiation at each

stroke. Further additional force is required to overcome friction between the nibbler
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Dullad Cutter

3

Force.100kgf aH

.- {I

10 
g “,5 mi 1.5 m Figure 5.45 Experimental sheet thickness-dependent shear

. cutting force for rigid polyvinyl chloride. RPVC, for several
Thickness. mm trim dies [37;

Table 5.19 Shear Cutting Forces Data from Figs. 5.45 and 5.46 [37]

Blade length = 10 in or 250 mm
Sheet thickness 2 0.039 in or i mm 

Polymer Blade Total force Cutting stress
design

(1000 lbflinzj 

PVC 4* 3

Dull‘ 
 

* Exhibits 3 "zero thickness" resistance of 1360 kgr or 29901br, or an equivalent shear stress
of 54 MPa or T9001bnli1'12

" Exhibits a “zero thickness” resistance of 460 kgr or 1000 lb,. or an equivalent shear stress
of [8 MPa or HOD lbrfinz. In addition. the force-thickness curve is nonlinear
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Sandwich cramp
W Cutter Design 4 t" --"'Gutter Design 3

8

Force.100kg, 8E
15 

Figure 5.46 Experimental sheet thickness-dependent shear cut~ 9 "'5 1.0 “5 M
ting force for polystyrene. PS. for several trim dies [3?] Thickness. "“11

Table 5,20 Blanking Force Guidelines for 0.25 mm or 0.010 in Sheet [38]

 
 

Nature of

polymer
 
 

 
 

 
 

Total fore:
in 10in or 25 cm

 Polyolefins.
cellulosies

  

Medium Flexible PVC 2500

Hard. ops. PET. as soon
Tough PMMA. vac 

blade and the plastic and to push the cut-off plastic piece from the kerf. As whh

compression cutters, a good first approximation of the value of the cutting-oft“ shear

stress is the yield strength value of the plastic (Table 5.13).

Example 5.17 Nibbling Force for PMMA

Thin-gage PMMA sheet. 0.025 in or 0.1 cm thick, is m be cut in one cycle.

Derermrne rhefbree needed to sustain a crack. For PMMA, Ar: 0.! (MNf'm ”79‘"
and m = 10.
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From Equation 5.9], the stress intensity factor range is obtained:

AK = (c.ta,(<:lt\l)”"1 - Ar—“m

Now dade 20.] cm. Assume dade 5 1. Then AK = 1.26 MNEm'”. If

AK =05 Kc. the critical stress intensity factor for crack propagation and

C = 2. the tensile stress needed to sustain the crack is given as:

.2 u/ - .
o=% - ./n =W=oml MNrrn1=10.31bffin2

This is the tensile stress needed to propagate the crack. The tensile yield

stress of PMMA is about 45 lirill'slfrn2 or 8500 lbr/inz. Since nibble—cutting
should require about the same expenditure of force as compression~shear

cutting, the apparent force needed to sustain a crack in PMMA is only

about 0.1% of the total force needed to cut the plastic.

Brittleness, Orientation and Trimming Temperature

Many brittle plastics exhibit uncontrolled fracture. secondary crack prepagation,

reverse~side chipping. crazing and splitting when compression or shear cut. Brittle

fracture occurs when the brittle strength of the polymer is less than its yield strength.

The brittle strength of a polymer below its glass transition temperature, T , is weakly

dependent on temperature over a wide range of temperature, 100°C or more. On the

other hand, polymer yield stress is essentially a linearly decreasing function of

temperature (Table 5.21) [35]. As the polymer temperature increases, the probability

of fracture at stresses below the yield stress decreases. The problems associated with

brittle fracture trimming diminish as well. At elevated temperatures approaching T3,
the polymer is ductile and high-speed cutting—oh“ techniques that depend on brittle

fracture crack propagation such as metering and sawing. become inefficient.

 

 

Table 5.21 Temperature Efl'ect on Yield Stress For Various Ptllytl'let'ttl

Temperature coeificientLinear region
of yield stress 

 
 
 

 

{lbn’in’ ' “Fl

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

50 to 100 122 to 212
PTFE —250 to —— 140 —420 to —220 63.5
PE‘l —60 to 20 —'J'6 to 68 66.]
RPVC '80 to 60 “112 to 140 64.5
PF —40 to 20 —40 to 68 59.6

PA 66 —100 to 60 —150 to [40 59.6
APET +20 to 60 —4 to 140 39.5

—40 to I20 —40 to 250

' Adapted from [35]. with permission of copyright owner
“ Chlorinated polyethylene
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'I'hennoformed shapes frequently have high degrees of orientation in the trim

areas. Part shape can enhance nonuniform orientation. Cutting relieves local stresses.

Although this aids crack propagation to some degree. particularly in shear cutting, it
can also cause:

- Nonuniform part dimensions,

I Binding of the cutting tools.

a Part warping, and
- Part distortion.

Secondary fracture effects such as crazing can result. Uncontrolled crack propagation

can proceed in the orientation direction rather than in the desired cut path, or the

crack can meander. This results in splitting and splintering, dust and angel hair.

Highly nonuniformly oriented parts of brittle polymers are frequently formed on hot

molds and then the parts with the trim attached are partially annealed prior to

trimming. The trim is then cut away while the parts are still warm. Heavy-gage

amorphous polymers such as RPVC and ABS and easily oriented crystalline polymers

such as FA 66 and PP benefit by this trimming approach.

As a general rule for all polymers. dust and angel hair problems and part warpage

and distortion may be minimized by increasing the part temperature at the time of

trimming. Increasing trim die temperature is usually ineffective. Part of the difliculty

in trimming with hot dies is in conduction heat transfer from the heating source to

the cutting tip. The die is envisioned as a metal fin. The effectiveness of conduction

heat transfer to fins decreases rapidly with the length-to-thickness ratio of the fin [39].
This is due primarily to convection heat transfer to the cool ambient air:

_tanh mL
“1" mL

2h

mL = ifi L {5.96)

where h is the convection heat transfer coefficient between the heated trim die and the

ambient air (Table 5.4). k is the thermal conductivity of the trim die steel. L is the

distance betWeen the heater and the cutting tip and t is the thickness of the trim die.

As is apparent in Fig. 5.47r [40]. the energy efliciency of heated dies decreases rapidly

with Lit ratio. for both rectangular and tapered dies. In words, since heated dies are

very inefficient heat transfer devices. it is usually difficult to maintain cutting tips at

the proper temperature.

{5.95)

where mL is given as:

5.10 Steel Rule Die

As noted, the steel rule die is the most common method of cutting prototype sheet

having thickness less than about 0.100 in or 2.5 mm. Steel rule dies are most effective
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1W

FinEfficiency,96
O

O 0.5 10 1.5 20 25

Characteristic Fin Length. LE’tmka m)“

Figure 5.47 Heat transfer efiiciency for heated dies with rec tangular and triangular cross-sections.
I. is the length of the die from the heating source and A is its cross-sectional area. Redrawn from [40]

if the sheet thickness at the point of trimming is less than about 0.025 in or 0.64 mm.

Typically. the steel used in thermol'orming trim dies is AZDZ. Depending on the

method of hardening, this steel has a hardness of 48 to 52 Re. It is considered a hard

steel. The steel hardness range depends on the particular application, the polymer
and the ease of sharpening the die:

I Steels with 45 to 48 Re hardness are considered maleable or peenable. They are

easily bent and sharpened and are easily dulled by cutting against compression

plates having equal hardness.

I Steels with 48 to S2 Rc hardness hold excellent edge but are not normally honed.

They form the base stock for advanced hardening techniques. Steels with this

hardness dull when cutting toughened polymers.

- Steels with 52 to 56 Re hardness are considered hardened steels. They hold

excellent edge even when single- and double-honed, as described below. If they

are chipped or dulled, they are difficult to rcsharpen but can be honed.

a Steels with 56 Rc and higher hardness are usually produced by locally hardening
lower Rockwell steels. Dies with 60 Re hardness are used to trim filled, rein-

forced, and composite thennoformed parts.

Although there are many ways of hardening steel, steel rule dies are usually hardened

by:

Case hardening,

0 Induction hardening.
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a Shot peening, particularly the cut edge, and

0 Cubic boron nitriding.

Nitriding yields the hardest cut edge. Typically, nitrided dies are rarely resharpened

at the thennol'orming press.

Steel rule dies are usually I in or 25 mm to 2 in or 50 mm in depth. The die

thickness depends on the sheet thickness. its toughness and the depth of draw of the
part. Although dies are standardized in the following thicknesses:

o Thin-gage die with 0.028 in or 0.71 mm thickness

0 Medium-gage die with 0.042 in or 1.07 mm thickness, and

o Heavy—gage die with 0.056 in or 1.42 mm thickness,

steel rule dies are fabricated from sheet steel of any thickness if necessary. The die

steel is available in strip form or in continuous roll. The cutting edge shape is ground

in one of several configurations shown in Fig. 5.48. The single—sided cutting edge is

most common. since it is inexpensive to grind and to resharpen. The double-sided

cutting edge is recommended if the die is quite long, since the forces are centered

directly over the fracture zone. The double-sided cutting edge is more difficult to

align for trim line accuracy than the single-sided cutting edge. Honed cutting edges

are used when a very sharp. very hard cutting edge is needed. These edges tend to

feather and nick easily however. Recently, there has been interest in the single-sided

double bevel cutting edge, which requires less frequent sharpening than the single

bevel cutting edge.

\

Double Bevel Single Bevel i “'
Double Angle

WU
Single Hene Double Hone Blunt Nose

Figure 5.43 Characteristic cutting edges on trim dies
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TanI Knife

 
Brittle Rubberized Dull Knife Feathered Edge

Figure 5.49 Generation of dust and angel hair from various trim die cutting edges

Resharpening

In time, all steel rule dies dull. The edge either flattens from repeated contact with the

compression plate or the edge rolls or feathers (Fig. 5.49). As noted. blunt dies

require greater force to penetrate the plastic than sharp dies. Blunt dies are

considered to be the primary source of dust, microcracks, crazing and angel hair.

With the possible exception of nitrided dies and dies having hardness values in excess

of 56 Re. all dies can be resharpened. Usually the die must be removed from the trim

press for resharpening. There are several ways to resharpen the dies:

© 1996 Carl H

Strapping, or smoothing the cutting edge with a leather strap. Stropping is most

eti'ective when the cutting edge shows a very light feather. The technique removes

very little if any steel, typically <0.0005 in or (l2 pm. In fact, stropping is

recommended prior to installing a newly ground die.

Honmg. or smoothing the cutting edge with a ceramic or Arizona stone. Honing

removes up to 0.0015 in or 40 um steel from the edge. The die can probably be

placed in the trim press without additional shimming to compensate for metal
loss.

Peem‘ng or 200 grit glass sphere blasting. This is most efl‘ective with medium-

hardened dies where microscopic nicks have occurred in the cutting edge. Again,

only about 0.002 in or 50 um are removed. These dies should be shimmer! before

reinitialing trimming.

Chemical etching. Again, this is effective with medium-hardened dies. Although

the chemical etch can remove substantial amounts of metal, usually less than

0.005 in or 125 pm of metal are removed. These dies should be shimrned before

reinitiating trimming.

Grinding. This is effective with hardened dies. Usually less than 0.010 in or 250

um metal is removed. If more than this must be removed owing to nicks or

breaks in the die cutting edge, the die is usually scrapped.
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Figure 5.50 Characteristic steel rule die mounting
configuration that allows for adjustments after
resharpening. Redrawn from [41]

 
There are two general ways of fabricating a trim die. If the die has relatively few

bends, it is fabricated of one or two strips of die steel. With all radiuses carefully bent

such that the die lays flat to within % degree. Bend radiuses for thin-gage die steel
should not be less than US in or 3.2 mm. The desired radius is 1;“4 in or 6.4 mm. If

the required trim line is very complex, the die is constructed of many strips of die

steel, with the intersections being welded and hand ground.

As noted, for simple parts and prototype parts trimmed on a manual compres-

sion press. the trim die is mounted in a simple wood framework. For production

presses, the trim die has adjusting slots drilled at l in or 25 mm spaces about 0.5 in

or 12 mm above the cutting edge. This allows the die to be mounted in a metal

bracket that acts to reinforce the blade and allow blade adjustment (Fig. 5.50) [41].

The trim die bracket is usually aluminum.

Tabbing and Notching

In many cases with thin-gage roll-fed forming. there are many parts formed simulta-

neously. As noted in Section 5.7, if these parts are completely separated from the web,

the many parts must be collected. oriented and stacked. In certain instances, depending

on the gage of the sheet, the brittleness and tear resistance of the polymer and the

specific part design, the parts are only partially punched from the sheet. The die is

tabbed or notched so that the parts remain with the web until manually removed.

Figure 5.5] shows two examples of tabbing dies. The frequency and dimension of

tabs remain an art form dictated in part by the notch sensitivity of the plastics and
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Figure 5.51 Characteristic die cutting edge configurations.
The notched blade is used 1'or tahbing

its resistance to tear. One measure of tear resistance is obtained from ASTM D 1004,

known as the Graves tear initiation test or from ASTM D 1922, known as the

Elmendorf tear test. Although these tests are designed for ranking the tear resistance

of films (Table 5.22) [42], the results are useful in ranking the tab strength of
thermol‘ormed sheet. As is apparent. the tear strengths of polyolefins and flexible PVC

are substantially greater than that of PS- As a result, the lengths of the tear tabs for

polyolefins need to be substantially shorter than those for PS. If the tear tab is too

long. part removal from the web will be inhibited and the torn edge may be unsightly.

5.11 Punch and Die Trimming

Figure 5.52 [43] shows a typical punch and die arrangement. Punch and die trimming
is common for in-mold and in-line trimming of thin-gage roll—fed formed parts. The

key to successful punch and die trimming lies in the accuracy with which the punch

is aligned with the die. As discussed earlier, the tolerance between the punch and the
die is critical to the minimization of dust, angel hair and microcracks (Fig. 5.45). The

gap width is usually set with feeler gages at about 0.0015 in or 3?.5 pm when the set
is cold. The gap width when the cutting surfaces are hot and at steady temperature

should not exceed 0.001 in or 25 pm. The punch is harder than the die, with the

punch steel being hardened to 60 Re to 65 Re. The punch is usually ground after
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Table 5.22 Tear Strength of Film [42]

(ASTM D1004 Graves initiation tear strength. all films 0.0m
in or 25 pm thick}

 
  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

  

Polymer Tear strength  

Cellulosic {Cellophane}
Cellulose acetate 0.6- 1.5

Low density polyethylene 3.I
Copolymer polyethylene 2.7
High-density polyethylene 7.7
Uooriented polypropylene 9.7
Oriented polypropylene 1.5‘2.3
PA 6 3.U~?.B
Polycarbonate 3.0—3.7
lonomer 23:13
APET 33—212

Polyimide 1.2
FPVC 9.3 — 15
Polystyrene 0.7%
PVDC {Saran}
 

being hardened. The die steel hardness is about 45 Re to 50 Re. As a result, the die

wears in and the punch wears out. The cut surfaces of the web and part are good

indicators of die misalignment or wear:

'

_ Trim

\\

Die Lip

FormadPafl

Die

Figure 5.52 Schematic of punch-and-die arrangement yielding a pinch-type compression out
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a [f the plastic is soft or warm. the cut edge may appear smeared or feathered,

0 If the plastic is a fiber former, the cut edge may show microfibers at 30-power

magnification.

- If the plastic is ductile or ductile-brittle, the cut edge may appear lacy, and

o If the plastic is brittle, the cut edge may appear jagged with many microcracks at
3D-power magnification.

For accurate compression-shear cutting, it is necessary for the cutting edge of the die

to mate with the punch simultaneously everywhere. Frequently. an intense light is

shone behind the die as the punch advances. The point of peripheral extinguishment

should occur simultaneously everywhere.

Punches and dies wear and the gap width increases. To regap, the die lips are

usually shot- or grit-peened. The punch and the newly peened die are slowly brought

together and any interference is pressed out by the press action [44]. If the punch

shows erosion or microscopic galling, the punch edge is also stropped.

Although punch and die sets are designed to mate in a planar fashion, there are

occasions when this is not desirable. For example, when very heavy sheet is being

§ §

 
Double Shear Punch

Die

 
Single shear Punch

Figure 5.53 Punch geometries that yield a pinch-type shearing out
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”§ §

/
Hollow-Ground Punch

Figure 5.54 Hollow-ground punch that yields a combination of compression and shear cutting

trimmed in place on the forming press. the punch is altered to a single shearing

punch (Fig. 5.53). The shearing action reduces the load on the hydraulic system

driving the punch. If the sheet is not tightly held during shearing. it may move and

the trim line may move away from the desired line. To minimize this effect, the

punch is altered to a double-shearing punch (Fig. 5.53). The initial punch penetration
at two points acts to stabilize the sheet against lateral movement. Shear and

compression cutting is sometimes combined when the punch is dished or hollowed
(Fig. 5.54).

Forged and Machined Dies

Steel rule dies are not normally used for sheet with thickness greater than 0.050 in or

[.3 mm in the trim area and for parts deeper than about 1% in or 38 mm. Machinable
tool steel such as P7 or H20 is used to manufacture heavy duty dies. These dies are

first oil or air annealed, then sharpened. For tough polymers, the dies are hardened

to about 50 Re. These dies are assembled into easily aligned fixtures and are nearly

always removed for resharpening. Although forged and machined dies are more

expensive than steel rule dies, they are the dies of choice for tough, filled or

reinforced polymers formed into heavy—gage parts. The causes of dust and angel hair

with forged dies are similar to those with steel rule dies. Similarly, forged dies wear,

chip and dull in ways similar to steel rule dies. Chipped dies are rewelded and worn
dies are resharpened rather than discarded [45].

5.12 Drilling

Drilling, slotting and grooving are mechanical operations similar to trimming. These

operations are frequently done while the thennoformed shape is still held in the
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D a

Figure 5.55 Two-tooth twist drill geometry [26].
Figure used with permission of author

trimming fixture. Plastics are quite difficult to drill without some damage to the
surrounding area. Friction between the drill flutes and the drilled hole heats and

expands the plastic inward, burning it or gaming the drill. Continuous chips from

polyphenylene sulfide or PPS. PC and other high performance plastics can spiral

around the drill, binding and stalling it. With olefins, thermal distortion at the hole

inlet can cone the hole. For PMMA. PS and SAN. the hole exit can be chipped as

the drill tip breaks through. Nevertheless, most plastics are drilled with conventional

two-tooth twist drills (Fig. 5.55) [26]. Single-edged tool cutting guidelines are uSed
for drilling. The depth of cut per drill tooth, d, is given as:

- sin — = — sin — (5.97)

where n is the number of teeth on the drill (usually two), N is the rotational drill

speed [RPM], v is the axial feed rate [mmfrnin]. and {i is the point tooth angle [deg].

The drill feed speed. s = vfn [mm/rev].

A large depth of cut produces cut surface fracture and fracture around the hole

as the drill exits. A small depth of cut enhances friction and can result in gumming

and hole distortion. Example 5.18 illustrates the manner in which Equation 5.9? is

applied to the drilling of PMMA.

Example 5.18 Drilling PMMA

Experimentally. the drill feed rate, 11:, below which PMMA will gum the drill is
given as:

”x = 25x IO“ N2 [mmlmr'rt]

where N is the rotational drill speed, [RPM]. At high drill feed rate. at, PMMA
will crack, producing hackle marks in the drilled hole. Experimentally.-
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at = 0.28N— 20 x 10"“ N3 {mmlmin}

Determine the acceptable drill feed rate range for N = 2000 RPM, 4000 RPM and
6000 RPM.

At N =2000, the drill feed rate range from Equation 5.9? is given as:

100 [mmimin] < v < 480 [mmirnin]

AtN
ll

4000, the range is:

400 [mmimin] < v s: 800 [mmimin]

At N = 6000, the range is:

900 [mmfmin] «(v {960 [mmlmin]

Above N = 6000 RPM, there is no acceptable value for v.

Table 5.23 Efi'ect of Drill Geometry on

Drilling Conditions in Plastios'

 

  
 

 

Drill parameter Drilling condition  

  Point angle Rotational drill speed
Rake angle Drill feeding speed
Relief angle Work temperature
Helix angle Cooling provisions
Shape of flutes Nature of the hole
 
' Adapted from [26], with permission of author

Drilling conditions for many plastics are given in Tables 5.23 and 5.24.

For many polymers, high elastic deformation and recovery can wear drill. gum
drill surfaces and distort the drilled hole. The drills for plastics such as PS, RPVC,

and PC should be air- or liquid-cooled. An air jet on the drill shank during

drilling of most plastics is beneficial [46]. Water is sometimes used for PS and

RPVC. Rapeseed oil produces optimum cooling for PC. Nylons or polyamides
must be moisture—controlled or drilled hole dimensions will change. In crystalline

and tough. amorphous polymers such as HDPE, PP, and high-rubber content
ABS. nonuniform biaxial orientation in the plastic may cause the hole to become

elliptical. Excess friction during drilling aids in this distortion. In highly elastic

plastics such as HDPE, UHMWPE and PTFE, the drilled holes are always smaller
than the drill. Tapered, highly polished, widely-spaced flutes 0n the drill are desired.

Further, for tough. highly elastic polymers or for critical hole dimensions, holes
should first be drilled undersized. Then the hole should be enlarged to the desired
diameter.
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5.13 Other Cutting Techniques

Nearly every way of separating one portion of a material from another has been

attempted with plastics. Some of the more successful methods include:

Hot wire cutting or thermal cutting,
I

a Laser beam cutting, in essence an advanced form of thermal cutting,
a Water jet cutting, andI

Flame or thermal cutting.

Thermal Cutting

Most plastics can be trimmed thermally by simply locally melting the plastic. The
cutter can be a hot wire or blade, requiring direct contact of a hot solid with the

plastic at the trim point. 01' it can be non—contact trimming with hot air, a

combustion flame or a thermal laser. in addition to being energy inefiicient, hot jet

cutting torches are difficult to maintain. Typical problems include:

Cut surface scorching,

Local degradation or discoloration at the parting line,

Kerf width variability,

Hot gas temperature variability,

Polymer slag spatter,

Slag deposition and dripping,

Slag threadlines,

Local polymer ignition. including drips,

Potentially noxious gas generation from combustion, and

Obnoxious smoke. particularly from fire-retarded styrenics.

When the cutting shape does not need to be precise and the polymer is easily melted,

direct contact flame cutting works well. For example, it is used to produce drain

holes in polyolefin disposable plant trays in an in-line process. In laser cutting. the

polymer is vaporized by the intense focused energy beam. Laser cutting is slower
than hot gas cutting but is more accurate and cleaner. A typical cutting rate for a

50W laser through 0.500 in or [2.7 mm PMMA is about 1 ftfmin or 300 mmfmin.

In contact melting, the heated wire is typically only a few degrees above the polymer

melt or flow temperature [47,48]. Wires are electrically heated, rheostatically con-

trolled, and PTFE-coated nichrome resistant. Heated blades are frequently resistance

tapes or plates adhered to steel saw blades. The plastic melting rate per unit width of

heating surface, in [kg/m - s or lblf‘t - h], is given in terms of a convective heat transfer

coefficient, hp, for flowing plastic melt. Approximate values of hp = 200 W/mz - “C,
0.004% calfcrn2 ' s ' °C or 35 Btulftz - h - “F are reported. The melting rate is:

_ =i'tDl'iE EL") 59111 2c? Pe ( ' 8}
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where cl, is the polymer heat capacity and D is the heated wire diameter. For a
heated blade. at) -v L‘. the width of the heated blade. Nu is the Nusselt number. the
ratio of conduction to convection heat transfer:

Nu = E (5.99)k

where h is a convection heat transfer coefficient, L is a characteristic fluid film

thickness and k is the thermal conductivity of the polymer. Fe is the Peclet number,

the product of two other dimensionless groups. Pe = Re - Pr, where Re is the

Reynolds number, a ratio of inertial to viscous forces1 and Pr is the Prandtl number,
a ratio of thermal to viscous resistance:

Pr ="—EE (5.100}

where u is the polymer Newtonian viscosity. The ratio. NufPe, occurs frequently in

heat transfer to flowing fluids. For melting polymers. the ratio is a function of two

material parameters:

Nu

Pe

where A is a fluid film parameter having a range of 0.5 (A {3 for crystalline

polymers and B is a solid parameter having a range of 0.1 < B <1 for crystalline

polymers [47]. Example 5.19 illustrates how these relationships are used to predict
cutting rates for HDPE.

fins)” (5.101)

Example 5.19 Trimming HDPE With a Heated Wire

Consider trimming 0.250 in or 6.35 mm thick HDPE using a 0.030 in or 0.76 mm

diameter nichrome wire. Determine the maximum trimming speed. For this exam-

pie, A = 3 and B = 0.1 in Equation 5.101. The Specific heat of HDPE is LO
Bluff!) ' °F or 1.0 mifg - “C.

The appropriate values for NufPe needed in Equation 5.98 are obtained

from Equation 5.101:

Nu_ D.6_ I16 _PT:— £03) gran —0.167
The melting rate, fin, is obtained from Equation 5.101:

m_ noz- tc- hE_ (NuiPe)="T'6'35Io'ovgifi'W75-0'167=0.00060 gfsP

where h.P=0.004'i5 calico-11 - s - "C. The melting rate of 0.6 mg/s or 0.001
lbth is the maximum cutting speed. The volume rate of plastic melted is

given as:

-_E=0.00063fs= J
V r D968r’cm3 0.000625ch5
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The projected cutting surface is:

LDt _ n - 0.0?6- 6.35 = 2
2 2 0.76 cm

As a result, the maximum cutting rate. v. is:

0.000625 cm’fs= ————= . = h
v 0.76 cm: 0 00082 cmfs 14 it!

A is a melt shielding parameter, the ratio of melt sensible heat to latent heat of
fusion. B is the equivalent ratio for the solid phase. For high latent heat crystalline

polymers. a substantial fraction of heat is carried away by the melt. A and B are

small and the ratio, NuiPe. is relatively large. As a result. the cutting rate can be
high. For polymers with low latent heats. the ratio, NuiPe, is small and the cutting

rate is low. The Griffin melting model [48] is truly not applicable to amorphous

polymers since they have no latent heats. Increasing the hot wire temperature

increases the relative values of A and B. This effectively decreases the melting rate,

since some cutting energy must now be used to heat the polymer to a higher

temperature. As noted, the cutting rate is inversely proportional to the sheet
thickness-

Water Jet Cutting

Water jet cutting and abrasive water jet cutting are new techniques developed for
trimming high-modulus. low elongation to break polymers. The techniques have

found greatest application in trimming composite thermoplastic and thermosetting

structures. The typical water jet uses ultra-filtered water that is delivered to the

cutting jet at pressures up to 690 MPa or 100,000 lbfiinl. Typical water jet pressures

are about 345 MPa or 50,000 lbrfin’: The water is directed through a sapphire orifice

having a diameter of about 0.5 to 2.5 mm or 0.020 to 0.100 in. The jet velocity

near-sonic is about 1000 mfs or 3300 ftls. For tough polymers and composites,

abrasive garnet grit of 100 to 500 1.1111 diameter is added to the water stream at about

5% (volume). A schematic of an abrasive water jet cutting head is shown in Fig. 5.56

[49]. Water jet cutting works well when polymers have yield stresses of 80 MPa or
12,000 lbriin2 or less- For polymers with higher yield stresses or for composites,

abrasive water jet cutting is recommended. The kerl' produced is typically about 5%

wider than the diameter of the jet at jet entrance to the sheet. It is recommended that

the jet-to-sheet distance be no more than 5 mm or 0.200 in.

Water jet cutting has several advantages over thermal cutting:

The process is dustless.

The process does not generate noxious gases,

The jet can be stopped or slowed without any damage to the part being cut and
without widening of the cutting kerf.
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Figure 5.56 Water jet cutting device for thennofonned compositee and laminates

o The cutting process can be started at any point on the part, and

o The cutting process is essentially isotthal and low temperature.

There are several disadvantages to water jet and abrasive water jet cutting:

There is substantial noise owing to air coupling at the impingement point,

The jet nozzle tip wears rapidly when abrasives are used.

Abrasives are relatively expensive and not easily recovered,

Water cleanliness is extremely important. Fouled water will result in erratic

cutting,

I At high feed rates, the water jet can be diverted by irregularities in the polymer

or variations in polymer thickness or when very heavy-gage ductile plastics are
cut. This causes the kerf to meander, and

- The kerf tends to be wider at the entrance to the piece. This is particularly

noticeable with heavy-gage ductile plastics such as HDPE and when abrasives are
used.

Table 5.25 gives some cutting speeds for abrasive and nonabrasive water jets.
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Table 5.25 Water Jet Cutting Speeds for Polymers and Compom'tes [49]

 Material class

  

Polyurethane.
Polyethylene.
Rubber (30+
Barometer)

Rubber (30—
Durometer).

Paper. fabric.
Corrugated
cardboard

Foam Pl IR.
EPS. foam rubber,

Balsa wood

Abrasive Jet or 240 MPa 0r 35.000 lbfiin’. 150 pm Garner and 20HP

 
 

 
 

Epoxy-aramid.
Epoxy-graphite.

Polyester—glass

{mm} (in)

Water Jet at 360 MP1: or 52.000 lbrlinz and 2011'?

 

 

Cutting speed

 

 

  
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

6.4 0.250
[2.7 0.500 100
25.4 I .000 40

0. l 3 0.005 15 600 +
0.33 0.0] 5 8 300 +
0.31 0.032 8 300 +
l .6 0.063 8 300 +
3.2 0. I 25 8 300 +
6.4 0.250 8 300 +

1.6 0.063 [5 600 +
[2. 'r' 0.500 12 450
25.4 1 .000 7 23’5

3.2 0.125 I .60 63
6.4 0.250 0.75 30

12.7 0.500 0.46 l 8
19. 1 0.750 0.30 12
25.4 I .000 0.13 5   

The selection of a trimming technique depends primarily on the stress-strain nature

of the polymer at its trimming temperature. However many processing elements

influence the choice including:

OOIOICIOIII.
The gage of the sheet,

The part size,

The overall draw ratio,

The nonplanar nature of the trim line,

The complexity of the trim line,

The acceptable level of cut surface roughness,

The required dimensional tolerance,

The economically required speed of trimming.

The extent of [filming or hold down,

The number of secondary or ancillary piercing steps required,

The skill of the operator or pressman,

The availability of the desired trim equipment,
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a The availability of resharpening methods,

I Among others.

As noted. not all trimming devices are suitable for all types of plastics in all

thicknesses. For example. automatic programmed laser cutting is clean and accurate

but is impractical for trimming thin-gage roll-fed APET. Die cutting is quicker.

cheaper and can be installed as part of the in-mold forming process and therefore

becomes the trimming process of choice. Some techniques such as abrasive grit

cutting are dusty and work best on high modulus. brittle polymers. Abrasive and

toothed wheel cutting and routering generate dust. Heavy—gage parts of PMMA.

ABS and PS should be sprayed with an antistat prior to trimming to minimize the

aimost—impossible-to-remove cutter dust. The rank of trimming techniques in Table

5.26 is meant only as a guideline, in terms of matching the intrinsic natures of the

cuts and the material stress—strain behavior. Economics and availability may dictate

a less-than-optimum choice for trimming. Table 5.27 illustrates some of the economic

considerations needed for thin-gage trimming [51].
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6.1 Introduction

The thermoforming mold can be as simple as a smoothed block of wood over which

a heated sheet is draped. Many production molds may be as complicated as injection
molds and may include:

Moving elements,

Articulated plugs,

Sophisticated means for isolating sheet over multicavities,
Means for ejecting formed sheet from mold cavities,

In-mold trimming or formed sheet,

Means for retrieving trimmed parts, and
Down-stream filling and sealing means.

Selection of suitable mold materials depends to a great degree on the severity and

length of service. If only a few parts are to be made and the hot plastic sheet is

deformed at relatively low temperatures with vacuum alone, wood. plaster or
reinforced or filled thermosetting resin is usually used as a mold material. 0n the

other hand, if thousands of parts are needed and high temperatures and pressures are

needed to achieve final part design criteria, durable mold materials such as aluminum
and even steel are used.

Regardless of the materials used, every mold must meet specific criteria and must
therefore have certain features:

Provisions are needed for clamping the sheet against the mold surface,
Vent or vacuum holes are needed in those areas into which the sheet is drawn last,

The mold surface should be relatively nonadhesive during sheet contact and
static-free after the sheet is removed.

a The mold surface must be sufficiently hard to retain its shape and texture for the

lifetime of the part.

0 The mold must not change in dimensions during fabrication through thermal

expansion,

0 The mold must not change in dimensions during storage through moisture

absorption, and

o The mold material should be relativer free from chemical and moisture attack to
minimize:

Swelling,

Cracking,

Rusting,

Corrosion, and

Patina development.

Appropriate mold material selection depends on economic considerations as well.
Some of these are:

I Initial cost of the material.

0 Ease of fabrication.
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Ease of repair,
Ease of maintenance.

Ease of serviceability,
Quick-change suitability,

Requirements for safe storage,

Mold weight.

Availability of mold materials.

Shop personnel familiarity with the material. and

Material toughness against accidental abuse while in use and in storage.

Some of these intrinsic factors frequently rule out an otherwise acceptable mold

material [1].

In this chapter, prototype and production mold materials are discussed. Design of
coolant flow channels and vacuum holes are then described. Some design features

regarding surface treatment and surface texture are detailed. Plug design is described.
Clamping methodS, sheet supports. rapid mold change concepts and some aspects of

break-away molds are discussed.

6.2 Prototype Molds

Strictly speaking, prototype molds are designed to produce a few parts. These parts
may be used to demonstrate part design concepts that are to be subsequently either

production thennoforrncd or injection or blow molded. The parts may be used for
product testing and prototype assembly schemes. Frequently. however, prototype

molds are used to produce tens to hundreds of parts in a classical production run.
Some of the many heavy—gage sheet applications that are made exclusively on

prototype molds include:

Indoor and outdoor signs.

Point-of-purchase displays,

Horticultural pool shells,

Swimming pools.

Spas,
Plant containers.

Custom dunnage.
Bathtubs.

Equipment housings, and
Medical furniture.

Wood. plaster. glass fiber-reinforced plastic, filled epoxy and zinc and white metal
alloys are materials commonly used for prototype molds. Each has many advantages
and some serious limitations. A review of each follows.
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Table 6.1 Finishing Qualities or Selected Hardwoods Used in Prototype Thermol'orru Molds [2]
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Wood

Hardwoods are used for prototype and short production runs. The wood must be

thoroughly kiln-dried before shaping to minimize stress relief in the form of warping,

cracking and checking during fabrication, forming and storage. Properties of typical

hardwoods used in thermofonning are shown in Tables 6.] and 6.2 [2]. Woods such

Table 6.2 Minimum Mechanical Properties of Selected Hardwoods Used in Prototype Thermo-
form Molds [2]

   
 

   
  
  
  
  
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 Density lbi'ft3
kgr'm3 SID

Flexural modulus x 10“ lbrg’in" 1.42
GPa 9.79

Work to maximum il'l-lbfn'nJ 14.6
load em-kgfcm3 l .03

Maximum crushing lbrfinl 4300
strength parallel MPa 29.6
to grain

Fiber stress at Ibriin2 490
proportional limit MP3 3.38

Parallel-to- 8.18

perpendicular
compression
ratio

Impact bending 37
height to {1.94
complete
failure
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as walnut or pecan are oily. The exuding oil may interfere with adhesives during

fabrication and may be undesirable during forming. Wood such as balsa. boxwood

and certain second-growth pines are too soft for mold materials. Repeated forming

pressure crushes the cell structure, producing poor surfaces and loss of dimension.

Conventional woodworking techniques are used to fabricate the molds. Wood

sections are usually assembled with fluted dowels and resorcinol, hot melt or epoxy

adhesives. Hot melt adhesives allow faster assembly but yield weaker joints than

other adhesives. Standard wood-filling techniques are used to remove surface defects

during mod fabrication. Vent holes are usually drilled through the primary surface

first, then enlarged by drilling from the back of the mold. Final sanding to 200 grit

is usually sufficient for most low-pressure forming techniques. It is very important

that the assembled wood be carefully and thoroughly dried prior to finishing. During

forming, the rapid. cyclical heating from contact with the hot plastic will pull

moisture from the wood. If the wood is not thoroughly dried. the wood can crack or

check. Wood grain is characterized by alternating hard and soft bands. Occasionally,

the softer portions preferentially shrink. This leads to an unacceptable texture that is

transferred to the formed shape.

After thorough drying, the surface may need to be sealed with temperature—resis-

tant enamel or varnish'. Recently, epoxy enamels and varnishes have been developed

that protect wood surfaces for hundreds of cycles without refinishing. For low-tem-

perature forming of polymers such as cellulose acetate, flexible PVC and PS foam,

polyurethane varnishes work satisfactorily. [f mold release is needed, paraffin wax,

carnuba wax, Treewax, Vaseline or a light coating of white grease is used. For food

contact and medical parts, vegetable oil spray is used.

Wood is aISO used as a component in molds made of more permanent materials.

For example, since wood is rapidly and easily shaped, temporary plugs, Web catchers

and web breakers can be formed during early mold shake-down trials to determine

optimum material distribution. Owing to the high compression strength and low

density of end-grain woods such as oak and walnut. these are used for permanent

plugs in many production runs.

Fiherboard

Fiberboard is produced by mixing wood fibers with thermosetting resins such as urea

or phenolic, then pressing the mass into sheets at elevated temperature to crosslink

the resin. The sheet product so produced is typically 0.125 to 3 in or 3.2 to 3’5 mm

in thickness and is available in at least three grades:

It may not always be neCessary or desirable to seal the wood surface. As an example. the mold
is not usually sealed when it is used to produce parts of slightly different designs. When a wood
that is not thoroughly dried is sealed. then cyclically heated. the moisture diffusing to the surface
will crack or blister the sealant. Excessive blistering leads to unacceptable surface texture in the
formed shape. Sometimes it is more feasible economically to rebuild the mold than to strip the
sealant from the surface.
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. Low-density fiberboard. with a density range of 0.] to 0.4 gfcm3 or 6 to 25 lbfft3.

This product is used in construction as moderately good insulation sheathing.
One brand is known in the US as Cellotex‘”,

- Medium-density fiberboard, with a density range of 0.5 to 0.7 g/cm3 or 30 to 45
lbfft’. This product is relatively new and is produced by radio-frequency curing of

the thermosetting resin. It finds use in the therrnoforrning industry as a mold

material, as described below. One brand is known in the US as Moldboard“n [45],
and

I High-density fiberboard, with a density range of 0.8 to 1.3 gfcm3 or 30 to 90

lbffta. This product is used in construction as grainless dense paneling. One brand
is known in the US as Masonite‘m.

Physical properties of medium-density fiberboard used as a mold material are given

in Table 6.3 [44]. Pressure is not very high during fabrication of this density

fiberboard. As a result, the board is somewhat porous. This allows vacuum to be

drawn everywhere through the mold surface, as shown in schematic in Fig. 6. I. The

fiberboard is worked using conventional woodworking 5am and shapers. Overheat-

ing the cutting surface will result in gum deposit on the cutting surface, however. The
porosity of the fiberboard is not exceptional. As a result, fiberboard molds work best

for relatively shallow-draw male parts. Although primary surfaces are usually

semi-gloss or matte, there are no vent hole nibs or nipples.

Plaster

Most commercial molding plasters are not strong or tough enough to be used for

prototype molds. The properties of the few that are strong enough are given in Table

6.4 [3—5]. Plasters are inorganic calcicious materials that hydrolytically react and

Table 6.3 Medium-Density Pressed Fiber Board for Prototype Tooling [44] 

 

  
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

Property Thickness

Density 48 47
Internal bond 110 90

Modulus of rupture 4.500 4.000
Modulus of elasticity 450.000 400.000
Linear expansion from 30 30

50% to 90% RH at

room temperature
Moisture content 6 to 3

Thickness tolerance j; 0.005
lengthfuridth tolerance $00625
Corner to corner tolerance
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Figure 6.1 Schematic of mold, vacuum holes. vacuum box and corrugated line to surge tank. Mold
material here is porous fiberboard through which air will pass

 

   Vacuum Line to Surge Tank

Table 6.4 Molding Plasters [3.4]  

 

  

  
  
  
 

 

  Commercial Water ratio Dry compressive
strength

{pphl (MPa)
  
  (lbfi'inzl

Pattern shop hydrocal US Gypsum 3.200
(Hydrocal A-l 1}

Industrial white US Gypsum 5,500
Hydrocal

Ultracal 30 US Gypsum 1300
Densite K5 Georgia 9.500

Pacific  

 Super X Hydro-Stone US Gypsum 

harden when mixad with water. Molds are formed by casting the newly prepared
water-plaster mixture against a part pattern. Since the hydrolytie reaction is exother-

mic to 100°C or 200“]: or so, the pattern should not be fragile. Typically. pattern

surfaces are coated with a release agent such as a water soluble polyvinyl alcohol or

PVOH. Soaps such as Murphy‘s oil soap are also used‘. Vents are designed in by

placing release-agent-coated wires perpendicular to the pattern surfaces prior to

casting. For very thick molds made in multiple pours. soda straws are placed over

the wires after the first pour. This allows the wire to be easily extracted later and also
provides for a modicum of “back-drafting". For very thick molds made in a single

pour. release-agent-coated tapered pins should always be used.

Murphy‘s oil soap is available in leather goods stores and laundry and cleaning areas of grocery
stores. It is used primarily to clean porous surfaces such as wood and leather. To use it as a
water-soluble release agent, coat the pattern with a generously thick coat and allow it to dry
thoroughly. Add a second coat to those areas that are not at least semi-glossy.
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A very hard void-free surface on the mold is achieved by "splatting" a thin layer

of relatively high water content plaster slurry against the pattern. This thin layer is

allowed to harden before further casting continues. This technique is adapted from

that used by artisans working in fine plaster art [3]. To ensure adequate dispersion,

the plaster must be very carefully mixed into the water. Once the plaster and water

are thoroughly mixed, the mass is vibrated for several seconds to dislodge large air
bubbles. Sisal, straw and glass fibers are excellent reinforcing fibers for plaster‘. To

ensure adequate wet-out and adhesion, the organic fibers are soaked in water for

several minutes before being mixed into the water-plaster mixture. Typically, fiber
reinforcement levels are 10% to 20% (vol). The mixture becomes harsh with higher

reinforcement levels and air bubbles and voids are easily entrapped. Additional water

reduces the strength of the plaster matrix- Typically. 35 parts water per hundred parts

of plaster is a useful starting recipe [4].

Cure against the pattern usually takes about 30 min. although slower reacting

plasters and those with fibers or fillers need as much as l h to reach demolding or

green strength given in Table 6.4. While casting the primary mold, the moldmaker

usually pours a simple test mold. This test mold is used to judge the level of exotherrn

and the degree of cure. After the pattern has been removed and the vent wires pulled.
the mold is set aside in a dry, warm area for several days. This time is needed to

develop the final properties and to stabilize the water content. The mold can crack

if it is used before being thoroughly dried. The mold surface is then finished with open

grit paper. Epoxy floor varnish is used if a smoother surface is needed. However.

plaster molds are usually used for expediency and a fine surface is of secondary
COHCCITI.

Plaster molds are surprisingly durable. They can withstand cyclic forming temper-

atures of most com-nercial plastics quite well. They are quite heavy however. The

molds should never be subjected to flexural loading since failure is catastrophic.
Plaster breaks are repaired with epoxy. as are spalled surfaces. Auto body putty also

works well. However. broken molds are rarely repaired and so patterns are usually

preserved to produce a new mold. Glass- and polymer-fiber reinforced plasters and

cementitious products such as water-curing hydraulic cement are also prototype mold

materials. but material costs are up to 5 times those of conventional molding plasters.

Plastic

Great advances have been made in the last few years in formulating thermosetting

plastic resins for thermoforming mold. In particular. plastic molds are economically
preferred for:

Heavy-gage sheet forming,

Part forming where heat buildup on the mold surface is intermittent,

Other fibers are used to reinforce plaster. As an example. polypropylene and polyethylene fibers
are used to produce impact-resistant construction grade plaster board. Normally, these fibers are
too expensive to be used for prototype then'noforming tooling.
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0 Parts where the mold does not need to be heated to facilitate forming,

9 Very large surface area parts such as.

Outdoor signs,

Camper tops,

Outdoor swimming pools,

o Drape and low-pressure vacuum forming, and

- Prototype forming for less than 100 parts.

For applications where mold surface temperatures do not exceed 60°C or 140°F and

where drape and vacuum forming are used, epoxy and unsaturated polyester resin or

UPE are materials of choice. These resins are usually combined with various forms

of glass fibers. The exact manner of mold fabrication depends on the mold shop, but

the general procedure usually followed is described below.

Since thermosetting resins usually cure most eificiently at relatively high tempera-

tures of 100°C to 125°C or 200°F to 260°F. the pattern must be thoroughly dried

before beginning mold fabrication. Plaster and wood patterns should be thoroughly

air oven dried at 50°C or 120°F for at least 24 h [5]. The pattern surfaces are then

sealed with at least two coats of air-sprayed thinned automotive lacquer or industrial

polyurethane or PUR. The hard surfaces are then waxed twice with a hard paste wax

such as carnuba or Treewax. The surfaces are power-buffed after each was application.

PVC plastisol is recommended as a release agent [5]. If the patterns are thoroughly

dried, aqueous polyvinyl alcohol or PVOH can also be used. These release agents

should be air-sprayed to ensure uniform coverage. Two coats are recommended.

Generally, epoxy and 'UPE molds are fabricated in similar ways, although UPE

mold construction is more complex and requires more steps. For glass fiber-reinforced
UPE or GR-UPE molds, a 0.3 to 0.4 mm or 0.010 to 0.015 in layer of special resin

known as gel-coat is first sprayed against the prepared pattern. A typical gel-coat

recipe is given in Table 6.5. This layer is allowed to air-cure, either at room

temperature or under infrared lamps, until tacky. An optional second layer can then

be applied. The surface should then be carefully inspected for bubbles or other defects.

Care at this point can obviate expensive surface repairs later on. A layer of very fine

glass fabric known as C-uet‘l’ is then placed against the gel—coat. A thin layer of UPE

laminating resin is sprayed over the fabric and gently squeegeed into it'. Once the
C-veil layer has cured to a tacky state, the first layers of reinforcing glass are laid. The

glass fabric normally used is a plain weave of about 4 to 10 threads per cm or 10 to

25 threads per in [tpi]. The fabric weight is about 500 gfm2 or 20 ozfydz. Plain weave
is used because:

It has good strength in both directions,

It can be easily oriented and shifted to fit tight curves.

It has an open weave to minimize air entrapment, and

It is an expensive fabric structure.

| An alternate method involves dipping the C-veil in catalyzed resin and applying the wetted
fabric to the gel—coated surface. Since the wet fabric is quite weak and the resin drains readily
from it, this approach is quite messy and consumes more resin than spraying. However. it leads
to far fewer dry pockets between the gel-coal and C-veil.
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Table 6.5 Typical Recipe for Unsaturated Polyester Resin Gel-Coat for Proto-
type Thermoforming Molds

 
  

 

 
 
 
  

 
   

Resin recipe Molar ratio

Isophthalie acid
Maleie anhydride
Neopentyl glycol. glycol excess. 2%

Acid number 2: [8 Hydroxyl number a- 30
Gel time a 5 min Peak exotherm 2 225°C or 437°]?

  

 Formulation [polystyrene in polyester at 40 wt "/31: Parts by weight

Polyester. as above
”l‘it‘L‘I2 pigment
Styrene diluent
Famed silica

Cobalt octoate promoter
Methyl ethyl ketone peroxide catalyst

20
32

l 5

Clear casting properties on 0.32 cm or 0.l25 in thick sample

 
 

 

Flexura] strength I45 MPa 21.000 llzlnlin2
Flexural modulus 3.9 GPa 570.000 lbnlin2
Elongation I 3%
Tensile strength 65.5 MP3. 9.5001brfin1
Heat distortion temperature 112°C 234°F
 

Strips are cut 50 mm by 500 mm or 2 in by 20 in, hand-dipped in catalyzed resin and

hand-applied to critical high-stress areas of the mold such as corners and rim. The

strips are then hand-rolled to express air and ensure intimate contact with the C—veil
layer. Usually the resin bath is catalyzed for a 1 h gel time‘. The moldmaker needs

to know approximately how much resin can be applied in that time. A typical resin
recipe is given in Table 6.6. Since UPE resins exotherm when curing, the thickness of

the built-up layer of uncured resin on the mold must be restricted to about 6 mm or
0.25 in. Excessive thickness will cause the resin to crack during curing. Thicker mold

sections are fabricated by building atop the mostly cured mold substrate.
Once the critical stress areas on the mold have been constructed, reinforcing

elements such as thoroughly dried, untreated wood or plaster are added. Scrap fully

cured GR-UPE pieces are also used. These are held in place with resin and

resin-wetted woven glass fabric. Automotive body putty, a filled UPE product. can

also be pressed into irregular areas. These materials are then cured in place. The rest
of the mold surface area is then built, either by hand dipping squares of fabric in

catalyzed resin and hand applying. or by applying dry fabric to the surface and

' The gel time is that lime when the resin becomes stringy and jelly-like. Beyond the gel time, no
Further manipulation such as rolling or expressing. is possible.
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Table 6.6 Typical Recipe for Unsaturated Polyester Resin With Fiberglass
Mat Reinforcing for Prototype Thermofonning Molds 

Resin recipe Molar ratio 

Isophthalic acid
Maleic anhydride
Propylene glycol  

 
Acid number x 8 Hydroxyl number 2 45— 50
Gel time a 3— [2 min Peak exotherrn a 225°C or 437°F 

Formulation {polystyrene in polyester at 40 wt Wu)
[recipe depends on wet—out method‘ type of
fabrication ~hand layup, spray-up, etc] Parts by weight 

 

Polyester, as above 42
Tit)2 pigment 28
Styrene diluent 30
Cobalt octoate promoter 0.3
Methyl ethyl ketone peroxide catalyst 0.l5 to 0.3

Total physical properties of fiberglass-reinforced polyester

Flesural strength 133 MPa 20,0001brfin’
F‘lexural modulus 7.0 GPa l,000.000 Ibrfin“
Elongation 1.0%
Tensile strength 32.8 MPa 12.0001brl'in1
Heat distortion temperature l90‘C BTS'F

  

squeegeeing resin into it. These layers are then cured to tackiness. Once the entire
pattern surface has been covered with at least one layer of nearly-cured fabric and

resin, additional layers are added in rapid succession. Wet fabric does not stick well

to vertical surfaces. As a result. the mold orientation during fabrication usually
dictates the total mold construction time.

After a solid reinforced layer is built over the entire mold surface to 3 mm or

0.125 in or so, chopped glass and reactive resin is Sprayed onto it. Since the sprayed

material resembles wet hay, it must be carefully rolled to express air. Rolling is done

with special spaced-disk rollers. The reason for restricting spray-up techniques to

supporting roles for hand lay-up is that spray-up laminates have only about 70% to

80% of the flexural strength and modulus of hand lay-up laminates [S]. The Spray-up

technique is much less labor intensive than hand lay-up and so mold costs are

reduced by using it in a supporting role. Once the minimum mold thickness of about
6 mm or 0.25 in is reached, the inner mold structure is constructed. The moldmaker

must keep in mind that molds built this way are very large. EVen the low pressures

used in vacuum forming generate substantial forces that can crush or buckle an

unreinforced plastic mold. A standard inner structure is an egg-crate of 2 to 2.5 cm

or 0.75 to I in thick exterior plywood or laminated wood having 10 to 15 cm or 4
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Figure 6.2 Egg-crate cradle that fits into male mold

to 6 in openings. For a male mold, the egg—crate is shaped to fit inside the formed

mold structure (Fig. 6.2). For a female mold, the egg-crate is fashioned into a cradle

to support the flat sides and bottom of the mold (Fig. 6.3}. The plywood is held in
place with reactive resin and glass fiber tape or automotive body putty. The plywood
core allows for easy access to vent holes.

For additional reinforcement. aluminum or phenolic—impregnated paper honey-

comb sheet up to 5 cm or 2 in thick is used. This isjust laid into the wet resin against

the mold back and held in place until the resin cures. PVC, aluminum or GR-UPE

pipe is also used for reinforcing. Pipe sections are joined to each other and to the

mold back with resin-wet fabric strips and held until the resin sets. The rim of a very

 
Figure 6.3 Egg~crate cradle into which female mold fits
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\\\\\

Figure 6.4 Pipe reinforcement in castable reinforced resin
mold

large mold is commonly reinforced in this manner (Fig. 6.4). If the mold must

withstand large buckling forces although not necessarily large pressures, lightweight
organic cement can be cast against the mold back. Recently, many cements have

been deveIOped where a low density aggregate such as slag or Perlite expanded
material is mixed with 5 to 10% {wt} UPE or epoxy resin as a binder, then troweled

in place. Expanded polystyrene or EPS beads can be mixed with low viscosity epoxy
resin as a low-density backing agent'. It is necessary to ensure adequate vent hole
placement and access before the mold back is sealed in several cm or inches of
cement.

Once the mold construction is complete, it must be cured thoroughly, preferably
at room temperature. Curing normally takes 24 to 48 h, although more time may be

required if some areas are quite thick. To ensure a hard, thorough cure, the mold
and pattern is placed in a warm air oven at 50°C or 120°F for an additional 24 to
48 h. It is difficult to cure UPE in thin cross-sections to a tack-free state at room

temperature, however. Oxygen inhibits reactivity on exposed surfaces. One way

around this is to spray a thin layer of air«drying, film-forming PVOH solution on the
exposed curing UPE surface. Once the UPE is fully cured, the resulting thin film is

then stripped from the mold. If the pattern has been preperly prepared, it should
release easily from the mold. UPEs and epoxies shrink on curing. If suflicient taper
has not been provided on female molds and female portions of male molds, the mold

and pattern can become locked together. Even with adequate pattern preparation,

considerable manpower and time may be required to release very large molds from
patterns. Mold release is best accomplished with combinations of air. water and

weight. The entire assembly is suspended slightly above the shop floor with the
heavier element nearest the floor. Air and water from separate sources are forced

between the edges of the mold and the pattern at the interface. in desperate cases, the
pattern must be destroyed to free the mold.

The mold surface is then adequately cleaned, waxed and buffed prior to use. Even

though plastic molds can last for hundreds of cycles, surface deterioration can begin

' EPS cannot be used with unsaturated polyester resin. since UPE contains styrene monomer. a
solvent for EPS.
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in a very few cycles. The most common problem is pinholing, due to collapse of

small bubbles trapped in and behind the gel-coat during fabrication. Some dimples

and dents are caused by problems in applying the release coat to the pattern.

Delamination and blistering are also problems. Usually surface repairs are straight-

forward. The defect area is sanded or ground down to good material. A patch of

catalyzed resin containing a filler such as fumed silica is then troweled into the defect.

Cure is by infrared lamp. The region is then finished by feathering into the

surrounding good mold material. A cave-in, break-out or development of star cracks

during forming require heroic repair efforts. Growing numbers of these usually

indicate that the mold was improperly reinforced. Fabrication of a new mold is

preferred over attempted repair.

Although this section has focused on UPE mold fabrication. epoxy molds are

fabricated in a similar fashion [5]. Most epoxies are mineraJ— or aluminum-powder

filled [6]. The extent of shrinkage varies with the filler content. There is very little

exotherm generated with the higher loaded epoxies. Glass fabric is used with epoxies

in a manner similar to that with UPE. Some molding epoxies have very high

viscosities, however, and substantial effort is required to thoroughly wet out the glass

fabric. Water lines are easily cast in place in molds made using either UPE or epoxy.

GR-UPE is economically preferred for very large molds and water lines can be PVC

pipe or aluminum electrical conduit. Epoxy is more expensive than GR-UPE and so

is used for small molds where water lines are aluminum or copper tubing.

Filled thermosetting polyurethanes are now available for prototype tooling [46}.

The FUR systems are typically two-part 1:1 mixtures. Most of the systems are

heavily loaded, typically with calcium carbonate or other inorganics. By varying the

catalyst concentration. prepared recipes have been developed that allow pot life times

of a few minutes to several hours. Table 6.? gives properties of some typical

prototype PURs.

Two other approaches for producing prototype molds are being developed. The

first uses the concepts of rapid prototyping, detailed in Sectioa 7.3. Rapid prototyp-

ing or RF is the generic term used to describe several methods for producing

prototype parts [47]. The process uses the mold shape as the computer-generated

image. Stereolithography or SLA has been used to produce small prototype molds

from LIV-curable polyurethane. The cured SLA sheet was back—filled with aluminum-

filled epoxy for rigidity [48]. Syntactic foams are also being used to produce

prototype tools. The computer-generated mold image is fed to a multi-axis trimming

station, Chapter 5. The syntactic foam is then machined into the prototype mold.

Both techniques provide rapid turn-around times. These allow the designer to

evaluate specific part details and to make necessary changes in a very short time.

SLA and syntactic foam molds are not expected to produce more than a few parts.

Recently, aerospace applications have included thermoforming of high tempera-

ture polymers‘. The typical GR-UPE and GR-epoxy molds described above are

restricted to about 60°C or 140°F use temperature. Higher temperature epoxies are

' Composite thermofonning is covered in detail in Chapter 9 on advanced thermoforrning
techniques.
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used to produce molds with use temperatures to 150“C or 300°F. Molds of these

materials require much high curing temperatures and much greater care in pattern

making and preparation. One manufacturer [7] recommends graphite cloth with

aerospace-grade epoxy for fabricating molds that see sheet temperatures of 200°C or
390"F or more. These molds are used to form reactive reinforced resin sheet at low

temperatures with curing of the formed sheet against the heated mold at tempera—

tures of 200°C or 390°F. These sophisticated molds include aluminum or copper pipe

so that hot oil can be used as a coolant. A mold life of 500 parts is claimed.

White Metal

The metal welding industry relies on the establishment of an intensely hot are that is

drawn between electrically isolated metal surfaces energized with high amperage, low

voltage DC power. The are causes most common metals to melt. When high velocity

air is blown into the arc, the molten metal breaks into Very fine drops. The molten

drops can be transported by the air for short distances before cooling below their

fusion temperature. One system, the TAFA system, is shown in Fig. 6.5 [8,50]. The
TAFA system establishes the electrical are between metal wires that are fed in a

controlled fashion into the spray zone. By accurate control of the metal wire speed,

a uniformly fine metal spray issues. The spray is used to coat a surface. Although

most metals can be sprayed, zinc and zinc—alloy metals offer good balances of:

Flexibility in spraying.

Relatively low molten metal temperatures, thus preserving pattern surfaces,

Small drop sizes,

Good densification and low porosity,

Good hardness in the metal mold, and

Good strength in the metal mold.

Typically, zinc has a spraying temperature of 410°C or 770°F and is dispensed at

5 kg/h or ID lb/h at a power level of 50 to 150A, 20 V, 2 kW. A typical surface

hardness is '30 Rb. Other physical properties are given in Table 6.8 [8].

The spraying process begins by securely fastening the pattern. if small, to a

turntable and then coating it and the table edges with aqueous PVOH release agent.

Once the pattern is secured and dry, the metal spray unit is activated and an are

established'. The spraying rhythm is similar to paint spraying. The objective is to
build up a uniform coat over the entire surface. It is necessary to begin spraying at

the edges of the pattern. This ties the edges of the metal layer tightly to the edges of

the turntable. If this is not done correctly, the air carrier can infiltrate a loose edge,

lift the thin metal layer. and catastrophically tear it from the pattern. The process

' Care must be taken at this point. If the release coating is not dry, the hot metal will cause steam
bubbles in the finished mold surface. If the metal is focused too long against one portion of the
PVOHecated mold, the PVOH may degrade and pits will form in the finished mold surface.
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4‘18 SUPPLY
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Figure 6.5 Rendering of tafa metal spray technique for thermol‘onn mold fabrication. Photo by
permission of TAFA Metalljsation. Dow (Concord) NH

must then be restarted beginning with pattern preparation. It is recommended that
spraying be done in a well—ventilated hood and the operator should wear a breathing

helmet. The pattern can be made of temperature sensitive materials such as plastic.

foam or paper. Howaver, care must be taken to prevent concentrated hot metal

spraying in a small area. If the pattern is small and Spraying is continuous, the

interfacial temperature between the pattern and the mold can easily exceed lOD“C or
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Table 6.8 Properties of Sprayed Zinc [B] 

Hardness 70 Re

Tensile strength 128 MPa H.500 lbnl'in‘I
Melting point 410°C 770°F
Temperature on contact 240°C 650°]:

with pattern
Density, "/a theoretical 92 to 95%
Shrinkage 0.1 to 0.2%
Cost 5 1 [Elm2 $9. 503112
Weight 24.3 loyal2 5.0 lbift.2
Melting power 0.44 kakg 0.2 kalb
Spray droplet size 50 to 150 um

 
210°F. Temperatures to ZOO‘C or 390°F have been measured. Typically, spraying

continues until a uniform layer of metal of at least l.5 mm or 0.060 in has been

deposited. Reinforcing structures. copper water lines, and other features are then

placed on the molded shell and these are encapsulated by spraying additional metal

[ Fig. 6.6). For greater metal rigidity in stress areas such as edges, corners, and deep

recesses, the zinc layer is built to 6 mm or 0.25 in or more. To complete the mold

fabrication. epoxy cements are cast behind the metal skin. If the mold needs to be a

good heat sink. metal-filled epoxies of the types described above are used. These

typically have continuous use temperatures to 120°C or 250°F. Note that certain

epoxy formulations depolymerize at local temperatures of 200°C or 390°F or more.

Although spray metal molds have been used in production for vacuum forming

for years without appreciable wear, pressure forming dramatically shortens mold life.

TAFA Spray Head

Molten Metal Droplets

§$~ I Mold

  
Figure 6.6 Schematic of metal coolant line or metal pipe rein forcement for spray—up white metal
mold
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When molding sheet molding compound or SMC for example, pressures to 1.5 MPa

or 200 lbr/in2 and temperatures to l20°C or 250“F are common. For SMC, mold life

is reduced to 100 pieces or so. The primary mode of failure is surface flaking or

spaliing. In SMC applications. chrome surface diffusion plating is used to harden the
zinc surface. The chrome surface is 0.08 to 0.i88 or 0.003 to 0.007 in thick and its

hardness is 55 to 65 Re. This treatment increases the cost and delivery time of the

mold and should be used only when spray molds are used in pressure thennofonning.

Nickel

Nickel molds are also used for prototype therrnoforrning. A thin electrofot‘med

nickel surface is reinforced with sprayed zinc metal, cast white metal or cast

aluminum- or nickel—filled epoxy. The nickel used is a very pure electroplating grade

of 99.95% with a trace of cobalt. The pattern surface must be conductive. For wood.

plaster. ceramic and plastic patterns. a coating of PUR varnish is sprayed over the

pattern surface. While the varnish is still tacky, a very fine coating of powdered

graphite is air-blown onto it. The PUR is then cured, either at room temperature or

in a free convection oven at 50°C or 120°F. The pattern is then immersed in a cold

plating bath. Nickel is laid against the surface at 4 um/h until a uniform layer of

about 1.5 mm or 0.060 in thick has been deposited over the entire pattern surface.

The pattern and nickel layer assembly is then removed from the bath. The dried

surface is then backed with sprayed white metal or cast epoxy. Altemately, the

pattern and nickel assembly is immersed in a second plating bath where copper is

added to a thickness of ID mm or 0.400 in thick or so. Hot plating techniques lay

nickel against the pattern surface at the rate of ID to 20 urn/h, but may produce a

coarse-grained porous surface. Normally this surface is dull and matte. It cannot be

polished to semi-gloss. But the surface is quite satisfactory for production of

non-appearance low-pressure thermoformed parts- Nickel produced by hot plating

has about 50% of the toughness of cold plated electrofor'med nickel. It also costs

about 50% of the cost of cold plated electrofonned nickel. Recently, a vapor

deposition technique has been developed that achieves dry nickel vapor deposition of
0.25 turn/h or 0.010 injh. Thicknesses of I mm or 0.040 in to 25 mm or l-in are

possible without secondary backing. Surface hardness of 40 to 42 Rc with Class A

and texture finishes are possible [91.

6.3 Production Molds

Roll-fed sheet forming economics dictate high production rates and long mold life.

For this reason, metals yielding lowr maintenance. good surface hardness, reasonably
low cost and low Wear are selected. Aluminum has been the choice for many years

for the following reasons:
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Aluminum molds wear well.

Aluminum has outstanding heat transfer characteristics,

Aluminum is relatively lightweight,

Aluminum is easy to machine,

Aluminum is easy to cast.

Aluminum is moderate in cost, and

Aluminum has excellent strength-to-weight ratio.

Of these. low cost. ease of fabrication and lightweight are most important. Alu-

minum molds do not appreciably increase the inertial factor of mechanically acting
forming presses. More details are given below. Many newer forming processes

involve increased pressures, temperatures and stresses. Processes such as:

High speed forming,

Matched die forming.

In-mold punch-and-die trimming and cutting.

Pressure forming,

Heated mold forming for crystallizing polyethylene terephthalate (CPET), and

Composite sheet forming,

are challenging the ability of aluminum to meet long-term high-production require-

ments. Steels that are normally used in injection molding are sometimes used in

severe conditions in thermofonning. Molds for these high-demand applications may

be quite expensive. The expense is justified only on the basis of faithfulness and

accuracy over millions of cycles and other features, such as sliding action or iii-mold

punch—and-die trimming and only if these features cannot be achieved in any other
mold material.

Aluminum

As noted, aluminum is the material of choice for nearly all thermoforming molds. It

is easily fabricated. it has a very high thermal conductivity so sensible heat from the

formed plastic sheet is rapidly removed and it is a lightweight, tough metal.

Thermoforming molds can be made of either machined plate or cast metal. Typically.

molds are fabricated from plates of either 2024-T4 or 6061-1651. aircraft grade.

Table 6.9 gives the chemical analysis of these aluminums. Typical machined alu-

minum is 130 Brinnell. Since tool steel hardness is as high at 300 Brinnell. care must

be taken during mold changing and alignment with steel members to avoid marring,

gouging and clinging the softer aluminum. Aluminum also has a relatively high

thermal expansion coeflicient of I9 x10—°°C" when compared with steel at
II x 10—5 °C". Care must be taken to minimize abnormal stress and potential

buckling or bowing when heating large tightly clamped molds. Molten aluminum is

cast at 550 to 600°C or 1000 to ”00°F against ceramic, dried and fired gypsum

plaster or foundry sand patterns. Usually atmospheric casting is used to produce

prototype of short production-run molds. Atmospheric or foundry casting yields

molds that may have surface porosity and nonuniform surface hardness. Porosity
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Table 6.9 Chemical Analysis
of Machined Aluminum
2024—T4 or 6061-11551

Cu 1 to 2%

Mg 0.5 to 1%
M11 0.5%
Si 4 to 8%

Fe |% [maximum]
Ni 1%
Ti trace
Zn trace

 
can be a problem when pressure forming or if drilled coolant lines pass close to the

mold surface. A uniformly high finish is very difficult with foundry cast molds.

Pressure casting produces a much denser mold with much more uniform surface

hardness, albeit at a higher cost. Patterns must be rugged enough to withstand the

thermal shock of molten metal and 7 MP3. or 1000 lbrlin? Fired ceramic patterns are

recommended. A casting ceramic of ethyl silicate and quartz powder can be fused

into patterns that will withstand pressure casting conditions [10].

Steel

The most severe service of any thermoforming process cannot match, say, typical

mold temperatures, pressures, erosiveness, or number of required parts of a standard

injection molding using filled or reinforced thermoplastics. As a result, thermoform-

ing molds do not need to be constructed of the same tool steel as that specified for
injection molds. However, mold shops that specialize in injection molds are accus-

tomed to working in specific types of steels. They will therefore frequently quote jobs

in these materials. Prehardeued steels such as A151 P20 are recommended for large
molds and molds with low demands on wear resistance. P20 is more difficult to

machine and polish than, say. S? or H13 steels. Since the last two must be

air-hardened after machining, the mold shop does not risk mold dimensional change

or distortion with P20. The chemical analyses of H13 and P20 are given in Table

6.10. H13 hardness is 30 to 36 Re. Sophisticated techniques have been developed for

machining and hobbing molds and for hardening steel surfaces. Although these

heroic methods are not really needed for the then'noforming mold itself, hardened
steel is used for mold elements such as:

Slides,

Collapsing cores.
Rails,

Guides,

Platen frames,

Sheet clamps,
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Table 6.10 Chemical Analyse of Tool Steels

Air-hardened P13 tool steel Oil-hardened P20 tool steel

 
Hold-downs,

Pins, and
a Pin-chains.

Similarly. investment casting of molten steel against ceramic patterns is also not

needed [ll].

Other Metals

In injection molding, berylliumchpper and Kirksite are frequently used for proto-

type tooling [11,12]. Typically. molds of these materials yield more parts than

aluminum. sprayed metal and plastic molds. Steel molds yield more parts than all

other materials (Table 6.l l). Low-pressure thermoforming molds see much less

severe service than injection molds. As a result, these exotic materials are rarely used.

Nevertheless. the service guides given in Table 6.11 hold for low-pressure forming

molds as well. with mold lifetimes extended by a factor of at least 10. The mold

Table 6.11 Guide to Tooling Materials [12]

 

 

 

  
 

 
 

 
 

 

  
Material Number of parts. x 1000

Injection Thermoform
mold

Repairs'

Epoxy OJ to 10
Sprayed metal CID
Kirksite B

Berylliumfcopper MB
Aluminum

Cast All!

Machined BXC
Steel  

' l = Easy. 3 = Difficult
’- A = Diamond, 3 = Buff polish, C -—— 400—600 Grit. D =35i1—400 Grit
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lifetimes for high-pressure pressure forming and composite forming at elevated

temperatures are much closer to those for injection molding.

6.4 Mold Coolant Channels

Many prototype molds and all production molds are actively cooled. Recommended

mold temperatures are given in Table 2.5. In production molds, the coolant lines are

usually gun-bore drilled in a manner similar to those drilled in injection molds [13].

There are many ways of embedding coolant lines in prototype molds, as noted

above. Plastic. aluminum or copper pipe is cast in place in spray-up GR-UPE molds
and cast epoxy molds. Copper or aluminum tubing is fastened in place in spray-up
white metal and electroformed nickel molds. The location, diameter and number of

coolant lines depends on the size and complexity of the mold, and the heat removal
potential of the mold material. The determination of heat removal rates is given

below. It is recommended that a mold with a properly designed coolant channel

pattern should exhibit no more than 3°C or 5°F temperature variation across its

surface at steady—state production and that the coolant temperature increase is no

more than 3°C or S°F from inlet to outlet {14]. It is apparent from Table 2.5 that for

most commodity polymers, the coolant of choice is hot water. Figure 6.7 shows a

simple closed circulating system for treated water as a coolant in thermoforming. To

cool polycarbonate. polysulfone and other engineering polymers, the water coolant
system must be pressurized to 0.4 MPa or 50 ibn’inz or more. Hot oil is recom-

coolant

Circuiating Pump  
Shellrand—Tube

Heat Exchanger

Figure 6.7 Mold coolant plumbing schematic
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mended for filled and fiber-reinforced engineering polymers and for higher tempera-

ture polymers.

Mold Channel Flow

Figure 6.7 shows an example of a closed circuit coolant system for a thermoi'orm

mold assembly. Pressure losses in complex plumbing systems Such as that shown in

Fig. 6.7 are best analyzed in terms of Darcy-Weisbach “head losses” for each of the

various elements in the system [I 5]. For simple flow in a constant-area pipe. the head

loss is given as:

fL v2

where LID is the pipe length-to-diameter ratio, v is the average fluid Velocity, g: is an
appropriate conversion factor. and f is the friction coeflicr‘ent. The value of 1‘ depends

on the nature of fluid flow in the pipe. There are three types of fluid flow that can

occur in mold channel flow. These are identified in terms of the fluid Reynolds
number. defined as:

D .

Re, Reynolds number - _\;_p (6.2)
where D is the pipe diameter, v is the average fluid velocity. p is the fluid density, and

p is the fluid viscosity. Re is dimensionless and the other variables are in appropriate
units. The fluid is called laminar when Re 5 2000. The friction factor for laminar flow

is given as:

_ 64
" Re

The fluid is in transition when 2000 5 Re .<_: 10,000 or so. And the fluid is considered

to be turbuicnr when Re210,000. For transition and turbulent flow, the friction

factor is given in terms of a relative pipe wall roughness factor, cXD [16,17]. An

approximate correlation for efD g 0.04 and Re 2 ”1,000 is [18,19]:

I": a + b Re“7 {6.4)

f {6-3)

where

a = 0.094 [Elma225 + 0.53 [ejD]

b = 88 [it-JD?-M

c=1.62[s/D]""3‘

For flow through non-constant area elements, the head loss equation is written as:

V2
h = K— (6.5)

2a

An appropriate value for K. the head loss coefficient, is needed for each flow area

change. These are summarized as follows:
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Expansion

For flow from a small diameter pipe. 0,, to a large diameter pipe, D2, K is obtained
from:

__ D1 2 2.Lorna] (a,
When the pipe discharges into a reservoir, K = l.

Contraction

For flow from a large diameter pipe to a small diameter pipe, the head loss coefficient

is given as:

l 1

K = (a- 1) (6.?)C

where c, the contraction coefficient. is a function of the area ratio of the pipes (Fig.

6.8). Note that c asymptotically approaches c= 0.61. This value is frequently used
when the exact area ratios are unknown, such as flow through pinched tubing.

Sharp-Edged Orifice

On occasion. short constrictions are used to control fluid flow. Approximate values

for K for valves. elbows, tees and other constrictions are given in Table 6.12 [20,21].

In certain instances. quick—disconnects and other devices that allow for rapid

1.0

0.9

3

0.?
ContractionCoefficient.c 

0 I32 0.4 Q6 Q5 1.0

Area Ratio. A1 M2

Figure 6.8 Head loss contraction coefficient for coolant flow
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Table 6.12 Head Loss Coefllcients for

[20,21]

 
  

 Type of constriction

6.4 Mold Coolant Channels

Various Plumbing Fittings

K. Head loss coelficicnt

4-07

Elbow .
Tee 1.8
180° bend 2.2

Globe valve fully open 10.0
Check valve fully open 2.5
Gate valve fully open 0.19
Gate valve 34 open [.15
Gate valve ”'2 open 5.6
Gate valve 1,14 open 24.0
Diaphragm or butterfly valve fully open 2.3
Diaphragm or butterfly valve 3J4 open 2.4
Diaphragm or butterfly valve U2 open 4.3
Diaphragm or butterfly valve H4 open 21.0

 
  

disassembly are employed. These devices can be considered as sharp-edged orifices
and the head loss coefficients obtained from:

1

x_(_c§_ 1) {6.8)
where on is obtained from Fig. 6.8, it is advisable to use a single velocity when

making head loss calculations for complex systems. The complex system head loss

equation would appear as:

htatal : [E % + 2 K] i (6.9)
In certain cases, as with multiple flow channels in a conventional mold, head losses

in the manifolded section should be calculated separately. Example 6.1 is an analysis

for water as the coolant. Example 6.2 shouts the effect of using oil as the coolant. In
Section 5.5, heat transfer between the sheet, its ambient air environment and the

coolant medium was considered in detail. As noted, heat transfer efficiency is

highest when coolant flow is turbulent, that is, when Re> 10,000 or so. This is

usually the case for most dedicated water coolant recirculating systems. High

Reynolds number is achieved through high fluid velocity, small pipe dimension, and
low fluid viscosity. Turbulent flow is best achieved by high volumetric flow rates

although it is apparent from the head loss equation, Equation 6.9, that pressure

drop increases roughly in proportion to the square of fluid velocity. Increasing

coolant viscosity reduces coolant effectiveness. Thus, reducing coolant temperature,

changing from water to brine, water-ethylene glycol, or water-glycerine. and chang—

ing to oil usually results in increased pressure drop and a reduction in heat transfer

efficiency.
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Example 6.1 Water as a Coolant

Consider the mold coolant system of Fig. 6.7 using water with the following
dimensions:

Waterline diameter = lg in
Waterline length (total): 100}?

Water temperature = 70°F
Water kinematic viscosity 2 1.06 x lO' ’ftzls

Water density = 62.4 lb {ftJ

Fluid velocity in 1% in water line is 4.1 ftls.

Pipe and mold roughness ratio. ell) = 6 x 10—5. The friction factor, f, determined
from empirical Equation 6.4. to be:

I: 0.0l058+ 1.22} Re‘”-“‘

Plumbing to the mold includes:
6 elbows

l folly open gate value

1% open gate value
I expansion into a 2}, in manifold
l contraction from a 2% in manifold

Consider pressure loss through manifold negligible.

Mold conditions include:

Coolant diameter = 3/4 in

Coolant length —- l0 ft

4 parallel coolant lines in mold
Plumbing in mold includes:
6 90° turns or elbows

l expansion into 2%. in manifold

l contraction into 2% in manifold
2 quick disconnects considered to be orifices

Determine pressure drop through plumbing complex.

Flow in I; in waterline

Reynolds number, RC = Dvplu = 50,000.
Flow is turbulent.

Friction factor, f= 0021.

Head loss coefficient. fUD = 16.83

Head loss for 6 elbows, 6 x 0.9 = 5.4
Head loss for valves = 5.79

Head loss for expansion, contraction = A
Total head loss 29.52
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Total pressure drop in 1% in waterline:

v: _ ,

P = 29.52 EEC" X p = 3.31 [bl-XIII"
Flow in moid channeis

With 4 parallel lines, velocity in mold channels same as that in 1% waterline
from pump. However. Re decreases:

Reynolds number. Re = Dvp/u = 25,000.
Flow is turbulent.

Friction factor, f = 0.0248.

Head loss coefficient, MD = 3.96

Head loss for 6 elbows. 6 x 0.9 = 5.4
Head loss for 2 sets of orifices: 3.374

Head loss for expansion. contraction = 1.5
Total head loss “1.27

Total pressure drop in 3M in mold coolant channel:

v2 .

P = 10.2? E x p = LS9 lbrhnz

Thus the total pressure drop for the plumbing system of Fig. 6.7 is given as:

Piolnl = 3-31 + 1.59 = 4.9 lbffiuz

Pumping rate:
 . D2

=v rt -—p—=22.5 gall/minQ 4 8.33

Example 6.2 Oil as a Coolant

Consider the mold cooiont system of Fig. 6.7 using oii with the following dimen-
sions:

0i! cooiont Iine diameter = 1% in
Oil cooiont It‘ne length (total) = let

0i! temperature = 50°F

0i! kinematic viscosity’ = 1.3 x it} '4 ftzfs
Git density = 54.5 lbtfl’

Fiuid ueioeity in I; in oil coolant Zine is 4.} fits.

Pipe and mold roughness ratio. of!) = 6 x 10—5. The friction factor, f. is deter-
mined from empiricoi Equation 6.4. to be:

f: 0.01058+I.221 Re‘a'“

Equivalent to SAE lfl oil
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Plumbing to the mold includes:
6 elbows

l fully open gate valve

i open gate valve

l expansion into a 2.; in manifold
l contraction from a 2% in manifold

Consider pressure loss through manifold negligible.

Mold conditions include:

Coolant diameter = 3/4 in

Coolant length == l0 ft

4 parallel coolant lines in mold

Plumbing in mold includes:
6 90 turns or elbows

l expansion into 2—; in manifold

l contraction into 2% in manifold

2 quick disconnects considered to be orifices

Determine pressure drop through plumbing complex.

Flow in ii in oil coolant line

Reynolds number, Re = Dvp/u = 3850.
Flow is in transition.

Friction factor. f: 0.0429.

Head loss coefiicient, fin/D = 34.31

Head loss for 6 elbows, 6 x 0.9 = 5.4
Head loss for valves = 5.79

Head loss for expansion, contraction = 1.5
Total head loss 47.00

Total pressure drop in 1% in oil coolant line:

v1 .

P =47.00 E x p = 4.60 lbfiin2
Flow in mold channels

With four parallel lines. velocity in mold channels is same as that in 1‘; oil
coolant line from pump. However, Re decreases:

Reynolds number, Re = Dvp/u = 1925.
Flow is laminar.

Friction factor. 1”: 0.0333.

 

Head loss coelficient. leD = 5.33

Head loss for 6 elbovirs, 6 x 0.9 = 5.4
Head loss for 2 sets of orifices = 3.374

Head loss for expansion, contraction = 1.5
Total head loss 15.60
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Total pressure drop in 3/4 in mold coolant channel:

v2 .

P=15.60 E x p= 1.5211'Jrg’111:I

Thus the total oil coolant pressure drop for the plumbing system of Fig. 6.?

is given as:

Pm“. = 4.60 + 1.52 = 6.12 11mm2

6.5 Vent Holes

As the hot plastic sheet is drawn into the mold, the trapped air must be evacuated.

Small holes are drilled into the mold surface in the regions where the last portion of

the drawing sheet contacts the mold. The number and diameter of these vent or

vacuum holes is determined prior to mold design. If the vent hole diameter is too

large, hot plastic is drawn into it, producing an unsightly bump, nipple or nib on the

finished part. If the nib is excessive, the sheet can rupture. If too few holes are

provided or if the vent area is too small. the rate of draw-down will be controlled by

the rate of air flowing from the cavity. If the rate is very slow. the sheet may cool so

much during draw-down that it can no longer be stretched into the corners and full

mold shape replication is not achieved.

Vent hole design is coupled to vacuum system design. Figure 6.9 shows a

schematic of a typical thennoformer vacuum system. The basic system consists of:

c Vacuum pump, capable of achieving 28 to 28.5 in mercury (28 in Hg to 28.5 in

Hg) vacuum.

  

 
 

Back-0r“!
Vacuum Channel

Vacuum Line

Vacuum Pump

Figure 6.9 Typical plumbing between mold cavity and vacuum pump
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0 Vacuum surge tank, typically having 6 to 20 times the volume of the combined

mold cavin volumes,
A solenoid-actuated shut-off valve,

A flow control valve.

Large-diameter plumbing between the surge tank and the vacuum box,

A vacuum box or chamber fixed between the mold platens.

A mold or molds containing:
Vacuum or vent holes, and

Vacuum slots or drilled holes hetvveen the vent holesand the vacuum box, and

- A mold cavity or mold cavities.

As discussed in Chapter 1, two types of vacuum systems are currently used. For very

large installations with many thermoi'orming machines and other uses for evacuated
air such as vacuum-routering. a central vacuum system is used. Very large diameter

(4 in minimum with 6 in typical) vacuum lines are plumbed to each application. This

is shown in schematic in Fig. 6.10. For small installations, each thermoforming

machine is equipped with a dedicated vacuum system. This is shown in schematic in

Fig. 1.23 for a shuttle press'.

 

  
 

Surge Tank Vacuum Pump 

Shut-OH Valve

Figure 6J0 Central vacuum system schematic

' Even though a central vacuum system is prefen'ed for a multiple former shop. it is important to
reserve at least one. dedicated. working vacuum pump and surge tank For emergencies or for
auxiliary evacuation for deep cavity jobs.
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Table 6.13 Gas-Law Constant

 
 

Numerical value

 

 

 
 

 

calig-mol ' K
1.98? Btuilb-mol - ”R

82.06 cm3 - atmtg-mol - K
0.08205 liter - atmfg-mol - K

10.73] ft'.‘ - Ital-fin3 ' lb—rnol - °R
ft‘ - atmjlb—mol - °R

Sizing Vacuum Systems—Steady State

Low pressure air is compressible. As a result, the arithmetic needed to size vacuum

lines and vent holes depends on compressible fluid flow. For all intents, air can be

considered as an ideal gas. The ideal gas equation is:

PV = nRT (6.10)

where P is pressure, V is volume, T is absolute temperature, 11 is a function of the

molecular weight of the gas, and R is the gas constant (Table 6.13).

For most cases, air flow can be considered as isothermal. That is, the gas does not

change in temperature as it flows through various constrictions in the piping system.

In this case. the relationship between gas pressure and volume is given as:

Pu‘Vu=P1'V1 {6.11)

where P is pressure (absolute), V is volume and “o" and “I" represent the various

states of the air. Example 6.3 illustrates how this expression is used to size the surge

tank. Typically, the minimum volume of any vacuum system. including the piping

and vacuum box. should be 6 to 20 times that of the mold cavity.

Example 6.3 Surge Tank Volume

Determine the surge tank volume, V, needed to evacuate a maid of If,w fr" volume

initially at Pm pressure (absolute). The minimum desired pressure on the hot sheet

against the mold is to be PM". The vacuum pump is capable of achieving PD pressure
(absoiute) and the air temperature is constant.

The working equation is:

V: ' Pv'l’vm ' Pm=lvs+ Vm) ’ Prom

Consider the case where:

Pv = 28 in Hg = 0.94 llztrg'inz (absolute)

Pmin = 24 in Hg = 2.9 lbriin1 (absolute)
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P"1 = 14.7 lb2j'in2 {absolute} = atmospheric pressure

{14.7 — 2.9)

{2.9 e 0.94)

In other words. the vacuum surge system, including all the piping and the

vacuum box, should be at least six times the volume of the mold cavity.

Consider the case where blow air is used to prestretch the thermoformed

sheet. For this case. P“1 is greater than atmospheric pressure. The typical

prestretching pressure for 10% talc-filled polypropylene from Table 6.13 is 8

to 10 lbn’in‘. Repeat the above calculation, using Pm = 24.7 lbn’in2 to deter-
mine the minimum vacuum surge system volume.

_ . (24.7 n 2.9} _
v,_v,,, “[234'94} — 11.1 v,"

Typically, vacuum tank volumes range from six to 20 times the expected
cavity volume.

v,=vm- =61) v,"

Sizing Vacuum Systems—Dynamic

The above discussion does not consider the time required to evacuate a mold cavity.

The fundamentals of compressible fluid flow are given elsewhere [22,23]. As a first

approximation. air flow in thermoforming vacuum systems can be considered as iso-

thermal. Correctly. gas flow is adiabatic for high velocities through constrictions.
That is, the pressure-volume relationship is:

PDVE = PJVT (6.12}

where y = 1.4 for air. The speed of an adiabatic compression wave moving through
stagnant air is given as:

P
c1=l'— [6.13)

p

where p is the density of the gas. c is usually called the velocity of sound. As shown

in Example 6.4, the velocity of sound at 70°F and atmospheric pressure is about

1100 ftfs. The Mach number, M3, is the ratio of gas velocity to sonic velocity:

Ma =§ (6.14)

Example 6.4 The Velocity of Sound in Air

Determine the velocity of sound at one atmosphere and 70°F and a! 0.05 armo-
spberes and 70°F.

p = 0.082 lbmift3

'y = 1.4 for air.

lb 1 ft" ft lb
1 = I P = 44 —r ' —-- — ' . —— —“'—‘mC 7 l" 1‘414‘71 (w) 0.032613“) 322 <le 52)
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The velocity of sound, c. at 14.? lbflr'in1 is:

c = 1073 ms

p = 0.05 ' 0.082 = 0.0041 lbmfft’

The velocity of sound, c, at 0.74 lbrfin2 is:

c = 24] ft/s

Gas velocities equa] to the velocity of sound are sonic and those less than the velocity
of sound are subsonic. Usually, air flow in vacuum systems is always subsonic.

However. sonic conditions can exist at the vent hole inlet, as discussed below. If

the fluid velocity is low in certain portions of the vacuum system, that region
can be considered as incompressible and traditional incompressible fluid mechanics

can be used. If the velocity is high—that is, if the Mach number is on the

order of 0.3 or more—the flow must be considered compressible. Sonic flow

is established so long as the absolute pressure differential across the vent hole is less
than 0.53.

For incompressible air flow in vacuum systems, as detailed in Section 6.4,

an appropriate pressure drop-flow rate relationship is written in "head loss"
terms:

11...... = (2% + Z 19% (6.15)
where f is the friction factor, L is the pipe length, D is the pipe diameter, V is average

air velocity, gc is a unit correction term, and K is the effective resistance through a

specific constriction (Table 6.12}. The pressure drOp, dP,, through the itl_i segment of
the vacuum system is given as:

dpi 2 hi ‘ phmeen (6'16)

where hi is the head loss through the ith segment and ohm”, is the average

or geometric mean air density through that segment. The total pressure drop is
then:

dPIotal = 2 dpi (6-17)

Another less accurate method is to obtain an effective pressure drop. given as:

dP = l:lmlnl . pelican {6-18)

Note that pm,“ is an appropriate mean value of the density of the air. It can be the

simple geometric mean of the density of the inlet and exit gas stream or the average
of the densities of the air at every segment.

Considering air as an incompressible gas in order to determine pressure drop is

satisfactory for all the piping with the exceptions of:

I Flow through solenoid valves, and

0 Flow through vent holes.
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0m

are

{In

068OrificeCoefficient.c
{16“ 

 ‘ {110 0.05
m—--IIIITI—-IIITII=

10“ 135 1o5

can

Pipe Reynolds Number. Fle

Figure 6.1] Flow rate-dependent orifice coefficient for compreSsible air in vacuum systems.
Reynolds number. Re: Dv - pip where D is pipe diameter. v is air velocity. p is air density and u is
air viscosin

Solenoid Valve Flow Resistance

Solenoid valves act to isolate the surge tank-vacuum pump system from the vacuum

box-mold system. Although vacuum system solenoid valves are designed to offer
minimum resistance to the flowing air, their shapes are such that the prmsure loss is

best considered as the result of compressible flow through a sharp-edged orifice.

Figure 6.11 gives the orifice coefficient for incompressible flow. The pressure drop-

flow rate equation is written as:

m = eDYAoflpldP)”: (6.19}

where m is the mass flow rate, co is the orifice coefficient, A3 is the minimum area of

the orifice, An, = nDfiM, p. is the density of air in the pipe ahead of the orifice and
dP is the pressure dmp across the orifice. The compressibility correction factor, Y of

Fig. 6.12, is dependent on the pressure drop across the orifice and the diameter ratio
of the orifice and pipe. Example 6.5 illustrates the use of this equation.

Example 6.5 Compressible Air Pressure Drop Across Solenoid-Orifice

Air or 5 Harlin: (absolute) pressure and 70°F flows or I lbmg‘s through a 2—1}:
diameter pipe. A solenoid voice. acting as an orifice, has on internal constriction,
14qu , = 0.5. Who: is the pressure drop across the value?

p (14.7 & 70°F) = 0.0821bmm’
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Re> [00.000

From Fig. 6.11. C(AofA. =05] = 0.69

ooxo, =0.?03’

Equation 6.19 is used to obtain the result:

a: = cDYAD under!”!

The air density at S [bf/in2 is:

5 3p _ 0.0312 (m) _ 0.0276 that
Since Y is a function of pressure drop. initially assume Y = 0.9 (PZIPl = 1).

Solving for AP:

_ 4 2 144 _ _ aAP _ [m‘fi]mr 0.53 lbrfm
P2 = 5 — 0.52 =4.48 lbu'in3_ P2,“?I = 0.39. The value for Y is then iterated

using this value of szP1. When Y = 0.96, AP = 0.5? and P1 = 5.43 lbeinZ.

1.0

Orrflcaefianue Taps
or Vana-Contracta Tape

3

ExpansionFactor.Y ,0{I

0.?
 
19 on on or on

Pressure Ratio

Figure 6.12 Expansion factor for Vacuum system compressible air flowing through orifices and
venturis

Vent Hole Resistance to Flow

When the solenoid is actuated to open the valve, the compression shock wave

propagates from the valve upstream to the vent holes. Since the vent holes offer very

high flow resistance, sonic velocity may be established at the entrances to the vent
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holes. If this is the case. the maximum rate of evacuation of the mold cavity is
calculated from:

mm, = NA, - c - p (6.20)

where A, is the area of the vent hole. N is the number of vent holes. c is the sonic

velocity and p is the density. If the evacuation time of a mold cavity having volume

vrn is t, and the diameter of a given vent hole is D, the air velocity is:

v _ V—m
‘ N(ttD‘t4}t

If the velocity of air through the hole is sonic, the number of vent holes of diameter

D is given as:

(6.21)

V...

N : carom}:

Example 6.6 iflustrates the relationship between rate of cavity evacuation and the

absolute minimum number of vent holes. The analysis above assumes that the vent

hole has essentially zero length. As expected, the pressure drop increases with

increasing vent hole length. The efl‘ect of vent hole length is determined from

compressible "head loss” calculations. In essence, the friction factor is determined in

standard fashion, as outlined earlier in this chapter. The head loss factor, fL/D. is

calculated and the reductions in velocity and pressure are determined from Table

6.14. Example 6.7 illustrates the way in which this is determined.

(6.22)

Example 6.6 Vent Hole Sizing and Evacuation Rate

What is the absoiltie minimum number of vent hates needed to evacuate o 1‘ ft" maid
cavity in It} s? D = I/32-in.

Individual vent hole area, A = ID3X4 = 0000767 in“

Mass flow rate = l ft’flO s = 0.1 ft’ts.

Sonic velocity = 1000 W};
. . 10“

Mass flow rate, a single vent:W= 0.00533 ft’is
Total minimum number of vents, N = 0.1,1000533 = 18.8 :20

Example 6.? Efl'ect of Vent Hole Length on Pressure Drop and Air

Velocity

Consider the case where 70°F air is exhausting at sonic veiocity through it
0.03134?! diameter cent hole. Determine the pressure drop and velocity reduction

for vent hole lengths of 0.!25 in and 0.250 to. Consider the drifted hoie to he

smooth-bored. The kinematic viscosity of air is 2.15 x 10“ ftzfs.
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The Reynolds number is given as:

Re:E 1
ft 1 s

v ‘32- 12 (fl) 100" (E) 0.000215 (53)
Re = 12.500.

From the Moody friction factor-Reynolds Number diagram, Fig. 6.13 (see

Streeter, pp. 288-239), f = 0.029. Thus:

foD = 0.029 - 0.125f0.0313 : 0.116

Interpolating from Table 6.14, vie: 0.?39 and PIPE: 1.365. At the exit of

the vent hole, the velocity is 1000 x 0.789: T89 ft/s. And the pressure is

1437/1365 = 10.7? psi.

For L=0.250 in, fUD=0.232. lnterpolating from Table 6.14, vie:

0.694 and PIP: = 1.519. At the exit of the longer vent hole, the velocity is

694 1th and the pressure is 9.69 psi.

Table 6.14 Efl‘eet of Vent Hole

Length on Pressure Drop

IUD PIP:

0 1

0.0033 1 .06]
0.0 l 45 l . l 29
0.0363 l .205
0.0723 I .289
0. 1273 l .385
0.2081 1 .493
0. 3246 l .15 l 8
0.4908 1 .783

 
Note that the Reynolds number through a vent hole is relatiVely small, even

though the air velocity is sonic. This is due to the very small vent hole diameter. The

volumetric flow rate through the piping between the vent holes and the vacuum surge
tank is determined from:

. D"1
V=N‘c'E—— (6.23}4

where N is the number of vent holes and c is sonic velocity. As a first approximation,
the air velocity everywhere else is given as:

 
. v . 4 o. 1

v _ wAp _ no; _ N c (—5“) (6.24)
Thus the Reynolds number in any pipe of diameter DP is related, on first approxima-
tion, to the sonic velocity Reynolds number:
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Rep N-Dv

Rev: D

  
(6.25}P

Example 6.8 explores the relative values of these variables.

Example 6.8 Relative Velocities and Reynolds Numbers in Vacuum Pipe
Flow

Assume the air uet'ociry through a 0.03134): diameter vent hole is 1000ft is ’. There

are 100::th holes. Cutout-ole the uoiumetrt'cfiow role, the Reynolds number through

the vent hole. and the Reynolds number through the 2-in diameter pipe to the

vacuum surge tank.

v:2.15 x10“ ftzi‘s
 0.03l3 ft 1 s

Re: 12 {in-1000(3) —2_15x10‘4(fi)'_ 12.100
. Nc - nDE _ 3

Volumetric flow rate #W — 0.534 ft is

If the volumetric flow rate is constant, the Reynolds number in the 2-in

diameter pipe is given as:

. 3
Re =ru:,-l-ni.,=1:2,100-100-——0031 =1s.900

1‘ on 2

If the density is constant. the velocity in the 2-in diameter pipe is given as:

nD’

v2 = 4

 

-v =24.5 ft/s

' This assumes that the vent hole length is negligible. If it is not1 it is necessary to reduce
this value to the proper one as shown in Example 6.7.

It is apparent from the examples for flow through the solenoid valve and the vent

holes that such constrictions can severely restrict the rate at which air is exhausted

from the mold cavity. Before summarizing the evacuation flow characteristics.

consider the replacement of traditional hard piping for vacuum lines with corrugated

flexible tubing. Corrugations act as localized expansions and contractions along the

entire length of the tubing. The worst case scenario is obtained by multiplying the

orifice head loss coefficient K by the number of corrugations in the tubing length

The best case scenario assumes that the pipe has great roughness. As seen in Fig.

6.13, the friction factor approaches a constant value at relatively low Reynolds

numbers for very rough pipe. For a pipe of siD=0.05, for example. the friction
factor approximates 0.072 for Re > 30,000 or so.

Computation of flow rate-pressure drop through the vacuum system requires

Lrial—and-error. The following protocol will enable rapid iteration:

1. Assume the air pressure in the mold cavity to be atmospheric.

2. Assume sonic ve10city at the inlet to the vent holes.
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FrictionFactor.1' 
Reynolds Number. Re

Figure 6.” Flow rate-dependent friction factor for flow in a pipe. efD is measure of roughness,
Reynolds number, Re = Dv - pip where D is pipe diameter. v is fluid velocity. [1 is fluid density and
u is fluid viscosity

7499??“
9°

10.

Determine the velocity, density, and pressure at the exit of the vent holes.

Calculate the Reynolds number for air flow in the vent hole.

Estimate the practical number of vent holes to be used'.
If a solenoid valve is used. estimate the pressure loss from the orifice equation.

Using the “head loss“ approach, calculate the total head losses for the piping,

elbows, vacuum box, back-drilled region on the mold. expansion loss into the

surge tank and the pressure loss across the solenoid.

Add to this the pressure loss across the vent hole.

. [f the calculated pressure loss is greater than that determined from the available
pressure diiierential between the surge tank and atmosphere. the assumed flow
rate is too great. In other words, there is too much resistance to flow for the

chosen velocity. Since the controlling factor is the assumption of sonic flow at
the inlet to the vent hole, it is necessary to reduce this velocity to a value below

the velocity of sound. Estimate this velocity by multiplying the ratio of available

to calculated pressure drops by the velocity of sound. Continue to iterate until

there is reasonable agreement on pressUre drop values.

If the calculated pressure loss is less than that determined from the available

pressure differential between the surge tank and atmosphere, the assumed flow

This number is usually 3 to 5 times greater than the minimum number of vent holes calculated.
One method is to assume that the Reynolds number in the vacuum pipe equals that in the Vent
hole. From this. the number of vent holes can be estimated.
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rate is too small. Unfortunately, the greatest flow rate that can be assumed is

sonic flow. This means that the cavity volume could be evacuated even faster

than the current mold design allows. One way of increasing evacuation rate is to
increase the number of vent holes. Another is to increase the diameter of the vent

holes. Both of these options can lead to part design problems, as detailed later.

Example 6.9 illustrates a portion of this iterative procedure.

Example 6.9 Pressure Drop Through Vacuum System

Consider the mold vent hole and vacuum line assembly outlined in Examples 6. 7 and
6.3. with the vent hole length of 0.250 in. the vacuum line being 2-in smooth bored

pipe lOOfl in length and having eight elbows, two tees, one solenoid valve and one

check value and one globe value. Assume that airflow through the vacuum box

represents l0 equivalent ft of smooth bored pipe, and that there are two flow
expansions and two flow contractions. Use a mean air density between the surge

tank and the vent hole outlet. Assume the flow to be isothermal, for the most part.

Density of air at the exit of the vent hole is directly proportional to the

pressure at that point.

punt exit = patmosphenc (Penill’Paun)

smut. = 0.032 - (t;1.519)=o.054 lbmtft’

The pressure in the surge tank is assumed to be 0.05 atmospheres (absolute).

The density at l0°F is therefore:

PM» = 0.082 - (0.05! l) = 0.004 lbmlit3

The mean density is:

pmcan = \i psurge I punt :nd = 0-015 lbfl'Jl’i‘I'B

Assume the Reynolds number in the 2-in pipe = 18,900.

From Fig. 6.13 for smooth-bored pipe, f =0.025]. So:

leD=0.025l'{100+10)-12/‘2=15.67

The head losses from the rest of the system, with the exception of the vent

hole and solenoid losses. include:

2 expansions x 1.0 = 2.0
2 contractions x 0.5 = 1.0
8 elbows x 0.9 = 5.4

2 tees x 1.8 = 3.6

1 check valve = 2.5

l globe valve = m
24.5

Thus the total head loss value is given as:

KW = 15.6? + 24.5 = 40.2

The velocity through the 2—in pipe is given as 24.5 ft/s:
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The total head loss, htotal is then given as:

humll = 40.2 - (v‘fch) = 3374.? ft

The pressure drop is then:

em = h“ml - pmm = 374.? - 0.015fl44 = 0.04 liar/”in1

The pressure drop through the solenoid is given in Example 6.5 as

AP=0.57 "Min2 and that through the vent holes in Example 6.? as
AP: 5.0! lbrfinz.

Thus the total pressure drOp is:

Pressure drop through vent holes = 5.01

Pressure drop through solenoid = 0.5?

Pressure drop through piping = M

Total pressure drop 2 5.62 lb..{in2

Since the calculated pressure drop is less than the maximum available

pressure drop ( l — 0.05) ' 14.7 lbw/in2 = 14.0 lbffinz, the rate of evacuation is

restricted by sortie velocity at the vent holes. Increased evacuation is possible

by increasing the number of vent holes or increasing the vent hole diameter.

Vent Hole Diameter

Mold vent hole diameter depends on several factors, including the modulus of the

hot plastic sheet, the sheet thickness over the hole and the allowable draw depth into

the vent hole. The maximum deflection 5, of a sheet of thickness h and modulus E

into a hole diameter d is given as [24]:

3qd" ' (5 + v)

lfi-Eh3-(1—v)

where the maximum deflection is proportional to h, with at as the proportionality or

acceptable nib or nipple height. q is the applied pressure, and v is Poisson’s ratio

(Table 5.15). For many plastics, 0.35 < v < 0.5. If v = 0.5:II

or = 0.515 - g - (g) {6.27)
The maximum nib or nipple height is usually specified by the user or the designer.

This establishes an upper limit for at: Sin. Rearranging Equation 6.27:

SE: 1.13%)” (6.28)
This is shown in Fig. 6.14. As discussed in Chapter 4, the secant modulus or ¢(T)

is about 100 [bf/in” or 0.7 MPa for vacuum forming where the pressure is about
15 lbn’in2 or 0.1 MPa. Thus the Eli] is 7. A typical range for Efq is 2 < E/q < 10. A

good range for dfh in Equation 6.28 is:

d

1.4 at“ «:E < 2.1 at“ (6.29}

5 = db = (6.26)
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a

HoleDiametertoLocal SheetThicknessRatio.on
F‘ d

5' fl 1 ‘ID 1:!” ma

Characteristic Sheet ModulusdEIq

Figure 6.!4 Specific vent hole design parameter. dft, as function of modulus-to-pressure ratio. Elq.
and relative nib height. a. This is for initial draw-down into vent hold

Example 6.10 further explores this relationship. If the nib or nipple height is
restricted to no more than the sheet thickness. the vent hole diameter must be less

than 2.1 times the sheet thickness. This value is compared with Gruenwald’s rule [25]:

“... vacuum hole sizes smaller than the (local) material thickness will not become
visible...”

That is, holes where dfhgl yield acceptable nib heights. Example 6.1! tests the

sensitivity of Equation 6.28 as regards local sheet thickness and sheet temperature.

As illustrated, locally thin sheet produces a much greater effect on nib or nipple size

than does locally hot sheet. It is recommended that the vent hole diameter be based
on the first common drill size below the calculated value. The vent holes should be

drilled perpendicular to the plane of the mold. The backs of the vent holes must be

enlarged by machining vacuum channels or drilling large holes on the reverse side or

back of the mold (Fig. 6. IS). Since the objective is to reduce flow resistance through

the long vent hole. the counterboring. "back-drilling" or "back-drafting” should be

taken within 0.5 in or 13 mm of the mold surface or closer if possible. This

counterboring must be done carefully to minimize locally weakening the mold in the

Example 6.10 Relative Nipple Height

Determine the maximum vent hole diamererfor 0.0401}: PS sheer drawn 4:1 against

the vent hole area. Assume Big 4: 1'0. Consider the maximum nipple height to be
equal to the local Sheet thickness.

From Equation 6.29. d/h c 2.1 a“ for Eiq c. 10. At 4:1 draw ratio, the local

sheet thickness is 0.010 in. The maximum nipple height is 0.010, with a = l.

The hole diameter must be less than 2.1 - h or dmu=0.0210 in.
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vent hole region. Drilling too closely or milling a channel that is too wide invites

long-term metal fatigue and possible local collapse [26]. Experienced mold-makers

avoid drilling too few vent holes of diameters that are too large. If the vent hole
diameters are too large. objectionable nibs or nipples result. even though the volume

of entrapped air is exhausted in a reasonable time. Large diameter vent holes force

the fabricator to lower sheet temperature. If stretching forces are limited or the sheet

is particularly stiff, poor part replication results.

Example 6.1] The Relative Sensitivity of Nipple Height to Process
Parameters

Consider polymers having the following temperature-dependent elastic moduli:

Eff] = A 9“”

Determine the relative efieets an nipple height on:

i l0% change in pressure.
i l0% change in sheet thickness. and

i20°C change in sheet temperature

for PMMA where HE: 20°C" and PE where H3: 85°C“.

Equation 6.28 is differentiated as follows:

dd dh 1dr: ldE ldq
a h + 4F+4E +4?

Now ddfd E 0. The expression for CE is:

dE = flBAe'fiT dT = FBE dT

Therefore:

do __ dh dq
E # i4 11 i B dT j: q

For PMMA:

da

—u—= i0.400j: 1.00i0.100

The sheet temperature affects the PMMA nipple height the most.
For PE:

‘1; = inane i 0.235 a 0.100

The sheet thickness variation affects the PE nipple height the most.
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Vent Hole—q Vent Hole

Vacuum Slot or Vacuum Box

MoldThickness
Vacuum Slot or Vacuum Box

Back-Drill or Back-Draft

Figure 6.15 Characteristic geometric factors for vacuum or vent hole without back-drilling (left) and
with back-drilling (right)

Occasionally a mold that is functional for one polymer yields unacceptable nipple

or nib heights with another. Peening the vent hole area will reduce the vent hole size,

albeit at the risk of deglossing the mold in that area'. Note that Equation 6.28 is also

acceptable for determining vent hole size for pressure forming. As discussed in

Chapter 9, pressure fanning pressures are typically four to six times greater than

vacuum forming pressure. As a result, the lower inequality in Equation 6.29 is
operative. A properly dimensioned vent hole for vacuum forming would yield a

relative nib or nipple height that is four times greater with pressure forming. One
saving aspect is that pressure forming sheet temperatures are usually somewhat lower

than equivalent vacuum forming temperatures. Cooler sheet implies higher elastic
modulus and shorter nibs or nipples.

Q ll‘acuum Slot1

Vacuum Slot Vacuum Slot

\n)
[35] 

Vacuum Chmiel or Vacuum Boa

Figure 6. I6 Vacuum or vent slots for two-piece female mold (left) and one-piece female mold (right)

' Plugging and redrilling the hole is always an option.
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Figure 6.” Vacuum or vent slots for male mold

Other Types of Vents

Slot vents are used when linear protruding elements occur inside a female mold (Fig.

6.16) or along the bottom rim of a male mold (Fig. 6.17). Slots are end-milled or cut

with a wire EDM along the two-dimensional corner. Exit vents are then drilled from
the reverse side. The width of the slot vent is determined in a manner similar to that

for round holes. From Fig. 6.18. let d be the slot width. The maximum deflection, 5,

is given as [27]:
 

_ _ qd’
8 — nth # 4%: [6.30)

Rearranging:

dslot _ ”'E I”h _ 1.414( q) (6.31)
Since this equation is of the same form as Equation 6.28 for a circular hole, Fig. 6.14
is used for slot vents if:

dslor = ] 'Zd'llole (6'32)

 
Figure 6.13 Vacuum or vent hole geometric factors
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Table 6.15 Porous Metal Product Manufacturers

(Specialties in parentheses) 

Allied Sinterings. Inc. (small parts) National Sintered Alloys. Inc. (parts. powder
29 Briar Ridge Rd. metallurgy]
Danbury CT 06310 10 Heritage Park
203-743-7502 P.O. Box 332

. Clinton CT 06413

Arrow Pneumatics. Inc. (bronze) 203-669-8653500 Oakwood Rd.

Lake Zurich IL 60047 Newmet Krebsoge. Inc. [stainless steel. bronze.
708-438-9100 titanium)

Astro Met. Inc. [stainless steel. powder "i333; EEI' 06736
me‘allurg” 300-426-097?
9974 Springfield Pike
Cincinali OH 45215 Pacific Sintered Metals. Inc. (bronze. stainless

steel)

[Also Permaflow. Inc. at Lhe same address]
ltd-002 S. Avalon Blvd.

Los Angeles CA 90061
310-715-9300

Atlantic Sintercd Metals (powder metallurgy}
12 Cushing Dr.
Wrentham MA 02993
508-384—3100

Helsel. Inc. (stainless steel)

State Rd. 60 W. 950 Rancho Conejo Blvd.P1). Box 63 sN b l: (.A 91320

Campbellsburg IN 47103 803333.}:
813-755-4501

PTI Technologies. Inc.

SSI Technologies, Inc. (stainless steel. bronze]
Mott Metallurgical Corp. (stainless steel) 3332 Palmer Dr
Farmington Industrial Park Janesville WI 53'5“
84 5‘1““ La“ cos—755.1900
Farmtngton CT 06032—3159
203-677-7311 The Wakefield Corp. (stainless steel. bronze}

35 Foundry St.
Wakefield MA 01880
800-548—9253   

For the same allowable depth of draw into the vent. slot vent widths need to be only

83% of circular vent diameter. For a given dimension. slot vents have two to four

times greater venting area. Reverse side exit holes must be large enough to allow

unrestricted air flow from the cavity. And slot vent width must be small enough to

minimize part undercutting into the vent or the formation of an unsightly line.

Porous metal plugs are used in flat areas in place of multiple vent holes. Sintered

powders of bronze. brass or stainless steel of about 50% open area are commercially

available (Table 6.15). These plugs are machined to fit an existing vent hole region

or can be custom ordered to meet a specific design. A hole large enough to vent the

area, usually 6.4 mm or 0.250 in or more, and deep enough to accommodate the plug.

usually 6.4 mm or 0.250 in or more. is drilled in the primary mold surface (Fig. 6.19).
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Porous Plug

 
Figure 6.19 One method of fastening porous plug in mold cavity for evacuation

Exit holes are then drilled from the reverse side to facilitate venting. Another

approach is to use a tapered hole and a tapered plug that is inserted from the

reverse side and held in place with a simple spring ring or screw (Fig. 6.20). The

effective porous metal venting area width is as much as ten times greater than

the venting area from clustered vent holes. Nipples cannot form when porous vent

plugs are used. However, the open areas or pores in the plugs tend to fill with

detritus. particularly if in-moid trimming is used. Other sources of detritus include

sender and router dust. atmospheric dust and contamination on the incoming

sheet. Venting efliciency gradually decreases with time, necessitating periodic plug
replacement.

Fine stainless steel. nickel and brass welded wire screen is also commercially

available. Open area for 2:100 mesh screen is usually 35% to 65%. Screen must be

supported to minimize bending under sheet draw-down forces. Screen may also leave

an undesirable pattern on the part.

The poppet valve is usually mechanically operated and is used in injection

molding to break the suction between a part and the mold surface on flat, large-area

parts. The poppet valve can be used in this fashion for parts thermoformed onto

male molds. In venting, poppet valve is used to rapidly exhaust cavity air in

large-volume deep-draw female molds (Fig. 6.2l). The evacuating poppet value is

spring loaded and is normally open. It is closed either on a clock timer or by the

sheet draw—down force. Example 6.12 illustrates the high evacuating efficiency of a

poppet valve.

Porous Ptug

 
Figure 6.20 One method of fastening porous plug in mold cavity for evacuation
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Poppet Valve Open
Poppet valve Closed

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\‘U “\\\\\\\\/\“’/J\l /&/
—\\\‘_

7‘91V —‘\‘\’3_—a“ Spring ‘ SpringVacuum (Etienne4/ Vacuum Channel ".
L‘“ IN“,

—' —f‘

/

Figure 6.2] Spring-loaded poppet valve for evacuating large—volume or deep female mold cavities

Example 6.12 Poppet Valve in Mold Evacuation

A 6-ia diameter x S-t'n deepfemale mold cauity is currently being evacuated in LOS
through )3 cent holes. each l/l'6-t'n in diameter. Determine the maximum evacua-

tion rate if the number of near holes is doubled. Then compare this with the

evacuation rate if a 3-01 diameter poppet valve with an open gap of 0.020 in is
emailed in the cavity bottom.

The cavity volume is nD’LM = 226.2 in’.

The current volumetric evacuation rate is 226.2 in3}1.0 s=226.3 in3/s.
The area of current vacuum holes is:

N-rtd2

4

The current air flow is 226.2,:‘00552 = 4096 leis: 34] ftis or subsonic flow.

If the number of holes doubles and the air flow remains the same, the

cavity is evacuated in 1.0/2 = 0.5 s.

The vent area of the open gap of 0.020 in on the poppet valve is ndp-
0.020 = 0.1885 inz. The total vent area is then 0.0552 +0.|885 = 0.2437 inz.

If the air flow remains the same, the cavity is evacuated in

|.D(0.0552{0.2437) = 0.23 s.

 

= 18 - 0.7854 - (0.01525)2 = 0.0552 in2

Vent Hole Placement

It is apparent that there must be Venting in areas where the plastic last contacts the
mold surface. These areas are usually two— and three-dimensional corners. There is

substantial verification that adequate parts can be made by vacuum forming into a

five-sided female mold having venting only in the four time-dimensional corners.
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_ Venl Holes on Flat Surface

Figure 6.22 Vent hole loeation on flat or planar mold surface for both malt: and female molds

The wall thickness prediction programs of Chapter 7 are most useful in defining where

other potential late evacuation regions are. Other areas where vent holes are desirable
include:

I Flat, large-area horizontal surfaces on both male and female molds (Fig. 6.22).

The sheet usually touches the mold surface here first. Subsequent shrinkage can

tightly lock the sheet to the surface. The vent holes are used primarily to blow the
cool sheet from the mold surface.

0 Vertical walls and vertical two-dimensional corners, in particular (Fig. 6.23).

These vents serve primarily to lock the sheet against the mold surface during

stretching. These vents are particularly important for low coefficient of friction
polymers such as polypropylene. polyamide and PTFE.

o In and around lettering, bosses. ribs, and corrugations. Since it is not always

apparent how the plastic will form around and into these details, venting must be

adequate and vent holes regularly spaced (Fig. 6.24).

I In the rim regions for female molds. particularly when dams or moats are used

(Fig. 6.25). These help lock the sheet against the mold and minimize the amount

of web area sheet drawn over the rim and into the mold cavity.

Vent Holes on Vertical 2!) Corner

 

 
Vent Holes to Minimize Slip

Figure 6.23 Vent hole location on vertical two-dimensional female mold surfaces
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Boss

Rib
Raised Letter With Insert

Vent Hole Van! Huh

Figure 6.24 Vent hole location around bosses. raised sections and ribs

Vent Hole Moatmam ShellDarn

Vent Hole \ / Vent Hale
Mold / / MoldMold

Figure 6.25 Venting around moat (left), moalfdam (center). and shelf tin-is (right) for female molds

0 Along the double step for male molds (Fig. 6.26). These help lock the sheet

against the mold before most of the forming occurs. This locking eHect minimizes

air bleed under the sheet during the final stages of draw-down.

- Along two- and three-dimensional corners on male molds (Fig. 6.27).

Although usually not necessary. vent holes are regularly spaced along horizontal

two-dimensional corners on female molds (Fig. 6.28). These regularly spaced holes

 
Sealing Off

 
Figure 6.26 Two-step hold-down for male mold. showing seal-off efl‘ect on right
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Figure 6.27I Vent hole locations on two—d imensional vertical and horizontal male mold surfaces and
sealing locations

are used in place of vent holes clustered in three-dimensional comers. Functionally.

they do not perform as well as clustered vent holes but are more esthetically pleasing.

6.6 Surface Treatments

Unlike injection molds, thermoforrn molds rarely require intermittent topical appli-

cations of mold release in areas where the formed shape is particularly difficult to
release from the mold surface. There are several reasons for this:

 
and Bottom

Figure 6.28 Uniformly spaced vent hole locations on horizontal two-dimensional corners in female
mold
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o The pressures used in thermoforming are modest,

The plastic is a rubbery solid rather than a sticky fluid and so polymer adhesion
is minimal‘,

0 The plastic shape is usually quite flexible when stripped from the mold and so

vacuum pockets usually do not form, and

o The mold surfaces are usually vented in precisely thoseareas where sticking might
occur.

Surface treatments on thermoform molds are used for other reasons. When biaxially

stretched, hot sheet contacts a cold high energy surface such as metal mold and

stretching ceases. Walls of simple vacuum-formed female parts thin with draw depth

as described in Chapters 4 and 7. In order to avoid excessive draw-down. or to effect

preferential draw-down into a specific region, permanent surface treatments are used.
Baked-on surface treatments of low-friction materials such as PTFE and FEP are

common. These treatments produce surfaces that are essentially integral parts of the

mold surface. In certain mold designs, the sheet must not slide against the surface.

Olefins tend to alternately slip and stick when vacuum formed. This causes visible

ridges in the part surface. These are sometimes wrongly attributed to plug mark-off.

Roughening the mold surface does little to prevent sliding and may aggravate the

problem. Roughening may actually reduce contact area as shown in schematic in Fig.

6.29. A better alternative is to treat the surface with a high frictional coeflicient

substance such as a curable polyurethane. polybutadiene or silicone rubber. Also
additional forming pressure is used to minimize sliding.

The relationship between frictional force Fs and normal force Frl is:

F, = c- F: (6.33)

W

Mob

asperillas

  
Figure 6.29 Aspects of mold surface texture replication by thermofortncd sheet. Matte surface at
top. rough textured surface at bottom

‘ There are exceptions to this. of course. Parts can stick if the polymer contains an adduct that
blooms to the surface andflor becomes tacky. if there are sufficient undercuts or if the mold is very
hot.
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“5% i \\\
Figure 6.30 Geometric factors for extensional draw— l
down it. sliding of sheet into female mold

where c is the kinetic frictional coefficient and takes the experimental range of 0.67

to 1.0. Larger values of 0: indicate that the deformation of contact area of the plastic

is determined by its viscoelastic properties. Values of c are in the range of 0.1 to 0.25

for typical smooth-surface metal molds and most solid plastics [491. To better

understand the surface effect on forming, consider a simple example of draw-down of

a sheet of initial thickness tca and tensile strength i: into a cylindrical female mold of
diameter D with a differential pressure P. As shown in Fig. 6.30, the sheet has

already contacted the cylinder to a depth Z and has thinned to a thickness h. The

normal force holding the sheet against the surface is:

Fn = P - 11:02 {6.34)

The second part of the term on the right is the contact area of the sheet on the mold.

If the sheet is to slide on the mold rather than stick to the mold, it must be pulled

with a force greater than this. This is written as:

F5 ) c - F" E c - P" ' (EDZP‘ (6-35}

The force required to draw the sheet is the polymer tensile strength times the
cross-sectional area, A:

Fszr'A=t-rch (6.36)

Note that the cross-sectional area is at the point where the sheet last contacts the
mold surface. If the force needed to slide the sheet exceeds that needed to draw it, the
sheet will tend to draw. This is written as:

F, > Pd -. c . (PnDZ)“ ) r - nDh (6.37)

Consider the example where at E 1:

sea > h": (6.33)

or:

hr

2 )- Si" {6.39)
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If the force needed to draw the sheet exceeds that needed to slide it, the sheet will
slide. Thus:

Z < — (6.40}

Example 6.13 illustrates how much sliding occurs before the sheet actually sticks to

the mold surface. It is apparent from Equation 6.39 that if the sheet is to stick to the

mold rather than slide, c must be as large as possible. Increasing the applied pressure
and reducing sheet temperature. an action that increases the tensile strength, reduces

the depth at which the sheet stops sliding.

Example 6.13 Sliding Sheet into Mold Cavity

Hot PP sheet is easily marked when it slides againsr cool metal. The amount of
marking on a drink cup must be restricted to no more than 0.25 in below tlte rim.

Determine the extent of mark-offer local 0.020 in sheet if the sheet tensile

strength is 150 lbftinz or 1 MPa and the applied pressure is 40 lop/in" or
0.276 MPa. The t'oefi'irt‘ent offrt't'tt'ont r: = 0.25.

The appropriate equation is Equation 6.39:

ht
Z:—

cP

For the data given:

0.020 - 150 .

Z —W = D3 in

The mark—off will be seen below the fi-in line. To reduce the extent of
mark-off, the coeflicient of friction needs to be increased to at least 0.30. A

slight roughening of the region just below the rim will minimize the extent of

mark-off. Note that for straight vacuum forming, Pm, = 15 lbrlin2 and the
coefficient of friction must be at least 0.30 to minimize the extent of
mark-oil".

Surface Texture

The primary factors influencing replication of mold surface texture by hot rubbery

plastic sheet are applied pressure and sheet temperature. Very high surface replica-

tion is intrinsic to compression and injection molding processes where applied

pressures are normally on the order of 10 MP3 or L450 lbrlinz. In low pressure
structural foam molding [28.29], pressures are on the order of 2 MPa or 290 lbrlinI

and so finer mold surface details, measured in microns or um, are not accurately

replicated. Typically. these absences are seen as loss in sharpness of detail in product

code lettering and boss and rib edges. Parts are therefore designed with larger edge

radii and lettering- For low pressure molding, the relationship between applied
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Figure 6.3l Experimental relationship between applied air pressure and extent of texture on Formed
sheet. Redrawn from [51] and used with permission of Society of Flames Engineers, Inc.

pressure and molded part surface texture is shown in Fig. 6.31 [5|]. This relationship

is applicable to pressure forming. as well. In traditional vacuum therrnoforming, the

ability to replicate the mold is further reduced by the normally lower applied

pressure and the less pliable nature of the polymer‘. The inability to faithfully

reproduce fine mold detail must be recognized during early design. Furthermore, part

appearance depends primarily on the sheet surface quality prior to contact with the

mold. Excessive mold surface preparation cannot differentially improve low pressure

thermoformed part surface appearance [30].

The analysis used to determine the height of nibs or nipples in vent holes is

applicable to determination of the maximum depth of texture. Consider Fig. 6.32, a

slight reworking of Fig. 6.13. Let d be the relative width of the lettering. grain or

texture in the mold. The maximum depth of sheet penetration into this texture, 3, is
given as Equation 6.26, as cited before [27]:

=-— (6.41]

Recall that the amorphous polymer in lhermoforming is in a rubbery elastic state. Crystalline
polymer is usually liquid but is formed only a few degrees above its melting temperature range
and so is an elastic liquid. Mobility of thermoformable polymers at their forming temperatures
is limited to mild chain extension and chain segment rotation. As a result. the thermofortning
polymeric sheet cannot orient into fine mold details in the manner characteristic of injection
molding or compression molding polymeric fluids.
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Mold

Figure 6.32 Geometric factors for draw-down onto textured mold surface

where q is the applied pressure. h is the local sheet thickness, and E is the modulus

of the sheet at the time of forming into the texture. The depth of penetration is

considered to be a measure of sheet replication of the mold surface. Note that for a

given texture. d is constant and the replication is proportional to the applied pressure.

Doubling the pressure doubles the ability of the sheet to replicate the mold. Further.
replication is strongly dependent on the local sheet modulus. Since the modulus is

highly temperature-dependent. decreasing local sheet temperature a few degrees results

in dramatic loss in replication. Probably the most important aspect of Equation 6.41,
however. is the strong relation ship between replication and local sheet thickness. Note

that small changes in local sheet thickness yield dramatic changes in replication. For

example. a 10% change in sheet thickness results in a 30% change in the value for 5.

Equation 6.41 is rearranged to relate minimum applied pressure to the geometric
parameters, as:

J-

q...-... =4aE{T)Li, {6.42)
For a given texture, 6 and d are fixed. For a given sheet thickness. h, the local sheet

thickness is predictable within reason, according to Chapter '2' arithmetic. For given

process parameters, EtT) is known. As a result, Equation 6.42 yields the minimum

pressure needed to achieve mold replication. Pressures in excess of this minimum value

ensure replication despite variation in local sheet thickness or temperature. Example
6.14 illustrates this.

Example 6.14 Mold Texture Replication

The texture in o Eurograin-textured maid is 0.00! it: deep and the minimum sport

is 0.005 in. Determine the pressure needed to force 0.030 in thick FP VC into this

texture of the poiymer modulus is “90 {bf-fin: or 0.69 MFG.

The operative equation is Equation 6.42:

 

h}

qm=45Em5

_ . _ '(o.oso}=_ . ,_ .
qmm—4 0.00: 100 (0.005}-‘_36'41b‘hn —0.60 MPa
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6.7 Plug Design Considerations

Mechanical pushers or plugs were first developed for heavy—gage. cut-sheet forming.

They are now used extensively in thin-gage. roll-fed forming as well. As detailed in

Chapter 7. the role of the plug is to aid in polymer redistribution. Plugs are made of

many materials. 0n large. simple forming presses. plugs are usually wood. In many

cases. they are manually advanced along greased channels or hand-cranked along
rack-and-pinion channels. On most automated heavy-gage operations and for all

thin-gage operations, the plugs are automatically advanced and retracted according
to very specific sequences. Mechanical toggle. hydromechanica] action and pneu-

matic action are the common mechanisms used to activate automatic plug travel. The

choice of plug mechanism depends on the linear travel distance of the plug, the

surface area of the plug and the gage and toughness of the polymer being pushed.

Very large plugs require auxiliary guide rods to maintain planar travel. Air pressure

actuated cylinders are easy to maintain and are relatively inexpensive. As a result.

they are commonly used for relatively simple pushing operations. There are five

general characteristics to plugs:

Plug material.

Plug temperature.

Plug shape.

Plug rate of travel. and

Relative time of plug contact with sheet surface.

The first two are considered in this section. The last three are discussed in Chapter
7’.

Plug Materials

The choice of plug materials is somewhat dictated by:

Whether the operation is prototype or production.

Whether the plug design is fixed or is still being modified.

Whether the polymeric sheet is marked by certain plug materials,
Whether the plug needs to be active, and

The gage of the sheet and the sheet temperature.

There are two general categories of plugs. Plug materials such as plastics (syntactic

foams. nylon or PA. epoxy. PTFE) and wood are thermally passive. That is. the final

plug temperature is determined by the relative contact time the plug has with the hot
sheet. Plug materials such as aluminum are active. That is, positive temperature

control of the plug surface is achieved with coolant fluid flow. Table 6.16 gives
typical property values for several plug materials.
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Wood Plugs

The easiest and in many aspects the best plug material is hardwood. Typically.

end-grain maple. ash and walnut make excellent, easily fabricated plugs. Oak and

mahogany are also used. As with wood for molds, wood for plugs needs to be

kiln-dried to minimiZe checking and cracking. Wood plugs are usually sanded to 320

grit or more to minimize plug mark-off'. Polyurethane and epoxy coatings are also
used. If the mark-off is attributed to the sheet being chilled by the colder plug,

blanket or pool table felt is used to cover and insulate the plug end. Wood plugs are

commonly used with HDPE and styrenics such as ABS and HIPS.

Plastic Plugs

There are several types of plastic plugs. Nylon 66 or PA 66. mineral-filled epoxies

and PTFE such as Teflon“ have been used for many years. Solid plastic plugs have

exceptional compressive strength and excellent high temperature capability. These
polymers have higher thermal conductivities than wood or syntactic foams, discussed

below. As a result, plug mark-off can be more serious. And these polymers are

heavier than wood or syntactic foams. As a result. the plug supports need to be more

robust. Solid polymeric plugs are used for PVC and polyolefins. PTFE is usually
recommended for PP.

Syntactic foam is quite popular. These foams are made by incorporating sinterod
or foamed microsiaheres of fly-ash or phenolic into a polyurethane or phenolic resin

matrix. The matrix. too. may be foamed. These foams are non-sally available from

the foam supplier as plank. slab—stock or block in density ranges of 0.2 g/cm3 to 0.8

gg'cui3 or 12 [ta/ft“ to 50 lbfft’. Casting grade foams have recently become available as

well. Table 6.17 lists typical properties for one of these syntactic foams. Syntactics

are used for styrenies such as HIPS and ABS, amorphous PET and PVC. In certain

cases, syntactic surfaces are coated. Polyurethane coating is used for amorphous

PET. Epoxy enamel or PTI-‘E-impregnated epoxy enamel is used for amorphous PET

and POM or polyacetal.

Metal Plugs

Machined aluminum is used whenever the plug surface temperature must be care—

fully controlled. as with oriented polystyrene or UPS and crystallizing PET or

CPET. If the plug temperature is to be heated. electric cartridge heaters are inserted

' Plug mark—off or chill mark is a line or region on a part that exhibits slightly different texture
than the region next to it. In some cases. there is a distinct change in the part wall thickness at
this point. There are two known reasons for mark-off. One is that the plug actively removes heat
from the sheet in contact with it. Once the sheet is free of the plug, the colder sheet region does
not stretch as much as the hotter regiori and so a demarcation is evident. A second reason is that
hot sheet in contact with a solid surface tends to replicate the solid surface texture. whereas hot
sheet that is free does not. This difl‘erence in texture can be quite apparent.
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Table 6.]? Typical Properties for Thermqurming Syntactic Plug Mate-
rial [Syntae 350-W. R. Grace (31).]  

Coeflicicnt 17 x 10‘” ”C ' ID X It)“5 °F '

of thermal expansion
Thermal conductivity 0.06 Btufl‘t - h - r’F 0.0010 chm - "C
Specific heat 0.30 Btullb - 'F 0.30 callg - "C
Shear strength 3000 Harlin2 2] MPa
Service temperature 350°F 175°C
Compressive strength 6500 |l:I.,(in3 45 MP3
 

Pusher

 

 

Thermal Btealt

  
 

 Cartridge Heater

 
  

'////li
lazy/r gill- Metal Plug

I
fly/II/fi‘V/Ifl

\§\\\ E

Figure 6.33 Schematic of electrically heated metal plug

Remuveehle Tip

into predrilled holes in the plug tip (Fig. 6.33). The leads are passed up the shaft of

the plug to the region where the plug is attached to the cylinder rod. Usually a thermal

break such as PA 66 or nylon is placed between the heated plug tip and the

main body of the plug to minimize heat conduction to the body and the pushing

mechanism (Fig. 6.33). Liquid coolant is used if the plug temperature is expected or

predicted to rise above the acceptable maximum value during sustained production.
It is diflicult to adequately control plug temperature with liquid coolant. Large

diameter coolant lines remove cross-sectional area from the plug and could weaken

it. The plug tip may be designed with circular milled grooves so that the coolant floods
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earn

 
Figure 6.34 Schematic of hot water heated metal plug similar to injection mold bubbler

the back of the tip (Fig. 6.34) [3]]. in much the same Fashion as for actively cooled

injection mold cores [32]. The coolant lines exiting the plug top must be flexible

enough to allow for adequate plug travel. For a large aluminum plug, copper rods

are embedded in the plug tip. The free ends of the copper rods are cooled with liquid

coolant or are finned and cooled with directed air jets. Heat pipes are effective for

small diameter plugs [33]. The heat pipe is a hollow metal tube, usually stainless steel.

The tube contains a fine metallic mesh. It is evacuated and partially filled with an

ultrapure fluid such as methanol or ethanol. One end of the tube is placed in a heated
zone and the other in a suitable coolant. The fluid in the heated end of the tube

evaporates. The vapor diffuses to the cooled end where it condenses. The fine mesh

draws the condensed fluid to the heated end by capillary action (Fig. 6.35). At steady

temperature input, these devices are many times more efficient than solid copper rods.

The decision to actively heat or cool a plug must be made early in the mold design.

If the plug is very cold. the sheet will surely freeze to it. As detailed in Chapter 7,

drawing always occurs between the point where the plug and the sheet separate and

the sheet and the mold rim meet. Usually, no drawing occurs on the plug surface

during pushing. If the plug is very cold, very little drawing occurs after the sheet has

been stripped from the plug by the stretching forces. In extreme cases. the sheet will

shrink onto the plug during stretching. If the plug is very hot. the sheet may tear at
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Figure 6.35 Section of
thermal pin heated metal
plus

the point where the plug enters the sheet. Actively controlled plug temperatures are

usually between the sheet forming temperature and the mold surface temperature.

For most amorphous plastics, the most effective plug temperatures are 20 to 30°F or

10 to [5°C below the surface temperature of the sheet as it exits the oven. Example

6.15 illustrates the relative efi'ect plug temperature has on rel-Inability of sheet [52].

Example 6.15 Effect of Plug Temperature on Sheet Properties

A UJZO-in thick PS sheet at 375°F is stretched with an aluminum ping at 300°F.
The plug is in contact with the sheet for 365. Determine the average sheer

temperature and the relative sheet modulus when it releases from the plug. The

thermal dWasiviiy (J P3 is 2.2 x 10’ -' filfh. The exponential caefiicieur for PS
moduius is 50°C” ‘.

Fig. 6.36 gives the time-dependent average temperature of the sheet. The

unaccomplished temperature change is given as:

33'5—T

Y: 375 — 300
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The dimensionless time. F0. is:

, _, 36 12 2

Fo=0.22. From Fig. 6.36, Y=0.IS. Therefore the average sheet tempera-
ture is:

T = 315 — 0.15 - (375 - 300) = 363.8“F

The effect on modulus is given as:
 E .

363.8 _ 613:5 - 351mm: = l.25
E375

The modulus of the sheet just released from the plug is 25% greater than the
sheet that has not touched the plug.

_.10

OH

on

02
DimensionlessTemperature 3

0
CI CM 0.8 12 16 2.0

Dimensionless Time. Fourier Number

Figure 6.36 Dimensionless temperature loss from sheet when contacting sold plug. Dimensionless
temperature. Y =[Tu - TMT‘, ~Tp) where To is the initial sheet temperature and TP is the plug
temperature. Fourier number. Fo = nGlL’. where n: is sheet thermal difl'usivity. B is time. and L is
sheet thickness

Plug Design Concepts

As detailed earlier. the purpose of a plug is to influence final part wall thickness. Plug

shape has the greatest influence on final Part wall thickness. A flat or blunt—nose plug

( Fig. 6.37). allows maximum sheet drawing in the annulus between the plug and the

rim. while fixing the sheet thickness in contact with the plug bottom. A part made with
this type of plug will have a heavy bottom and thin sidewalls. And there will be a ridge

or sharp wall thickness demarcation between the freely stretched portion and the

plugged portion of the sheet. Blunt—nose plugs are also used where sheet must be

brought in from the rim region or where the sheet is billow-stretched prior to plugging.
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Flat— or Blunt-Nosed Plug Bullet or Bull-Nose Plug

Plug Plug

. 'r

/ /
Mold /Mold

Figure 6.37 Two plug tip shapes

 
Figure 6.38 Ring plug for forming over male projections in female mold

Initially, only a small amount of the sheet contacts the tip of a bullet— or

bull-nosed plug (Fig. 6.3?) More and more sheet contacts the plug surface as the

plug penetrates the sheet. Differential sheet stretching continues as the plug advances

and so there is no sharp demarcation between the plugged sheet and stretched sheet.

Ring-type or wire-frame plugs are used when a large portion of the bottom of the

sheet must remain pliable and fonnable. Wire-frame plugs are used when the sheet
must replicate a mold texture or lettering or a logo or when the sheet must stretch

over a male portion of the female mold (Fig. 6.38). Wire-frame assisted stretching is

similar to that for the blunt-nose plug. Once the plug has fully advanced, the sheet

is stripped away from the plug by applied pressure. The disk in the middle is then

stretched into the mold cavity. The wall thickness in the 1vicinity of the polymer that

contacted the wire frame is usually quite irregular.

Plugs are used in pressure forming as well. The shaft holding the plug is pressure-

sealed with (ll-rings. if the internal pressure is quite high‘ on the order of 1 MPa or

145 lbn’in2 or so, special labyrinth seals or hard, nonextrudable O-rings are used.
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Mold

Undercut

Cantilevereo or

Articulated Plug Action

Figure 6.39 Example of articulated plug motion

Table 6.18 Application Areas for Various Plug Types

 
 

 
 

  

Application

Blunt—nosed. Maximum drawing from rim. where  flat bottom rim material must be drawn into

cavity. shallow draw parts.
Tapered. bullel- Very deep draws. where thinning
or bull-nosed of sidewall is critical, where

wall thickness uniformity is important.
where polymer chills rapidly.

Where bottom detail is required,
where sheet must stretch over male

portion in female mold.
Where sheet must be tucked under in

deep undercut. where local wall
thickness is increased from local
thicker sheet.

Wire-frame. can

Articulated

 

On certain occasions, articulated plugs are required. The simplest of these plugs

operates on a cam (Fig. 6.39}. As the plug shaft advances, the plug head moves down,

then out. These articulated plugs are used with deep undercuts, Table 6.18. More

complex articulation is needed if polymer must be stretched from the bottom of the

sheet to the corners. As an example. a tulip-like device enters the sheet in its closed

form (Fig. 6.40a). As plug advances, the vanes or sections of the device expand

outward from the axis (Fig. 6.4%). When the plug and its sections are fully extended.

the sheet is stripped from the mold (Fig. 6.40c}. The plug sections collapse as the plug
withdraws. Owing to the complexity of this plug design, plug cooling is usually not

possible. A variation to this, called “cuspation”, was patented and saw limited

commercialization in deep-drawn, parallel-walled cans in the l9305 [34,35].
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Figure 6.40 Schematic of Hitch cuspation-dilation forming. showing stretching sequence [34]

Peripheral Huld-
Down or Clamp

Clamp Frame Sheet

M...
Figure 6.4! Schematic showing mold scaling cavity. followed by peripheral clamping

6.8 Sheet Clamping

As discussed in Chapter I, the sheet clamp has several functions. Holding the sheet

rigidly during draw-down is one of its most important functions. For cut-sheet

forming, the sheet is clamped everywhere along its perimeter. During forming, the

mold pushes into the hot sheet past the plane of the clamp prior to initiation of

mechanical plugging or forming pressure (Fig. 6.41) [36]. This effectively seals the hot

sheet against the mold surface. A secondary sheet clamp is used for some tough
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Grid or Cavity
Isolation Clamp Edna Clamp

1

s s
Shoat'/ Fin-Chain

1‘
Figure 6.42 Schematic of individual cavity isolation or grid in combination with peripheral clamping

Vara—
U VII/1

\de—
polymers such as ABS and PC. The secondary or perimeter clamp presses the sheet

against the mold surface after the mold has passed the clamp plane (Fig. 6.4!). This

ensures a positive sheet seal against the mold surface. For prestretching with a

vacuum or draw box, the edge of the vacuum box acts as the secondary sheet clamp

as the mold enters the billow. In pressure forming. the edge of the pressure bell serves

as the secondary sheet clamp.

For roll-fed forming. the sheet is only held along two edges. If secondary sheet

clamping is not used during multicavity mold travel and forming, the sheet is pulled

into the leading and trailing edges of the mold. The result is nonuniform part weight.

warping and distortion. The full perimeter clamp is the most common secondary sheet

clamp (Fig. 6.42). This clamp engages the sheet just prior to the time the mold touches

the sheet and before the mold has reached its final position. The clamp resides above

the sheet for forming presses where the mold is situated below the sheet. Individual

cavity clamps. cages or grids are used for products that have stringent wall thickness

requirements. Individual cavity clamping ensures that polymer from one cavity region

will not be preferentially pulled into another. The cavity clamp framework is also

positioned above the sheet for forming presses where the mold is situated below the

sheet. The cavity clamp frameWork may also contain the perimeter clamp or it may

be on a separate framewurk and may be sequenced to engage the sheet after the mold

has reached its final position but before the plugs and vacuum sequences have begun.
In certain cases. the cavity clamp may provide other functions, for example:

0 The clamp may contain steel rule dies for trimming. The dies may partially cut

through the polymer during the initial phase of the clamp. The die then acts as

the clamp. When the part is formed and cool, the die resumes its travel, cutting

through the sheet as a trim-in-place die (Fig. 6.43) [36].

c The clamp may contain a forming ring that compresses the rim region. This is

called “coining" and is used whenever the formed part must have a molded-to-tol-

erance rim thickness. Deli container rims are sometimes coined. Coining may also
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Trim Die Fully Deployed

Plug advance 1
Trim Die Pafllally Deployed -

 
Vacuum On \\ /

Figure 6.43 (Left) Example of in-mold trim die acting as cavity isolator followed by (right) trimming
after forming

be used if the container rim must be rolled to provide rim stifl'ness, as discussed

below. The force required to coin a lip is a function of the compressive strength

of the polymer at its instant temperature. Consider a polymer with the following

temperature-dependent compressive stress-strain relationship:

or. = C(T) - c“ (6.43}

where o,: is the applied compressive stress, being the compressive force per unit

area of the lip, C(T) is the temperature-dependent compressive modulus of the

polymer, is the compressive strain. with 0 «c c 4. l, and n is an empirical shape
factor for the stress-strain relationship. The amount of force required to compress

the polymer in the lip a specific amount is given as:

F = oc - Zan = C(T) - Zan - c“ (6.44}

where R is the radius of the lip and w is its width. Example 6.16 illustrates the
application of this expression to the forming of a cup lip.

Example 6.16 Coining Force for PP Lid

Consider a 4411 diameter PP deli cup having a lip with}: of 0. 1‘00 in. Determine the

force required to min the Hp fiom a thickness of 0.055 in to (i. 050 in. The value for

C(T) 1'3 300 Ibffii‘ni’ and the compressive stress-strain reiatiortshi'pfar PP is Hockean,
or n : l. U24 caps are coined simultaneously, what is the force the maid must resist.

The force is given by Equation 6.44 as:

F = 300 .l—bi- 2n - 2 - 0.1 in2 - ——#—(0'055_ 0'05”)m2 0.050 2 '00‘5 "3’

For 24 cups, the mold resistance is:

24F = 2412 lbr= l.2T
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I The clamp may combine with an ejection ring on the cavity to allow separation

of the part from the trim. The formed part is held momentarily stationary

between the ring and the clamp while the mold moves away and the trim is pulled

downward. Then the clamp retracts, leaving the part on the ejection ring. The

trim moves once the part and ring assembly have cleared the trim plane.

6.9 Sag Bands and Sheet Supports

Sheet sag is one of the most vexing problems in thermol'orming. All polymers sag to

some degree When heated. Certain polymers are quite weak when heated to forming
temperatures'. As a class, crystalline polymers are more problematic than amorphous

ones. HDPE, PP and PA or nylon sag greatly when heated. Certain amorphous

polymers such as cellulose acetate and toughened FPVC sag when heated to their

upper forming temperatures. Sheet supports or sag bands are used in roll-fed forming

to minimize catastrophic drooping during the final stages of heating. There are two

common types of sheet supports. Stationary PTFE-coated hollow rods are placed

parallel to the rails in the last section of the oven. FIFE-coated steel wires are also

used. These wires may be stationary but are sometirnes driven at the speed of the

chain rail. Sag bands sometimes extend into the mold area and beyond. Provision for

them must be included in the overall mold design layout. The presence of sag band

slots in the mold structure can seriously restrict the arrangement of parts of unequal

size in family mold designs. Early consideration must be given to their presence if

forming of sagging polymers is ever to be considered.

Sheet supports are not used in heavy-gage forming with single cavity molds.

Pneumatic lifting methods are preferred.

6.10 Other ASpects of Mold Design

Often, seemingly impossible designs are achieved through thoughtful, mature mold

design. Mold designs that are impossible with high pressure applied against sticky

fluids such as injection molding are quite feasible with thermol‘orrning. This is
because thennoforming is a process that uses only modest pressure applied against a

rubbery solid sheet. So long as a portion of the sheet remains rubbery. in theory it

can be stretched. As a result. secondary in-mold forming steps are frequently used.

One technithe moves male plugs against the sheet that is already formed in a female

mold. This technique allows bosses and ribs to be formed of polymer having a

thickness different from that of the main surface [37].

' Sag is also discussed in some detail in Chapter 5.
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.u..---J \

\

2/
Pin-Hinged Flipper for Undercut

“by—#-

"'_"l ------J

Mold

Figure 6.44 Two examples of flipper design for shallow or thin undercuts

Undercuts

Molds. particularly large prototype molds, can be made in sections that move in

different directions. In this way. parts with severe undercuts are fabricated. For some

severe undercuts. the trapped mold section is built like an interlocking wooden

puzzle. A key section is removed first to allow the remaining segments to unlock and

fall free. These sections are then. reassembled and the key section reinserted to lock

the segments in place for the next forming Operation. This is not an uncommon

technique on prototype tooling. but it requires great ingenuity by the mold designer.

Flippers and hinged sections are used in automated molds. Figure 6.44 shows an

example of a flipper or pin-held rotating section. Figure 6.45 shows examples of

single- and double-hinged sections. The double-hinged section is used when the

section to be swung away is very thick and would interfere with sheet extraction if

only attached with a single binge.

For some prototype parts. the undercut is so severe that even these approaches

are infeasible. If alternate methods such as post-forming assembly are also infeasible,

forming around a di8posable mold section is possible. A very soft grade of plaster is

used. It is shaped and hardened in the traditional way described above. It is held in

the mold with alignment pins as the sheet is formed around it. The disposable section

is then adequately softened with very hot water and removed in chunks. In order to

minimize gas trapping and part distortion around the disposable insert, its surface is

covered with a single thin layer of cheesecloth, held in place with tape or daubs of
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Double Hinged Flipper
tor Deep Undercute

air Cylinder

Mold

Figure 6.45 {Top} For deep undercuts. double—hinged flipper is used: (bottom) for large undercuts.
pneumatic swing-out mold wall segment is used

watemhinned plaster. Sculptor’s wax has also been used as a disposable insert when

forming lower temperature polymers such as LDPE and FPVC [3].

Encapsulation

In certain special cases, the insert becomes part of the product. Usually inserts are

restricted to captured stifiening agents such as rods and angles. One therrnoforrned

industrial single—deck shipping pallet has the rim reinforced and stiffened with hollow

aluminum conduit. In sequential twin-sheet thermoforrning. reinforcing elements of

Wood or metal pipe or channel are often used. Forming around this superstructure

is surprisingly straight-forward. Care must be taken to allow for the nearly ten-fold

difference in coefficients of thermal expansion between the plastic and the aluminum.

If the sheet is pulled too tightly around the tubing or if the tubing is too rigid‘ the

plastic will crack on cooling or during low temperature usage. A car-top Sign formed
on a male mold uses encapsulated gussets on the two-dimensional vertical corners.
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These gussets eliminate the traditional webbing problem with male molds and also

help reinforce the corners of the part.

Moving Elements

Many injection molding devices are successfully used in thermoforming [38]. These
include:

I Collapsing cores. As noted above, expanding cores can be used as plugs for

special stretching cases. Tulip collapsing cores are used in injection molding with

undercuts such as large diameter molded-in internal threads.

- Unscrewing devices are used in injection molding when complete molded-in

internal threads are needed. The best application for these devices is in pressure

forming.

I Cammcd sections. As with injection molding, cammed sections move away from

the molded part with the mold action. One application is full perimeter undercut

on a female mold (Fig. 6.46) [39].

I Slides. There are many slide designs [40]. Most are used to remove parts with

undercuts. One example is the formation ofa hinge in a five-sided box (Fig. 6.47}.
Another is the fonnation of an isolated undercut for a recessed door handle. in

Sliding Core Closed Sllclina Gore Open

,, s
Mold Suporetructure 

     
Mold

Mold Action

Figure 646 For complex undercuts. [left] sliding cores are actuated by {right} mold motion
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Hinged Lid. - DDEI'I Position +

Stigmata: flarrning Hod
 

Figure 6.47 (Left) For pin hinges. mold around forming rod; {right} for nested hinge lid, mold both
pieces around forming rods

certain cases. slides are used to stretch plastic into an undercut during forming,

much like a plug.

Many of these techniques work best when the mold pressure is greater than one

atmosphere. The standard material for these devices is machined aluminum. The

temperature of long, thin cams, slides and unscrewing devices is difficult to control.

Poor temperature control leads to mold mark-off and sheet adhesion to the devices.

Stripper Plates]Bars

In most cases, part design is simple enough and draft angles large enough to allow

the part to simply fall or be easily plucked from the mold. For cut-sheet parts, the

trim serves as the region against which force is applied to free the formed sheet from

the mold. Mechanical part removal is necessary if:

The mold surface is deeply textured,
The mold is a male mold.

The mold temperature is low and the mold is male,

The mold is a shallow five-sided box.

The mold bottom is quite flat and the mold is smooth,

There are male portions to the female mold,

The mold is very hot and the polymer is crystalline.

The polymer shrinks greatly during cooling,

The polymer is crystalline and is processed in its melt phase,

The polymer has very low shrink, the mold is female and the draft angle is very
small,

There are substantial incidental undercuts,
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Poppet Value Action

Figure 6.48 Vacuum break. air blow-ofl' and poppet valve opening for part release from mold

a The polymer is very rigid. is heavy gage and there are deliberate or incidental
undercuts.

- The mold is used to form polymers that out-gas corrosives that attack or pit the

mold surface. and

I The mold is old andfor its surface has not been well-protected.

Very rigid parts are difficult to remove from molds with slight incidental undercuts

or tool damage. Very soft polymers such as LDPE. TPEs, PP and FPVC are difficult

to remove from very smooth molds. It is apparent that adequate draft, proper surface

texture. and diligent mold surface maintenance are vital to ensuring a stick-free

surface. Nevertheless, there are occasions when positive methods for ejecting a part

or parts from mold cavities are necessary. For heavy-gage sheet. a poppet or ejector
valve located at the bottom of the mold aids in breaking the vacuum between the sheet

and the mold surface (Fig. 6.48). The poppet is used in combination with air blow-back

through the vent holes. For multicavity thin-gage thermoforming. ejector rings are
used. For a female molded part. a perimeter ejector ring is used directly under the part

lip (Fig. 6.49). The ejector ring is driven by ejector pins that pass through the mold
to an ejector plate. The ring is actuated by mold action. Ring recovery is either through
springs or stops during mold motion [41]. If there are many cavities and substantial
trim area, large diameter ejector pins are placed between the cavities on the trim. These
advance and touch the trim shortly after the ejector rings deploy.

Mold Releases

Ejection is sometimes aided by mold releases. There are two common types of mold
releases:
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Air Actuated

Stripper Him: or Plate

. t
Ill'actumt Break

Figure 6.49 Air-actuated stripper ring or plate in combination with air blow-off for part release from
mold

I Temporary mold releases. Usually available in l2 oz or 400 g aerosol containers.

these mold releases are used when only a few parts are needed, when evaluating

a new polymer or during production start-up. Although silicones are ideal mold

releases. they must be used with caution. Silicones interfere with decorating,

sealing. painting and labeling. Even though silicones might be acceptable for one

product. they are typically atomized and the spray may contaminate other areas

of the plant where other surface~sensitive products are being manufactured. Most

aerosols are CFO and HCFC-free today. If the formed part is to contain food,

FDA approved mold releases are needed. Vegetable oil spray is an effective.

FDA-approved temporary mold release.

I Permanent mold releases. PTFE and FEP-derived coatings are used with alu-

minum molds and plug assists. These coatings are applied by powder spraying onto

a suitably prepared metal surface. Usually, Iluoropolymer coatings last 100.000 or

more cycles. The primary mode of failure is uneven wear. Delamination or peeling

is a Sign of improper metal surface preparation. Cuts and slices are signs of

improper mold protection during storage and set-up. Florian [42] notes that:

“The extra cost of Teflon (sic) coating becomes a luxury only when it is

completely unnecessary."

Web Breakers, Catchers and Chasers

Webs are formed when the hot stretched plastic surface area in a local region is greater

than the surface area of the mold in that region. Even though the plastic is considered

to be an elastic rubbery solid, as the sheet is drawn toward the mold surface, certain

sections of the sheet touch other sections before they touch the mold surface. When

hot plastic touches hot plastic, the forces required to pull them apart are far greater

than the force needed to stretch surrounding plastic against the mold surface. As a

result, a web is formed (Fig. 6.50). In many cases. the mold design is such that the

web cannot be completely eliminated. This is most common in female parts that have
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Web Catcher

Figure 6.50 Web formation and web catcher for male forming

male projections. Multiple plug assistS. pre-biown bubbles, prestretching restraints

and articulated plug assists are sometimes used to minimize web formation. If the web

forms near the rim of the part, web catchers are used. These are simple outriggers.

posts or stanchions positioned beyond the rim of the part (Fig. 6.50). The stretching

sheet catches on these posts. The Web is formed at the bases of these posts and away

from the part rim. Web breakers are usually incorporated in mold designs by

experience. For simple prototype molds. wood is used. For production molds.

aluminum is used. There is no technology available to design web catcher dimensions.

Meats, Dams and Double Steps

A moat or dam is used to seal the sheet against the lip region of a female mold. A
double step serves the same function for a male mold. A moat is a groove or

indentation outside the lip region (Fig. 6.51]. These devices provide an early seal of
the sheet to the mold surface. thus minimizing air leak. They also are used to minimize

the amount of sheet drawu into the mold cavity from the rim region. The minimum
moat width should be five times the local sheet thickness. A moat width of ten times

the local sheet thickness is recommended. The moat depth should be at least equal

to the local sheet thickness and a depth of twice the local sheet thickness is

recommended. For polymers that have low coeflicients of friction such as polyolefins

i >51 I

' sat

/ x

Moat
Figure 6.51 Design parameters for moat
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3 5|
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Figure 6.52 Design parameters for darn Dam

I
I

I
I

I
I Mold

Sealing Steps I}
/

l

, J
(I

J

\_ _"5 .
Figure 6.53 Double-step design for male mold to r\\
minimize air leak

or fluoropolymers, and for heavy-gage sheet. a dam is more effective (Fig. 6.52). The

minimum height of the dam should be twice the local sheet thickness. The width is

less important than the height. Sharp-edged dams are quite effective with heavy-gage

sheet. Male molds are difficult to seal against air leakage. The double step (Fig. 6.53)

is frequently used. The draping sheet bridges the edges of the two steps before

vacuum is applied. The ideal design has the sheet touching the edges at 45 degrees or

M4 radians at this time. The plastic between the two edges forms the seal once

vacuum is applied. The exact spacing and height of these steps depends on the depth

of draw of the mold and the amount of plastic between the edge of the moid and the

clamp. For tall molds. the steps need to be high and narrow. For shallow molds or

where there is substantial web, the steps need to be low and wide. Molds are
sometimes built with a single step. Once the press and sheet dimensions are

confirmed, the second step is added as a separate plate attached to the vacuum box.

Chamfers and Radii

Designers have always used two~dirnensional and three-dimensional radii for corner

configurations in therrnoformed parts. As shown in Chapter "I, the relative draw-

down into a two-dimensional corner radius is given as:
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Figure 6.54 Geometric factors for chamt‘ers and radiuses

t r 4.x — I

Th?) “5“”
where t is the local thickness at radius r and ID is the thickness at radius r0. The
relative draw-down into a three-dimensional corner radius is given as:

I. 1'

Hr.) i...)
To get crisp corners, small radii are needed. For two—dimensional corners, the local

sheet thickness is reduced about 2|% when the corner radius is reduced by 50%. For

three-dimensional corners, the local sheet thickness is reduced by 50% for the same

radius reduction. Since the thinnest section of the part is the weakest under load,

sharp radii dramatically weaken the part. This is true whether the part is a

thin-walled deli container or a heavy-gage spa.

Recently, designers have rediscovered the chamfer as a way of maintaining corner

thickness and stiffness (Fig. 6.54). The chamfer is typically 45 degrees or arr/4 radians

to the bottom or top rim or lip. It is easy to show that the plastic in the two-

dimensional chamfer is arr/2: 1.5? times that in the equivalent radius. As a result. the
stillness of the chamfer corner is about three times that of the radius corner'.

The stifl'ness of the chamfer also depends on the folding strength of the line where the chaml‘er
intersects the side wall and the bottom. The polymer thickness along this line is lees than that in
the rest of the chamfer. as shown in Chapter T. Furthermore. the mechanism of bending of the
chaml'er as a plate difl'ers from the mechanism of bending of a radius [43] and so the relative
stifl'nesses really cannot be compared.
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Restraining Bar

g Restraining Bar Malian Into Bubble
Air Prestretching Sheet

Edge Clams

Mate Mold

Mold Mold Action

Figure 6.55 Restraining bar to provide two bubbles for double compartment male part

Prestretching Restraints

On occasion, air inflation is used to form a bubble into which a compartmented mold

is plunged (Fig. 6.55}, A severe web will be formed if the mold is plunged directly
into the bubble. To overcome this. a restraint is lowered into one side of the bubble

as the mold enters the other. The restraint acts to push the web to the edges of the

forming sheet. beyond the perimeter of the part. This technique is used to form

heavy-gage refrigerator liners, two~basin lavatories. and outdoor signs.

6.11 Efficient Use of Sheet

The economics of thennoforrnjng turn on the efficient use of extruded sheet. As

discussed in detail in Chapter 8, excessive incorporation of regrind can lead to:

U Multiplying extrusion costs,

0 Polymer deterioration owing to multiple extrusion and forming,

0 Processing problems with lowered polymer hot strength. and

0 Customer concerns about loss in mechanical properties or appearance,

among other problems. The efficient use of sheet depends on using the smallest sheet

dimension to produce the part.

Heavy-Gage Sheet

Usually in heavy-gage fanning! only one part is made at a time. The part geometry

dictates the absolute minimum sheet dimension (Fig. 6.56). The following dimensions
must be added to these dimensions:
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4

Trim Region \\ Lip Region
1, Moat/Darn

Clamp Frame Mold Clearance

 
 
 

 

Figure 6.56 Various elements that make up sheet usage in forming molded part

I Any lip or rim area needed for the functioning of the part,
Any trim area including trim tolerance,

Any meats. dams or steps needed to seal the sheet against the mold surface prior

to forming.

I Any additional sheet dimensions needed to ensure adequate pre-blowing‘.

0 Additional sheet dimensions needed to allow the mold to clear the edge of the

clamp frame without substantial tensile or shearing sheets on the sheet in the
clamp. and

o Sufficient dimension to allow the sheet to be adequately clamped in the clamp
framez.

These are shown in Fig. 6.56. Example 6.1? gives an illustration. Typically. heavy-
gage trim is 20% to 40% of the total sheet surface area.

Example 6.1? Eflicient Sheet Use for Heavy-Gage Sheet

A rectangular part. 48 in x 40 in, with 2 in corner tip radinses is to beformed from

0.250 in sheet. The lip must have 0.5 in width for trimming. A dam requires another
0.5 in width. The maid mounting frame extends on additionai 3 in in all directions

beyond the dam dimension. A i in clearance between the maid mounting frame and

the clampframe is required to minimize sneer patient during maid travel. The stamp
frame is i .5 in wide. Determine the minimum sheet dimension and the amount oftrim.

These dimensions are important since the sheet at the clamp frame is uniaxially oriented whereas
that in the center of the sheet is biaxially oriented. Suflicient distance between the clamp frame
and the lip of the part must be provided if the polymer has known splitting tendencies.
Although some clamp frames are designed to hold sheet with as little as 0.5 in or 12 tom of sheet
in the clamp frame (Fig. 6.57}. this requires that the sheet must be absolutely square to the
clamp frame. Sinee sheet dimensions are usually not that accurate. a good rule of thumb is to
allow a minimum of l in or 25 mm beyond the outer mold dimensions on all edges.
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The amount of plastic that extends from the part surface in each direetion by
the amount:

D.5+0.5 + 3+ l + L5 :65 in

Thus the sheet dimensions are:

40+6.5x2:53 in by 48+6.S x 2:61 in

The sheet dimensions are 53 x6] x 0.25 in. The sheet area is 53 x 61=

3233 i112.

The plastic that is trimmed off the corner radii is given as:

(4 — It) ‘ R2: 3.4 in2

The plastic part surl'aCe area is then 40 x 48 —— 3.4 = [916.6 inz. The amount
of trim is therefore:

M
A: Trim = 100 x 3233

= 40.7%

Underbite Sheet Clamp

mama%\
Shae!

chmp

I1 Knurled Swim

Clamp Sheet

Friction Sheet Clamp

PinaSpaued1m or 25 from Apart

Figure 6.5? Three ways to clamp sheet in heavy- _
gage forming PIn Puncture Sheet Clamp

Thin-Gage Sheet

Usually roll-fed forming has a higher trim fraction than heavy-gage forming. There
are several reasons for this:

Part dimensions are smaller relative to lip area.

c Many parts are round or oval.
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Triangular Pitch

Figure 6.58 Triangular pitch part and mold layout

I The head and tail of the sheet on the mold surface are unclamped, requiring

perimeter in-mold clamping area.

I Individual cavity clamps are used for plug assisted parts, and

I The relative amount of plastic outside the mold frame is large.

In an effort to efficiently use sheet surface, part layout on mold surfaces can be

creative. particularly with circular or oval parts. Equilateral and other triangular

pitches yield the greatest number of parts per unit area (Fig. 6.58). However, most

mold builders prefer rectangular pitch (Fig. 6.59). Rectangular pitch mold designs

are preferred because:

I The molds fit well on rectangular mold bases,

I Coolant channels are easier to lay out, and

I Rectangular pattern provides more satisfactory modular designs.

Example 6.18 illustrates trim fraction for three pitch designs. For circular parts

formed in rectangular sheeL the trim percentage ranges from 40% to 75% or more.

More on this important subject is found in Chapter ‘i‘.

  
Rectangular Pitch

Figure 6.59 Rectangular pitch part and mold layout
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Example 6.18 Efficient Use of Sheet—Thin-Gage

Consider theformt‘ttg at" 2-itt diameter drink cups. The required tip and moat region

is 0.5 in. half ofwitieh remains with the cap. The space between cavities mast be at

least an additioaai 0.5 in to accommodate individual cavity eiamps. The maid mast

riear the former raiis by at {east 1 in. And 0.5 in sheet space is needed it: the pin

rait' to ensure adequate damping. Determine the minimum sheet width tf the

maximum maid base is 34 in wide by 46 it! iang. Determine the number of cavities

if the maids are placed art rectanguiar pitch. Rework the arithmetic for maids on

triangular pitch and triangutar pitch when cavity perimeters abut.

Consider the rectangular pitch first. The outer effective diameter of each

cavity is given as:

2 in + 2 x 0.5 in (lip and moat) + 2 x [0.5i21 in (clamp) = 3.5 in

For the 34 in wide mold. 345.5 = 9.7 cavities are possible on a rectangular

pitch. For 9 cavities:

9 x 3.5 + 0.5 {cavity clamp) = 32 in

For the 46 in wide mold, 468.5 = I3.l cavities are possible. For [3 cavities:

13 x 3.5 + 0.5 (cavity clamp) = 46 in

The minimum shcct width is then:

32 + 2 ‘x l (clearance) + 2 x 0.5 (pin-chain} = 35 in.

The total number of parts produced on the 32 x 46 mold are:

9 x13 = l I? per shot.

The amount of plastic in each cup is given as:

n—DI—fi . 2- ' 1
4 _4(2+2 0.5a) _4.91 in

The amount of plastic as product:

4.91 x H? = S'i4 in2

The total surface area used to form these parts:

35 x 46 = 1610 in2

Thus the trim total percentage is given as:

(1610—-5'i4)
I610

For equilateral triangular pitch, the triangle must inscribe a circle of

Er: 3.5 in diameter (Fig. 6.60}. The base of the triangle, b. is given as:

Trim 2 IOO ' = 64%

r r 3-r

b:tan a=tan Elm-fl
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A
Figure 6.61] Geometric factors on triangular pitch 2!: = 8.06 in

The distance from the apex to the center of the circle. c. is given as:
1' 1'

c____ _. -‘— —=2
sin or 5111 30" r

The total height of the triangle. h = r+ c = 3r. The area of the triangle is:

3 ' 3 - r2

J3

The base of the triangle. 2b = fink/3 = 3.4641: For 2r = 3.5 in. 2b = 6.06 in.
For the maximum mold length of 46 in, there are places for 7.6 triangle

bases or 7 complete triangles. BetWeen each triangle is another triangle on

apex. With proper adjustment, one triangle on apex can be fit at one end or

the other of the triangle bases. Therefore 13 complete triangles fit within the

46 in mold length. The height of the row of triangles is 5.25 in. For the 34 in

wide mold. 6.5 parallel rows are possible, or 6 integer rows. As a result, for

triangular pitch molds, 6 x 13 = 78 molds are possible. Again, the area for a

single cup is 4.9l inz. For 78 cavities:

4.91 x "i8 = 383 in2

= 5.21-2
 l

A =§ (2b}h =

The total surface area used to form these parts:

35 x 46 =16ltlin:l

Thus the trim total percentage is given as:

. ([610 — 383}= ' —_-—— = ”f
Trim IOO lfilO T6 :1

This triangular pitch is less efficient than the previous rectangular pitch. A

more efficient equilateral triangular pitch mold layout follows.

if the outer perimeters of the molds touch (Fig. 6.61}. there are 13

cavities in odd rows and 12 cavities in even rows. The relationship between

the width of the mold, W. and the number of rows, N, is given as:

W={N—l)-h+2r
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where h: 3-ri3. For W234 in and r=3.5,v‘2 in. N is 11.1 rows. or 11

integer rows. With six odd rows and five even rows. there are 6 x 13+
5 x 12 = 138 cavities.

Since the surface area of a single cavity is 4.91 in}, the total surface area

for molded parts is:

4.91 x 138 = 677.6 in1

The total surface area used to form these parts:

35 x 46:16“) in2

Thus the trim total percentage is given as:

. _ _(1610—67i.61“ ..
Tum—100 1610 -58.!“
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7.1 Introduction

It is apparent that there are many variations on the basic sheet stretching process and

that there are many potential polymers from which to choose. As a result, design of

thermofonned parts must of necessity follow careful protocol. In this chapter. the

philosophy of parts design forms the basis for the specific details on parts design.

Prototyping is usually the first step in any molding program. It rarely succeeds

without problems and these problems frequently reveal potential problems in pro-

duction processing. Many typical processing problems and courses of action are
highlighted in the troubleshooting section and some general do’s and dont's are

presented.

There are several ways of defining draw ratio. Areal and linear draw ratios and

depths of draw are defined for several simple geometries. Rim draw down is also

arithmetically accounted for. Draw ratios are gross and imperfect measures of the

amount of stretching a sheet must endure in order to replicate the mold and produce

a perfect part. As will be seen, polymer is stretched least just below the mold rim and

most as the sheet is drawn into three-dimensional corners. Polymer sheet must have

sufficient elongation at the drawing temperature and applied pressure or it will either
split or fail to replicate the mold. Overall draw ratios fail to accurately predict

potential stretching of the sheet to ultimate elongation. Differential draw ratios yield

more relevant information. Accurate prediction of local wall thickness yields the
most useful information.

Part wall thickness is a function of the depth of draw and the geometry of the

part. The arithmetic is presented for conical and other simple shapes. Frequently the

sheet is prestretched by inflation or with plug assist. The obvious reason is polymer
sheet material redistribution or materiaI realiocation. Advanced finite element meth-

ods are being developed for wall thickness prediction of more complex shapes.
Designers are beginning to use computer-assisted software programs for their

toughest thetmoforming designs.

As with other chapters. this chapter’s material progresses from descriptive to

technically advanced concepts. Regardless of the degree of technology needed to

achieve adequate designs on today's parts, the designer should take comfort in

knowing that the technical support for the tough designs of the future is at hand.

7.2 Elements of Parts Design

The ultimate objective of polymer processing is the fabrication of a product that

must meet certain nominal performance requirements. There are many concerns that

must be met in the manufacture of any product. Three important ones are:

0 Will the finished part meet all required and specified design criteria?

0 Can the part be produced at the minimum cost for the projected market size?

0 What are the consequences if the part fails to meet minimum requirements?
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The last concern is important today. Plastics parts fail in use for several fundamental
reasons. The most common is customer “misuse”, in that the device is used in a way

that is beyond the designer's original intent. It is impossible to design against all

levels of stupidity. However, safety factors and sources of inherent product weakness

must always be considered in critical parts design. Whenever possible, parts should

always be designed to fail safely when used beyond design conditions.
The polymers selected for the product must have certain inherent characteristics

such as:

I Stiffness.

I Toughness,

0 Environmental resistance, andfor

o Opticalfelectrical properties.

When the polymer is transformed from pellets to product. certain other characteris-

tics are imposed. such as:

I Dimensional changes.
a Color, or
I Internal stresses.

Assembly or initial use may impose other characteristics, such as:

I Differential expansion.
I Color shift or mismatch,

I Loss in gloss. or

I Abrasion or scuffing.

The ultimate use of the product imposes other parameters, such as:

Environment.

Periodic or aperiodic loading,

Time under load. andfor

Temperature.

All polymers have a myriad of inherent properties. only a few of which are important
in the performance of a specific product. For products assembled of sub-products.
subsets or basic elements. each of the subsets places specific mechanical andfor

chemical demands on the polymer used. The property set required by the assembled

product must be a "mean“ of the pmperties of the subsets. The polymer material

properties needed to delineate the performance criteria are ascertained only when the

subset demands are clearly identified. A proper design approach establishes a formal

design check list. Typical items for such a check list include:

I Environmental conditions, both nominal and extreme.

I Materials Specifications,
I Part mechanical behavior and tolerance under environmental conditions. and
I Dimensional tolerances.

Table 7.1 lists some additional items that require identification and definition. From

this master list, secondary check lists are written. Tables 7.2 through 7.7.
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Table 7.1 First-Level Design Elements for Thermoformed Parts, See [80.81] For Additional
Information, Additional Detail Given in Noted Tables 

I Field of application—Jrable 7.2 I Cost—Table 16
Food packaging Balanced ayinst material requirements
Materials handling Number of parts required
Disposable I Competitive processes Table 7.6. Chapter 10
Permanent Injection molding

0 Part function—Table 1.3 Blew molding
Decorative Rotational molding
Protective I Part design limitations Table 7.?

Container (liquid. solid} Strength
Structural Load characteristics

I Environment— Table 7.4 Potential abuse

Temperature I Government regulations
Nature (corrosive. liquid solid) Standards (FDA. FM‘ EPA)
Nature of load (static. cyclical) Biodegradability

I Appearance—Table 7.5 Fire retardancy
Surface quality {Class A} I interaction with other elements—Table 7.3
Nonappearancc Assembly requirements
Trim line appearance Metal~to-plastic concerns  

Table 1.2 Check List for Tbermoform Parts Design: Application 

I General field Cosmetics

Packaging Pharmaceuticals
Leisure Chemicals

Transportation Electronics
Military Display items
Medical And so on

o Sub-category. such as packaging I Part life
Food Permanent. such as swimming pool

Disposable Part of a permanent assembly. such as
Storage computer housing
Cook-in Limited life. such as celery boxes
Barrier Disposable, such as blister packs and

Animal feed unit servings 

Material Testing and Its Relevance to Part Performance

Once the designer has selected appropriate polymer candidates for the proposed

product, hefshe must verify that the product will perform in accordance with the
desired and necessary design criteria. In other words, the designer must rest hisfher
selection. The most obvious test specimen is the part itself. However, if the part is
still conceptual or is too large or too small, alternate testing data are needed. Usually
polymers are selected on the basis of resin producers‘ design and material data
sheets. The designer must select properties from these sources with great caution:
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Table 7.3 Check List for Thermol'nnn Pam Design: Part Function

II Container 0 Structural

Single—use Total load bearing
Continuous Temporary support
Solids Compression load function [foams]
Liquids (corrosiw: nature) I Interaction with other elements
Convenience Stand-alone

0 Protective Covering edge contactllinterlocking only
Shipping Elements assembled into formed shapes
Food packaging Formed shape incorporated into others
Blister pack Plasticiplastic assembly

I Decorative Plasticinonplastic assembly
Architectural
Interior decoration
Cosmetic

Table 7.4 Check List for Thermol'orm Parts Design: Environmental Conditions 

Use temperature range
Design temperature range (maximum and minimum)
Extreme temperature range {maximum and minimum}

Limitation on part shape defamation {under expected load. at use temperature}
Extreme chemical environment [under load, at temperature)
UV environment (outdoor, fluorescent)
Nature of load

Static (expected and maximum)
Vibrational or periodic (expected and maximum]

0 interface with user (casual, continuous. leisurely. in crisis situation) 

Table 7.5 Check List for Thermol'orln Parts Design: Appearance   

0 Quality - Decorative
Class-A (automotive) Decided
Plating substrate Textured

0 Optical Painting substrate
Aircraft Replication of letters. logos, symbols
AutomotivetRV O Nonappearance
Furniture 0 Trim line appearance
Cosmetics Secondary finishing
Blister pack Buifiug
Food containers Location of trim line
Medical containers
   

0 First. the test data should accurately represent polymer properties.

0 Then. there should be a unique set of relationships between material properties

and measured parameters.
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Table 7.6 Check List for Thermoforlrl Parts Design:

Cost and Competitive Processes 

9 Target part cost
0 Materials cost

Quality of extrusion
Level of regrind
Property requirements (price. property. performance)
Quantity of material needed (price break)

0 Prototype cost
Tooling
Parts fabrication
Performance evaluation

Allowable cost of fabrication. tooling
Tooling quality

Run length
Tolerance

Cycle times
Maintenance

0 Alternatefcornpctitive process cost
Injection molding
Rotational molding
Stamping from hot sheet
Blow molding
Metalslceramics (non—polymer} processing 

0 And finally, there needs to be a causal relationship between measured properties
and polymer performance.

Two criteria of test acceptability are proposed [1-3]:

Criterion l: The mechanical state must he definable in physical terms.

The physical state can be dimension. applied load, applied stress, strain, rate-of-
strain. dimensional change. color change andfor temperature.

Criterion II: The mechanical state must he definable in causal mathematical terms.

The stress-strain data should be capable of being fitted with an Ogden or Rivlin

model. for example. Or the sheet dimensions should be predicted from coefficient of

expansion data. With acceptance of standard testing routines by such organizing

bodies as ISO, DIN. and ASTM. proper protocol for performing a specific procedure

is clarified. These tests are referred to as performance tests. Care must be taken in

assuming that the results from these tests can be directly applied to the perform ance

of a given product. It has been noted that [4]:

“The ASTM tests for plastics were designed as quick, easy, reproducible tests

to provide a rough comparison among similar materials—but principally

for material quality control, not for material performance. Thus, these test data

should be regarded only as material specifications for purchasing and qualityr

control, not as indications of performance under long-time real-life conditions...”
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Table ?.7 Check List for Therrnofenn Parts Design: Part
Design Limitations

0 Intrinsic polymer material properties
At nominal use conditions
At extreme conditions

I Processfpolymer interactions
Draw ratio

Strength of thinned material
Strain-induced brittleness

Recycle property loss
0 Allowable cornerilip design

Allowable part tolerance. dimensional variation. drafl angle
I Part appearance

Warp. racking
Optical distortion
Drainr lines. stretch marks

Trim edge appearance
Mold detail rcplication (texture- letters)

0 interaction with non-plastics
Nature of interference

Slip«fit
Adhesive

Mechanical assembly
interference

Snap-over
Undercut
Detent

Strain under temperature extremes
Strain during. after assembly

Most ASTM tests yield non-design properties for polymers. They do not meet the

criteria of test acceptability and as a result they are not useful in determining the
in-use performance of most polymer parts. In addition. the designer must realize that

the efl’ects of the process must also be included in any performance analysis of the

product under its environmental influence. This is in addition to testing the polymer.

If the test data are to bear any relationship to product performance in actual use. the

test specimen must include the appropriate effects of the process'.

Philos0phy of Parts Design

Regardless of the nature and depth of prior experiences of the designer. the mold
maker, the thermoforrner or the customer. no plastics fabrication should be at-

Furtherrnore. the designer must guard against using statistics to verify that the data are
significant. The collection of more and more data usually does not contribute to bridging the
gulf between test specimen properties and the final performance of the product made ol‘ the
polymer [5].
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Needed Product

Design iii-lime
Polymer Mold Process
Selection Material Selection

I Selection
Sheet Process Coniputer- Thermol‘onned
Quality Parameter Aided Solids Wall Thickness

Speci- Selection ‘ Modeling Calculationfieatiou

Rapid
Prototyping Stress

Mold Analysis
Design

Manufacture 
1

Production Part Testing. leifieetion

Figure 7.1 Computer-aided engineering flow chart for thermofotming

tempted without strict. formal written protocol on parts design. All parties must

clearly understand the project objective and ancillary part performance standards.

Guidelines must be carefully written and agreed on, in writing, by all principals. This

should be done with all principals present, just prior to issuance of purchase orders

for materials. molds and forming time. Processes. applications and materials con-

tinue to grow in sophistication. As a result. the parts designer is destined to play an

increasingly important role as project coordinator. It is incumbent on himfher to

ensure correct protocol. particularly in this increasingly litigious era. Figure 7.1 [6]

shows a particularly useful scheme when computer-aided mold design. part design
and structural analysis are available.

Once the overall design concepts are well understood by all parties. initial part
designs. material specifications. process elements as identified in Chapter 1, and cycle

parameters can be estimated. These should be kept quite preliminary and should

focus on general fitting of proper materials and process elements to the application.
The objective of this portion of the effort is to make an early test of concept

feasibility. At this point. no prototype should have been authorized. Designers

should be working from quality sketches or computer renderings. Not every potential

application results in a thermol'ormed part. Some reasons for not selecting thermo-

forming include:

a The application may require polymers that are not successfully extruded into
sheet,

a The candidate polymer is not successfully drawn to the requisite depth.

- The forces required to stretch the candidate polymer may exceed the available

process equipment capability.

I The part may be too large for available equipment.

I The part may be too small for available equipment.
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The customer may need too few parts to make thermoforming economical.

The customer may need too many parts,

The design may waste too much material,

The web material may be unprocessable as regrind, resulting in prohibitive

material and processing costs.

The design may require structural polymers that are not normally thermoformed,

- The design may require highly reinforced polymers or highly filled polymers that
are difficult to thermoforrn or beyond the thermoformer's ability,

0 The tolerances and draft angles may require exotic mold designs for thermoform-
Inga

- The design may require parts with uniform wall thicknesses, or

0 Competitive processes may be more economic'.

Once it is apparent to all that therrnoforming offers a technically feasible, economi-

cally viable process to make a part of a polymer needed to meet the application

constraints, the sketched out process may be ready for prototyping. Prototyping is
discussed in the section that follow. Certain emerging technologies, such as stere-

olithography and LOM, have altered the way in which prototypes are developed.

Not all these new techniques are directly applicable to thermoforrning. however. In

certain instances. prototyping is not necessary and the design is ready for fine tuning.
Techniques for determining part wall thickness are described in detail below. In

general, fine tuning should focus on optimizing material distribution across the part
to achieve the greatest local part strength at the lowest material usage. And every fine

tuning should concentrate on minimizing web.

Minimizing the Amount of Sheet to be Reground

The amount of plastic to be trimmed as non-product begins by minimizing trim and
web area through intelligent mold design and careful sheet size selectionz. Proper

part design minimizes unnecessary trim, particularly in rim area for thin-gage

multiple part forming. Usually the fraction of regrind generated is a function of

several components of the thennoforming process:

- Conservative part designs usually generate less out-of-speciflcation parts than

exotic designs.

I Exotic, multi-step. andlor relatively new processes usually produce more trim for

regrind than that from some one-step processes such as vacuum or drape forming.

Competitive process design and economies are discussed in Chapter 10.
In an earlier book by this author [92]. and in other books and encyclopedic chapters on
thermol‘orming. the term "scrap" was used to categorize that portion of the sheet of plastic that
is not the desired product. In fact, the economics of thermoforming dictate that the non-product
portion of the sheet must be recovered. reground. and reextruded into sheet for subsequent
thermoforming. For thermoformers. the term “scrap" is in fact this non—product portion of the
sheet. However. in general. the term connotes a wasteful process. Therefore. the industry has
agreed to the terms “trim“ or “web“ to denote the non—product portion of the sheet.

I-dI
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I Polymers that are drawn close to their extensional limit will usually cause higher

regrind levels.

0 Process equipment that is not in good operating condition or that has inadequate

or inferior automatic cycle control generates more olf~specification parts than
equipment that is automated and maintained well.

I Workers who are not fully trained in the nuances of:

the requisite forming process,

the trimming prOoess,

the polymers of choice, andfor

the specific design details,

typically generate higher-than—anticipated quantities of regrind.

Rules for Part Layout on Heavy-Gage

Usually only one part is made from a section of cut sheet for heavy-gage. [f the
contribution of plastic from the rim is negligible, as shown in Fig. 7.2, the plastic that

makes up the part comes from the sheet clamped against the rim. Consider a simple
five-sided box of dimensions A x B x C deep to be formed from a sheet having

dimensions A x B x ho thick. The average sheet wall thickness, h. is given as:

h_ AXB

bn_AxB+2-AxC+2-BxC

As shown shortly. the average wall thickness has little value. The reciprocal of the
wall thickness ratio is the overall areal draw ratio. R“:

h —‘ A
— 2R1: 9“" 7.2(h ) Asheet ( )

NC

 
(7.1)

 

Figure 7.2 Part. rim and edge material layout for heavy-gage thcn'nol'ormirlg
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If the initial sheet dimension is A + 2L. x B + 2L2 where LI and 1.2 are the respective

distances from the rims of the part to the cut edges of the sheet. the amount of trim,
T. is given as:

T=(A+2L.)x{B+L2)—A>{B (13)

Example 7.1 illustrates how the fraction of trim is determined for heavy-gage sheet.

For many parts, plastic in the rim region is deliberately drawn into the mold cavity.

The effect is to increase the average sheet thickness and reduce the fraction of trim.

Even though the purpose of sheet prestretching is to increase the sheet wall thickness

uniformity. it also increases the average sheet thickness and reduces the fraction of

trim. [t is apparent that trim is minimized by minimizing the distance from the mold

rim to the edge of the sheet. However. as discussed in detail in Chapter 6, the sheet

must be clamped sufiiciently well to prevent extrusion and pull-out during stretching.

Certainly. trim is minimized by forming rectangular parts from rectangular sheets.

Examples 7.2 and '13 illustrate how the shape of a part affects the amount of trim.

Example 7.1 Trim Fraction for a Heavy~Gage Part

If the distance from the mold rim to the edge of the sheet must he at least 2 in.

determine the amount of trim generated for a five-sided box. 17.3 x 38. 7 x i2.4 in

deep. Then determine the amount of trim if the sheet is most economieaiiy

purchased as 24 x 48 in blanks.

The sheet dimensions are:

(17.3 +2 ‘ 2) x (33.7+ 2- 2} = 909.51il'12

The surface area of the box is given as 17.3 ' 38.7 = 669.5] inz.
The amount of trim is:

m=026 or 26% of the initial sheet.
909.51

For the 24 x 48 sheet. its area is 1152 in”. The amount of trim is:

11%? = 0.42 or 42% of the initial sheet.

Example 7.2 Trim Fraction for an Oval Heavy-Gage Part

If the distance from the mold rim to the edge of the sheet must he at {east 2 in.

determine the amount of trim generatedfor an one! box. 173 x 38. 7 x l2.4 in deep.

Then determine the amount of trim if the sheet is most economically part-hosed as
24 x 48 in blanks.

The sheet dimensions are:

(17.3 + 2 - 2) x (33.7 + 2 - 2) = 909.51 in2

The surface area of an oval or elliptical box is given as:

A = nabM
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where a and b are the major and minor axes of the ellipse. For the example:

A = n(l "L3 ' 38.7)}4 = 525.83 in:

The amount of trim is:

909.5] — 525.83 0 ‘ _ .
—909—_:j]— — 0.42 or 42 II: of the ll'llllfli sheet.

For the 24 x 48 sheet, its area is 1152 ml. The amount of trim is;

l 152 - 525.83 _ D ' ' ‘

l l 52 -— 0.54 or 54 /n of the lnlnal sheet.

Example 7.3 Trim Fraction for :1 Circular Heavy-Gage Part

If the distance from the maid rim to the edge of the sheet must be at feast 2 in.

determine the amount of trim generated for two cyiinders, NJ in diameter x

12.4 in deep. Then determine the amaunt of trim if the sheet is most economicafly
purchased as 24 x 48 in Hanks.

The sheet dimensions are:

(17.3+2-2) x {383+}! - 2)=909.51 in?

The surface area of the cylinder is:

A = nd3/4

where d is the diameter of the cylinder. For the example:

A = n(l7.3]3t4 = 235.06 in2

Since there are two cylinders. the total area is 4T0.12 in2.The amount of trim
is:

W= 0.43 or 43% of the initial sheet.

 

909.51

For the 24 x 48 sheet. its area is 1152 in}. The amount of trim is:

— . 2

Ell—I54?) l = 0.59 or 59% of the initial sheet.

Rules for Multiple Part Layout on Thin-Gage

In thin-gage forming, the web between the multiple cavities contributes a great

amount of recyclable trim. For rectangular parts. the layout is simply a multiple of

that used for heavy-gage. Cavity Spacing depends on a number of factors:

0 The rim design and width of the individual cavity.

0 The required width of the sheet clamp or cavity isolator,
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I The required wall thickness of the mold.

0 The mechanics of connecting individual mold elements. such as:
Coolant lines.

Air blow—ofl' lines.

Vacuum lines. andior

Sliding and moving core interactions, and

- Stripper or ejector plate width requirements.

The area of sheet used for an individual rectangular cavity. for example, is written
as:

Area“ = (An + La...) >< (Br! + L2,") (7-4)

where Lu: and LI... represent the half-distances between the cavities. The total

sheet area is the sum of the individual areas plus that portion of the sheet between

the outermost row of cavities plus the allowable half-distances and the edge of the
sheet:

Areas.“ = )3 Area. + [z (a. + L...) + Li] + [z (B. + Lt.) + La] 0.5)
For cylindrical parts. such as cups or plates. there are two layout methods (Fig. 7.3).
The square pitch is more common than the equilateral triangular pitch, since the

molds are all square and mold assembly is easy. The square pitch layout generates

more trim than the triangular pitch, however. as illustrated in Example 7.4. The
added bother and expense of triangular pitch molds might be tolerated if the amount

of trim is important to the economic success of the product, as might be the case

with medical products.

Example 7.4 Triangular and Rectangular Pitches for Molding Drink Cups

3-in diameter drink cups are to be molded 6-wia'e and 48-np. The polymer selected
is known to sag extensively even at moderate sheet widths. Determine the

minimum sneer width for rectanguier pitch if a bin spacing is needed between each
cavity and if the maid edge—to-rneet edge is 2 in. Determine the extent of trim for
each.

Using the square pitch of Fig. 7.3. the rectangular mold dimensions are
24 X 32 in. The sheet width is 24 +22 :28 in.

For the triangular pitch of Fig- 7.3. the diagonal is the sum of the mold

cavity diameters and the intercavity spacing. 6 ‘ 3 + 5 - l = 23 in. The vertical
is given as:

y=rsinfi=23-0.366= 19.9 inzZO in

The mold width is an addition §+§ in. for a total of 2] in and the sheet

width is 21 + 2 . 2 = 25 in. Molds on the rectangular pitch require a sheet
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that is 3 in or 12% wider than molds on a triangular pitch. The triangular

pitch mold shape is a parallelogram. with the overall mold length being

32 + 23 - cos 0 = 43.5 in. Even though the square pitch mold base is wider

than the triangular pitch mold base, it is square and the individual cavities

are also square. Right angles are much easier to fabricate than equilateral

angles.

If the mold-to-edge distance on the free sheet edge is also 2 in. the total

sheet area for each shot is 28 x (32+2 - 2): 1008 in’. The area used to

produce the required 48 drink cups is 48-n32(4=339.3 inz. The trim
amount is:

— .3

Trim=£mT—w:3i—= 0.66 or 66% of the total sheet.
For the triangular pitch sheet, the parallelogram area is 25 x [32 +2 - 2] =
900 inz. The trim amount is;

— .3

Trim =w= 0.62 or 62% of the total sheet.
The difference in trim amount between the two pitch layouts is small in this

case and would be significant only if the trim could not be recycled.

Square Pitch

Figure 7.3 Square and triangular parts and mold cavity layouts Triangular Pitch

Economics of Buying Sheet of Specific Size

Usually sheet extruders produce sheet product to custom dimensions. As a result.

the designer. processor and mold builder agree to the minimum acceptable sheet
dimensions and the extruder then supplies sheet to that specification. There are

some instances where a less expensive sheet of a ready-made size is available. For

example:
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Reprocessing

 

 

Extrusion and
 

Thermoton'ning

Figure 7.4 Simple steady—slate reprocessing loop

a The extruder may have an inventory of sheet in standard widths, lengths and
gages,

o A resin supplier may be sampling the thermoforming industry with a new

polymer product,

The extruder may have sheet left from an earlier production run, or

The thermoforrner may have sheet left from an earlier production run.

As discussed later in this chapter. on regrind. there are material property penalties

attached to regrinding and re-extruding trim. There are also economic penalties. The

economic penalty decreases with increasing extruder throughput but nevertheless is

never a negligible cost to the product. The economics of recycle are obtained in the

following fashion. Consider a recycle stream as shown in Fig. 7.4 [7]. Assume that

the polymer material costs M units. is used at 100%, and that the process is 100%

efficient. The cost of the salable fabricated part. F, is:

F=M+C we

where C is the unit conversion cost. For thennoforming, the conversion cost is the
sum of extrusion and therrnoforming unit costs. Now assume that a fraction. Y. of

the fabricated product is trim. 1f the trim value is zero, the unit cost of the salable

fabricated product must be increased to account for the loss in efficiency:

_M+C
_l—Y

Note that the processing cost is included since it logically costs the same to produce

unsalable parts and non-product trim as it does to produce quality parts. Now
assume that the trim has a value S on the open market. When the trim is sold, the

processing cost is reduced by an amount YS. With no recycle and virgin polymer. the
final unit cost is:

F
 

(17)

=M+C—W$
F l—Y U3
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If the polymer material is 100% virgin, its cost M = V, the cost of the virgin polymer.

If a mixture of twu materials is used as the feed, the material cost. M. is linearly

proportional to the cost of the individual materials:

M2fl—Y)V+YR {7.9}

where Y is the amount of second source used and R is the value of the second

source. Now let the trim, with a value. 5, be reprocessed at a cost X. This

reprocessing cost may include grinding, drying, andfor re—extrusion into pellets, but

does not include extrusion and thermoforming costs. C. The cost of the repurchased
trim is S + X. Let this be the second source:

R = S + X (7.10}

The polymer material cost is now:

M={l—Y)V+Y(S+X) (7.11)

And the unit fabrication cost. F, is:

M —YS
=_;c__=v+c+vxF lHY l—Y

 

(7.12)

The first term on the right is just the cost of virgin polymer. The second term

includes the cost of conversion and the cost of reprocessing the trim. It is apparent

that if there is no trim, Y = U and the production cost isjust V +C. As the extent of

trim increases. the unit cost increases. As expected, as the trim content approaches

unity, Y -» l and the production costs approach infinity. F—t w. Example 7.5
illustrates this. To determine the efi‘ect of using a standard size sheet and tolerating

greater trim, consider Equation 112 for Mo eases:

(3+ch=V ——— 7.13
Fm... + by t )

C + Y X
= —+‘ 7.14

Fstd + l—Y‘ ( )

Ye is the fraction of regrind generated from the custom sheet. and Vc is the cost of

the sheet. Similarly, Ys is the regrind from the standard sheet and V5 is the cost of

that sheet. Accordingly. Y: c Y5 and all other things are equal, Fm,“ is greater than

Fsianam- Example 7.6 illustrates this.

Example 7.5 Economies of Reusing Trim—I

it costs $0.20th to extmde ABS and 30.10”!) to thermoform and trim it. it costs

50.05iib to regrind it. Virgin ABS casts SLOW”: and the market value of clean

regretted ABS trim is 50.40fl'b. if the thermoformt‘ng process generates 40% trim.

determine the unit product cost with and without recyeiittg the trim.

The unit cost for salable formed parts is given from:
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For the first case. the trim is sold after grinding. As a result. M EV,

C = 0.1 + 0.2, V = 1.00, Y = 0.4. S = 0.4 — 0.05‘. From Equation 7.8:

_ M + C — Y5
‘ I — Y

the value for F is $1.93tlb. For the second case, the unit cost with recycling

is given from the same equation. written as.

C + YX

l — Y

It is assumed that R = S + X. Therefore F = $1.53jlb. The savings on using

regrind is $0.40llb of saJable parts.

F

 
F=V+

' Note that the market value of ABS requires regrinding at X = $0.05flb.

Example 7.6 Economics of Reusing Trim—II

Consider the economic information of Example 7.5. Compare these results with

advantages of purchasing ABS sheet at smarts even though 45% of it must be

recycled. Reconsider t)" the sheet extrusion cost is Ialflflo. but 55% must be
recycled.

From the information in Example 7.5, mem=$153flb for recycled trim.

For standard sheet. C = 0.1 + 0.18. V = 1.00, Y = 0.45. X = 0.05. Fm is

given from Equation 7.14 as $1.55flb. Products made of custom sheet are a

couple of pennies per pound cheaper than those made from standard sheet.

For the second case. C = 0.1 + 0.1 and Y = 0.55 and Fstd is $1.51/lb. In this

case. standard sheet leads to a cheaper product.

7.3 Prototyping as a Justification for Thermoforming

In the plastics industry. prototype parts are produced primarily to check part design

and appearance. Frequently. thermoforming is used to produce prototype parts for

other processes such as injection molding. rotational molding and blow molding.

Prototype thennoformed parts are used when:

- Materials are relatively unproven.

a One aspect of the design is particularly critical. or
a The part is to fit with other components.

Prototyping can serve as an important early warning to future processing problems
such as:

a Narrow processing windows,

a Badly sagging sheet. or

I Sheet orientation problems.

It is frequently used to identify possible post-forming problems, such as:
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o Warping and distortion,

0 Trimming problems.

a Long-term dimensional change. particularly with ABS, CF'ET and certain olefins.
and

0 Assembly problems.

Mold designs can be evaluated and trimming fixtures developed and refined during
prototyping. And of course, prototype therrnoformed parts are excellent visual aids

when promoting a new concept or application.

The field of rapid prototyping or "RP” has grown dramatically in the last few

years. The objective of RP is to produce a part for customer approval in a very short
time. All concepts begin with computer modeling of the designer‘s idea. The

three-dimensional model is then sliced into electronically thin wafers. each of which

is stored as a separate file. These files are then exported to an appropriate device that
"reassembles" them into a solid three-dimensional object. Some of the assembly

techniques include:

0 Stereolithography or SLA, where a ultraviolet beam is directed against a polymer

syrup that reacts when exposed to UV. The beam is controlled by the computer

that simply reads the outline of the electronic wafer file. After each computer file
”slice" is completed, the reacted polymer is lowered by the thickness of the wafer,

and the process repeats. The final shape takes about 24 h to complete. The

reacted syrup structure is jelly-like as it emerges from the unreacted syrup bath.
The structure is then drained of unreacted resin and thoroughly cured in a

convection oven. Large parts are formed by electronically slicing the original

designer's concept into quadrants, individually reaction-forming the quadrants.

then gluing the quadrants together after curing. The wall thickness is typically
greater than about 0.010 in.

c Polymer powder fusion. where a thermal laser beam is directed against fusible

polymer powder such as nylon or polyethylene. Again the beam is controlled by
the computer. After each pass. the fused powder in the bed is lowered by the

thickness of the wafer. fresh powder is layered on the surface. and the process
repeats. The final shape has a sand casting-like surface and can be friable or

fragile. Wall thickness is greater than about 0.015 in.

a Layered sheet molding, where a thermal laser beam is directed against a film of

polymer such as polyethylene, nylon or PET. The polymer film has a heat-sensi-

tive coating on the reverse side. Before laser cutting, it is stretched over the last

shape cut. Again the beam is controlled by the computer. After the laser has

completed cutting the sheet. the cut film is pressed with a heated platen or iron

against the stack of previously cut film, thus fusing it to the stack. The laminate
is indexed downward by the thickness of the film. which should be the exact

thickness of the electronic wafer. The final plastic shape has minutely stepped

edges but otherwise appears identical to the designer's concept. Wall thickness is
greater than about 0.015 in but thinner walls are contemplated.

- Layered paper molding. where a thermal laser beam is directed against a sheet of

SBS paperboard. The paperboard is usually about 0.010 in thick and usually has
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a heat-sensitive adhesive on the reverse side. Some work is underway to use

paperboard with pressure-sensitive adhesive. The final paper shape has faint

stepped edges and is heavier than the plastic models. This technique is reported

to be very fast, with models being produced in half to one-third the time of

plastic models. Wall thickness is greater than about 0.020 in.

- Water-cut paper molding, where a water jet instead of a laser beam is used to cut

the paperboard. It is said that this technique generates no odor, smoke or dust

and a very smooth surface is obtained on the final shape. It is slower than the
laser cutter and has about the same wall thickness restrictions.

I A very recent development uses a desktop technique similar to ink-jet printing,

where 0.0025 in diameter polymer droplets are dispensed according to the

scanned image. The technique uses a second plotter head to dispense wax in areas

where undercuts and removable support structures occur. The wax and plastic are

finished with a horizontal milling cutter. All elements are microcomputer or PC

driven [8]. No lay-down speeds or minimum wall thicknesses are available.

Four of these techniques are shown in Fig. "LS [9]. When early versions of these

techniques were introduced a decade ago, the units cost in excess of US$200,000, the

operation was dusty or messy, and the parts were restricted to no more than 20 in

on a side by the sizes of the chemical tanks. The equipment for some of the newer

techniques now costs less than US$100,000 and parts of 40 in on a side have been

fabricated. When “cut-and-paste” techniques are fully developed, part sizes appear

to be unlimited [10]. In addition to making prototypes, RP technology is beginning

to be used to make prototype thermoforrning molds [1 1}. RP allows the molder or

mold maker to make changes in mold details such as texture, polymer shrinkage and

boss and rib locations quite rapidly. This is an important addition to getting a

functional product to the marketplace quickly.

7.4 Draw Ratio

Draw ratio' is a common measure of therrnoformability. There are at least three

accepted ways of representing draw ratio:

I Areal draw ratio, R“,

0 Linear draw ratio, R1,, and
o sz or H:D.

In addition, reduced thickness or thickness ratio. (Uta). is also used. Some of this was

introduced in an earlier section. The draw ratio concept is usually given more

importance than it deserves. For example. areal draw ratio is usually considered to
be a measure of the biaxial orientation of the sheet. However, it is an artificial

concept. since it yields an average sheet thickness. No thermoforrning process yields

' Draw ratio is also called "depth of draw" or “extent of draw".
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Figure 7.5 Four examples of automated fabrication of rapid prototyping. used in thermoforming for
the production of prototype molds and for plugs

a uniform wall thickness part. however. No form for the draw ratio uniquely defines

the events of biaxial andjor uniaxial stretching [12]. And no draw ratio describes the

Inca! extent of elongation at every point across the part surface. Nevertheless. since
the draw ratio concept is so pervasive, certain definitions and rules are in order.

Areal Draw Ratio

Regardless of the stretching process used to produce the formed shape, initial sheet

of plastic with an area An and thickness t“ is stretched to provide a part having a

surface area A and an average thickness tn. Since the plastic volume is constant:

V=tDAD=JtdA=taA {115}
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Figure 7.6 Geometric factors for draw-down into parallel—
walled cylinder with rim material contribution

 
The simplest measure of stretch is the areal draw ratio, R“ = MAO. fl.a is also the
reciprocal thickness ratio, Ra=(titu)—'. The areal draw ratio is a measure of the

biaxia] orientation of the sheet. The areal draw ratio of a parallel-sided cylindrical
female part. Fig. 7.6, for example is:

Am II ‘+' A], 'II Eds ‘l' Idlfr‘l' 45R. =——“—-fl=-—————=— 116
‘ A0 mm d H l l

where s is the part and d is its diameter. Sometimes. a reduced areal draw ratio,

R: = Ra — l, is used {12]. The areal draw ratio is known by other names:

Stretch ratio {64],

Stretching ratio [13],

Stretch factor [65], or

Area] elongation [66].

Figure 7.? Geometric factors for draw-down into parallel-walled
cylinder with male segment
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Table 7.3 Areal Draw Ratios for Regular Shapes

7.4 Draw Ratio 491

 

  
 

  

Shape Figure Area Areal draw ratio. Ra

Hemisphere 211R: 2.

Right cylinder ital + 21rRh l + (2mm

Right cone irR(RZ + hli‘ '3 [l + (MRF1“

Truncated cone or2 + (rill): +

R = Major radius RIR + r) ' [(R - I'll2 + 112]”: (l + rfR} ‘ [(1 -— HR.)1

r = Minor radius +(hIR}2]"2

Square. a = side 5a 5

Right rectangle 23h + th +2ab 2(1 +htb + luau-T”
axhxh‘

Wedge
axbxh

Right pyramid
axbxh

Truncated right

pyramid
exbxhandaxh

 <¢<>©~$<0<0C®<o 211 + 2131111 + (arzfl'fl

(abgztll +(2h{b}1]"2+

tam)“ + mum"?

”2(ab - abjll + (2h;b}=]u1+

lf2{ab — ab)“ + {ZhKafll-fl +
ab

 (hjb) + [l + [211(3):]1’E

{I on] + (2h!b}2]”2 +

(ll2)[l + (2h;afl'*'1

1;:[1 —(ab!ab]][l + t2h;b)1]"1+

I an —(ab,l'ab)][l + (2h;b)1]“2+
(await)

 

' h is the perpendicular height for the right rectangle. wedge. right pyramid and the truncated right
pyramid

Areal draw ratios for other simple geometries are given in Table 13. Area] draw

ratios for complex shapes are obtained by combination, as seen in Examples 7.? and

7.8. The average areal draw ratio is also insensitive to local drawing. Figure 7.8

compares the average areal draw ratio of a rounded bottom cylinder with a corner

radius, r=a‘d with a square bottom cylinder, r=0. The area of the rounded
bottom cylinder is:
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Example 7.7 Areal Draw Ratios for Cylindrical Parts—I

Consider a femoie straight-waded eyiinder oj'diometer d and height 5. with a soiid

center rod of diameter di2 and height H2 in its center. Fig. 7.7. Determine the
overoii area! draw ratio. Then replace the .soiid center rod with a hoiiow cylinder of
the same dimensions but zero we” thickness.

The wall area of the outer cylinder is:

Aw" = ads

The area of the bottom outer cylinder is:

Atom = nd=i4 — itidf2)2i4 = 3nd2i16

The wall area of the inner cylinder is:

Am" = n(di2)s

The area of the top of the inner cylinder is:

Amp = n(d22)2i4 = dzilfi

The total area of the two cylinders is:

 Birds and2

Atom “ T+ 4

The area of the initial disk is:

A“ = nd‘M

Therefore the areal draw ratio is:

3

RH = 6 a- + I

For the hollow cylinder. the area of the sides is [inside and outside of the

short cylinder]:

A“, = 2 x ttdsiZ = eds

The area of the bottom is:

Abotmm = “(di2lli4

The total area of the double cylinder is:

Alum. = 2nds + ruff-4

And the areal draw ratio is:

S

Ra=83+l
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Example 7.8 Draw Ratios for Cylindrical Parts—ll

Using the information from Example 7.7, determine the draw ratio for the hollow
inner cylinder only. Compare the overall draw ratio value with this loco! draw ratio
value for s = d.

If the inner surface of the inner cylinder of Fig. 7.7 is drawn only from the

disk of material formerly on the top of the cylinder, the areal draw ratio for
this is:

4

m=§+1

But this material has already been drawn. The material touching the inner

cylinder rim has been drawri into a hemisphere of area. Ahmi = ad1t2. The
draw ratio of a hemisphere is:

moo

Rem" ' new ” 2

 

Therefore the average draw ratio of the polymer forming the inside of the

inner cylinder is the product of draw ratios:

Rinner = Ru ‘ Rmhemi = 2 ' (453% + I]

If s =d. then Rim": It]. From Example 1?, the overall draw ratio for the
hollow inner cylinder is:

85

Rn—F'l' i —-9

The areal draw ratio is:
2 _

R“:l+(§) +4(¥)+%=Rammmwi(i+4—2n) (7.13)
As seen in Example '19. average areal draw ratios for bottom-radiused cylinders are
not much less than that for a cylinder with a zero corner radius. Yet for the square

bottom cylinder. the last polymer sheet drawn into the sharp corner must be

infinitely elongated. This is even more apparent when the linear draw ratio is used.

Example 7.9 Areal Draw Ratio of Round-Cornered Cylinder

If the round—cornered can of Fig. 7.8 has n radius r = (HS, determine the area! draw

ratio relative to a square bottomed con. What is it for r =o't2. a hemispherical
bottom? If s = d, determine the absolute values.

From Equation 7. l8:

1’ 1 5 -‘ 1' 21H 1' 1-

Riunund _ l _ (a) + 4(T) + T: Ra,square ‘— a (a + 4 — 211:)
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For I = d/S:

Rmm = REM” — 0.125(0.125 + 4 — 6.28) = qunm — 0.27

For a hemispherical bottom. r = di'2:

Rum“, = Rum.“ —- U.5(0.5 + 4 -— 21:) = Rim“: — 0.89

If s = d:

9.“un = 4s + I = 5

Rmmm1 = 5 _ 0.27 = 4.73

Rum z 95% of R3.531 unrc

Linear Draw Ratio

The linear draw ratio, RL, is the ratio of the length of a line projected onto a part

surface to its length on the unformed sheet (Fig. 7.9). Note that it is possible to

define several linear draw ratios for unsymmetric parts. Traditionally the largest

Figure 7.8 Draw—down into (top) sharpeornered cylinder and (bottom)
radiused cylinder. Corner radius, r‘ =d{8. where d is cylinder diameter
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Figure 7.9 Geometric factors for linear draw-down into irregular shape, Ru =ABCDIAOD.
Rm = A'B'C'DvAOD

value of RL is used. RL reflects uniaxial stress-strain behavior of a polymer. For

example. the linear draw ratio for the parallel-sided cylinder of Fig. 7.6 is:

_2s+d_2s+t
_ d _ d

RL is also called the depth of draw ratio [12]. A reduced linear draw ratio is

sometimes used. It is written as Ri‘f = R,‘ — 1. Except in simple geometric cases, there

is no relationship between the areal draw ratio and any of the linear draw ratios. As

with areal draw ratio. RL is an artificial concept, since the local draw down usually
differs substantially from the average value. Example 7.10 illustrates linear draw

ratios for the straight—walled cylinder of Fig. 7.6.

Ru.

  
(7-19)

Example 7.10 Linear Draw Ratios for the Cylindrical Shapes of Examples
7.7 and 7.8

Consider the straight walled cylinder of Fig. 7.7 with. solid and hollow inner
cylinders. Determine the linear drew ratios for these.

The linear draw ratio for the solid cylinder is the ratio of the line scribed on

the surface of the cylinder to that scribed on the disk.

. d s d

Lines-cilia cylinder = 25 + E + 2(5) 'l' i = d + 35
Llnfldm‘ = d
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 H

Areal Draw Ratio Linear Draw Ratio HD

a) 13) c}

Figure 7.10 Geometric factor comparison for {a} areal draw ratio. R“. ([1) linear draw ratio. RL. and
{c} PM) or H:d

s
R - = l -+— 3 —

L.sohd (l

. d s d

Llnehollow cylinder = 25 “1' '2' + 4(3) + E = d + 45
s

R = 1 + 4 —-
L.Imlln'w d

Hzl)

Another form of linear draw ratio is the ratio of depth of draw to mold opening at

the rim. It is written HzD or H:d [13]. Except for simple shapes, it too is difficult to

define unambiguously. For a simple parallel~side cylindrical part of Fig. 7.6, the

relationship between H:D and RL is:

RL = l +2(H:D) (7.20)

Figure 7.10 shows all three draw ratios for a straight-sided cylinder. The draw ratio

relationships are given in Fig. 7.11. The three draw ratios for draw—down into a

two-dimensional corner are compared in the following way]. Figure 7.12 shows a
three-dimensional View and an end-on View of the two-dimensional corner. The

initial area of the sheet at radius R is ttRLfZ. [ts volume is VzrrRLtfz where t

' The approach used here is Geometric Element Analysis. or GEA. That is. the sheet is assumed
to be an infinitely extensible membrane having a thickness much less than its surface area. The
arithmetic assumes no causal relationship between the amount of force required to stretch the
membrane and the extent of stretching. Furthermore. there are no physical limits such as
elongation at break to prevent the sheet from stretching any desired amount. GEA is discussed
in more detail in Section 7.6.
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H LtlJnear}DrawRatio 
Figure 'Hl Comparison of areal draw ratio. linear , _
draw ratio and RD for parallel-sided female cylinder Side Dimel'ISIOI'I
as a function of extent of draw Disk Dimension

  
Figure 7.|2 Draw into two-dimensional corner. two views

is the sheet thickness. The volume of polymer sheet on the wall after a difl'erential
draw is 2L(5R)(t— Sin). That remaining in the stretched sheet not in contact with

the wall is {rth2)(R — 5R(t — fit). The material balance yields:

itRLtrz = (aunts .. and a 5n) + 2L(5R}{t — am) (7.21)

This is rearranged and fiRfit is assumed to be less than either SR or fit:

51 . 8R

T = (4m - 1) fi (7-22)

This is integrated to yield:

t R din—I

E— (R—o) (1.23)
where to is the sheet thickness when R = R0. This is the instant thickness of the sheet

at the instant radius. R. The average thickness does not depend on the radius at all.
The areal draw ratio is:

Ra (7.24}_ final area ZRL _4_ I)"_ initial area ‘ («Rum ‘ it t
0
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The linear draw ratio is:

RL —————-—-—— (7.25)

And 1-1:[) is:

H'D‘ initial line length _‘ 1|:sz TE
' —inscribed circle gap—{fimm—fi

Note that the reciprocal average thickness ratio. the areal draw ratio and the linear

draw ratio all agree. From Equation 7.23, it is apparent that the sheet thickness

approaches zero as the radius approaches zero. This demonstrates the general problem

with the global draw ratio concept. Example 7.11 considers progressive drawing into

this corner to illustrate this point.

 

(7.26)

Example 7.1] Differential Drawing into a Two—Dimensional Corner

Consider progressive draw-down into a two-a’irrtensiana:l earner, Fig. 7J3. The
initial sheet iength is rrRiZ. A t r=nR. the sheet length is ariZ +2(R -r). The
iinear draw ratio is:

4

RL="+;{I_H)

Determine the average linear draw ratio when n = l and n = 0. Then consider a

progressive a’raw where tire distance to tire corner is halved in each draw. Compare
the draw ratio.r.

The average linear draw ratio for n = l is KL: 1. When n =0. RL = 4/n, as

expected.

Consider drawing the sheet from r = 12/2 {11 = i) to r = R/4 {n = i). Now:
1 2

RLI =E+E= 1.137
I 3

RL1=Z+E=1205

Consider drawing the free surface from r = RM to r = RIB. Now:
1 'i

Rt...‘ = g + 2—1: = 1.239

The free portion of the sheet in this step has been drawn:

RLJ ‘ Ru: ' RLJ =1-698

In fact for the Mg draw step, the local draw ratio is:

M 2—." 4 M l rrlmes-(a)
The first term approaches 2 as M approaches no. The second term ap-

proaches M as M approaches 00. In other words, RU”: m. Thus the last

infinitesimal amount of sheet is drawn to an infinitely small thickness. even

though the average linear draw ratio, RL =4in.
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Figure 7.13 Progressive draw—down into two—dimen- RIB 3/2
sional corner HM

Rim and Lip Sheet for Female Cavities

The volume of polymer found in formed parts is usually greater than that in the

material free of the mold surface prior to forming [14-1634]. In some cases. sheet is
deliberately pulled over the edge and into the Female mold cavity in order to aid in wall

thickness distribution. In other cases, the design of the part restricts the use of a moat

or moat and dam combination. The plastic on the flat lip therefore tends to be drawn

into the female mold cavity. The amount of plastic drawn into the mold varies from

15% to 35% or so. depending on the lip geometry. Additional sheet can be supplied by

billow prestretching or it can be drawn from the lip or rim region into the mold cavity

during draw—down (Fig. 7.14). To account for the excess material. it is recommended
that the calculated areal draw ratio values include 50% of the sheet surface area

between the lip and the clamping ring [I 7]. Consider forming a parallel-sided cylinder

 
Figure 7. I4 Schematic of rim area coordinates. comparing stretching force. Fd. and sliding force. F,.
F; is the component of the stretching force in the sliding force direction
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of depth 5 and diameter d. clamped at diameter D = (l + an. as shown in Fig. 7.14.
The areal draw ratio with no rim material is given as Equation 7.16:

45

Ra=E+I (7.16)
If all the rim material is included in the draw ratio:

A .d + A + A . 44:15
R ’ 2 ii ewull hollorn mm = l _ 7.27

341'“ A0 + Arim + D2 ( }
If only a fraction. g. of the rim material is included:

Asidewull + Abotlom + g - Arim

 

Rmm =T (7.28)
or:

d 1 4ds 4ds d 2

If D = (l + n)d, this expression is written as:
43 1 1

= l _. —— _ .Rm, +u+md+" em“) I] (730)
Example 7.12 illustrates how the draw ratio is affected by the rim material. Figure
?.15 illustrates this where n is the rim fraction of polymer drawn into the female

cavity. For the experimental observations of 15% to 35% greater volume, n = 0.07 to

0.16 on a circular cavity.

Example 7.12 Efl'ect of Rim Material on Draw Ratin

Consider a paraliel-sfded cylindrical part where s = d and D = 1.2d. Determine the

eflecr of rim material if 100% is involved In draw-down and if 50% is muolved in
draw down.

Equation ?.30 is the proper equation:

45 l 3

Ru.lim=] +(1+n)d+(l fig)[(m) 'l]
2

Rm... =1 + i +(1— gill—L) —1]=1+ 3.33 — 0.3055(1— g)

 

1.2 1.2

When g = 1, RM,“ = 3.?8. When g = 0, Rm,“ = 5. When g = 0.5, RM,“ = 4.28.

A more formal analysis examines the relationship between the forces required to
stretch the sheet and those needed to slide it along the mold surface. A simple force

balance illustrates this. The stretching force, F6, is written as:

aft-pr (7.31)

where r is the tensile strength of the sheet at the forming temperature and A“ is the

sheet cross-sectional area at the edge of the cavity (Fig. 114). The sliding force, F5,
is written as:

F5 = CN“ = (30’ ' A)“ (7.32)
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Fraction of Him Material
Included in Draw-Down

{RA-ways) 
0 0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 fl.”

Rim Fraction of Diameter. 11

Figure 115 Effect of rim malerial contribution on areal draw ratio. 3: fraction of rim material
included in draw—down

where N is the normal force, P is the pressure applied to the free-to-defortn rim

material and A is the contact area between the clamp and the rim. C is the kinetic

coefficient of friction between the polymer and the mold surface [67,68]. The ex-

perimental value of a is 0.6? to l [69]. The force required to slide the sheet along the

rim is vectored perpendicularly to the draw axis. The deformation force, Fd. is initially

vectored in the sliding force direction, but as the sheet draws. F3, the component of

Fd in the horizontal or F3 direction, diminishes rapidly. F: = 0 when the sheet touches

the wall of the parallel-sided female cylinder mold, as an example. F3 is given as:

F: = Fd cos |3= ‘r - irtdho cos B (7.33)

where I3 is the sheet angle to the horizontal and hCl is the initial sheet thickness. If the

rim is clamped at D =(l + njd. the force needed to slide this area of the sheet, F5,
is:

in]2

F, = CP“ - {T [(1 + n)‘ ~ I]? (7.34)
The sheet stops sliding when F: <F5. Since P is the amount of pressure that is

holding the sheet against the rim, this equation is solved for P:

2 - 1: - ndho cos [i
P ’ nd=i c

For the special case where a = I:

't - fil-ha cos B
P 2» {mac

Fm + n)=—1]-' {7.35)

}-[(1+n)=—1]-' (7.36)
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The amount of pressure required to keep the sheet from sliding is proportional to the

tensile strength of the polymer, its initial thickness and the diameter of the cavity. It

is inversely proportional to the coefiicient of friction and to the amount of plastic on

the rim. 1]. Example 7.13 illustrates this relationship. If the mold is a parallel-sided

cylinder, the sheet stops sliding and begins stretching before the sheet contacts the

wall. If the mold is a cone with an angle less than 74.4“, contact occurs first.

Example 7.13 Sliding and Stretching Fortes

Given a 0.030 in thick sheet of plastic having a hot tensiie strength of tau--

0.7 MP3 = l00 1b, fin 3. determine the angle it where the stretching forces exceed
the sit‘dt'ng forces for a 2-itt drink cup. The coeficient offriction is 0.25, a = i and
t: = 0.2.

The operative expression is Equation 7.36:

p){‘—’4:":‘3'5 B} - [(l + :01 — 11*1
P> 24.0 cos [112.273] = 54.55 cos [i [lbriin’]

If the maximum applied pressure is 14.1l lbr/inz. then the angle is:

B: cos ' (14.75455) = cos" 0-269 = T44"

In other words, the sheet slides on the surface until that portion that is in the

mold cavity reaches an angle of MA" with the horizontal.

For billow prestretching. the dimensions of the expanding sheet differ from the

mold dimensions. An appropriate factor must be included in the rim-included draw

ratio definitions to account for this type of prestretching. Example 'i.l4 illustrates
this. Prestretohing is also considered in the text below.

Example 7.14 Areal Draw Ratio With and Without Prestretching

Determine the erect draw ratio of a straighteided cylinder with and without

prestretchittg. For prestretcht'ng. the bubbie diameter D = (l + tt)a'. where d is the

diameter of the cyiincier. Determine the proper equation for it bubble height from
y = 0 to y : Ill/2.

The area] draw ratio of a straight—sided cylinder without prestretehing is

given by Equation 7.16:

45

RH—F+l

The area of a spherical zone or cap is given as:
TI:

A... = 1W + DZ]
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When y = 0, the area is a disk:

Adisk = 532'
When y = Dj2. the area is a hemisphere;

Ahernl =g
The areal draw ratio is given as:

Emma“ z final surface area __ rtds + mil/”4
initial surface area ' it[4y2 +(l + n}2d3]f4

where the initial surface area is the area of the cap. This equation is
rewritten as:

4

Rmm = [35 + I] - {and}: + {l + nfi" = R. - [My/d}2 + (I + rail“
The last bracketed term represents the elTect of pre-blowing on the draw

ratio. If n = D and y = dill, or the bubble is a hemisphere, R3,”,umow: Ruiz.

Draw Ratio Usage—A Rationale

Average draw ratios are used primarily to screen candidate polymers. For example.

CAB. PS. PETG and HDPE can be pre-blown into bubbles that are greater than
hemispherical [l?]. Usually, PVC. PMMA and PC cannot. Low-density PS foam

cannot be drawn greater than about H:D = 1:1 [18] unless coated with an unfoarned

capsheet- Crosslinked polyethylene foam cannot be drawn greater than about

H:D=D.6:l to 0.8:] [19]. Practical temperature-dependent H:D draw ratios for

several polymers and several initial sheet thickness for simple vacuum forming into

a parallel-sided female mold are shown in Fig. "3.16.

Mechanical Assists——Some Design Features

The wall thickness analyses that follow concentration on the geometric prediction of

part wall thickness during simple female forming. Many forming processes described

in Chapter I depend on prestretching to improve material distribution. Inflation and

plug assist are two common prestretching methods.

Preblowing or Inflation—Comments

Figure 7.1? shows experimental draw down for sheet into the bottom corner of a

truncated cone [20]. The sheet thickness ratio, hihn is experimentally shown to be
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m1
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1:1.5 15
E

3'2 4 Figure 7.16 Temperature—dependent areal draw
3.0 ratio and H:D for tapered cylindrical female mold

_ for several polymers: 1. 0.4 mm LDPE: 2. 0.5 mm

"2 z a HDPE; 3.0.4n1m PP: 4. 0.3 mm HIPS; s. 0.25 mm' UPS; 6. 0.5 mm ABS: 7. 0.3 mm RPVC; 8. 0.3 mm

FPVC: 9. 0.5 mm PVC eopolyrner; 10. 0.3 mm

a a cellulose acetale: 11. 0.2 mm PC; 12. 0.3 mm
“2-5 an 200' PMMA; 13. 0.5 mm CAB: 14. 0.5 mm CAP:

3” m ' [5. 0.5 rum Hostalit z; 16. 0.5 mm as foam. Figure
used with permission of Carl Hanser Verlag

E1
iW
a:r:.E
u
E
r—

Eo
o_|

Figure 7.]? Experimental sheet thickness as func-
tion of areal draw ratio for draw-down into trun-

1 2 a y 5 cated cone bottom cylinder. PS = polystyrene,
_ PVB = polyvinyl butyral. Figure redrawn from [20]

Area! Draw Hallo, HA and used with permisssion of copyright owner

 
inversely proportional to the square of the areal draw ratio. Inflation is a method of

prestretching sheet (Fig. 118). For inflation of an unfonned sheet, experiments show

that the sheet thickness away from the rim region is a function only of the inflation

height. y (Fig. ?.19) [15]. For very large inflation ratios. exceeding hemispherical, the

sheet thickness is constant only in the polar region [1?]. An analytical solution to the
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1‘ oD

0.8 ' Experimental Dali!

0.6 +

DJ 
0.4

Figure 7.13 Geometric factors for
bubble inflation ca

1 a a

Hid/of

ReducedSheetThickness.tlta
Figure 7.19 Experimental and theoreti—
cal inflated bubble thickness [15]. Solid
circles are polymethyl methacrylate.
PMMA. Pluses are polystyrene. PS.
Solid line is best fit of data. Dashed line

is theory. Figure redrawn and used with
permisssion of Ellis Harwood. Ltd,
copyright owner

nonlinear clamped-edge plate deformation problem is also available [21]. If the

polymer in the cap is assumed to have a uniform overall thickness [22]:

in. l _L
ho “ 1 + (YER): — R.

For purely elastic sheet [15,17], the relationship between inflation height, y, and

inflation pressure, P, is:

(7.37)

 
P. {Zora}!= . 2 .__.___

211,12 '" [I + W” [l + (wan:
where E is the modulus obtained From the polymer elastic stress-strain equation,

0 = E. As seen in Fig. 7.19 for HIPS and PMMA, there is a distinct offset in the

thickness ratio relationship to yfa. An approximate relationship is:

h M (5/6}
h, '“ 1 + ma): (7.39)

The offset is the result of the sheet in the rim area being substantially thicker than the
average.

The extent of inflation is determined by the amount of prestretching desired to

achieve the desired wall thickness uniformity and on the ability of the polymer to

inflate without bursting, as discussed in Chapter 4. Typical prestretching air pres-
sure values for several polymers are given in Table 7.9. If' the inflated cap is to be

snapped into a female mold, the cap surface should not touch the mold bottom on

(7.38}
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Table 7.9 Typical Prestretcbing Air Pressure

 
 

Temperature range Pressure range above
atmospheric
 
 

   {ac} (kPa)

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
  
 

 
  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

PS 135—150 2'15-300
PS foam NR
ABS 140- 150 280—300 1.5—4
HIPS 135—150 275—300 2 -4
CA 140~ 155 280410 1—3
PMMA 160—180 325-360 7—10
PMMAIPVC‘ 155—1?0 310—340 5-?
PK: ITS—I90 350‘375 6~10
FEP NR
PET 135* 160 275—300 2 -4
HDPE 130— 150 270— 300 1~3
LDPE 125-145 260 £90 1— 3
PP 150— 165 300 330 1‘2
10% talc ~PP 150-165 300430 8—10
20% talc—PP 150—190 300—380 8 - 10

P80; 215 — 250 4204180 6— 8
RPVC 115—140 240 280 1.5—3
FPVC 1 15—140 240—280 I 3
PVC— roam NR
 

NR .—_- Not recommended

eversion (Fig. 7.20). As a starting point for predicting draw-down. the sheet thickness

can be considered as uniform everywhere. In a more advanced program, the thicker

material near the rim can be considered, through application of the approximate

relationship above. Equation ?.33.

Preinflation is used with a male mold to minimize the amount of plastic on the

surface that first contacts the sheet. A balance on the extent of preblowing bubble

height must be struck. 1f the bubble is blown too large, webs are formed on the
outside three-dimensional corners. [1' the bubble is too small, the corners of the mold

can tear the sheet as the mold is inserted. Bubbles do not always tend toward

hemiSpherical. Flat-topped and rectangular bubbles are formed with proper temper-
ature programming. Although the amount of trial-and-error effort needed to achieve

 
Figure 7.20 Bubble eversion schematic
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non-symmetrical bubbles is great. the reward is the ability to form splitty or weak

polymers into parts with excellent wall thickness distribution.

Plug Assist—Comments

Plugs are used to mechanically prestretch sheet in applications where a product

would otherwise be only marginally acceptable. The plug redistributes polymer along

the part wall. Wall thickness distribution with simple vacuum forming into a

near-parallel sided cylindrical mold with H:D: 1:3 or R,I =2.33 and RL= 1.67 is

shown in Fig. 121 for several polymers. In Fig. 7.22, the effect of plug assist for
0.016 in. or 0.4 cm MIPS into a cylindrical cup at H:D = 1:3 and H:D: lzl, or

Ra = 5 and RL = 3, acts to distribute polymer from the side and bottom of the part
to the traditionally thinner corner-

The plug usually moves along the center axis of a female mold (Fig. 123). The

plug design parameters include:

The shape of the plug tip.

The plug penetration depth relative to the cavity depth,

The plug diameter relative to the cavity diameter,
The plug surface temperature. and

The coefficient of friction between the plug surface and the stretching sheet.

7.5 Computer-Aided Design in Thermoforming

There are many reasons for computerizing the entire forming process. Some of these
are:

Figure 7.21 Wall thickness distribution for several
polymers under typical vacuum forming conditions.
H:D = 1:3. polymers are: l. PP; 2. PVC formed at
low temperature; 3. LDPE: 4. HIPS: 5. PVC formed
at high temperature: 6. PVC copolymer: 7. Cellulose
acetate; 8. PC. Figure redrawn from [91] and used
with permission of Carl Hanser Vertag Lacation

LocalThickness.urn 
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I

§_ Inc 6
:2 s ralto Vacuum Wllh Plug Ann-1 2 n
2 d E
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E :00 Vacuum (:lnl]I E
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3 "a I- Wm Win Hun halalO
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Location

Figure 7.22 Efi'ect of plug assist on wall thickness distribution for 0.4 mm or 0.016 in MIPS for
H:D = 1:3 and HID = l: l. Dashed line. vacuum only. Solid line, vacuum with plug assist. Figure
redrawn from [73] and used with permission of Paul Kiefel GmbH

 
Figure 7.23 Geometric factors for blunt-nose plug assist penetration

- Production of sheet from pellets or powders is a process expense that most other

technologies do not incur. The added extrusion costs range upward from $0. lS/lb
or US$0.33g’kg.

it Most thermoforming operations convert only 50% to 75% of the ready-to-be-

formed sheet into formed products. The rest—web. edge. cutouts, trim. sel-

vage—~rnust be reprocessed at additional costs with some loss in properties. In
some cases such as medical products, web material cannot be used.

0 Despite technical advances in processing equipment. thermol'orrning is an energy

intensive process. As a result. processing costs are usually higher than those in

other converting industries.

II The nature of the thermofcrrning process is biaxial defamation and thinning of

a rubbery elastic sheet. Thus, the average part thickness is substantially less than
the initial sheet thickness.

0 As a first approximation, plastic sheet draws only when free of the solid surface.

This leads to parts of nonuniform wall thickness. In one-step natural drawing—
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StressConcentrationFactor III-II

DO 0.2 0.4 0.. DJ 1.0

Corner Radius to Local Sheet Thickness Ratio

Figure 7.24 Stress concentration factor as Function of radius per unit local sheet thickness

vacuum forming. pressure forming or drape fanningrparts are thinner in two-
dimensional corners and thinnest in three—dimensional corners.

I The nature of the forming process dictates that the plastic in the thinnest areas is
stretched the most. This material is therefore closest to its ultimate strength. Part

performance under load therefore depends on the method of stretching the sheet

and on the thinnest section under load. The stress in a formed corner is strongly

dependent on the radius to local wall thickness ratio. As seen in Fig. 7.24. the

stress concentration factor exceeds 2 when th < ”4. A strong corner design has

Rft 2 3f4.

o Conversely, many regions of the formed part are relatively unoriented, are
weaker or thicker than desired, and thus are wasteful of expensive polymer.

I Computer-aided engineering or CAE oi' the thermofon'ning process encompasses

many of the following:

0 Control of sheet temperature prior to forming.

a The application of the applied forming forces to include necessary sequencing

of pressure to allow inflation andfor plug assist prestretching, and

0 Proper sheet cooling techniques to ensure optimum overall cycle time or

optimum energy efficiency.

- Computer-aided part design or CAD. is only one facet of CAE. It depends on

material allocation or distribution. For a given processing history and a given

mold configuration. a specific element of the unformed sheet will always trans-

form into a specific element on the famed part (Fig. 125). The controllable CAE

parameters such as:

a Local sheet temperature.

Applied pressure

Relative pre~inflation parameters.

Relative plug parameters, and
Stretching sequence,
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Figure 7.25 Concept of polymer sheet allocation. Transla-
tion of [A.B.C] points on flat sheet to [A'.B’.C'] points on
inflated bubble

 
only differentially alter the relative location. differential area and thickness of that
element.

0 The easiest approach to material allocation is to assume large-scale isothermal

biaxial stretching of an isotropic rubbery elastic sheet.

I This assumption allows two-dimensional finite-element analysis to be used to

determine wall thickness for one—step formed shapes. With proper selection of the

initial deformation mesh. prestretching can be added as a preliminary step.
I As a further simplifying assumption, the material allocation algorithm includes a

non-slip condition. Only the sheet free of a solid surface will stretch under applied
force.

0 Two further aspects of free surface stretching can be included in model-building.
A material balance shouts that the volume of free sheet that continues to stretch

is simply the difi'erence betWeen the initial volume of material in the unformed

sheet and that already deposited on the mold wall. And the free material

thickness tends to be uniform across its surface at any time during the stretching
process.

I Computer-assisted thermoforming may be of greatest value when multi—Iayer

rigid barrier containers become economically viable. Thermoforming will then

meet a specific product need as the packaging industry, in particular. moves

toward products requiring precise wall thickness control.

7.6 Wall Thickness Prediction—A Justification

By its very nature of the stretching and forming process called therrnoforming, the
product so produced has wall thicknesses that are not uniform. Stretching nearly

always occurs only in the plastic sheet that is free of the wall. The last area of the

mold to be covered by sheet is usually the thinnest. Traditionally. the thinnest walls

of female parts are in the bottom three-dimensional corners. The thinnest walls on

male parts can be in the outside three-dimensional corners or in the inside three-
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Figure 7.26 Uniform flexural loading of simply-supported beam

dimensional corners. Prestretching devices aid in polymer material redistribution but

in general. thennoformed parts have nonuniform wall thicknesses. For some thermo-

formed products. structural integrity is a secondary function. For many applications,

however‘ the formed part must withstand mechanical loads. Consider two examples

of mechanical loading:

- One-dimensional flexural loading of a simple beam (Fig 7.26] The product

might be a thin--gage fast-food container or a heavy-gage spa The appropriate
causal relationship between uniform load w and maximum deflection ymmts

5(wL)L‘

3"”: 334El

where L is the span. E is the modulus of the polymer and I is the moment of

inertia. I is given as:

 

(7.40)

I=bh3f12 {7.41)

where b is the beam width and h is its thickness. Combining these equations:

_ 60(wL)L-‘
5’“1*“ ' 384 . Ebhi (7.42}

Note that the extent of deflection of the beam is inversely proportional to the
cube of its thickness. If the beam thickness or if the thermoformed sheet thickness

varies by 10%. the extent of deflection varies by 33%.

I One-dimensional buckling of a plate (Fig. 127]. The product might be a

thin~gage disposable drink cup or the side of a heavy-gage formed equipment

cabinet. The appropriate causal relationship is the Euler buckling equation:

nZEI

L2

where F is the buckling load, E is the polymer modulus, L is the effective length

of the column and l is the moment of inertia. as before. Again, substituting the

moment of inertia yields:

F:
 

(7.43}
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Force '

I:

__' g... Figure 7.27 Uniform compressive loading and buckling of uni-
l'l form-walled plate

‘rt‘iliibl't3
F = 7.44

12 - L2 ( )

Again a l0% variation in the column thickness or the thickness of the thermo-
formed sheet results in a 33% variation in the ability of the product to support a
buckling load.

noted above. prestretching enables material redistribution, with the objective

being an increase in part wall thickness in load bearing regions. ConSider the benefits
for material redistribution. [f the design wall thickness is currently adequate to

support the design loads, material redistribution will allow sheet thickness downgag-

ing

© 1996 Carl H

. Consider the following:

Reduction in sheet thickness results in reduction in purchased cost of sheet.

Reduction in sheet thickness results in more rapid and more uniform heating,

resulting in lower cycle times and higher productivity.

More uniformity in sheet heating can result in fewer surface problems such as
scorching, off-gassing, or blistering.

Reduction in sheet thickness may result in less sag since the weight of the sheet
is reduced.

Reduction in sheet thickness results in lowered forces required to stretch the
sheet.

Lowered forming forces may allow for deeper draws. faster forming, more
surface texture.

With lowered forming forces. the sheet does not need to be heated as much.

meaning that further cycle time reduction is Possible.

Reduction in sheet thickness results in shorter cooling time on the mold.

Reduction in sheet thickness may result in reduced trimming costs and efforts. in

that dies may not need to be resharpened as frequently and trimming defects such

as splits may not be as prevalent.

Product shipping costs may be reduced since the parts weigh less.
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There are two approaches to part wall thickness prediction. The first. a geometric

method, has been used extensively in blow molding as well as thermofon'ning in

Germany, Poland. Russia and Japan for more than a quarter century [2655-5735-

83,85,87-90]. The method followa a protocol for the stretching of an infinitely

extensible membrane over a surface of known geometry. No polymer properties are

needed and since the method is manual, no computer is needed. The technique is

called Geometric Element Analysis or GEA. The second method is based on Finite

Element Analysis or FEA. It stretches a mesh-like membrane over a surface of

known geometry. A causal stress-strain relationship is needed to predict the relative

forces generated by the stretching. The method depends on forming a nodal network

of elements and the simultaneous solution of the stress-strain equations at each of

these elements. A relatively large-capacity computer is needed.

Geometric Element Analysis or GEA

The simplest illustration of GEA is draw-down of a sheet into a conical mold, as

shown in Fig. 7.28. At time B. a sheet of initial thickness, tn, has been drawn into

the cone of angle [3 to a depth. hl. The sheet is in contact with the mold surface for

 
Figure 128 Geometry and coordinates for progressive draw-down into female conical mold
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a diagonal distance or slant height, 5. That portion of the sheet not in contact with

the mold forms a spherical cap of radius. R. The plastic sheet in the cap has a
uniform thickness, L The cap area is:

Amp = ZnRzfl — cos B} (7.45}

At lime B + :19. a differential amount of material from the edge of the cap has been

deposited on the cone surface. The cap material has been differentially stretched so

that it is difl'erentially thinner. A material balance [20] gives:

Atia = Alla+dfl + Arcane ‘ t (146}

27:11:“ — cos B) = 2n{R + dRFtl — cos fljlt + dt) + (2nRt) sin [1 ds

R is written in terms of h. s and [3 as:

 

_ _fl
R _ h sin [3 [an [i (7‘4?)

and dR = —dsftan B. The differential material balance is written as:

dt tan B sin [3 sin [3 :l__= 2*.____ . _____ .t [ {l—cosflJ [h—ssinfl d5 ”48}
This is integrated to yield:

t _ s sin [3 “c '3' 't; — [I — h ] (149}
where t" is the sheet thickness when s — 0. The sheet does not initially touch the cone

side as it sags into the cavity. It touches when AOL, = Ampl“ at s = 0:

1* =12"(l + cos a} (7.50)
Since h = (diZ) tan [3. the sheet thickness ratio is given in terms of the initial sheet
thickness as:

i_(l+cos B) EscosB '”""1r 2 [1— d T (7.51)
Example 115 shows that for [3:60“. the sheet thickness decreases linearly with

distance down the cone side. At the 60° cone tip, s=d, and Lita—:0. Appendix "LI
gives expressions for areal draw ratio as a function of draw-down. This thickness

equation for a cone has been experimentally verified for many amorphous polymers
[1420,2336].

 

Example 7.15 Slant Height Wall Thickness for 60° Cone

Determine the expression for wall thickness for thermcforming into a 60° cone.

From Equation 7.49. for cos 60° —- é , sec 60" = 2, t* = 3K4, and:

Hill—2]
The wall thickness for a 60° cone is linear with slant angle.
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Figure 729 Various geometric shapes that have bean analyzed using geometric analysis: {A} Full
cone: (B) deep truncated cone: (C) shallow truncated cone: {D} triangle or wedge—shaped channel:
(E) prism; {F} deep truncated wedge; (G) shallow truncated wedge

Note that this derivation depends solely on part geometry. No material properties

are required. Initial sheet thickness and material temperature can only affect the

depth of draw and not material distribution. Thickness equations for other shapes
such as those shown in Fig. 7.29 are also available and are tabulated elsewhere

[20.24.25]. For even the simplest three-dimensional shapes such as truncated wedges.

these equations are very complex and a computer is needed to rapidly obtain
meaningful functional relationships. A more functional approach. GEA, segments

the mold geometry into very simple geometric elements, calculates the relative
thickness reduction in those elements. then combines the results for an overall view
of the local thickness.

GEA assumes that any thermoform mold can be described by combinations of

simple shapes. Differential material balances on these simple shapes result in simple

equations. The first step is sectioning. The mold is envisioned to be divided into

sections. Each section is idealized as one of five forming shapes, discussed below. The
sheet thickness at each of these sections is calculated and the calculated local sheet

thickness is the product of the thicknesses of each shape used to arrive at that point

[26]. The application of each of these shapes is the design protocol.
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Three-Dimensional Corner

3’ b) e}

1—1-4

H

Rectangular Channel

Two-Dimensional Corner mo = exp l-2anRul
n

ma = rnrnoi‘m"

Uta = Ring

6)

Wedge-Shaped Channel

ma = (HIRDJK  
21mm

K=—*-"um

Fukase One—Side Laydown

':. 42—1.)": 2—3:}

One-Side Laydown

10,

8 f)DimensionlessThickness.we
so 8 a 8 45 4D 20 10 0

Angle. 9a

Figure 7.30 Five elements of geometric analysis: (a) Two~dimensional corner: {b} three-dimensional
corner; in) rectangular channel; (d) wedge-shaped channel: (e1 one-side laydown: {0 relative thick—
ness for one-side laydown
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l. The two-dimensional comer (Fig. 7.30A). The thickness ratio is given as:

t R m — l R am

t— = (E) = (E!) {7.52)
where to is the thickness of the quarter-circle of radius R0.

2. The three-dimensional comer (Fig. 7.3015). The thickness ratio is given as:

l R

C — R: (153}

Again In is the thickness of the sphere octant of radius Ru. Note that the 3D

corners thin at a much greater rate than ZD corners'.

3. Parallel walls (Fig. 7.300. The rubbery sheet touches both walls at the same

initial point. It freely expands as a two-dimensional semi-circle between the walls,

with X being the distance down the walls and R1 is the half-distance between the
walls. The thickness ratio is given as:

i =exp [#ZX] (7.54]
 

t“ “RI!

4. Converging walls or the wedge (Fig. 130D). The rubbery sheet expands freely as
a two-dimensional arc of a circle. The thickness ratio is given as:

i = (if (155)

Example 7.16 Chamfers and Radiused Corners

Compare the material thicknesses of a ZD comer of radius R and an equivalent
corner with 45“ chnmfers.

The length of an are forming a corner of radius R is given as:
TI

Lmdius _ (E) R
The length of a chamfered corner. Fig. 7.31, is:

Laminar" : (Q) ' R2

The relative thickness ratio is given as:

t«thunder 1:= ———— = Li I

tradius fi

Since stillness is proportional to the cube of thickness. the chamf‘ered corner
is 1.113 = 1.3? or 37% stiffer than the radiused corner.

 

' Note that other corner shapes are stifl‘cr than sections of circles or spheres. Example 716 shows
that a 45° chamfer yields a corner that is considerably stifier than the equivalent 2D corner.
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Figure 131 Geometric factors for {left} two-dimensional radius and (right) charnfer

where K is given as:

K—zfiu tan (8,32)
“ a tan (so)

When 3 = all. the walls intersect at right angles. and K =02”. The equation

agrees with that for 2D corners, Equation 7.52. When Brats/2, the results are

useful for prediction of draw-down into a two-dimensional corner with substan-

tial draft. Example 7.17 Illustrates this.

(7.56)

Example 7.1? Prediction of the Effect of Draft Angle on Wall Thickness

Consider a right angle corner where RIF.” = 0. l. Determine the thickness ratio.

Then consider the case where the corner has a 1'0“ draft.

From Equation ?.52, the thickness ratio for a right angle 2D corner is:

til“ = (0.1 )"213 = 0.533

From Equation 155. for B = 100°, K = 0.202. Therefore the thickness ratio
for a 2D corner with ID“ draft is:

tftu = (0.1)"292 = 0.628

If stiffness is a design criterion, the corner with draft is {0.628(11533}3 =
1.636 or more than 64% stiffer than that without draft.

5. One-side fay—dawn (Fig. 7.3013}. This was first used in blow molding [26]. The

concept is somewhat diflicult to comprehend. Basically. one edge of the sheet pivots

against a mold point while the other edge lays onto the mold surface. It is

considered here only in two dimensions. It always represents an intermediate step.

As soon as the sheet touches all intersecting walls at the same relative angle, the

design criterion shifts to one of the other four cases. in the case of right-angle

two—dimensional intersecting walls, this occurs when the angle 8 = 45° or trill. The
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initial angle. 6. that the sheet forms with the pivot point is usually greater than

45‘”. The thickness ratio is given as:

t cos B 3 rt/Z — B 2__ = 1 ° 7.5to [cos 9"] [HZ—B] ( 7)
Figure 7.30F gives a plot of thickness ratio as a function of B with 9., as a

parameter.

  

1n addition to the five basic elements given above. some ancillary expressions are

valuable. In order to apply the sectioning method, it is necessary to determine a

priori whether the freely expanding sheet touches the sides of the mold before or
after it touches the bottom of the mold. A shallow mold is defined as one in which

[27]:

L sin ti

2(1 + cos B)

where L is the shortest side of the mold and is the angle of the mold at the rim (Fig.

7.32} [28]. For a mold with right angle sides, [3:90 and the mold is shallow if

H < LIZ. For a long shallow mold. where the length. L. is much greater than the

width. W, the uniform thickness of the sheet at the point of its contact with the

bottom is given as:

H<
  

(7.53)

t L'2

C: L'1 + 4H2 (7’59)

where to is the initial sheet thickness and L' is the length of the longer side. For a

shorter mold. it is recommended that the thickness ratio be calculated from Equation
7.59 first for L 21.“. then L = W and that the product be considered the thickness
ratio:

t 4H2 4H2 s -'
_—.: ——-— ———- . Dto [1+(UL2 + NW!) (LW):| U 6 }

For a deep mold. the sheet contacts the mold walls before it contacts the bottom. As

a result. the sheet defamation and thinning is calculated from parallel walls or the

wedge arithmetic.

F V
X J

Wig]

Figure 7.32 Geometric Factors For shallow rectangular mold [28]

' For forming into a recess or undercut. 8., can be less than 45“. Care must be taken in laying out
the segment to ensure that the proper pivot point is chosen.
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Figure 1133 Sequential factors for geometric analysis of shallow rectangular mold [29]

The protocol for a shallow mold (Fig. 7.33} [29] is as follows:

0 Calculate the thickness ratio for the sheet as it just touches the bottom of the
mold.

0 Identify lines A-A’, B—B’. C-C’. and D-D’ as being H units from the projected
zero radius two-dimensional comers of the mold.

0 Identify lines E-E’ and F-F' as being lines that bisect lines 00, D—D’ and A-A’,

B-B’, respectivoly. as shown in Fig. 7.34.

I The bottom Wall thicknesses at E-E' and F-F' are determined by applying

one-side lay~down arithmetic.

 

 
Figure 7.34 Top View of geometric analysis factors of shallow rectangular mold of Figs. 7.32 and
7.33
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I The bottom thicknesses at points (3 are now determined by multiplying the

thicknesses at E by those at F.

o The wall thicknesses in the 2D corners at E. E“. F, F’ and G are determined from

the 2D corner Equation 7.50.

o The thickness in the 3D corners H is obtained from Equation 153. Make certain

that the value used for to in this equation is the value obtained for G. above.

0 Finally, calculate the 2D vertical wall thickness from the 2!) corner. Equation
7.52.

Since the GEA method does not involve forces. the model is applicable to thin-gage

and heavy-gage, alike [30.31]. Accuracies within 20% of measured thickness are

expected. Typically, accuracy in horizontal 2D and 3D corners is within 10%.

Vertical 2D corner measured values usually show the most variation with the

arithmetic with errors of 30% common [32]. Figure 135 shows a comparison of
measured and (EBA-calculated wall thicknesses for a shallow mold.

The GEA method is also applicable to plug assist. as detailed below.

Finite Element Analysis

As noted. even though there are arithmetic equations for some relatively simple

geometries. it is necessary to solve them with some form of electronic computer.

Approximate thickness values for complex mold geometries are obtained by assum-

ing that the actual shape of the mold surface is approximated by a simple geometry

or series of geometries. Finite element analysis or FEA is a practical scheme for

determining the wall thickness of well-behaved stretched elastic membranes. The

general scheme is to overlay the surface to be stressed with a grid or network (Fig.

7.36). The grid pattern is triangular or quadrangular. Depending on the sophistica-

tion of the computer model, the elements are two-dimensional (2D) with X and Y

coordinates but no thickness, or they are three-dimensional (JD). with X and Y
coordinates and a finite thickness. The three-dimensional elements are sometimes

layered through the thickness. It is thought that 3D elements are necessary when

there may be heavy-gage sheet bending resistance over sharp edges or when shear is

expected [33]. For most applications, 2]) or thin membrane elements are acceptable.
The elements are connected via nodes. The connected elements form a discrete

surface or mesh that replicates the actual continuous surface (Fig. 7.36). Since a finite

number of elements are used to describe an infinite number of points on the sheet

surface. the analysis is usually called finite element analysis. or PEA. When forces

are applied to the simulated surface, the elements distort, with the extent of

distortion determined by balancing the forces and moments at each intersection or

node. The relationship between applied force and resulting strain is called the

constitutive equation of state of the material. Many hundreds or thousands of

elements are needed to faithfully simulate structure response to applied load. Since

many equations are needed for each node and three or four nodes are on each

element. thousands of equations must be solved simultaneously to affect a solution.

As a result the artificial computer time step must be very small to minimize error
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./
H
  

Figure 7.35 Geometric factors for draw-down into [9 x I] x 6 in deep deli pan mold. Initial sheet
thickness was 0.145 in. Three wall thickness values obtained at various locations:
  

Location Measured GEA PEA Comments
circles calculated calculated

{in} (in) (in) 

0.070 Short—midwall
0.050 Short 2D corner

0.070 Long—~midwal]
0.050 Long—~20 corner
0.060 Bottom center
0.050 Bottom 45“
0.040 Vert 2D midwall
0020 3!) corner

mommunm} 
 

generation during iteration. The simulation of a structure response to applied load

requires extensive computer capacity, thousands of equations and many time steps.

Despite these caveats, FEA is a given, accepted way of determining how a conceptual
part will respond to applied load.

FEA has been used for many years for structural analysis. As a result, the

methodology is well-established [31]. When FEA is extended to thennoforming,

difficulties arise. The very large deformation experienced by the sheet. or equiva-

lently. by the replicating elements. leads to rapid error generation and eventual

instability in the surface contour. For the large scale deformations encountered in

thermoforming, the area of a given element may increase ten-fold or more. If that

element is deforming into a sharp corner in the mold, for example. its final size must
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Force
’1'

 
Figure 7.36 Geometric factors and methodology for finite element analysis. FEA

be as small as possible to replicate the actual forming process. This means its initial

size must obviously be even smaller, and simple constitutive equations must be

replaced with more complex hyperelastic equations as discussed in Chapter 4.

Consider the deformation of a triangular element. The location of the element at

computer time is given by the [X.,YI.Z,] coordinates of each of three nodes. The
nodes can rotate. translate and separate under force. At computer time B + d9, there

are new coordinates [erbzl]. and there are nine coefficients describing the linear

deformation of the element. For each iteration, the forces acting to deform the

element are in equilibrium. Internal forces represent the sheet response to the applied

forces. If W is the internal energy function and u is the displacement coordinate, the

internal force for the it_h_ element is:
— 6W

ani

The external force for the itl_1 element is the pressure, p, acting perpendicularly to the
surface in the normal direction, n:

FlJl'lI 5

 
(7.61}

F...“ = p‘ n. (7.52)

For the entire surface of the sheet, an equilibrium force balance is:

E (Fe... + Fa...) = 2 (-g + p - n.) = 0 (7.63)N N do,

where the summation is over all N elements. This set of equations are nonlinear in

both geometrical and physical structure- The stress-strain constitutive equations of

state discussed in Chapter 4 are used to determine the appmpriate values for the
internal force terms. In one computer model {34], the equations are solved using a

standard Newton-Raphson iterative method [35]. In another, the Galerkin weighted
residuals method is found to be the most efficient in finding appropriate values [36].

iteration is performed in a given computer time step until the change in geometric
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position for each node is less than some very small fraction of the sheet dimension.

The nodal positions for each element are scanned to determine if any element has a

node on or outside the mold [XXZ] plane. If so, that node is fixed against the mold

surface, thus restricting the movement of the remaining nodes on that element. When

all three nodes are against the mold surface. the element is immobilized. Computa-

tion ends when all the nodes are immobile or when the maximum allowable pressure

is reached and the elements can no longer deform. Computational time is strongly

dependent on the number of elements. Typically. up to ten iterations are needed for

each d8 computer time step. Doubling the number of elements usually more than

doubles the real time required to achieve a given d9 computer time step.

The key to successful FEA application to thermoformed parts having complex

shapes is the proper initial selection of the sizes of elements across the mesh. Three

approaches are used in current FEA programs:

I Initial specification of element sizes. without recourse to altering their sizes

throughout the computation. This approach is quite successful if a standard

protocol is followed. A coarse mesh is assumed for the first pass. Examination of
the computer results reveals the regions showing great element areal increase. The

mesh for a second pass is then constructed. with those specific regions having finer

mesh. Additional passes may be required. each having finer meshes in critical areas.

I An adaptive mesh generator where. during computation, elements are split when

their area increases beyond some proscribed limit.

a An adaptive mesh generator where, during the later stages of computation.

elements inside critical regions such as corners or edges are remeshed automatically.

Regardless of the technique used. instability is still the major problem of commercial

programs. Instability manifests itself as:

- Localized elements that increase very rapidly in area in very few computer time
steps,

0 Elements that interfere with other elements that are affixed to solid surfaces.

Neighboring elements that try to occupy the same spatial areas. and

Elements that are fixed to solid surfaces at computer time but are freed from the

surfaces at computer time 0 + dB. such as with elements against plug assists.

Unfortunately. instability problems manifest themselves near the end of a computa-

tion time that may have lasted several hours- Figure 1.3? shows the initial chosen

mesh for simple vacuum forming up into a five-sided box with an insert. Figure 138

shows the extended mesh at the time the computation was terminated by an

instability caused by elements trying to occupy the same space. However. the scheme

clearly demonstrates the formation of a web at each insert corner. Figure 7.39 shows

the local sheet thickness at the mid-plane in the YZ-direction. Figure 7.40 shows the

forming sequence for forming over a five-sided male mold and Fig. 7.41 shows the
thickness contours for the sheet having attained its final shape'. The actual practice

These FEA programs use hyperelastic models such as the Ogden or Mooney-Rivlin model
discussed in Chapter 4. As a result. mathematically. forming is instantaneous. The intervals
shown are therefore computed forming intervals. not real time intervals.
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Figure 7.39 PEA—calculated local sheet thickness through the lengthwise and widthwise center of
Fig. 7.38

of folding of plastic against outside three—dimensional corners is tricky, with webs

frequently formed. Figure 7.42 demonstrates a wrinkle that is in many respects the
FEA equivalent of a web.

An extensive eflort is underway to verify FEA models. For example. the Treloar

experiment in which the inflation preesure passes through a maximum as a rubber
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Figure 7.40 FEA computer-time plol of sheet formation over male fivosidcd box. PITA program by
AC. Technology. Ithaca NY. [32]. Used with permission of Society of Plastics Engineers. Inc.

sheet is inflated [37'], is considered a true test of the stability of the simulation

arithmetic. Figure 7.43 compares the Treloar data with an FEA program using

neo—Hookean stress-strain elasticity and a special limit point algorithm [38]. Figure

7.35 shows a comparison of GEA and FEA results with experimental data. Although

FEA should yield more accurate wall thickness results than GEA. it is apparent that

the two analytical models agree more with each other than with the experimental

data. Figure 7.44 shows a comparison of experimental wall thickness measurements

for several polymers with an FEA model. Even though the polymers have forming

temperatures more than 100°C apart. the experimental data agree better with each

other than with the computer values [70]. Since these polymers have widely diverse

stress-strain curves at their forming temperatures, the implication is that geometry

dominates local wall thickness distribution, not polymer properties.

General Comments on Plug Design

A substantial effort is needed to properly shape plugs. Generally, plug shape

for symmetrical products such as cups begins as either a blunt-nosed tapered cylinder

or as a truncated cone with generous edge radii (Fig. 7.45). Usually, the design is

material-safe. Plug material is then removed on a trial-and-error basis. depending on

the location and intensity of the plug mark. For unsymmetric parts. plug design is

trial~and-error from the beginning. Regardless of the initial shape of the plug, the
final plug will have generous corner radii and domed rather than flat surfaces. Plug
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Measured an Formed Part

Figure TA! Comparison of calculated and experimental wall thickness distribution for mail: five-
sidecl box. See Fig. 7.40

 
Figure 7.42 Finite element analysis. FEA of corner of sheet
draped over male mold. Figure redrawn from [32]
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Neo—Hoahean With clamped Ends

Nao—Haokaan 'Mih Simply Supported EndsI

Trainer's Data I ..-DimensionlessForce.F(rof2h,,).kgfcmi' 
Exiensional Ratio

Figure 7.43 Internal check on computer results—comparison with infialion of rubber sheet, solid
circles [37]

.l'

020 Commierhfienaratea FEa.“t»:{I
OTB

01B

01$Thickness.cm 0.12

0.10 
Distance Along Cut Line. cm

Figure 144 Comparison of local themoformed wall thicknesses of several polymers wiih general
electric PITA finite element analysis‘ FEA [170]
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Figure 7.45 Plug geometries for symmetrical
products. (Left) Truncated cone with generous
radius and {right} blunt—nosed cylinder

 
functions are discussed in detail in Chapter 4. For a female mold. the plug usually

moves along the center axis of the mold. For a male mold, the plug moves along a

line that bisects a corner (Fig. 7.46). For a male portion of a female mold, the plug

may be hollow. For a boss. the plug may be a ring (Fig. 7.47). Plugs can be

articulated to allow plastic sheet to be tucked under a lip or moved out of vertical

plane to minimize a web on the female portion of a male mold.

Consider a prototypical fiat symmetrical plug of Fig. 7.23. with radius b and

penetration depth 5. stretching a sheet of radius a. The sheet thickness ratio is:

t 5 3 “a

E: [I + (r In 31b) l ”‘64)
where r is the sheet radius, b 4. r «s: a [22]. The sheet thickness on the plug surface is

to. At values of 8,33 greater than about 0.4. the thickness ratio from b to a is about

equal to the radius ratio. b/a, as shown in Example 1. l 8. The initial volume of plastic

is V = traztu. The sheet is distributed unstretched over the top of the plug and is

 

Plug Action Line

 
Plug Action Line

Figure 7.46 Examples of off-axis plug motion for male molds
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l l

Fling Plug

 
Figure 7.47 Ring plug for stretching sheet over
bosses

stretched in a truncated cone between the plug edge and the mold rim. The volume

of plastic on the plug surface is Vp = Ttbzl". The polymer volume in the stretched
sheet is:

v,= J.“ 5- t(r)*2u dr (7.65)b

This is approximated as:

V5 :5 5 - 1m - 2a{a + bll2 (7.66)

Since V = VF + Vs, the average thickness ratio is given as:

ti“: 1 — bfa
fiiat,—

 
("i' .67)

As seen in Example 7.18. the average value is very close to the calculated value for
fifa > 0.5 or so. The approximation fails as b/a decreases in value. Nevertheless, this
simple computation can save extensive computer time if only approximate wall
thicknesses are needed.
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Example 7.18 Wall Thickness of Polymer Stretched with a Flat Plug

The thickness ratio of the plastic stretched between the edge of a flat plug and the
rim of the mold is given by Equation 7.64. Determine the thickness ratio for

die: LG and (Ha: 0.2for bia= 0.8. Compare with the appropriate the value.
Then calculate the average sheet thickness ratio from Equation 7.66. Finally.
compare the results for Ma = i and Ma = 0.4.

Equation 7.64 for this example for Sin 2 l is:

l. a 2 — U2 2 2‘_== _____.__ =: 1 ‘ ~1io [I + (1' In ”0.8):l [ + 20 08(air}]
For rta = I, lit” 2 0.218.

For r/a = 0.9. lilo = 0.197.

For rt‘a 1: 0.8, t/tu = 0.1?6.

The average sheet thickness ratio is given from Equation '16? as:

l [—0.815$:

to 1

The average value is quite close to the calculated one.

Equation 7.64 for this example for We =0.2 is:
2 ——I.t2

5—: [I + (fifi) ] = [1 + 0.303tatr)2]- ”2

= 0.200
 

For rte = I, t/to =0.745.

For ria = 0.9. tita = 0.709.

For ri'a = 0.8, tit” = 0.666.

The average sheet thickness ratio is given from Equation 7.6? as:
 

rm 1 — 0.3—— = = 1.00
to 0.2

The average value is not accurate for this case.

Equation 7.64 for this example for Eta = l and b/a = 0.4 is:

t— I —a—2 “HZ—1 ll9l('i)"'-"’
If + rlnli0.4 ”[ +' “1

For rja = 1, tttu = 0.6%.

For r/a = 0.7, t/tu = 0540.

For ria = 0.4, titD = 0.344.

The average sheet thickness ratio is given from Equation 7.67 as:

l—0.4

l

The average value is not accurate in this case.

= 0.600
 

Es:
L.

The plug tip shape aids in stretching the sheet. as discussed in Chapter 4. The
effect of plug surface curvature is approximated by using an effective value of b. the

plug radius. Consider a spherical plug tip (Fig. 148), of radius b, penetrating a sheet
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Locus ot Tangent Hair-ls

Defining Emotive Plug RadiUS

 
Figure 7.43 Spherical nOSe plug assist. showing locus of sheet tangent to plug during penetration

of radius a. Let b' be the effective plug radius. When the plug tip just touches the
sheet, b' = 0. When the plug has penetrated to a depth 5 = b. the sheet touches it at

b'ia = (bia)2. And when it has penetrated to a depth 5 = 23, the efiective reduced

radius is We = l ._ cos 2a. where at =tan‘I (b/a). If the sheet does not slide on the

plug, a conservative estimate of the sheet thickness at any plug depth, Eta, is

obtained by using the effective radius, b'ta, in Equation 7.64. As expected, draw-

down at the same value of Sta is less with a spherical plug than with a blunt one.

Plug Assist Analysis

The force required to stretch the sheet to a given penetration depth 5 with the flat

plug is given for large values of 5 as [22]:

2n5EfT)tu

ln (aib)

where HT) is the temperature—dependent neo-Hookean modulus discussed in Chapter

4. For the large strain model, the force is directly proportional to the penetration depth

and the initial sheet thickness. Example 7.19 illustrates this. A similar relationship is

used for the bull-nosed plug, except that b is replaced with b’, the efi'ective plug radius.

F = (7.68]

Example 7.19 Linear Force for Shallow Plugging

A i in diameter dosage cup of 0.050411 street is to be stretched to a depth of 0.2 in
using a flat ping of (ls-in diameter. Determine the force if the nea-Hooicean

modulus of the plastic is 80 ibf-iitti'.

From equation 1.68:

2n5E(T)hu _ 2r: - 0.2 . so . 0.05
F‘ more) ‘ mums)

 
= 22.5 Ibr.
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Since the area of the plug is ir(0.8}1,f4 = 0.5 i112. the pressure needed to push

the plug is:

22.5 . 2
P— —fi‘—4s'l lbff'lntel-n

The extent of sheet stretching over a plug tip is estimated from the force balance

used for rim material draw-down. To obtain an appropriate thickness ratio relation-

ship for stretching over a curved plug tip, a differential force balance is integrated

over the length of plug travel. The force holding the sheet against the plug increases

with increasing penetration. The component of tensile force stretching or sliding the
sheet on the plug tip decreases with increasing plug penetration. Thus. any biaxial

extension of the sheet in contact with the plug probably occurs just as the plug

penetrates the sheet. In practice. stretching of the free sheet dominates throughout

the plug motion.

As stretching continues, the stretching becomes nonlinear. The sheet is extended

in a “plane strain“ fashion. That is, the view of the sheet from the Vertical shows no

relative effect of the plug (Fig. 7.49), even though stretching is extreme [39,4032].

The plane strain relationship between force and extension for the Mooney-Rivlin

constitutive equation is given as:

(H - 1)"’2(| - M2} = (FKZEKZCm + 2cl0)ho {7.69}

where F is the force applied to the plug to stretch the sheet and r is the radius
position. a<r<b (Fig. 7.50) [41]. The predicted force-deflection profile for a

conventional rubbery sheet is compared with the experimental profile and with

the linear version of Equation 7.69 in Fig. 7.5! [42]. As is apparent. the

linear force-deflection profile representing the large strain solution overestimates
the initial extent of deflection and underestimates the later extent of deflection.

Figure 7.52 compares the analytical model, the FEA model and the experimental

data [43].

 
Sheet Moving Downward Sheet Continuing Downward

Figure 149 Schematic showing how distorted element appears undistorted when viewed from above
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Plug Dimmq‘. b

  

 
DatlecllanD

Cavity Diameter. 3

Figure 7.50 Plane strain stretching geometric factors

Natural Rubber Data

Williams: Linear Model Hana Straln Modal 
Deflection. cm

Figure 7.51 Experimental and theoretical load-deflection values for plug assisted plane strain
stretching of natural rubber sheet. Solid circles are natural rubber data
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20

Natural Rubber Dela I
15

PlugForce.N
5 

Deflection. cm

Figure ?.52 Comparison of experimental and theoretical load~deflection curves for plug assisted
plane strain stretching of natural rubber sheet. Solid circles are natural rubber data. FEA models are
described in [49]

Plug Design—Geometric Element Analysis

The GEA protocol discussed earlier holds for plug assist as well [44]. The stretching

protocol is shown in a series of steps in Fig. 7.53. Plug assist is useful for the

stretching of elastic membranes so long as the angle the sheet makes with the

horizontal exceeds nit-i or 45° (Fig. 7.53M. When the plug reaches its maximum. the

sheet is stripped from the plug, as shown in Fig. ”3.533. The GEA element in Fig.

7.53A and 7.538 is one-side lay-down. Once the sheet is horizontally tangent with the

plug face, it is stripped from it (Fig. 7.53C. 7.53E. or 7.53E3). If the plug is near the

bottom of the mold, the sheet simply lays onto the mold surface without stretching.

This is the most probable case. If the sheet is not near the bottom of the mold, the

sheet continues to stretch in a semicircular or hemispherical fashion until it touches

the mold bottom. Once the sheet is on the moid bottom, stretching takes place by

one~side lay-down until the angle between the vertical and horizontal sections of the

sheet reaches it,’4 or 45°. After that, the sheet is stretched according to the 21)

protocol discussed above. Figures 7 .54. ”3.55, and 7.56 show the relative effects of

cavity depth on reduced thickness as a function of the relative depth of the plug. In

all cases, bia = 0.? but the relative plug depth. 5/3 varies. As is apparent, as the plug

depth increases. the 2D corner thickness increases to a maximum value and the
bottom thickness also increases. The reason for the latter effect is that the sheet in

contact with the plug simply is laid down onto the bottom without substantial
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§

 
D

Figure 7.53 Sequence or stripping sheet from plug and laying sheet Onto mold surface: A = End of
plug travel: B = sheet laying onto vertical mold surface; C = sheet releases From plug when F = 45";
D = sheet shape at instant of release from plug; EI : sheet laydown for deep plug, shallow cavity;
E2 2 sheet laydown For shallow plug. docp cavity: F 2 sheet Contacts mold bottom; G = sheet draws
into mold corner
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Plug—Assist Draw-Down name, = 0.33ThicknessRatio.mo
I--—'—-| 

Plug Depth

Figure 7.54 Computed plug depth-dependent sheet thickness at side. bottom and two-dimensional
corner For XUJRn = 0.33

Plug-£55m Draw-Dunn. ION-ID = 1.0

Side

. M14

1'0 %| l in
I 20 I? 1

0 02 0.4 0.5 GB 1.0

ThicknessRatio.mo 
Plug Depth

Figure 155 Computed plug depth—dependent sheet thickness at side. bottom and two-dimensional
corner for X0!!!“ = [.0
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1.0

R3
ThicknessRatio.m.J p&

Plug-Assist Draw-Down sure, =15

 
u as to 15

Plug Depth

Figure 7.56 Computed plug depth-dependent sheet thickneSs at side. bottom and two-dimensional
corner for XugRb = LS

stretching. The closer the plug comes to the cavity bottom. the less stretching occurs

before the sheet contacts the cavity bottom.

Plug Design—Finite Element Analysis

One of the earliest tests for FEA models was the prestretching of the sheet with a

plug. As noted, mechanical stretching of a membrane is plane strain deformation. All

elements on the sheet surface appear undistorted when viewad in the stretching

direction. regardless of the extent of deformation. This is seen for circular plug
stretching a thin rubber membrane in Fig. ”LS7. FEA yields accurate plane strain

simulation of a barrel-shaped plug penetrating a rectangular sheet in top and side
views (Fig. 7.58). The sheet grid shows distortion only along the vertical edges of the

plug. Viscoelasticity is most significant in plug stretching in the region where the plug
edge touches the sheet [46,85]. As noted in Chapter 4, the classic K-BKZ viscoelastic
model is used [47]. As with the Ogden stress-strain model, the K-BKZ model

theoretically has an infinite number of coefficients. As seen in Fig. 7.59 [46], three
coeflicients do not fit the strain-rate dependent curves very well. However. more

constants result in extended computational times and potential instabilities [46].
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Figure 7.5? Photo showing plug-assist plane strain stretching. Top view (top) shows limited
distortion of circles. Side view (bottom) shoots substantial distortion of circles

If the sheet is to be freely stretched between the plug tip and the mold rim. the

pressure on each side of the sheet must be the same (Fig. 7.60a). If the cavity pressure

is allowed to build (Fig. 7.601)). the sheet is forced against the plug sides. The formed

part will be thin in the rim area. If the cavity pressure is low, the sheet is forced

against the mold sides (Fig. 7.60c). This reduces the effectiveness of the plug and

results in parts that are thin in corners. Control of sheet position becomes much more

difficult as We approaches unity. A tapered plug stretching sheet into a mold having

the same sidewall taper helps overcome this lack of control (Fig. 7.60d).
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Figure 7.58 Top and side views of finite element analysis. FEA solution of sheet stretched over
shaped plug. FEA program is T-FonnCad from McMaster University

From practical considerations [44.68.84], polymers are elastic liquids. For GEA

and FEA running without the K-BKZ option, the sheet is treated as a rubbery elastic
membrane. As a result, when the sheet is stripped from the plug, the instantaneous

response of the sheet, prior to any additional stretching. is to elastically recover to a

uniform sheet thickness in the free portion of the sheet. The sheet that adheres to the

mold surface during the plugging phase is assumed to keep its local thickness
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Extensional Ratio

Figure 7.59 Stress-strain comparison of K-BKZ viscoelastic model with experimental data at two
temperatures. Redrawn from [46]

throughout the rest of the stretching sequence. As a result, the ideal elastic sheet

response produces a part wall thickness discontinuity at the point of elastic recovery

(Fig. 'l'.6la) [48]. This discontinuity usually occurs on the side wall of the part and

a} b}

/ /

Baianced Diflerantlal Pressure Higher Cavity Pressure

c) d)

é
, |

Lower Cavity Fromm . Tapered Plug

Figure 7.60 Schematic effect of differential pressure on draw-down during plug penetration
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"Elastic" Bump or Flue Merit

Uniform Thieknacs

a) Purely Elastic Sheet Response

§§ifl
Mecca’s" Bump or Plug Merl:

In} Purely Viscous Sheet Response

Figure 7.61 Schematic local wall thickness as sheet loaves plug. {3] Purely elastic response and (b)
purely viscous response

is usually called a plug mark or chill mark. On the other hand, if the sheet is

considered to respond in an ideally viscous way. no free sheet thickness recovery can

occur. As a result, the ideally viscous sheet yields a part wall thickness discominuity

at the point where the sheet was attached to the plug surface (Fig. 7.6]b). This

discontinuity should occur on the bottom of the part. FEA computer simulation

using the K-BKZ viscoelastic model shows how the sheet thickness changes as the

sheet is stripped from the plug (Fig. 7.62) [49]. From examination of many plug-

assisted thermol‘ormed parts. ridges are occasionally seen on the side walls of parts.
Bottom ridges are rarely seen. This is a strong indication that the sheet recovers more

elastically than viscously as it is stripped from the plug.

In general. a blunt plug with generously rounded edges. essentially a compromise
between a flat plug and a hemispherical one, is the best basic design (Fig. 163). The

plug is usually kept warm, to within 20°C or 40°F. of the set temperature of the

plastic or is insulated to minimize conduction heat loss, as discussed in Chapter 6 on

plug materials. Heated plugs are needed whenever the polymer in contact with the
plug must be drawn further in subsequent forming steps.
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Figure 7.62 FEA computer simulation of shcet wall thickness during and after plugging. using
K—BKZ viscoelastic model. Rcdrawn from [49]

 

 
Locus of Tangent Points

Defining Ellecl'we Plug Radius

Figure 7.63 Schematic of blunt plug with generous comer radii

7.7 Regrind

Regrind is an economic necessity in all but the most mission-oriented thermofonned

product. The polymer is exposed to shearing and heating throughout the extrusion,

thermoforming and regrinding process. The way in which the trim from the forming
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process is recovered, reground, stored. dried, and re-extruded is quite important to

the success of a forming program.

Material Property Deterioration on Regrinrl

A large portion of the thermoformed sheet is web or trim. The efficient recovery and

reuse of trim is essential to the economic viability of the process. For roll-fed sheet,

rectangular shapes yield up to 25% trim. For small, round shapes, about 50% trim is

expected. in cut sheet thermoforming, sheet-stock of standard dimension may be

more economical than sheet cut to special size. But the use of standard dimension

sheet-stock may lead to high percentages of trim. Even if trim can be totally recycled
with minimum loss in material properties, the cost of regrinding, drying, and

reextruding must be carefully considered in the process economics. This is discussed

earlier in this chapter.

The action of heat and shear in grinding. extrusion and to some extent,

therrnoforming. can thermomechanically degrade most polymers. The typical mechan-

ical effect is chain breaking. This results in loss of ultimate tensile strength, elongation

at break, toughness or the area under the stress-strain curve, and impact strength. With

some polymers such as RPVC or PP and other polyolefins, oxidative degradation

occurs. This results in yellowing and odor generation. Polymers with extensive

plasticiZer packages become brittle owing to deterioration or loss of effectiveness of

the packages. Flexible polyvinyl chloride or FPVC is a classic example. Polymers with

fire retardants and UV stabilizers are particularly sensitive to the high time-tempera-

ture environments common in multiple recyclings. Regrinds of moisture-sensitive

polymers must be carefully dried to minimize dehydrolysis. Condensation polymers

such as PET, PA and PC are classic candidates. In glass-fiber reinforced polymers,

fiber length is quickly reduced by mechanical grinding and shear in extrusion.

Usually, thermomechanical deterioration is not catastrophic. Small changes in

observed physical properties usually do not cause dramatic changes in processing

conditions. And final part performance is not substantially lowered. Nevertheless, the

mechanical properties of a polymer that has been reground and recycled many times

should be lower than those of the virgin polymer. As an example, CPET was dried,

extruded, reground, dried, and mixed 50:50 with dried virgin PET and reextruded.

The effect of reprocessing on mechanical properties is shown in Table 7.10. Note the

loss in intrinsic viscosity or deterioration in molecular Weight, and an indication of

loss in elongation at break. ultimate tensile strength and Spencer impact. These

property values losses are small and are usually not considered detrimental to the

final part performance.

For thermoforming to be a viable technology, web, edge trim, beginning and ends

of roll-stock and unacceptable formed parts must be recycled into new sheet.

Regrinding, drying, re-extruding and re-thermoforming are mechanical and thermal

environments that may cause loss in important polymer characteristics such as:

0 Molecular weight.

a Impact strength,
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Table 7.10 Effect of Regrind Material on Room Temperature Polyethylene Terephtllalate
Mechanical Properties {:Standard Deflation)

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
  

  
 

 

  
 

 
 

 

  
  

 
Property Run l Run 2 Run 3

virgin 50% virgin 50% virgin

Intrinsic viscosity 0.83 0.63 0.68
Secant modulus

MD a: 10“113,,I'in2 2.59 (10.075) 2.44 (450.06) 2.45 ($0.06)
TD x 103‘ Ibrfiin2 2.375 ($0.135) 2.07 (isms) 2.36 (i0.167)

Percent elongation
at yield
MD [0.0 ($2.9) l0.0 (ill?) 9.8 (i0.8)
TD 10.2 {i 1.1) I0.0 ($0.?) 9.7 (11.2}

Tensile strength. yield
MI) x l0-‘ lbffinJ 5.0 {10.39} 4.9 (10.20} 5,] (11).”)
TD 3:: 103 lbriinz 4.6 [:0.15} 4.6 (i023) 4.6 {10-54)

Tensile strength. break

MD x 10’ llzw'in1 8.3 { :0.61} 7.9 (i L90} 7.0 {12.30)
TD x 10“ll:i,;'in2 7.8 (10.39} II ($0.58} 4.7 {11.08)

 Spencer impact. 1000 g 2.3 { @165)" 2.3 (1 I133} 2.4 {i0.9l)  
"‘ Two of 5 specimens did not break at 6400 g

Elongation at break.

Tensile and flexural strengths,
Tensile and flexural moduli,

Fire retardancy.
Ultraviolet resistance.

Fibrous or particulate coupling agent efl'ectiveness.

Pigment color. and

Fiber length.

Theoretically, in a closed loop process, a small amount of polymer is reground and

reprocessed many times. The arithmetic needed to predict the effect of regrind

property loss on final part performance depends on:

o The way in which the specific property deteriorates with time at processing

temperature. and

o The way in which the specific property of the regrind and that of the virgin

polymer are melded.

The simplest form of closed-system reprocessing is showu in Fig. ”3.64s [50]. The

black box represents the effect of extrusion and forming processes. The effect of the

regrinding process is ignored. Figure 7.64b includes the effect of the regrinding

process on property deterioration. Figure 7.64c considers reprocessing of extruded

but untherrnoformed sheet and again ignores the regrinding process. As is apparent,
more complex schemes can he considered.
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Mp2 MD1 Mm Mo

Figure 7.64 Closed-loop steady-state reprocessing or recycling of trim. (a) Represents efl'ect of
extrusion and thermol'orming and ignores effect of regrinding. (h) Represents extrusion and lhen'no»
forming and includes efl'ect of regrinding. (c) Represents separate efl'ects of extrusion and thermo-
l'orming. with separate recycle streams being added to virgin

Single~pass property value loss data are relatively easy to generate [51-5333].
Algorithms are used to relate single-pass property value loss data to steady-state

property value loss. There are two general types of laws of mixtures:

o The linear low of mixtures for which the important property of a combined
polymer stream is additive:

A = yB + (l ‘ y)C (7.70]

where A is the property of the mixed stream. B is the property of polymer B, C

is that of polymer C. and y is the weight fraction of B in the mixed stream.
I The logarithmic low of mixtures for which the logarithm of the important

property of a combined polymer stream is additive:

1nA=y1nB+(l—y)lnC (7.71}

This is also written as:

A=B“C""’ (172}

In addition. there are several models to describe the way in which the polymer loses

its important property. Three such models are:

0 The proportional property loss is given as:

D = X‘ M (7.73}
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Talile 7." Typical Polymer Properties and Their Proposed Recycle Algorithmic Interactions
l7l*

Material Linear law of mixtures Logarithmic law of mixtures
property ___—____ —,_—_

Linear Declining Power~law Offset Linear Power-law Offset
loss loss loss loss loss loss los-s 

Tensile strength
Hernia] strength
Tensile modulus
Flcxural modulus

Elongation at break x
impact strength at 3
Impact strength x
(foams)

Ductility x
(toughness)

Fire retardaney
UV stability
Oxidative resistance

XXXX

XX XXX
K

Molecular weight at x
Intrinsic viscosity at x x
Melt viscosity x  

‘ In many cases, esperimental data are too few and so the proper method is frequently inconclusive.
Furthermore. property loss may be so small that more than one algorithm may seem to fit. If so.
the simplest algorithm should always be used

where M is the preperty before processing, D is the property after processing and

X is a proportionality.

I The power-{ow property loss is given as:

D = X - M“ (7.74}

where a is an exponent, usually less than i.

o The ofifset property loss is given as:

D = M — Z {ITS}

where Z is a fixed amount of property.

Table "Lil compares typical polymer properties and correSponding proposed a1-

gorithmic recycle types. The derivation for the linear property value loss-linear
mixture case is given in Appendix 7.11. The resulting equation is:

MX,_X(1#Y}
M _1~XYU

 
{7.76)

where MI, is the steady—state mixed property value, Mo is the property value of the

virgin polymer. X is the fraction of property value retained by the polymer after a

single pass through the processing equipment, and Y is the weight fraction of the

recycled polymer in the mixed stream. The value of X is determined by standard
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100% regrindfrecycle studies. As noted in Appendix 7.11. if X = 0.9 and Y = 0.5, the

specific property of the mixed polymer after three cycles is 83.5% of that of the virgin

polymer and after an infinite number of cycles or steady state, the mixed polymer
property is 81.8%.

Property Value Loss—Experiment and Protocol

There are several studies on material property deterioration with regrind [51-54].

Nearly all studies use conventional injection molding machines and focus on
determining mechanical properties or 100% regrind after several passes. Standard

processing conditions such as temperature and shear rate profiles and residence times
are usually not given. As a result, extrapolation of these data to the thermoforming

process is tenuous at best. Tables 7.12 and 7.13 give experimental and calculated

values for multiple passes of 100% regrind high-impact polystyrene (HIPS) and ABS.

Tables 7.14 and 7.15 give experimental and calculated values for the effect of regrind

level on the second pass properties of HIPS and ABS. The agreement is relatively

good, considering the scatter in the data and the assumption of simple laws of mixture
and property loss.

Mechanical shear at melt condition seems to be the primary way in which polymer

properties deteriorate mechanically. Mechanical grinding is a secondary way. Long
residence time at melt condi tion in the extruder is the primary way in which polymers

thermally deteriorate. Heating in the thermoforming oven is a secondary effect. As a

result. an appropriate protocol for regrind studies of thennofonned web or trim

should focus on extrusion rather than injection molding. One protocol follows

Table 7.12 Comparison of Experimental and Calculated Impact Strengths and Elongations at
Break for High-Impact Polystyrene [54] 

 

Property Unit Number of passes

0 | 2 3 4 5 6

Impact resistance

Measured ldg'm2 17.0 15.0 14.0 15.0 13.0 12.0
Calculated‘ ltlfrnI 18.7 17.0 15.4 14.0 12.7 11.5 10.4

Notched impact strength
Measured k]1m: r 5 .4 4. I 3. 3 4.0 2.5 2.]
Calculated: Him1 6. 3 5 .2 4.3 3.6 3.0 2.5 2.1

Elongation at break
Measured ‘14- __ 10.3 7.9 8.0 7.6 7.1 7.2
Calculated’ " n 12.1ll 10.3 3.9 E. l 7.6 7.4 7.2 

' Model used is: M1,“ = X“ - Mu where X = 0.833
3 Model used is: Mp“ = X“ - Mo where X = 0.907
1 Model used is: Mph=XN - Mn-l-B-(l LXNJIU —-X) where B=(l rX] ' M

MW,“ = 7.0 and s = 2.97

and X = 0.5%,lth I'I'IH
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I Select a production extruder commonly used to produce thermoformable sheet.

0 Establish the appropriate extrusion conditions to produce sheet at commercial rate.

I After steady state. obtain sufficient sheet for both the regrind study and the
thermoforming study. Label this as “First Pass". This should be several hundred

pounds or kg.

Table 7.13 Comparison of Experimental and Calculated Impact Strengths and Elongations at
Break for ABS [54]  

  

 
  
 

 
 

 

 

Property Number of passes

 

Impact resistance
Measured 6.1
Calculated‘ 6.7

Notched impact strength
Measured 2.3
CalculatedI 2.6

Elongation at break
Measured 7.?
Calculated-1

' Model used is: Mp“ = X“ ‘ Mu where X = 0.672
2 Model used is: Mp“ = X“ - Mu where X =0.636
-‘ Model used is: MPN=XN - Mo+ B‘fl ——X"Jf{l —X) where B={l—X) . M

Mm, = 8.0 and a = 5.55

and X = CLIBl.usymp

Table 7.14 Efl'ecl ol' Regrind Level on Second Pass Impact Strength and Elongation at Break for
High—Impact Polystyrene [54] 

  

 
  
 

 
 
 

 

Regrind level (fraction)

Impact resistance
Measured
Calculated' 16.l

Notched impact strength
Measured —

Calculated2 4‘7

Elongation at break
Measured
Calculated-1

The model is: Me: = [X0 — Y)(| + XY} 4— ()(YIHMu where X = 0.90? and Ma = 18.?

l

2 The model is: MK,2 = [Kt] — Y)“ + XY} + (XY)J]M0 where X = 0.833 and Ma = 6.2
-" The model is: M“; = [XU v Ylll + XY) + (XY)3]M9 + B where X = 0.576. B = 2.97 and Ma =

I17
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Table 7.15 Effect of Regrind Level on Second Pass Impact Strength and Elongation at Break l'or
ABS |54|  

Property Unit Regrind level {fraction}

 

Impact resistance
Measured kifm2
Calculated' Him2

Notched impact strength
Measured Ichrn2
Calculated= klg'rn2

Elongation at break
Measured "u
Calculated3 ‘iv’n 

 
1 The model is: Mr,2 = [Xfl -— Y}(l + XY) + {XYF’IMu where X = 0.672 and M, = 12.9
2 The model is: M“: =[X(l —— Yul + XY) 4- {XYFIMD where X = 0.636 and MI, = 39.3
1 The model is: MP! 2 [Xi] — Yltl + XY] +{XY}2]M0 + B where X = 0.15”. B = 6.55 and Mo = 96.4

I Regrind a sizable quantity of “First Pass" and extrude it at [00% to produce

“Second Pass". Again save a quantity of this sheet for thermofor'ming study and
regrind the rest.

- Continue regrinding and reextruding for N passes where N is at least 3 and

preferably 5.

I Injection mold the various regrind passes to obtain samples for mechanical

property evaluation. At the same time. injection mold virgin polymer to obtain

samples for mechanical properties.

Test all samples according to the preper ASTM, DIN or ISO protocol.

From the injection molding data, determine the relative influence of the injection

molding process on the material properties- This effect is important since each

regrind step is subjected to injection molding after the extrusion process history

and so this effect must be extracted from the experimental data.

I Curve-fit the data to determine the appropriate mathematical models for the

l00% regrind study. In particular, appropriate values are sought for M0, the

virgin mechanical property, and X, the fraction of property retained after each

pass through the extrudcr. Offset and asymptotic values and other ancillary

values are determined at this point also.

II Next, reestablish the extrusion processing conditions on 100% virgin.

If there is substantial property loss between the virgin polymer and “First Pass“

regrind, dry-blend this rcgrind with virgin at 50:50 ratio. If the property loss is

not significant until the Nth 100% regrind pass, dry-blend this regrind with virgin

at 50:50 ratio. The objective here is to determine what law of mixtures is

appropriate—linear or logarithmic.

I Again injection mold the necessary test samples, and again back out the effect of

injection molding on the property loss to establish the relative experimental effect
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of regrind on appropriate mechanical properties. Then determine what law of

mixtures is appropriate for each mechanical property.
a Return to the extruder and reestablish the processing conditions on 100% virgin.

- Dry«blend virgin and “First Pass" at 50:50 and run to steady-state. Collect it as
“50:50 First Pass“ and regrind this and dry-blend it with virgin at 50:50 to

produce “50:50 Second Pass".

0 Continue the above for N passes. Again injection mold each of these “50:50"

passes, again test according to ASTM of DIN protocol, and again extract the

effect of injection molding from the data. The purpose of this is to verify that the

combined property loss model and the law of mixtures model predict the

Steady-state or infinite recycie physical properties.

a Note that this protocol includes a grinding step for each pass. The effect of

grinding on the mechanical properties is usually much smaller than the efiect of

extrusion. However, if there is concern about mechanical damage induced by

grinding, test samples can be pressed from extruded sheet.
I If there is concern about the thermal effects of thermol'orming, the sheet saved

from each pass can be thermoforrned conventionally, then reground in the

manner outlined for the extrusionlregrind protocol. In many cases. thermoform-

ing may affect only one or two properties, such as color or fire retardancy. As a

result, the testing level is substantially reduced.

Note that the protocol has several pivotal keys:

0 it must be carried out on commercial equipment, to ensure that the thermal and

shear histories are comparable to that expected in commercial thermoforming
operations.

0 Care must be taken to extract the effect of injection molding test samples frorn
the data. and

I Regrind level must be at a level typical of thermoforming operations. The 50:50
ratio is chosen for this reason.

Many thermof‘ormed products must meet performance criteria based on polymer

material properties. The obvious purpose for this apparently elaborate protocol is to

ensure that the polymer in the products being thermoformed has not deteriorated

unduly during the regrinding and re~extrusion process. Example 7.20 illustrates how

to obtain the necessary values for the arithmetical models.

Example 7.20 Determination of Long-Tenn Physical Preperties From
11er Data

The table beiow gives measured properties of 100% regrind and 50% regrind (in
reguiar face type). Determine the method ofpredicting the efiecr of regrind (eve! on

 

physical properties.

l00“u Regrind [Extrusion]

Number of passes 0 l 2 3 4 5 6 on
Property value 1.00 0.90 0.81 0.73 0.66 0.59 0.53 0
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Mixed Regrinleirgin [First Pass}

Regrind level 0 25% 50%
Property value 0.9 0.88 0.86

Mixed RegrindNirgin (Second Pass)

Regrirtd level 0 25% 50%
Property value 0.9 0.87 0.86 

Mixed Regrindeirgin {no Pass or Steady State)

Regrind ICVE] U 25" 11 500141
Property value 0.9 0.87 0.82

From the |00% regrind data,

Mp“ = X” ' MD

or X = 0.900. The values for the 4th and higher regrinds are calculated and

given in bold face in the table. Note that this predicts that the physical

property goes to zero after an infinite number of 100% regrind cycles.

The equation for Y fraction of recycle in virgin polymer is:

X'l— l— XYN

MPN=[—‘TT):—x—Y3}#+txn“]-Mo
The calculated values are given in bold face in the tables for first pass.

second pass and infinite pass or steady-state virginfregrind ratio.

Cascading 100% Regrind

The concept of cascading lDUU/e regrind is growing in acceptance. As shown in Fig.

165, the process begins with l00% virgin sheet. (I - Y“) fraction of this sheet is

converted into quality pants. The Y fraction of web, trim and other recyclable non-

product sheet is reground and re-extruded as 100% regrind into new sheet. (I - Y} of

the reground sheet produces acceptable parts and the Y fraction of that is reground

and recycled. After N passes, only YN fraction of the original virgin polymer
remains. This is considered sufliciently small to be discarded. The philosophy behind

cascading 100% regrind focuses on the following points:

a With closed-loop recycling, contamination simply goes around and around. As a
result, it can accumulate to a level where the entire sheet is contaminated. This

does not happen with the cascading process. where unacceptably contaminated
regrind is simply discarded.

I Even for relatively large recycle fractions, only a few cascades are needed before

the economics favor discarding rather than re-extrusion.
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Virgin
 
 

 

 
(1-Y) Product

Process

(1-YlYN

YN

Figure 7.65 Cascade reprocessing or recycling of trim

0 Usually physical properties do not deteriorate dramatically. even with five or six

trips through the process equipment. This is particularly true with polyolefins,
especially polyethylenes.

The linear preperty loss algorithm for cascading 100% regrind is quite simple:

Man = X“ ' Me (7.7?)

where N is the cascade number. The fraction of good parts is given as:

t I — Y) E Y“ ‘ {178)N

The term approaches unity as N ~00. Example 7.21 compares cascading 100% regrind

property loss with steady-state recycling. Cascading 100% regrind is feasible when the

polymer property loss approaches an asymptote, so long as the asymptotic value yields a

part with an acceptable property.

Example 7.21 Steady—State and Cascading Regrind

In the current process. the poiymer ioses 10% of its tensiie strength on one pass
through tire extrusion and thermoforming process. The trim loses no rensiie strength

on regrina’ and drying. H trim and ofl—spec ports comprise 40% of the extruded sheet

surface. determine the steady-state tens-fie strength required in the virgin sheet.

Then consider the cascade recycie scheme. where the trim and of—spec ports are
discarded after three recycies. Assume the tensile strength properties are lineariy
additive.
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The appropriate steady-state equation is:

M1 _ th — Y}
Mo l—XY

According to the information. X = 0.9. Y =04. As a result. Mu = LIBS - M3,. In

other words. the virgin polymer must have a tensile strength 19% greater than the

design specifications. Theoretically 100% of the polymer is converted to good parts

in a steady-state scenario.

For the cascade scheme. the tensile strength of the acceptable parts must meet

the design criterion after three passes through the processing equipment. The
appropriate cascade equation is:

MN=XN-Mn

where N is the cascade number. For X=|£L91 MD: [.372 - Mg. In other

words, the virgin polymer must have an initial tensile strength 37% greater

than the design Specifications. For the cascade process. the fraction of good

parts for the three-pass scenario is:

(l —v)2 v~-'=(1—v)[1+v+v=]=o.935

or 93.6% of the initial amount of polymer is converted to good sheets. The

remaining 6.4% of the polymer is discarded.

 

7.8 General Guidelines for Part Design

If the part design has been thoroughly reviewed by all principals, improper mold design

or unsuitable polymer choice should not be a cause of unacceptable parts. Unfortu-

nately, in real life, improper mold design. part design, and poor choice of polymer still

remain the major causes of product failure in the market place. For novel designs or

experimental processes. extensive development and prototyping should be done far in

advance of production manufacturing. Again, if everyone has reviewed all details and

signed off on their portion of the program, few processing problems should be

attributed to improper part design or other aspects of the thermoforming process. In

addition to guidelines and steps to correct processing problems, certain do’s and don’ts

are sufficiently general to be considered as guidelines to thermoforming. in many cases,

the items in the list that follows are helpful to the designers. However, designs that
violate some of these can also be successful.

General Tips

0 Pressure forming is most economical for 5000 to 20,000 parts‘.

0 Pmssure forming competes with injection molding at about one-fourth the mold
cost and one—fourth to one-half the lead time.

Pressure forming details are given in Chapter 9 on advanced thennofonning techniques.
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d
r-—-———-I

W... o o o o

ShBBI 
Figure 7.66 Rod heater spacing relative heater~to«sheel spacing

Silicone is recommended when slip-sliding sheet from the rim to the mold cavity

or as a topical lubricant on plugs. However, silicone cannot be used on a given

application if it is not allowed in other parts of the plant.

Sprayed vegetable oil is an effective FDA-approved temporary lubricant for

certain parts. However. the oil breaks dowu after some time and so must be

wiped from the molds on a regular basis.

Process Tips

I..|

Most common plastics are formed in a temperature range of 200 to 400°F or [00
to 200°C.

Sheet thicker than about 0.400 in or ID mm is best heated in forced convection

air ovens.

Sheet thinner than about 0.010 in or 0.25 mm is best heated by direct contact hot

plate.
For rod heaters. the horizontal distance between heater elements should be less

than the vertical distance between the element plane and the sheet (Fig. 7.66).

The extent of sheet sag during heating is a useful and sometimes the only way of

determining material fol-Inability.

Filled or reinforced sheet rarely sags during heating.

Short fiber-reinforced sheet “lofts” or grows in thickness when heated. As a result,

a bladder is sometimes used to recompress the sheet during forming'. A cap-sheet
will also minimize fiber prominence but at an increased cost.

Low-density foam sheet increases in thickness as it is heated, due to internal gas

pressure? This results in a relatively poor free surface finish.

In vacuum forming, the surge tank volume should be 6 to 20 times the free cavity
volume.

In vacuum forming, the vacuum should always be greater than 500 mm Hg or 20

in Hg and 710 to 725 mm Hg or 28 to 28.5 in Hg is standard.
The faster the vacuum is applied, the better the draw-down becomes, to a point

[84].

Other information is given in Chapter 9 on advanced thermoforming techniques.
Other information is found in Chapter 9 on advanced thermoformirtg techniques.
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- Excessive draw-down rate leads to excessive webbing.

- Slow vacuum draw-down requires hot molds for mold replication.
I Chatter lines on the formed part are due to variation in draw-down and hot

sheet. The vacuum system should be carefully monitored.

u If small amounts of air are used for prestretching, the air does not need to be
heated.

- If an excess of blowing air is used. it should be preheated to within 20°F or 10°C

of the sheet temperature to minimize premature chilling of the sheet. This is

particularly true with sequential twin-sheet forming.

a Woven stainless steel window screen is an effective temporary screen for pattern

heating.
a Welded stainless steel wire is the desired permanent screen for pattern heating.

Aluminum window screen can be used for pattern heating of a few parts but it

usually oxidizes and falls apart quite quickly. Since it is easier to cut and is less
expensive and more readily available than stainless steel, aluminum window

screen is frequently used when developing new pattern heating profiles. Once the

final shape is determined, the aluminum screen is used as a pattern for the more

permanent stainless steel screen.

o If the formed shape is for an optical application, the hot sheet should not touch

a cold surface during forming.

o In pressure forming, the mold and the pressure box should be mechanically or
hydraulically locked together during forming.

a Bayonet locking, V-groove locking and overlap joints are typical ways of

positively positioning pressure box and mold during pressure forming. A flexible

silicone or neoprene gasket is usually required for adequate seal.

I Although air pressures to 500 lblrfin2 or 3.4 MPa have been used to pressure form

composites. current practice uses 50 to 100 lbnv‘inI or 0.34 to 0.? MPa air pressure.

a Snap-back forming should actuate when the bubble top intersects a photocell
beam.

I Matched die molding is needed when the sheet is normally too stiff at forming

temperature to be easily vacuum drawn. Typical polymer states are PS foam,

CPET, HDPE, PP, and short-fiber and mineral filled polymers.

0 Typical matched die molding clamping pressures are 50 to 100 lbflinZ or 0.34 to
0.7 MPa.

0 Matched die molding is used if details are needed on both sides of the part or if

the part design requires abrupt changes in wall thickness or direction.

a Coining or local matched die molding is used if details or dimensional tolerance

is only needed in a small section of the part (Fig. 1.6T).

Mold Tips

c Owing to their high shrinkage valueS, crystalline polymers usually require meats

in female cavities to prevent air leakage during forming (Fig. 7.68).

o The hotter the mold, the greater the final shape shrinkage becomes.
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I Coil-ting PlugSheet

Mold

/

 
Figure 7.67 Coining or localized compression molding

Moat Dam

Sheet * \

Hold

Figure 7.68 Moat and darn Female mold configura-
tion for polyolcfins and other crystalline polymers

I The colder the mold, the more nonuniform the wall thickness becomes for simple

vacuum forming (Figure 7.69) [55].

The colder the mold. the more apparent chill marks become.

I Male molds are less expensive to make but require greater draft angles than
female molds.

I Vacuum hole diameter should be less than the local sheet thickness to prevent
nibbing.

' Vacuum holes should be bunched in two-dimensional and three-dimensional

corners but are usually spaced along the part corners for appearance reasons. As
a result, far more vacuum holes are used than are needed to evacuate the mold

cavity. Typical vent hole spacing is about 1 in or 25 mm (Fig. 7.70).

o For twin-sheet forming, edge blow pins can be put in place just as the tWo sheets

meet. Surface or puncture blow pins, on the other hand. need to be pneumatically

or mechanically driven through the sheet as it contacts the mold surface'.

More information about twin-sheet thermol'orming is given in Chapter 9 on advanced thermo—
forming techniques.
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Mold Temperature =70”:SidewallLength,cm L 
O (103 016

Side Wall Thickness. cm

Figure 7.69 Effect of mold temperature on wall and corner thickness uniformity for simple vacuum
forming [55]

Prestrelch Tips

I Metal plug temperatures should be within 15 to 30°F or 10 to 20°C of the sheet

temperatures to minimize plug marks on the sheet.

I Syntactic foam and plastic-surfaced plugs are not heated.

- Plugs with good surface slip reduce but do not eliminate the need for close
temperature control.

 
1 Inch or 25 mm

Figure 7.70 Classic vent hole spacing on heavy-gage twodimensional horizontal corners
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Plug Action

/ Positive Textured Surface-

7/

f: Vent r,

/

Mold

Figure 7.7] Plug forming against the positive. textured surface on male molding

Plugs can be used on textured appearance surfaces (Fig. 7.?1).

I A typical initial prestretch depth equals half the narrowest unformed sheet

dimension. Thus for a 100 in x 200 in rectangle, 50 in is a beginning good

prestretch depth (Fig. 7.72).

0 If the prestrelch bubble is unstable when blown with air pressure, substitute a

vacuum prestretch box.

a In snap-back forming. an optimum bubble height is 2/3 the draw ratio or

H:D =2:3 (Fig. 7.73).

Mold 
Figure 7.72 Recommended starting plug depth for symmetric parts
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Figure 7.73 Recommended starting bubble height for symmetric parts

Part Design Tips

Specification on part thickness should be on the thinnest allowable wall thickness
needed for mechanical performance

If mold features need to be optically or visually read, their dimensions must be at
least three times the local sheet thickness (Fig. I'M).

Female molds produce parts with thick rims and thin bottoms.

Male molds produce parts with thick bottoms and thin rims.

Typical female draft angles are 0° to 2“, with an average of about l” to 1° (Fig.
175).

Typical male draft angles are 1" to 5°. with the average of about 4" (Fig. 7.76).

As with injection molding, draft angles must be increased to compensate for

texturing on perpendicular parts. Typically, 1° of draft per 0.2 thousandths depth
of texture is acceptable.

For textured details to be sharp in traditional vacuum forming, their depth

should be greater than the local sheet thickness (Fig. 7.77).

A wide variety of textures and patterns are now possible with pressure forming.

However, common aesthetic sense must prevail when placing different textures

and patterns on the same part.

Shafil

h

H Jr an

Figure 174 Recommended relative mold dimensions /Moldfor readable features
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“u

 
 

\

r" 0“ loan Minimum
Mold I

% Figure 7.75 Draft angle range for female molds

Mold 1° to 5°Minimum

Figure 176 Draft angle range for male molds

MODEM"

No Sharp Corners

Figure 7.1"? Traditional vacuum forming into mold details

I For fine texture detail with vacuum forming. textured sheet is used. Care must be

taken in reducing thickness by more than 30%, particularly in corners‘ as the

texture washes easily. Forming is usually done at the minimum possible forming
temperature.

0 Any draft is better than no draft at all.

The largest amount of draft that fits within the constraints of the part require—

ments should be specified.

0 Deep undercuts should have generous corner radii. Otherwise the part corner will
be very thin (Fig. 7.78).

I Parts with undercuts should be stripped from the mold with strippers pushing

uniformly against the part rim (Fig. 7.79}.

a Deep undercuts require actuation for part removal even for very ductile or soft

polymers. Otherwise extensive scuffing or tearing may occur.
II Both external and internal threads can be molded in with twin-sheet thermofor'm-

ing (Fig. 7.80].
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Very Thin Comer

Figure 7.78 Draw into undercuts more successful if radii are generous

Elector Plate

Figure 7.19 Undercuts stripped by (left) ejector plate or (right) sliding core

0 Partial internal threads are possible by secondary action with single-sheet thermo-

forming (Fig. 7.81).

a Typical part shrinkage for amorphous polymers is on the order of 0.5% for male
molds and 1% for female molds.

0 Typical part shrinkage for crystalline polymers is on the order of 2% for male
molds and 2% to 3"" for female molds.

O 50% to 75% of part shrinkage occurs before the part temperature has fallen to its
heat distortion value.

' For simple vacuum forming, an easy to form radius is 4 times thickness of the

starting sheet (Fig. 7.82a).

o For simple vacuum forming, the minimum recommended radius of any two-

dimensional or three-dimensional corner is equal to the thickness of the starting

sheet (Fig. 7.82b}.
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Top Mold

 
Trirn Line

501mm Mold

Top Mold

Trim Lima

‘1!

- r ' «w— w
Internal Thread

automatically or Manually Unscnawed

ilk

Bottom Mold

Figure 7.30 Twin—sheet forming of male thread (a) and female thread over unscrewing mandrel {b}

l Trim Line I

Mold 
Figure 181 Molding over unscrewing core. then

Unscrewinq Threaded Gore trimming for bun3
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h 0 ho

'f I’

H = 4h”

H } ho

\— q----—_'

// /
a} b)

Figure 7.82 Recommended easy-to-l'orrn relative radius (a) and minimum relative radius (13}

0 Pressure forming allows outside corner radius of 0.015 in for most polymers.

I Higher sheet temperature is required for smaller radii corners (Fig. 7.33) [56].

0 Chill marks are usually an indication of rapid thickneSS change. They are caused

by slow vacuum, a cold mold, or an inherent yielding of the polymer at the

forming temperature.

O Lakes or shiny spots on parts indicate inadequate vacuum or air trapped between

the sheet and a highly polished mold.

o The extent to which a plastic sheet is stretched is a strong function of its hot

strength. However, areal draw ratios are usually less than 5, linear draw ratios are
less than 3 and H:D ratios are less than 1.

c When notch-sensitive plastics such as PA or nylon, PMMA and P5 are drawn

into sharp corners, the parts may fail because of the inherent brittleness of the

polymer.

- Parts with acute angles or angles of less than 90° can be notch-sensitive regardless

of' the polymer.

- Polarized filters aid in detecting highly stressed regions in transparent PS, PC.

PET and PMMA parts.

a The diameters of solvent-welded bosses should be proportional to the sizes of

the metal inserts to minimize torsion cracking during component assembly

(Fig. 7.84).

Dimensional tolerances are rarely specified on free or non-tool surfaces.

0 To attain local accuracy in sheet thickness, a heavier gage sheet should be formed

and the local area routered to the correct thickness (Fig. 7.85).

0 Typical dimensional tolerances are 1% on small parts and 0.2% on large parts.
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J"”II/AWm 
0.7

0(II

(M

CornerRadius,cm
"In 110 120 1:11 ‘40 150 160 170 TM 190

Sheet Temperature. D(I

Figure 7.83 Temperature—dependent corner radius for several polymers for HID = [:2 draw ratio
female part. redrawn from [56]

d

H

A
w“,

p———-—-| Figure 7.84 Recommended relative solvent- or themally—welded boss di-
0 7 4d mensions

0 Sheet thickness tolerance is about 5% on medium and heavy gage sheet. This
tolerance should be doubled and added to the dimensional tolerance for inside

dimensions on parts formed in female molds.

o Stiffening ribs, corrugations. flutes and multiple cones are typical ways of

stiffening thermoforrned parts.

a Increase stiffness on large surface area parts by

adding a slight dome. of 0.15 infin,

adding concentric ribs. or

adding radial ribs (Fig. 7.86).
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Sheet

Figure 7.35 Roulering high tolerance areas in heavy-gage sheet

Heinlorcing Rings | l

 Ribs 0.15 inrin

Figure 7.86 Using don-ling. reinforcing rings andi’m radial ribs to minimize optical distortion.
eversion in Ihermofon‘ned disks

'/ I »

/

I A 3 3N2 I

Figure 7.37 Recommended rib height and spacing to minimize distortion in flat pans. Redrawn
from [51.58]
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\ -— - Trim Line-

k

Figure 7.83 Method of forming slots or vents by machining away rib tops

Dam

Vacuum Loss Ridge

Polyethylene Sheet Polyethylene Sheet

Mold

Figure 189 Vacuum loss ridge formed on crystalline polymers

Finish Surlace

 
 

'— Trim Line

Figure 7.90 Method of forming non-view slots or vents by machining away rib tops

I Distances between multiple male ribs or corrugations should be greater than

D: 1.5 ' H where H is the height of the rib (Fig. 7.8?) [57,58].

0 The guideline above holds also for rows of slots. where the top portion of the rib

is removed by route-ring (Fig. 7.38).

. An unexpected ridge at the rim of a polyolefin female part is an indication of air

leakage during cooling (Fig. 7.89).

o Shrinkage of fiber-reinforced parts is less important than dimensional changes due

to "spring-back" or elastic recovery once the applied forces are removed.

0 Non-view slots require side~core action and pressure to achieve detail in the acute
angled areas (Fig. 7.90).

o Non-view slots in a female part are best designed with the inside of the slot facing

up (Fig. 191). This accommodates the natural drape of the sheet.

I Whenever possible, slots on vertical sides of female parts should run parallel to

the rim rather than vertical (Fig. 7.91). This minimizes differential distortion

between ribs and the splittiness of the uniaxially oriented polymer in vertical walls.
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Forming Direction

   

 

 

W

///////7

Ventilation Slots

Figure "3.91 Recommended orientation of hori-
zorital non-view slots relative to forming direction

 
\\\\.\\\\

o Although some progress has been made in properly indexing the side core
extension during stretching to better stretch sheet in the slot region, fully extended

side cores are nearly always used.

Rim and Edge Designs

There are usually fundamental difi'erenees in the functions of the edges of heavy-gage

and thin-gage parts. For heavy-gage parts. the edge left by trimming of both in-plane

and contoured parts is frequently acceptable for the particular application. If the part
edge is not assembled or inserted into other parts, further finishing such as

sending or flame polishing may be needed to achieve the desired appearance edge].

If thennoforrned parts are to be adhesively bonded, appropriate traps for the

adhesive bead are formed into the part edges (Fig. 7.92) [59]. As with all thermo-

fonned parts, appropriate draft angles and Shrinkage factors must be applied to
ensure adequate seal with the minimum amount of adhesive used.

The classic example of rim treatment of thin-gage parts is the rolled rim (Fig.
1.93). Although rim rolling is a standard method of reinforcing the rim region of a

round thin-gage part such as a cup or a tub, rim rolling is used on occasion for oval,

‘ The design of the edge of a twin-sheet farmed part is covered in detail in Chapter 9 on advanced
thermoforrning techniques.
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Adhesive Trap

Figure 7.92 Formed-in adhesive traps for assem-
bling. twin—sheet forming

 
elliptical or oblong parts with generous corner radii. The standard method of rim
rolling is shown in schematic in Fig. 7.94. Typically, a heated air jet is directed

against the spinning part while the part is held against a simple edge forming fixture.

The process is continuous at about 5.000 to 10.000 cupslh. Although there appears

to be no science in determining the dimensions of a rim in rim roll design, some

guidelines can be established. The bending strength of a round rim is compared with

the bending strength of the flat sheet of plastic needed to form the rim in the

following way:

The deflection. yum. of a simply supported beam of width b and length L loaded
in the center is given as:

PL"

ymns =48EI (7-79}

where I is the moment of inertia. P is the applied load and E is the polymer modulus.

This equation is applicable to both the flat sheet and the rolled rim for slight bending

loads. Therefore the ratio of deflections is given as:

imam... = % (7.30}
 

Yluaxfiat roll

For the flat sheet. the moment of inertia is:

t...=bi’;12 {7.31}

For the rolled rim. the moment of inertia is:

1,0,] = ar‘t (7.82}
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Circular Rolled Lip

Flat Holied Lip

Figure 193 Two types of rolled rims beginning
with formed flat

Rod Heaters

 
Formed Cup Inventory Articulated Ftirn Rolling Tool

Figure 7.94 Schematic of rim rolling with timing screw feed and articulated rim rolling tool
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where r is the radius of the roll. But 2m 5 b. Therefore Equation 180 is written as:

Ymuxxoil _ antz
Yummflul 3b:

Equation 7.83 shows that so long as b > 3.85 - t. the deflection of a rolled rim is always

less than the deflection of a flat rim. To put it another way, the rolled rim is stifier than

the equivalent flat rim. Example 7.22 also shows a similar effect for the folded rim of

Fig. 193. Capillarity in rolled rims is a problem when the product is used as a drink

cup. Since the rim is usually not sealed, liquid wicks into the roll tube. Capillary action

then forces the liquid up the roll tube, with the result being that the rim “leaks", or acts

as the thermot‘orming equivalent of a “dribble glass". Capillary action depends on the

surface tension of the liquid. 0, the wettability of the liquid with the wall. the radius

of the tube, r. and the density of the liquid, p. The appropriate expression is:

y = 2° cog (7.84)
per

  

{7.83)

 

Example 7.22 Rim Stifl’ness

Determine the relative sttffi'ness of a rotted rim it" the sheet thickness is 0.030 in and

the flat rim width is [.5 in. What is the roll radius when theflat rim width is 0. 75 in 1’

What effect does this have an sttfirness of the rotted rim? Then determine the
stiffness if the flat rim is simpt'y foided.

From Equation 7.83:

Ymaxxell = 21121::
Ynuufim 3b:

From the data given, t=0.03, b= 1.5, and the roll radius is 0.24 in. The

deflection ratio is 0.00263. Or the rolled rim is nearly 400 times stifler than
the flat rim. For the narrower rim, where b:0.?5 in, the roll radius is
0.120 in and the deflection ratio is 00105 or the rolled rim is about 100 times

stifl‘er than the flat rim.

The deflection ratio for the double thick, half—width rim is:

  

YmunJ-flat = lfiul
  

Ymnlfiul 114331

For the flat sheet. the moment of inertia is:

In,“ = bt’} 1 2

For the double—flat, the moment of inertia is:

12.“... = (btzitztw 12 = 4mm:

Therefore the deflection ratio is:

YmuJAflaJ: : l
y'l'l'lll.fifll 4

The double flat has only 25% the deflection as the original flat, but the

double flat is still nearly 100 times more flexible than the roll.
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where y is the liquid height. 9 is the contact angle between the liquid and the tube

wall. and g is gravitational constant. For pure water the surface tension is 60 dyn/cm.
For other drinkables such as beer or soda. the surface tension is about 30 dynfcm.

The contact angle for water with glass is 0" and for water with paraffin is 107”. For

contact angles less than 90". the interfacial meniscus is positive and liquid rises in the

tube. For contact angles greater than 90°. the interfacial meniscus is negative and the

capillary liquid level is below the bulk liquid level. For polymers such as PS and

PET. the contact angle is on the order of 0° and the cos B a 1. For polymers such as

PP and PE. the contact angle may be as high as 90". For these. cos 0 2e 0 and there

is no capillarity. This implies that the leaking effect is maximum with PS and PET

and is minimized with olefins. Example 7.23 illustrates the relationship between rim

roll radius and capillary height.

Example 7.23 The Leaking Rim Roll

Using the information from Example 7.22. determine the height of the capillary.

assuming it is closed along the roiied side. Assume the contact angie is 0° and the

surface tension is 30 dyntem. The liquid is water. if the distance from the lowest

point of the rim to the edge of it person ‘s fin is 0.25 in. will either of the two rim
dimensions teak? At what radius will the rim begin to leak?

The operative equation is:
 

 

_ 20 cos 9
3" Pet

For the data given:

0.06122

y {em} = r (em)

For 1' = 0.24 in = 0.61 cm. 34*: 0.1 cm =0.040 in. For r=0.l2 in = 0.305 cm.

y=0.2 cm =0.080 in. Neither of these values is greater than 0.25 in. so

neither will leak. Using 3* =0.25 in=0.635 cm. the minimum radius for a

non-leaking rim is r = 0.096 cm 2 0.04 in.

Design—A Comment

There are many sources for plastic part design information [60-63]. The emphasis

above is on fundamental design tools. Full understanding of these tools is not always

required to design thermoformed parts. However. these tools are being used to meet

increasingly stringent design standards. Beall [60] notes that overall final piece part
inaccuracies today are caused by:

Tooling-associated inaccuracies.
Sheet-to-sheet and run-to-run variations.

Female versus male tooling.

Piece part geometry,
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Specifics of the vendors‘ manufacturing processes.

Operator skill and training, and

Tooling maintenance procedures.

He further recommends that the customer carefully select “... a vendor with proven

capabilities to meet the designer’s tolerance requirements.” The tools described above

should enable all par ties to better minimize final part inaccuracies.
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Appendix 7.] Draw Ratios for Truncated Cone

As shown in Fig. 7.95, a sheet that is partially drawn into a cone of slant height 5. depth

h and diameter d and cone angle B is divided into the frustutrt of a cone and a spherical
cap. R = df2, the cone radius at the rim. If r is the indeterminate radius at the bottom of
the frustum. the frustum area is:

A,=1r(R+r}[(R—r)2+ hfi”2 (7.1.”

hI is related to h by:

h, = hfl —r,I‘R} {71.2}

and h = R tan [3. The area of the spherical cap is:

A... = Zaafi (7.1.3)
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 h H

Figure 7.95 Geomelric factors For draw—down into
full right cone of angle

But r2 + 63 = 2216. 50:

Am], = (52 + 1'“) (7.1.4)

Now 1': n cos [i and 6 =a(l - sin B). Thus:

1 — sin [3: r2. _ - -_ .l.Amp 2!: [ mg; l5 ] (7 5}
The total area, in terms of r, is:

_ HR: 1111'1 _ 2(l — sin B)Atolnl _-' C05 B [:03 B [1 {:03 fl :l {Tull-6)
 

Area! Draw Ratio

The areal draw ratio is:

,“Alolnl_ I ‘ _ :2 _2(l_5in l3)Wm [1 or Tii
For full draw-down into I3 = 60“ com: Ra E 2.

The relationship between 1' and H. the depth of the formed part. H s h. is:

l__(l'n—I-l)-cos I3
' 25in [3-1

  

{11.3}

The areal draw ratio. in terms of measured depth of draw, H:D. is:

l 1 cos B 3 2(1 —sin [3]}' = . — — : -- —-———— - w— .1.Rd (cos B) {I (Ian [3 2(H DJ) [2 sin [3- I] [1 cos l3 (7 9}
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For a 60° cone:

Ra = 2{ I — 0.2165“ .732 — 2(H:D)]2} (7.1.10)

Linear Draw Ratio

The slant height 5 down the cone frustum is given as:

 

sz=(R—r)3+hf=(R—1'}1+R2tan2 Bil wrift)2 (Till)

s = (R + rJJcos B (7.1. l2)

The distance across the cap is:

s' = act/2 (7.]. I3)

where ct is the base half-angle in radian. cr = riff! — B‘. In terms of r:

s‘ = 2 Cr; [3 (arm)
The linear draw ratio, RL‘ 1'3;

1 2(R -* 1') rs:= _ ‘ . .lRL (2R) [ cos [5 +2 cos B] {71 5}

m=<.:.n—eiu—e:—ui

RL = 2[l + 0.869 (éfl (7.1.17)
R1. = 2 for full draw. 1' = R.

In terms of measured depth of draw. H:D. RL is:

_ I _ _ filEiZ—fi'} . + ' _ cosflRL"(cos|3) {' [l —_4]ftan|3 2{H.D}J rug—i} (7.1.18)
For 60“ cone:

  

 

For |3= 60° cone:

 

RL = 2 :1 — 059411.732 — 2(H:D)]} (7.1.19)

Appendix 7.11 Mechanical Property Loss in Regrind

Consider the simple regrind scheme in Fig. 7.96. The following assumptions are made:

I After each processing step. the mechanical property is X times that of the polymer
property before processing.

0 For each unit of polymer processed. Y units are reground.

A composite mechanical property is obtained from the properties of the virgin

polymer and the regrind according to a linear law of mixtures.
Q As a result. 053251 and DsYgl.
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Figure 7.96 Schematic of steady-state recycle loop,
including extrusion and thermoforming effects but
ignoring regrind efl'ects

 

The following definitions hold:

I Mo is the mechanical property of the virgin polymer.

I Mr is the mechanical property of the regrind.
I Mm is the mechanical property of the mixture.

I Mp is the mechanical property or the process polymer system.

For the first pass. there is no regrind. thus:

 

Mpl=X‘Mm. =X-Mo (7.11.1)

For the second pass:

Mp2 = X! 1va2 {7.11.2}

But:

Mm: = Y - Mir1 +11 — Y} - Mo (1.11.3)

And:

Mr, = MpI (711.4)

Therefore:

Mp2=X[YX+(I —Y}]‘MO (7.11.5)

For the third pass:

Mp, = x - Mm, (7.11.6)

But:

Mn3=Y-Mr1+(l —Y}' M0 (111.?)

And:

Mr, 2 Mp2 {7.11.8}

Therefore:

Mp3 = [X’Y2 + XZYU — Y) + XIII — Y}] - Mo (111.9)

For the NE pass:

MpH=[(X— ”-le {XY)"+ l]-Mo (7.11m). 11

But:

iari=ar+ar2+ar3+H-+ar"=a(ll—_r:) (7.Il.lll
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Therefore. for the Nth pass:

 

_ _ .[1—(xY)“-'1 _Mp“ — [I {I — X) 1 —(XY) Mo (111.12)
For an infinite number of cycles. N —. 00:

Since (KY) 4. 1. Nlil'n (XYJN‘l—rn (7.11.13)
And:

1 — X
= l — ‘ . .Mp1 [ 1— KY] Mo [7 ll 14)

For X = 0.9. Y = 0.5:

After 1 pass. MpIIMo = 0.9

After 2 passes. Mpszo = 0.855
After 3 passes, MpfiMo = 0.835

After 8 passes, Mpngo = 0.8185

After 20 passes. Mpzug‘Mo =0.8182

After 00 passes, Mpro=D.8182

Th us, after three cycles, in this example, accuracy is within 2% of the limiting vales, which
is usually well Within experimental standard deviation.
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8.1 Introduction

To produce their final products. injection molders. extruders and blow molders begin
with polymer resin in the form of pellets or powders. Therrnoformers produce their

final products from sheet or film purchased from a converter or the processor who
converts the polymer resin. The production of the sheet or film by extrusion or one

of a handful of allied processes that impart shear and heat to the polymer resin adds

economic and physical property penalties to the process. In addition, a substantial
portion of the sheet or film is not formed into product and that portion must be
returned to the converter for additional reprocessing. While the details of the

conversion process are not of paramount importance to the thermoforrner. the

quality of the sheet or film is. The emphasis in this chapter. then, is on an

understanding of those aspects of the conversion process that most affect the
performance of the sheet as it passes through the thermoforming precess:

Thermal history.

I Shear history.

I Residence time in the conVersion equipment.

I Techniques in drying.

:- Aspects of the chill roll. such as:
Roll diameter.

Roll temperature. and
Roll texture.

I Bank buildup.
I Machine direction and cross-machine direction orientation,

I Methods of orienting sheet,

I Effect of processing on polymer morphology,

I Desirable molecular weight for extrusion v. that for thermoforming.

I Sheet gage measurement and control.
a Identification and sourcing of surface defects,
I And so on.

As a result. this chapter presents a general overview of the conversion process, with
primary focus on single-screw extrusion through a sheeting die, the most common

method of producing thermoformable sheet. The technical aspects of extrusion are

given elsewhere'.

There are many sources of technical information on extrusion and entruder screw design. Some
of these are:

RN. Richardson. introduction to Extrusion. Society of Frontier Engineers. Greenwich CT 0974).
1L. White. Twin Screw Extrusion: Technologv anti Principles. Hanser Publishers. Munich (199”.
R.T. Fenner. Extruder Screw Design: Solutions to Polymer Meir Flow in Extrusion Equipment.
Including Wire-Coating Bier. Ilifi'e Books. London (1970).

S. Levy and .l.F. Carley. Plastics Extrusion Technology Handbook. 2nd Ed. Industrial Press. Inc..
New York {1989).

W. Michaeli. Extrusion Dies: Design and Engineering Computations. Hanser Publishers. Munich
(1984).

C. Rauwendaal. Polymer Extrusion. Hanser Publishers. Munich (1936).
F. Hensen. Ed.. Plastics Extrusion Technology. Hanser Publishers. Munich (I988).
NM. Bikales. Ed. Extrusion and Other Fktstics Operations. Wiley-Interscience. New York (19“).
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